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Melbourne Airport is managed by Australia
Pacific Airports (Melbourne) Pty Ltd (APAM),
which is a subsidiary of Australia Pacific
Airports Corporation Limited (APAC). In this
document, the term ‘Melbourne Airport’ is
used to refer to both the airport site and to
APAM as manager of the site (as the case
may be). ‘Melbourne Airport’ is a trademark
of APAM.
This Master Plan was prepared by APAM
as part of its internal strategic planning
processes and in accordance with the
provisions of Part 5 of the Airports Act 1996
(the Airports Act), and the Regulations
made under that Act, and should be
read in that context only.
This Master Plan is a revision of the previous
Melbourne Airport Master Plan 2018 approved
by the Commonwealth Minister in February
2019. The fundamental principles of the
previous Master Plan are maintained in
this version.
This Master Plan incorporates the 2022
Melbourne Airport Environment Strategy
and the Melbourne Airport Ground
Transport Plan in accordance with Part 5,
Section 71 of the Airports Act.
This Master Plan is APAM’s statement of
intent based on current data and insights
and is subject to change. Accordingly, the
development strategies and scenarios
detailed in it are indicative only, and their
inclusion is not to be read as an assurance
that any, or all of them, will occur.
Significant changes to the Master Plan can
only be approved by processing a replacement
Master Plan or a minor variation. In addition,
in accordance with Section 83A of the
Airports Act, APAM as the airport-lessee
company must take all reasonable steps to
ensure that the Environment Strategy in the
final Master Plan is complied with.
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Melbourne Airport acknowledges the traditional
custodians of the land on which the airport
is located and where business is conducted.
Respect is paid to the Wurundjeri Woi-wurrung
people of the Kulin nation and their elders,
past and present.
Melbourne Airport is committed to honouring
Australian Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander peoples’ unique cultural and spiritual
relationships to the land, water and seas and
their rich contribution to society.
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FOREWORD
I am pleased to present to you Melbourne Airport’s 2022
draft Master Plan. The Master Plan outlines our vision,
objectives and strategic intent for Melbourne Airport for
the next 20 years.
We are fortunate to serve a magnificent global city
and State blessed with natural beauty, rich history
and culturally diverse people. Melbourne and Victoria
have international appeal as a destination for business,
education and sporting and cultural events.
Melbourne has been renowned as the world’s most
liveable city and is predicted to overtake Sydney as
Australia’s largest city by population during the 2030s.
Since our last Master Plan in 2018, COVID-19 has
significantly impacted the aviation industry and created
great uncertainty around forecasting future growth and
project delivery. However, we have projected that the
industry will recover within this Master Plan’s 20-year
planning horizon. This presents Melbourne Airport
with an enviable challenge: to cater for an estimated
near-doubling of passengers to more than 76 million per
year by 2042, while at the same time delivering a highquality traveller experience and continuing to generate
economic and employment benefits for Melbourne and
Victoria.
This Master Plan safeguards and plans for forecast
growth, ensuring that the airport can respond to a
‘recovery’ post COVID-19. This Master Plan builds on
Melbourne Airport’s strengths, including its 24-hour
operations and established transport connections, and
outlines the opportunity to grow with the support of our
local community, government, business and industry,
and the Victorian public.
Melbourne Airport will work closely with airlines and key
stakeholders on the timing and priority of investments.
Potential priority projects and developments are
identified in this Master Plan. Initiatives in this Master
Plan will deliver improvements to efficiency and safety
while maximising the capacity of the airport and
improving the traveller experience. The most significant
aviation project outlined in this Master Plan is the
development of the nationally significant new parallel
north-south runway (‘Melbourne Airport’s Third Runway’
abbreviated as M3R). The key driver of the changes
in this Master Plan compared to the 2018 Master Plan
is the change in the orientation of the planned third
runway to north-south. This project is critical to meet
forecast passenger growth while maintaining on-time
performance for interstate and international travel, by
allowing us to increase aircraft movements over time.
It will also support the Victorian economy by injecting
additional economic activity into the State. A separate
detailed proposal for the new runway will be the subject
of a community engagement program and public
exhibition process.
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Forward

The Master Plan also provides the framework for
the integration and development of the Victorian
Government’s much-anticipated Melbourne Airport
Rail project. This legacy infrastructure development will
secure another form of public transport connecting the
airport to Sunshine and the Melbourne CBD.
Melbourne Airport plays a critical role as a centre for
non-aviation development and employment for the
Melbourne economy. The various commercial precincts
defined in the plan provide for a range of logistics,
commercial, entertainment and industry developments.

Melbourne
Airport Today
A Snapshot

The timing of proposed developments, including the
third runway, will depend on an assessment of forecasts,
market conditions, stakeholder engagement and
approval processes.
Melbourne Airport is Australia’s second largest airport,
a major gateway between Australian and the rest of
the world. It is imperative that we manage positive
relationships with our stakeholders, neighbours and
nearby communities to operate and grow the airport
responsibly.
Melbourne Airport’s Master Plan vision is to strengthen
our position as a global aviation gateway while
continuing to develop a world-class airport that
generates economic, social and employment benefits for
Victoria.

2,741

24/7

HECTARE SITE

OPERATION

675+

102K

74+

FLIGHTS DAILY

PASSENGERS DAILY

DESTINATIONS

43+

19K

$20 BILLION

AIRLINES

EMPLOYEES

TO VIC ECONOMY

2 RUNWAYS
4 TERMINALS

I commend this draft Master Plan to you.

Lyell Strambi
Chief Executive Officer and Managing Director, APAC
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Melbourne Airport
Master Plan 2022
At a Glance

AIRFIELD
The proposed three-runway system can support growth beyond 2042.
Melbourne Airport's Long Term Plan includes additional runway
capacity to support more than 80 million passengers per annum.

NON-AVIATION DEVELOPMENT
Land use planning in the Master Plan supports a range of
commercial developments.
These commercial developments support the airport's growth,
diversify business risk and enhance the contribution to the
broarder community.

SAFEGUARDING
The airport's capacity to grow is dependent on what occurs
on the land surrounding it.
Effective stakeholder relations with all levels of government is
required to restrict incompatible development from impeding
airport operations.

TERMINAL

FREIGHT

UTILITIES

By 2042 the
terminals precinct
will be expected to
accommodate 29
million international
passengers and 47
million domestic
passengers.

Dedicated freight
facilities will be
developed in the
south-eastern precinct
of the airfield, adding
to existing capacity.

Utility infrastructure
will be developed
to ensure security,
efficiency and
reliability of supply
for expected growth
of the airport.

GROUND TRANSPORT
ENVIRONMENT
The Environment Strategy highlights the environmental values of
the airport and how operations will be managed to ensure there
are positive environmental outcomes.
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To respond to forecast growth, infrastructure and non-infrastructure
solutions will be required on the airport road network.
Further external road network and public transport improvements
will be required to accommodate 20-year growth forecast (and offairport growth).
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Executive Summary

Executive
Summary
Melbourne Airport operates 24
hours a day, seven days a week.
It is a vital transport gateway for
Victoria and Australia.
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Executive Summary

2027 Development Concept Plan
The 2027 Development Concept Plan assumes the
full completion of the proposed third runway involving
the construction and operation of a new parallel northsouth runway.
Melbourne Airport’s development in the first five years
will also focus on investments in and around the existing
terminals and the completion of developments agreed
to with airlines. With the advent of new processing
technologies, as well as the emergence of new aircraft
fleet types, the short-term focus for Melbourne Airport
is on maximising the use of the available capacity at
the airport.
Extensions and improvements to the internal road
network and main forecourt to increase capacity
and continuously improve safety and security are
also planned.
Melbourne Airport has been operating at its current
location for over 50 years. The choice of this site
provided Victoria with a great legacy of a large site
predominantly surrounded by non-urban uses able to
accommodate the growing aviation industry through
multiple runways and 24-hour operations.
Under the provisions of the Commonwealth Airports
Act 1996, Australia Pacific Airports (Melbourne) (APAM)
is the ‘airport-lessee company’ for Melbourne Airport.
APAM operates Melbourne Airport under a 50-year
lease (to 2047), with an option to extend by a further
49 years to 2096. APAM manages the entire airport site,
including the airside, terminal and landside precincts,
and the on-airport road network and associated
service infrastructure.
Melbourne Airport is Australia’s second-busiest airport
and the main aviation hub for the southern part of the
country. In 2018-19, more than 37 million passengers and
almost 320,000 tonnes of international freight passed
through the airport.
The Melbourne Airport Master Plan 2022 is a visionary
and strategic document detailing planning initiatives
for the airport over the next 20 years. Its publication
is a requirement of the Airports Act, building on the
Melbourne Airport Master Plan 2018 and earlier
Master Plans.
The Master Plan provides detailed plans for the
continued development of the airport over the next five
years. These plans align with the Master Plan’s 20-year
strategic direction for the airport that considers the
changes needed to aviation facilities, ground transport,
utilities infrastructure, non-aviation development and
environmental measures. The purpose being to ensure
that the airport is best positioned for future growth and
development as an airport of choice for travellers, airlines
and logistics companies.

Forecast growth
COVID-19 has significantly impacted the aviation
industry as a whole and has created great uncertainty
around forecasting any future growth. We have assumed
that the industry will recover within the Master Plan’s
20-year planning horizon. This Master Plan will safeguard
and plan for the forecast developed in October 2019.
This will ensure that the airport can respond to a “fast
recovery” post COVID-19, which is considered a sensible
approach from a safeguarding perspective.
This 20-year Master Plan period to 2042 forecasts annual
passenger numbers to double to more than 76 million.
Aircraft movements (arriving and departing flights)
during this period are also predicted to increase to more
than 429,000 movements.
Total domestic and international air freight is predicted
to more than double to 980,000 tonnes. The number of
vehicles arriving at or departing from Melbourne Airport
will reach 270,000 on a typical busy day.
Development concept plans
Forecasts for passenger numbers, aircraft movements
and air-freight volumes provide the fundamental basis
for planning future airport facilities. The Master Plan
includes three development concept plans, outlining key
development projects and initiatives for:
• 2027 Development Concept Plan (five-year plan)

Initial works supporting development in the western
sub-precinct are also planned to be undertaken during
this period.
2042 Development Concept Plan
The 2042 Development Concept Plan for Melbourne
Airport involves an expansion of the existing terminals,
with aircraft parking positions approaching full capacity.
A key aspect of this development concept is the
expansion of terminal facilities south of the existing
Terminal 4 precinct, with a new terminal (Terminal 5)
catering for further passenger capacity.
These facilities are planned and positioned to balance
aviation, aviation support and commercial facility growth,
maximising the use of the existing precinct and its
proximity to landside access options.
In line with previous Master Plans and the long-term
development vision for the airport site, the deepening of
the international terminal forecourt area and extensions
to existing pier facilities will be undertaken.
The internal road network and main forecourt capacity
will be further expanded to support the growth of the
passenger terminals. It is envisaged Melbourne Airport
Rail will be operational by this time, providing a reliable
public transport service to facilitate growth.
The western sub-precinct will likely see its establishment
and development within this horizon.

• 2042 Development Concept Plan (20-year plan)
• Long-Term Development Concept Plan.

Long-Term Development Concept Plan
The Long-Term Development Concept Plan
communicates the continued development of
Melbourne Airport beyond the third runway and
towards a long-term capacity of four runways – a
configuration anticipated for the airport since 1990.
By 2042 capacity limitations of the existing Terminals
Precinct will likely require increasing aircraft activity
within the midfield development area, requiring the
development of a midfield terminal and concourse
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expansion. Additionally, the airport has safeguarded
aviation development on the western side of the airport
(west of the third runway).
Landside access to serve a new terminals precinct will
continue to be safeguarded for ground-based transport
access, including future rail connections.
Airport Land Use Plan and non-aviation development
Land-use planning at Melbourne Airport is administered
under Commonwealth legislation.
The Land Use Plan for Melbourne Airport is used
to guide all on-airport development and to assess
non-aviation development proposals, ensuring:
• consistency and integration with the Victorian
planning system
• planning for long-term aviation growth
• Melbourne Airport is recognised as one of the state’s
key activity centres.
The Land Use Plan for Melbourne Airport divides the
airport into three land-use precincts.
The airport’s status as a Transport Gateway,
consistent with the Victorian Government’s planning
regime, supports the development of economic and
employment-generating activities.
Non-aviation development plays a vital role in
Melbourne Airport’s economic vitality and complements
its key function as a transport hub. It supports the
airport’s growth and diversifies business risk, enhancing
the contribution it makes to the broader community.
Ground Transport Plan and utilities infrastructure
The Master Plan continues the development of the
long-term solutions identified in the 2018 Master Plan
to address traffic congestion in peak periods. This
includes a new elevated connection into the T123 ground
transport hub and reconfiguration of freeway entry and
exit arrangements.
A number of significant improvements to the off-airport
road network are proposed, which include the Bulla
Bypass, Melbourne Airport Link and Outer Metropolitan
Ring Road. Melbourne Airport will continue to work
with the Victorian Government and private operators
to improve the road networks and access to
Melbourne Airport.
Melbourne Airport will also continue to work closely with
the Commonwealth and Victorian governments in the
planning and design of the proposed Melbourne Airport
Rail, and the Suburban Rail Loop. The Master Plan makes
on-site provision for future rail access into the airport.
Environment Strategy
The Melbourne Airport Environment Strategy 2022
provides a platform to review past management actions
and to identify new initiatives to continually improve
environmental management at Melbourne Airport.
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The Environment Strategy describes key
aspects including:
• Environmental management
• Sustainability management
• Energy and carbon
• Hazardous materials
• Cultural heritage
• Land, surface water and groundwater management
• Biodiversity and conservation
• Air quality and ground-based noise
• Waste management.
Melbourne Airport will work with stakeholders to
identify, evaluate and implement the use of sustainability
standards and frameworks for new developments,
responding to the global challenge of climate change,
and continuing its commitment to the Airport Carbon
Accreditation scheme.
Aircraft noise and flight paths
Aircraft noise is an unavoidable by-product of an
airport’s operation. While modern aircraft are relatively
quiet compared with their predecessors, aircraft
frequency and noise require considerable attention.
The Master Plan outlines the impact of aircraft noise
on areas surrounding Melbourne Airport and illustrates
the approved Australian Noise Exposure Forecast and
associated flight paths.
Melbourne Airport recognises the need to assist in
managing aircraft noise for surrounding communities
and is working with Airservices Australia, all levels of
government, aircraft manufacturers and airlines to
manage aircraft noise.

Executive Summary

The long-term and effective safeguarding of Melbourne
Airport is critical to maintaining the airport’s 24-hour
curfew-free status.
Stakeholder and community engagement
Melbourne Airport is a major source of jobs for
surrounding communities. The airport has a strong
commitment to consultation and engagement to balance
the needs of stakeholders, passengers, customers
and the community. It recognises the integral role the
community and key stakeholders play in its success and
ongoing operations.
Robust and transparent engagement and communication
with the community and key stakeholders is a critical
component of the Master Planning process.
Conclusion
The Melbourne Airport Master Plan 2022 has been
prepared to support the continued growth of Melbourne
Airport as Victoria’s principle 24/7 international airport.
As Australia’s second largest airport, Melbourne Airport
contributes to economic activity across Australia.
The airport plays a key role for Australian tourism and
export industries and is a major hub for employment
in Melbourne.
The Master Plan responds to forecast long-term aviation
growth, maintaining and improving a safe and secure
airport environment. By acting in a responsible and
sustainable manner, the airport will continue to deliver
significant, long-lasting economic, employment and
social benefits to Victoria, and across Australia.

Safeguarding Melbourne Airport
The capacity of an airport to operate unencumbered
is fundamentally dependent on what occurs on the
land surrounding it. Safeguarding the operations
of Melbourne Airport is an ongoing and shared
responsibility between all levels of government and
the airport.
The Master Plan describes the objectives of the airport’s
safeguarding strategy. It builds on the National Airport
Safeguarding Framework, which aims to:
• improve community amenity by minimising aircraft
noise-sensitive developments near airports including
through the use of additional noise metrics and
improved noise-disclosure mechanisms
• improve safety outcomes by ensuring aviation safety
requirements are recognised in land-use planning
decisions through guidelines being adopted by
jurisdictions on various safety-related issues.
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Part A
Introduction
The Melbourne Airport Master
Plan 2022 has been prepared in
accordance with the requirements
of the Airports Act 1996.
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1.0
Introduction
This section introduces the Master
Plan, and describes its purpose
and structure in order to help
readers navigate the document.
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2042 (PROJECTED)

76M+
PASSENGERS

429K AIRCRAFT
MOVEMENTS

980K TONNES
FREIGHT MOVEMENTS

FY2018-19

FY2018-19

FY2018-19

37.4 million passengers
(11.6 million international;
25.8 million domestic

246,450 aircraft movements
(arriving and departing flights)

447,600 tonnes
(320,000 international;
127,600 domestic)
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Part A1

Introduction

The Master Plan also provides the framework for the assessment and progression of
the Victorian Government’s commitment to the Melbourne Airport Rail Link and the
future Suburban Rail Link. These initiatives will provide additional transport capacity
to and from the airport, and reinforce the economic role that the airport plays as an
employment hub for Melbourne.
This Master Plan will safeguard and plan for the forecast developed in October 2019.
This will ensure that the airport can respond to a ‘fast recovery’ post COVID-19, should this
occur, and which is considered a sensible approach from a safeguarding perspective.

1.2
PURPOSE OF THE MASTER PLAN

1.1
WELCOME TO THE MELBOURNE AIRPORT MASTER PLAN 2022
Melbourne Airport is Australia’s second-busiest passenger airport, largest domestic
freight operation, and the main aviation hub for the southern part of the country.
In the next 20 years Melbourne is set to become Australia’s largest city, with the
population increasing to close to 7 million people. Melbourne is one of the world’s
most liveable cities and a drawcard for domestic and international visitors.
The Melbourne Airport Master Plan 2018 positioned the airport for growth in response
to increased demand for air travel. A rapid increase in visitors from Asia, increased
competitiveness between airlines, and greater accessibility of air travel are all driving
this increased demand.
Melbourne Airport has already begun planning for a third runway and other aviation
improvements to accommodate significant growth.
This Master Plan communicates the continued development of the airport beyond
the third runway and towards a long-term capacity of four runways, a configuration
anticipated by the airport since its establishment. It outlines APAM’s vision for the
airport for the next 20 years (to 2042) and considers the changes needed to aviation
facilities, ground transport, utilities infrastructure, and environmental measures to
ensure the airport is best positioned for future growth, and is an airport of choice for
travellers, airlines and business.
The Master Plan is the principal blueprint for the future coordinated development
of the airport. Forecasts are developed so that Melbourne Airport can consider
how to respond to and safeguard for this growth. Due to timeline of the Master
Plan preparation process, forecasts are completed ahead of any consultation to
allow various studies and plans to be formulated. The 2022 Master Plan forecast was
completed in October 2019.
Since October 2019, COVID-19 has significantly impacted the aviation industry as a
whole and created great uncertainty around forecasting growth. However, it has been
assumed the industry will recover within this Master Plan’s 20-year planning horizon
and is unlikely to exceed any previous forecasting.
Melbourne Airport is also a critical non-aviation commercial development hub, creating
significant economic drivers and employment for the north-west of the Melbourne
urban area. This Master Plan continues to provide the framework for suitable privately
funded developments that complement the airport’s primary function while driving
economic growth and opportunity.
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The Master Plan is a visionary and strategic document
detailing planning initiatives for the airport site and is a
statutory document under the Airports Act 1996 (Cwlth).
As lessee of Melbourne Airport, Australia Pacific Airports
(Melbourne), referred to as APAM, is required to prepare
a Master Plan every five years. These provide detailed
plans for the continued development of the airport over
the following five years coupled with a 20-year strategic
direction for the airport.
It is also intended to be a key document for the
community, the Victorian Government, local
governments and the business sector. It provides clear
direction for developing airport facilities and is an
important link to other planning strategies for Melbourne
and Victoria.

Part B also outlines the projected growth in
passengers, aircraft movements and freight volumes;
and the employment impact that this will have at
Melbourne Airport.
1.3.3
Part C: The Plan
Part C details the specific planning responses needed
to achieve the vision of the Master Plan in the 20-year
planning period, with a focus on aviation and terminal
developments, future land uses and non-aviation property
development, and ground transport and infrastructure
improvements. It provides a strategy for addressing the
environmental challenges that exist at the airport today
and those that may arise from increased growth.

In the Master Plan, the term ‘Melbourne Airport’ refers to
both the airport site and to APAM as manager of the site.
Melbourne Airport is a trademark of APAM.

A number of measures for safeguarding the airport
are outlined. An implementation plan for the 20-year
planning period describes Melbourne Airport’s
actions to achieve both its vision and implement
associated projects.

1.3
STRUCTURE OF THE MASTER PLAN

1.3.4
Part D: Supporting Information

This Master Plan has been prepared in accordance with
the requirements of the Airports Act and is divided into
five parts:

Part D provides supporting information as appendices.
These include a detailed outline of how the Master Plan
meets the requirements of the Airports Act, a glossary
of key terms and a list of abbreviations used throughout
the document.

1.3.1
Part A: Introduction
Part A introduces the Master Plan, details the Master
Plan’s vision and development objectives, outlines
process and legislative requirements, describes
stakeholder and community engagement undertaken
to date, and provides a summary of how the community
was consulted on the preliminary draft Master Plan.
1.3.2
Part B: Planning Context
Part B provides the contextual framework for developing
the Master Plan. It outlines the background to the
airport; the global, Australasian and Victorian context;
the facilities and infrastructure at the airport today; and
the achievements of the past five years.

1.4
CHANGES FROM THE 2018 MASTER PLAN
This 2022 Master Plan is an update of the 2018 Master
Plan. In general, the Master Plan has been reviewed and
refreshed taking into account the latest information and
up-to-date data. The key changes are outlined below.
The structure of the document has largely remained the
same as the 2018 Master Plan, with two exceptions:
• The content previously in Section 8: Development
Concept Plans has now been incorporated into
Section 2 of this Master Plan.
• The content previously in Section 9: Aircraft Noise
Flight Paths has now been incorporated into Section
15 of this Master Plan.
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The key driver of changes in this Master Plan compared
to the 2018 Master Plan is the altered orientation of the
planned third runway. This is discussed in Section 9 and
has resulted in consequential changes in several other
parts of the document.
In addition, this Master Plan also incorporates:
• The Development Concept Plans which have been
revised and updated to reflect the latest planning for
the airport estate (Section 2)
• Airport growth forecasts that have been updated,
including taking account of COVID-19 impacts, which
flows through to a number of other sections of the
Master Plan (Section 7)
• The land use plan has been rationalised including a
reduction in the number of land use precincts, zones
and overlays. It now includes reference to a western
sub-precinct, as well as a possible future ‘sensitive
development’ (Section 8)
• In addition to the change in orientation of the third
runway from east-west to north-south, the Airside
Development Plan introduces long term apron
development requirements in the midfield to support
parallel north-south operations as well as a new
section on airfield maintenance (Section 9)
• Discussion of Vertical Take-off and Landing (VTOL)
vehicles, Urban Mobility Vehicles (UMVs), drones
and the space industry (Section 10)
• An update of the non-aviation development plan
for the airport including reference to a health and
education sub-precinct under consideration
(Section 11)
• An updated Ground Transport Plan including
updated details where projects have progressed
(e.g. the elevated roads and rail projects) and further
articulation of ground transport network objectives
and improvement proposals (Section 12)
• An updated Environment Strategy including
updated mapping, more information about PFAS,
a greater focus on climate change and sustainability
management, and inclusion of circular economy
provisions in waste management (Section 14)
• Revised ANEF and N contours and public safety areas
have been produced based on the latest forecasts
and new information (Section 15).
Further details of key differences are provided in the
relevant sections of the Master Plan.
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2.0
Vision, Development
Objectives and
Concept Plans
This section outlines the
Master Plan’s vision for
Melbourne Airport and
the development objectives
and concept plans that
support this vision.
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KEY FEATURES

3RD
RUNWAY

TERMINAL
EXPANSIONS

The 2027 development
concept includes Melbourne
Airport's Third Runway
infrastructure

80M+
PASSENGERS

The 2042 concept includes
the expansion of the
terminal buildings and
new extended piers

RAIL
LINK
The 2042 concept includes
the Melbourne Airport
Rail Link

The Long-Term Development
Concept includes four
runways and the full build
out of the airport site, to
support more than 80 million
passengers per annum

PROPERTY
DEVELOPMENT
All concepts include
further complementary
non-aviation development
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2.3
DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT PLANS
2.3.1
2027 Development Concept Plan
The 2027 Development Concept Plan (five-year plan)
for Melbourne Airport (Figure 2-1) is based on capacity
needs as determined by the current growth forecasts
(see Section 7). Melbourne Airport will continue to
monitor the expected traffic growth, as well as customer
needs, and adjust implementation plans accordingly.
The airport’s five-year development plan aligns with the
capacity gains from Melbourne Airport’s Third Runway
(M3R), which is subject to a Major Development Plan
(MDP) process. Development proposals are also carefully
integrated with this critical project from geometric,
operational and functional perspectives.

2.1
MASTER PLAN VISION
The Master Plan’s vision for the next 20 years is:
To strengthen Melbourne Airport’s position as Victoria’s principal 24/7 international
and domestic air transport gateway, and premier logistics hub, business, sport and
recreation activity centre that generates economic, social and employment benefits
for Victoria and Australia.

2.2
2022 MASTER PLAN DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVES
This Master Plan has been prepared in accordance with
the following objectives:

Connectivity

Growth

• Enhance the airport’s place as
Victoria’s gateway to the world.

• Meet the aviation needs of a
growing national economy.
• Facilitate the needs of the
airline community.

Sustainability

Safeguarding

• Provide economic and social
benefits to the local community
and Victoria through long-term
sustainable growth and investment.

• Safeguard the airport and its environs
from incompatible development.

• Minimise the impact on, and
seek opportunities to improve
natural, constructed and social
environments.

• Protect the airport’s 24-hour curfewfree status for the benefit of Victoria.
• Maintain the airport as one of Victoria’s
key activity and employment centres.

Safe and secure

Efficiency

• Ensure development maintains
a safe and secure operating
environment.

• Deliver timely and cost-efficient
infrastructure for airlines, businesses,
passengers and staff.
• Improve every traveller’s experience
of the airport.
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Melbourne Airport’s development will maximise
investment in the existing terminals precinct and
complete developments agreed with airlines. With the
advent of new passenger processing technologies, as
well as the emergence of new types of aircraft, the focus
for Melbourne Airport is to maximise use of the airport’s
available capacity.
Between now and 2027, work on the Melbourne Airport
Rail project will primarily involve planning, approval,
design and commencement of construction. The
Victorian Government has indicated that construction
will begin in 2022 with a target completion date of 2029
(subject to relevant Victorian and Federal planning,
environment and other government approvals). The rail
link is therefore not shown in the 2027 concept plan but
in the 2042 concept plan.
The 2027 Development Concept Plan envisages ongoing
non-aviation development in the areas of the airport
estate designated for this purpose, i.e. the Landside
Main Precinct and the Landside Business P recinct,
consistent with the 'Airport City' concept.
Detailed descriptions of the planned Airside, Terminals,
Non-Aviation and Ground Transport Plans can be found
in Sections 9, 10, 11 and 12 respectively.
2.3.1.1
Melbourne Airport’s Third Runway
The 2027 Development Concept Plan assumes the full
completion of M3R. A detailed description of the scope
of M3R can be found in Section 9.
Melbourne Airport formalised the need for a third
runway in the 2013 Master Plan and identified the
preferred orientation for the third runway as east–west.
The Runway Development Program (RDP) project was
set up after the 2013 Master Plan to begin feasibility and
early design work, and to prepare a Major Development
Plan (MDP) supporting the assessment and approvals
process for the new parallel runway. The 2018 Master
Plan was a revision of the 2013 Master Plan and updated
the community on the progress of the RDP regarding the
development of an east-west system.

In November 2018, Melbourne Airport announced a
pause to the preparation of the MDP to undertake a
‘planning review’ of the project. The review yielded
strong evidence to suggest that the north-south
orientation had become the superior option in terms of
availability, capacity, long-term investment profile and
overall community impacts. From June to November
2019, Melbourne Airport consulted government,
regulators and airlines to validate the planning review.
The airport also engaged with local communities
regarding the potential change to the orientation of the
next runway through face-to-face consultations, group
workshops and online engagement.
In November 2019, Melbourne Airport announced
the revised preference for the third runway to be
oriented north-south, based on the planning review
and to optimise outcomes for the airport and all
its stakeholders.
2.3.2
2042 Development Concept Plan
The 2042 Development Concept Plan (20-year period) for
Melbourne Airport (Figure 2-2) involves expanding the
existing terminals precinct up to the maximum number of
aircraft parking positions it can foreseeably support.
A key aspect of this development concept is the
expansion of terminal facilities south of the existing
Terminal 4 precinct, with a new terminal (Terminal 5)
catering for further passenger capacity.
These facilities are planned and positioned to balance
aviation, aviation support and commercial facility growth,
thereby maximising use of the existing precinct and its
proximity to landside access options.
In line with the 2018 Master Plan and the long-term vision
for the airport site, the deepening of the international
terminal forecourt area and maximum extensions to Piers
B, D and F will be concluded by 2042. A redevelopment
of Pier G will be undertaken to complement the Southern
Terminal Precinct expansion (Terminal 5).
Aviation and non-aviation development will occur in
the western sub-precinct during this period, taking
advantage of the developed parallel runway.
To support the growth in the terminals precinct, the
internal road network and main forecourt capacity will
be further expanded. The Victorian Government has
indicated that Melbourne Airport Rail will be operational
by 2029, providing a reliable public transport service that
will facilitate growth.
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Figure 2-1
2027 Development Concept Plan for Melbourne Airport
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Over the long term, the capacity of the existing terminals
precinct will be exceeded in terms of its spatial capacity
and there will be increasing aircraft activity in the
midfield development area between all four runways.
In the long-term, this midfield area will be expanded to
include not only additional aircraft parking capacity but
also associated concourse development. Additionally,
the airport has safeguarded aviation development on the
western side of the airport (i.e. west of the third runway).
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The plan will also consider the longer-term vision of the
Victorian Government to connect the airport as part of
the Suburban Rail Loop development. This will over time
reinforce Melbourne Airport’s strategic position and role
as a critical economic, employment and logistics hub for
the north-west of the greater Melbourne urban area.
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The Long-Term Development Concept Plan shows
this long-term airport vision in development terms
(Figure 2-3).
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The development footprint and associated safeguarding
of the long-term concept plan are strongly influenced
by the eventual four-runway configuration on the site,
which will provide capacity well beyond the scope of
this 20-year Master Plan. The evolution of aircraft and
navigation technologies is happening rapidly. This, in
conjunction with forecast air transport demands, may
present alternative timings for development, and an
alternative configuration of the airfield layouts of these
future long-term development concepts. However, the
continued safeguarding of this multiple-runway system
will ensure Melbourne Airport continues to provide for
both Victoria’s and Australia’s air transport and aviation
sector well into the future.

ROAD

All airport developments are to be based on a robust
and flexible framework set out by the Master Plan. Not
only does the Master Plan inform safeguarding decisions,
it ensures that all developments (as illustrated elsewhere
in this document) are integrated and implemented
towards attaining maximum overall benefit.
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2.3.3
Long-Term Development Concept Plan
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Figure 2-3
Long-Term Development Concept Plan for Melbourne Airport
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Figure 2-2
2042 Development Concept Plan for Melbourne Airport
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3.0
The
Master Planning
Process
This section provides an outline
of the Master Planning process
under the Airports Act 1996, the
legislative framework governing
what must be included, and the
stakeholder engagement that
has occurred to prepare this
Master Plan.
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3.1
MASTER PLAN PREPARATION
The process for preparing a Master Plan is detailed in the Airports Act (shown in
Figure 3-1) and includes preparing:
• a Preliminary Draft, subject to public consultation
• a Draft Master Plan for consideration of the Minister for Infrastructure, Transport
and Regional Development
• a supplementary report on the Preliminary Draft Master Plan
• a Final Master Plan (as approved by the Minister) which must be published.

3.2
LEGISLATIVE FRAMEWORK
3.2.1
Airports Act 1996
Melbourne Airport land is owned by the Commonwealth
Government. The Airports Act establishes the regulatory
framework for Commonwealth-leased airports.
Under the provisions of the Airports Act, APAM (which
is a subsidiary of Australia Pacific Airports Corporation
Limited, known as APAC) is the ‘airport-lessee company’
for Melbourne Airport. It is responsible for managing the
airport for 50 years (from 1997 to 2047) with an option
to extend this lease by a further 49 years to 2096. APAM
manages the entire airport site including the airside,
terminal and landside precincts, on-airport road network
and associated service infrastructure.
APAM is also required to develop Melbourne Airport,
taking into account anticipated demand, to the
quality standards reasonably expected of a major
international airport in Australia and consistent with
good business practices.

In accordance with section 70 of the Act, there must be a
final Master Plan for the airport approved by the Minister
for Infrastructure, Transport and Regional Development.
A Master Plan is required to:
a.

establish the strategic direction for efficient and
economic development at the airport over the
planning period of the plan

b.

provide for the development of additional uses of
the airport site

c.

indicate to the public the intended uses of the
airport site

d.

reduce potential conflicts between users of the
airport site, and ensure use of the airport site is
compatible with the areas surrounding the airport

e.

ensure that all operations at the airport are
undertaken in accordance with relevant
environmental legislation and standards

f.

establish a framework for assessing compliance with
relevant environmental legislation and standards

g.

promote the continual improvement of
environmental management at the airport.
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Figure 3-1
Master Plan development process under the Airports Act

Master Planning Process

Section 71 of the Airports Act specifies the matters that
must be set out in a Master Plan, including providing
details of:
• development objectives

LEGISLATIVE PROCESS

STAKEHOLDERS

Identify and Address All Prescribed
Matters (s71)

Commonwealth Minister for
Infrastructure, Transport and
Regional Development

• future land-use plans

Department of Infrastructure,
Transport, Reginal Development and
Communications

• flight paths and noise impacts including an Australian
Noise Exposure Forecast (ANEF)

Identify Sensitive Development (s71A)

Preliminary Draft
Master Plan

Compile Pre-consultation
Comments

• future aviation needs

• proposed developments within the first five years of
the Master Plan and their effect on employment and
the economy

• environmental issues and their management
• any proposed sensitive developments

State Minister for Planning
Advise State Minister Planning
Dept and Council (S79(1A))

Advise Minister of Preconsultation Outcomes (s80)

Notice of Consultation Period
of Master Plan in Press (s79)

Department of Environment, Land,
Water and Planning

Community Aviation Consultation
Group

The planning horizon for this Master Plan is 20 years
(i.e. from 2022 until 2042). In preparing the Master
Plan, Melbourne Airport has considered the long-term
capacity of the airport.
A detailed breakdown of the Airports Act’s requirements
for an airport Master Plan and how this Master Plan
addresses them is included in Appendix A.
The specific areas subject to the Airports Act and
Regulations include:

Community, State and
Commonwealth Agencies

Summarise Submissions/Revise
Preliminary Draft MP

• building construction approvals
• pricing and quality of service monitoring.

Essendon Airport P/L
Draft Master Plan
Victorian Planning Authority

Minister Approves Master Plan (s81)

• Airspace administration and regulation by the Civil
Aviation Safety Authority (CASA) and Airservices
Australia (Airservices) in accordance with the Airspace
Act 2007 and the Civil Aviation Act 1988
• Standard setting and CASA enforcement activities
under the Civil Aviation Act, the Civil Aviation
Regulations 1988 and the Civil Aviation Safety
Regulations 1998
• Aviation security controls as set out in the Aviation
Transport Security Act 2004 and Regulations
administered by the Department of Home Affairs.
3.2.4
Victorian and local government planning regulations
Victorian and local planning provisions under the
Planning and Environment Act 1987 are not directly
applicable to Melbourne Airport. However, the Master
Plan must be generally consistent with the Victorian
and local planning policies that apply to the airport’s
location, and consider the National Airport Safeguarding
Framework guidelines. This is specifically addressed in
Section 8.8.

• environmental management
• land-use planning and development controls

Minister Requires Further Work
or Consultation (s80A)

Other Commonwealth agencies control, support or have
influence on the airport’s activities in the following key
areas, governed though a range of legislative mechanisms:

• an environment strategy.

Planning Coordination Forum (PCF)

Public Consultation Stage (s79)

• a ground transport plan

3.2.3
Other Commonwealth legislation

Submit to Minister
(s79 and s80)

Local Government Authorities

Airservices / CASA

Commonwealth / State MPs
Preparation and Publication of
Final Master Plan (s86)
Others

The Department of Infrastructure, Transport, Regional
Development and Communications (DITRDC) is responsible
for administering the Airports Act and its Regulations.
3.2.2
Environmental legislation
Melbourne Airport has a responsibility to comply with
all relevant Commonwealth legislation as it relates to
the airport and to the environmental aspects addressed
in the Melbourne Airport Environment Strategy. In
addition to the Airports Act, Melbourne Airport must
comply with two overarching pieces of Commonwealth
environmental legislation:
• Airports (Environment Protection) Regulations 1997
• Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation
Act 1999.
Melbourne Airport also has due regard to Victorian
legislation where relevant, including where airport
activities have the potential to affect specific
environmental aspects of off-airport land.

3.3
STAKEHOLDER AND COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
Melbourne Airport is committed to genuine
consultation and engagement with the community.
The airport’s overarching objective is to foster
community engagement by working with the community,
industry, our business partners and governments.
Engagement is critical for Melbourne Airport to continue
to deliver an important connection for Melbourne
and Victoria. It is also important to respect the needs
and desires of local communities to live in a safe and
comfortable urban environment. Working effectively
with a broad range of stakeholders to deliver safe
and effective airport operations ensures that these
requirements are effectively achieved.
Engagement enables Melbourne Airport to be
responsive to the needs of our stakeholders and deliver
better outcomes for all involved. Melbourne Airport must
do this within a highly regulated and complex operating
environment.
Engagement also drives improved:
• business decision-making
• stronger levels of understanding and shared knowledge
• levels of trust and reputation.

A comprehensive list of Commonwealth and Victorian
environmental legislation, standards and policies applicable
to Melbourne Airport is provided in Appendix D.
50
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Melbourne Airport is required under the Airports Act
to consult community and key stakeholders on the fiveyearly Master Planning process.
Melbourne Airport’s engagement framework outlines
our commitment to engaging:
• Early: we will engage with stakeholders and the
community as we develop projects, ideas and
solutions in order to harness the benefit of broad
stakeholder inputs
• Regularly: we will ensure there are regular
opportunities to engage with Melbourne Airport
through a range of channels

3.3.1
Communications and information
A range of communication and engagement activities is
undertaken across the business to inform, consult and
involve participants from across the community.
Melbourne Airport continues to use a range of
communication channels. These include its engagement
website (https://www.melbourneairport.com.au/
Community/Join-the-conversation), media releases,
community meetings and social media, to provide timely
and accurate information about airport operations,
projects, consultation periods and future plans.

• Ongoing: engagement does not end with the closing
of a consultation period; we will commit to informing
stakeholders of outcomes and ‘closing the loop’.

3.3.2
Stakeholder engagement

Melbourne Airport’s engagement program is in
line with the International Association for Public
Participation’s (IAP2) core values and uses the public
participation spectrum (shown below) to assist
in the design of engagement programs.

Melbourne Airport holds regular briefings, meetings and
updates to keep stakeholders informed and engaged in
airport-related issues. These stakeholders include local,
Victorian and Commonwealth governments, agencies
and statutory authorities, the local community, airlines,
industry, business and tourism agencies, and employees.

The IAP2 spectrum has also helped Melbourne
Airport to establish a set of guiding principles for its
engagement program. These principles ensure that there
is a consistent approach across the business toward
engagement design, delivery and reporting.
• Purposeful – we are clear on what the purpose of the
engagement is
• Respectful – we are respectful of the views of
all stakeholders
• Transparent – we share information about our
activities and decisions; we adopt decision-making
processes which are open
• Inclusive and accessible – we ensure that our
engagement is as inclusive as possible by
encompassing a broad range of groups, and that
we engage in a manner which is accessible and
understandable to stakeholders
• Responsive – we provide information and feedback
about the outcomes of engagement and ‘close the
loop’ on our processes.

3.3.3
Culturally and Linguistically Diverse (CALD)
engagement
Melbourne Airport is committed to ensuring that the
needs of all individuals within our diverse community are
met in an appropriate and respectful manner.
Engagement participation across the 2018 Master Plan
(with 119 in-person participants) and 2019 Community
Workshops (226 participants) showed:
• higher levels of participation by men than women
• low representation of people younger than
34 years old when compared to the Greater
Melbourne population
• high representation of participants who lived in
and near the airport, particularly in Keilor and
Gladstone Park
• low levels of ‘engaged visitors’ online (i.e. those who
made a comment, or completed a survey) compared
with the numbers of people who participated face-toface, and
• empirical observation of a lack of representation
from people of culturally and linguistically diverse
(CALD) backgrounds.

Master Planning Process

This engagement reach highlights gaps in populations
who may be interested in airport operations and projects
but have not yet engaged in the process.
In an effort to address the gap in representation from
people particularly with CALD backgrounds, we have
begun to build relationships with multicultural officers
from local government, CALD community leaders and
Victorian multicultural agencies.
Melbourne Airport has also begun to address the gaps in
CALD communication by creating an online translations
hub. We have tapped our diverse workforce and
targeted key languages spoken in communities around
the airport. Our staff have helped to translate simple
messages in written and video format.
3.3.4
Forums
Melbourne Airport has a number of established
consultation forums to facilitate the exchange of
information between the airport and its stakeholders.
These forums meet on a regular basis and include
the following:
• The Planning Coordination Forum (PCF) focuses
on the strategic partnerships between Melbourne
Airport, Commonwealth, Victorian and local
authorities and industry to shape the airport’s current
and future growth. The forum works to integrate the
airport’s long-term planning approach with other
relevant urban and regional planning policies to
protect its long-term growth and curfew-free status.
• The Community Aviation Consultation Group (CACG)
is an advisory group to Melbourne Airport comprising
an independent chair, representatives from local
government, airlines, unions and the community.
The group meets quarterly and focuses on providing
Melbourne Airport with advice on communityrelated airport issues. The group discusses and
provides feedback on planning matters, community
engagement and major projects.
3.3.5
Community investment
Melbourne Airport is committed to supporting our local
communities, city and state. Melbourne Airport works
with a number of organisations to support this including:

• Banksia Gardens Community Services

Inform
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Consult

• Australian Charities Foundation (to deliver a
Neighbourhood House grants program).

Involve

Collaborate

Empower

In mid-2019, Melbourne Airport announced to the
community that it was reconsidering its decision to
construct a parallel east-west runway.
The engagement plan was designed to support the
planning review undertaken into the third runway and
the following announcement of a change in orientation.
This engagement approach included:
• Two direct mailouts to approximately 330,000
households to advise of the review, engagement
workshops and final decision
• Media coverage on TV, radio, daily and
local newspapers
• Information on my.melbourneairport.com
• Alerts sent to approximately 3000 people on
our database
• 20 community workshops held in 14 locations
• Four ‘Meet the Planner’ sessions
• Commonwealth, Victorian and local
government briefings
• Community group presentations
• CACG and PCF briefings
Following this, in November 2019, Melbourne Airport
announced that it was planning for Melbourne’s Third
Runway to be oriented north-south.
Since then, Melbourne Airport has held a further
extensive engagement program in readiness for public
exhibition of the Master Plan. This included online
community sessions, local, Victorian and Commonwealth
government briefings, passenger engagement,
and briefings with business partners and other
key stakeholders.
Melbourne Airport engaged with airlines, industry
representatives, representatives from all levels of
government, Victorian business and tourism bodies,
statutory authorities, passengers, and local organisations
and communities through a program of regular
meetings, briefings and forums. Melbourne Airport
also engaged with its established consultation forums
(including the Planning Coordination Forum and
Community Aviation Consultation Group).

• Western Chances
• Conservation Volunteers Australia

Figure 3-2
IAP2 Public Participation Spectrum

3.3.6
Pre-engagement

Melbourne Airport’s program focused on education,
environment and supporting the socio-economic
development of the surrounding communities.

3.3.7
COVID-19 engagement
During COVID-19, Melbourne Airport continued with
its community engagement program to support the
important work required so that airport projects and
operations could continue. COVID-19 may have changed
the way we engage with communities, but it has not
altered our commitment to working with communities
to inform and consult at the appropriate time.
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Like many organisations, Melbourne Airport had to
adapt, and quickly, to an online-based program so that
the community could continue to be informed and stay
up to date with airport projects. Over the course of 2020
and for the foreseeable future, the airport’s engagement
program moved online; while this provided some
challenges it also provided the opportunity to extend
our program beyond the communities that live around
the airport and to increase local participation.
3.3.8
Master Plan engagement process
The Master Planning process presents an opportunity
for the community and stakeholders to understand
and provide feedback on Melbourne Airport’s planned
activities for the subsequent five years, and on its
longer-term vision.
Robust and transparent engagement and communication
with the community and key stakeholders is a critical
component of the Master Planning process.
The Airports Act requires the Preliminary Draft Master
Plan to be publicly exhibited for 60 business days. During
this time, Melbourne Airport will engage the community
with a program including the following activities:
• an online platform that enables the community to
engage with the project team, seek information and
provide feedback
• community drop-in events, information sessions
and listening posts (note that these are subject to
Victorian Government COVID-19 restrictions)
• digital engagement, media, editorial and
social media.
To support the public exhibition for the 2022 Master
Plan, a dedicated community engagement hub
on the airport’s engagement portal (https://www.
melbourneairport.com.au/Community/Join-theconversation) will be established with a focus on
providing accessible information on the Master Plan
both before and during public exhibition. This online hub
gives the airport a dedicated channel to communicate
with the community and stakeholders about the Master
Plan, engagement activities to support the public
exhibition of the Master Plan, and information on
how people can make submissions during the public
exhibition period.
The aim of the engagement program is to maximise
understanding and awareness of the Master Planning
process, and to encourage participation from community
members in the future vision and planning of the airport.

Part A3

Master Planning Process

3.3.9
Alignment with the third runway Major
Development Plan (MDP)
Melbourne Airport notes that the primary driver of
undertaking the process of the new Master Plan 2022
ahead of the required timeframe was to facilitate the
change of alignment preferred for the next runway (to
be north-south). Given that Melbourne Airport’s Third
Runway (M3R) is the primary driver of the process, and
recognising that the new Master Plan’s purpose is to
facilitate the assessment of the M3R Major Development
Plan (MDP), the Preliminary Draft Master Plan 2022
and Preliminary Draft M3R MDP will be exhibited
concurrently. This will reduce possible confusion in the
community due to duplicated engagement processes.
Following exhibition of both documents, the Draft
Master Plan 2022 will be submitted to the Minister for
consideration, followed by the Preliminary Draft M3R
MDP. The Draft Master Plan 2022 approval decision
will happen first, and consideration of approval of the
M3R MDP will follow. This is because the M3R MDP
cannot be approved while the current Master Plan 2018
is applicable.
3.3.10
Government engagement
Melbourne Airport has maintained extensive
engagement with the relevant Commonwealth and
Victorian departments who are essential to endorsement
of the Master Plan.
Melbourne Airport facilitated several key government
briefings on topics of relevance and interest to the
departments during the drafting phase of the Master
Plan. These briefings ensured that clear timing and
expectations around the Master Plan were received
by government.
The Government and Stakeholder engagement team
readily engage with local elected members of the
Victorian and Commonwealth governments during
the Master Plan process. This enables members of
parliament to represent the needs of their communities
directly to the airport, and advocate to their communities
the immense opportunities that arise with airport
projects and operations. Members of parliament are
kept up to date with the process of the Master Plan and
engaged early to discuss potential impacts that may
affect their constituents.

Melbourne Airport will maintain its commitment to
meaningful engagement and build on its relationships
and partnerships with stakeholders and communities
throughout the lifetime of the Master Plan.
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Part B
Planning
Context
Understanding the current planning
context for the airport allows the
Master Plan to be resilient to the
significant changes that are occurring
in the economy, aviation industry,
property development and climate.
This Master Plan is consistent with
previous long-term plans for Melbourne
Airport. The airport today has been
significantly improved since its
establishment in 1970, with major

investments by Melbourne Airport in the
past five years to improve the passenger
experience and the capacity and
efficiency of the airport’s operations.
Melbourne Airport is critically important
infrastructure for the fastest growing
and most liveable city in Australia.
It makes a significant contribution to
the Victorian and Australian economy
and is one of the largest employment
nodes in Melbourne.
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4.0
Background
This section is a background to
Melbourne Airport that helps put
the development of this Master
Plan in context. It gives the history
of Melbourne Airport, outlines
previous Master Plans, and
describes what has been achieved
since the 2018 Master Plan.
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KEY FEATURES

50
YEARS

AIRPORT
CITY

MULTIPLE RUNWAYS &
24-HOUR OPERATIONS

Melbourne Airport has been
operating at its current
location for 50 years

World’s first purpose-built
Airport City

The choice of this site provided
Victoria with a great legacy
– a large site predominantly
surrounded by non-urban uses
able to accommodate the growing
aviation industry through multiple
runways and 24-hours operations
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4.1.1
Early plans

It is important to note that Melbourne Airport was
originally planned and developed as a place of
non-aviation development in addition to aviation
development. In fact, research conducted by Arun
Chandu in 2016 demonstrates that Melbourne Airport
‘established the basis of modern-day Airport Cities
through the planned use of airport land for non-aviation
purposes and as a source of revenue’. Chandu concludes
Melbourne Airport ‘was the first comprehensive example
of a planned, purpose-built Airport City of the jet age
using airport land for non-aviation purposes at
a greenfield site’.

Melbourne Airport has been Victoria’s principal 24/7
international gateway to the world for over 50 years
(Figure 4-1). In 1939, the Commonwealth Minister for
Defence identified the need for a new airport site in
Melbourne to replace Essendon Airport. Tullamarine
was chosen because it offered ample opportunity for
long-term growth. The site was reasonably accessible to
the city but far enough away from established areas to
operate without constraint.
Early plans for Melbourne Airport were based on
meeting the long-term needs of international and
domestic traffic. Initially, two runways were proposed
and eventually constructed. Since the 1960s, it has been
envisaged that the airport would have four runways.
Much of the present core airport infrastructure (including
the two existing runways and the main terminal complex)
was constructed in the 1960s. The first scheduled
international flights took place in 1970, followed by
the first domestic flight a year later.

4.1
HISTORY OF MELBOURNE AIRPORT

Figure 4-1
Planning Timeline of Melbourne Airport

Legend
Melbourne Airport Strategy 1990

2013 Airport Master Plan

2000

1998 Airport Master Plan

2018 Airport Master Plan

2003 Airport Master Plan

2022 Airport Master Plan

Fourth ‘Domestic
Express’ passenger
terminal opened.

2012
Terminal 2 expansion program completed
including retail facilities, terminal, increased
lugged capacity and redesign of customs and
security areas.

2008 Airport Master Plan
2004
1970

1995

1997

Melbourne Airport
opened to international
operations on 1 July.

Upgrade to international terminal including
three-level satellite concourse with additional
10 aerobridges to double the international
passenger handling capacity.

Airport privatised
and leased by
Australian Pacific
Airports Corporation.

Expansion of car parks, with
2,500 short term and 1,500
long-term parks introduced.

2005
Main north-south runway
widened, enabling the
operation of the Airbus A380.

1991

Minor expansion works
completed to allow Boeing
747s to serve the airport.

Expansion of the Ansett domestic terminal
including second pier for use by regional airlines.

1970s

1980s

2014
Expansion of international
arrivals area completed.

1973
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This innovative planning legacy has been a key driver
in the development of the airport site, which continues
today through new, critically important non-aviation
development consistent with the Airport City concept.
As stated by Chandu, the ‘basis of an Airport City
today is principally to view the airport as broadly
based land uses, where the usage mix is inexorably
linked to the airport’s long-term financial sustainability’.
The Melbourne Airport Rail and Suburban Rail Loop
projects will further promote this concept while also
reinforcing Melbourne Airport’s role as a major economic
and employment hub for greater Melbourne.

2026

Expansion of Terminal 4 completed.

Estimated completion
of third runway
(subject to approval).

Southern apron and freight area
expansion completed.

Construction of Mercer Drive.

1990s

2015

2000s

2010s

2020s

1971

1988

1993

1999

2005

2011

2015

2020

Domestic flights transferred from
Essendon Airport on 26 June.

Airport under the control of
Australian Government Federal
Airports Corporation (FAC).

Upgrade of the international
terminal Including the
‘SkyPlaza’ retail complex.

Expansion of the
Qantas domestic
Terminal 1 to include
a second pier and
nine additional
aircraft stands.

Hotel development above
car park completed.

Further expansion of
Terminal 2.

Extension of Airport
Drive completed.

Surf Park opened and
Solar Farm completed.

2006

2013

Expansion of Terminal 2 and
construction of additional level of
airline lounges above the terminal.

Forecourt
expansion.

New airline and bussing
lounges constructed in
international terminal.
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4.1.2
Melbourne Airport Strategy 1990

4.2
AIRPORT OWNERSHIP

In response to long-range passenger and aircraft
movement forecasts (1990 to 2050), the Federal
Airports Corporation and the Victorian Government
jointly developed a long-term strategy for the airport’s
development and management – the Melbourne Airport
Strategy 1990. Its objectives were to:

Melbourne Airport was owned and operated by the
Commonwealth Government for its first 27 years. In 1997,
when Commonwealth airports were privatised, Australia
Pacific Airports (Melbourne) became the airport-lessee
company for Melbourne Airport.

• maximise the use of Melbourne Airport to achieve the
greatest economic benefit for the state, the aviation
industry and the airport operator
• ensure Melbourne Airport has the capability required
of a major Australian international and domestic
airport by planning adequately for aviation traffic,
passenger flows and ground traffic within agreed
social and environmental constraints
• agree on an airport design that balances airside and
landside operations
• enable progressive development of facilities (when
economically justified) in terms of passenger capacity
and/or aircraft operations, passenger convenience
and freight movements
• retain, where practicable, flexibility in the plan to
meet changing demands or circumstances within
agreed criteria.
The Commonwealth and Victorian governments
formally endorsed the Melbourne Airport Strategy in
1990 following a comprehensive Environmental Impact
Statement involving extensive community and industry
consultation. The Environmental Impact Statement was
prepared under the Environment Protection (Impact of
Proposals) Act 1974 (Cth) and was subsequently approved
by the then Minister for the Arts, Sport, the Environment,
Tourism and Territories on 12 November 1990.

Background

Figure 4-2
Previous Master Plans

Melbourne Airport Strategy 1990
• Need for four runways
• Need for new international facilities

The Commonwealth Government retains ownership of
the site and has responsibility for control over land-use
planning and development on airport land, including all
leased land under the provisions of the Airports Act.

• Need for express rail service between the CBD and Melbourne Airport
• Need for a third runway around 2010

The current Melbourne Airport site is approximately
2,741 hectares comprising approximately 2,650 hectares
of Commonwealth-leased land and approximately
90 hectares of freehold land. The freehold land owned
by APAM is in two parcels and shown in Figure 5-3.
At the time of writing, APAM was considering the
transfer of one or both of these land parcels to the
Commonwealth for inclusion in the airport lease.

Fig. 1.4

1998 Master Plan
• Consistent with the Melbourne Airport Strategy
• Four-runway layout planned

4.3
PREVIOUS MASTER PLANS

2003 Master Plan

This is the sixth Melbourne Airport Master Plan prepared
by Melbourne Airport since privatisation in 1997.
Subsequent Master Plans have built on and replaced
previous Master Plans, all building on the framework
established in the Melbourne Airport Strategy 1990.

• Adopted recommendations of previous Master Plan
• Anticipated third runway required within 20 years

A brief summary of Melbourne Airport’s Master Plan
history is shown in Figure 4-2.
2008 Master Plan
• Amendments made to cater for low-cost airlines and changes in use
• Four-runway layout maintained

The Melbourne Airport Strategy provided a broad
framework for orderly airport development, road and
rail access, and external land-use control to protect the
airport’s 24-hour, curfew-free operation and was the
forerunner to the current Master Planning process.
A key feature was provision for the future development
of wide-spaced parallel north–south and east–west
runways to optimise hourly and annual capacities,
and operational flexibility (refer to Appendix B).

2013 Master Plan
• Incorporated Ground Transport Plan and Environment Strategy into Master Plan
• Preferred third runway orientation (east-west) nominated, with delivery required
between 2018 and 2022

These features have provided the basis of every longterm plan for Melbourne Airport since 1990.

• Terminal and airport capacity improvements identified
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4.4
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS SINCE THE
2018 MASTER PLAN
A number of significant developments and initiatives
have occurred at Melbourne Airport since the 2018
Master Plan.
4.4.1
Airside development
Melbourne Airport has invested heavily in airside
capacity since 2018, with a significant increase in aircraft
parking aprons and supporting terminal infrastructure.
These achievements are outlined in Table 4-1.

Background

4.4.2
Terminals and aviation development

4.4.4
Ground transport

4.4.5
Utilities infrastructure

Melbourne Airport has focused on improving terminal
facilities and capacity in the past four years. In particular
it has invested in a new domestic terminal (Terminal 4)
for use by multiple airlines sharing infrastructure and
facilities. Key achievements are described in Table 4-2.

Melbourne Airport has progressed a number of
improvements and additions to the ground transport
network in accordance with the 2018 Ground Transport
Plan. These achievements are detailed in Table 4-4.

Over the past four years, Melbourne Airport has
implemented a range of initiatives to improve
utilities infrastructure provision and performance.
These achievements, made in accordance with
the 2018 Infrastructure and Development Plan,
are summarised in Table 4-5.

4.4.3
Non-aviation development
Melbourne Airport has continued to broaden the range
of economic activities undertaken on airport land.
Significant commercial and business developments
since 2018 are summarised in Table 4-3.

Table 4-1:
Airside development achievement, 2018-2022
Aspect

Achievement

Taxiways

Began works on the ‘Taxiway Zulu Project’, delivering Taxiway Victor extension.

Aprons

‘Foxtrot Apron Works’ which provided two additional wide-body capable stands and provided hydrant refueling capabilities
to four wide-body stands supporting busing operations
Aerobridge upgrades providing increase capability

Table 4-3:
Non-aviation developments, 2018-2022
Aspect

Achievement

Melbourne Airport Business Park
(MABP)

25 hectares of further development of the Business Park, including eight additional commercial facilities
(two of which are due for completion by the end of 2020)

The Hive precinct
(opposite At Terminal 4 Car Park)

Development of a 464 room hotel including wellness centre, conference rooms, pool, gym, cafe, bar and
restaurant facilities

Elite Park precinct
(East of Airport drive, adjacent
to Essendon Football club)

UrbnSurf, Australia’s first surf park, opened in January 2020

Table 4-4:
Ground transport improvements, 2018-2022

Maintenance

Pavement and asphalt maintenance works including pavement replacement on Taxiway Bravo and the use of expedient
pavement on Taxiway Sierra-Uniform, Taxiway Kilo, Taxiway Alpha and stand D12

Airside Security

Strengthening of airside security through enhancements to gate access points (Gate 22 and 27) and perimeter security fence

Aspect

Achievement

Other

A new airside access point from the north of airport ‘Northern Access Route’

Internal road network

Expansion of the existing Northern Ground Service Equipment (GSE) storage area including the introduction of a Unit Load
Device (ULD) racking system

Installed ‘dynamic lane allocation’ digital signs at the forecourt approach for enabling best use of all traffic
lanes during peak demand periods, based on real-time traffic data from Terminal Drive and Departure Drive

Northern access route

New access road from the Sunbury Road / Oaklands Road roundabout, for construction services and future
development of the northern precinct – commencing with Taxiway Zulu project

Airfield lighting system upgrade introducing LED lights to the taxiway network and Runway 16/34
Purchase of Ambulifts for use at remote stand to facilitate people with reduced mobility (PRM) who require assistance
embarking or disembarking an aircraft

Table 4-5:
Utilities infrastructure achievements, 2018-2022
Table 4-2:
Terminals and aviation development achievements, 2018-2022
Aspect

Achievement

Terminal 1

Purchased terminal from Qantas and reached a new agreement with Qantas for the operation of Terminal 1

Terminal 2 (international)

New self-service check-in facilities

Aspect

Achievement

Low-carbon energy

Delivered 12MW DC of behind the meter Solar Generation through the Oaklands Junction Solar Array
which has the capacity to power the terminal precinct on a sunny day

Energy network capacity

Expanded network capacity of the airport’s main substation (MAT) from 48MVA to 60MVA through a
project in conjunction with the Utility Distributor Jemena
Expansion of the airport’s standby generation capacity through the upgrade of the Trigen Control System
enabling the Trigen to be utilised as the primary back up power source (replacing end of life assets)

Latest next generation security screening technology
T2 Luxury retail development
New passenger bussing capacity

Utility Asset Renewal Program

Implemented the phased replacement of critical high voltage, thermal network and civil infrastructure
assets within the landside and terminal precincts – with a number of these assets dating back to the
airport’s original opening date

Smart Controls Program

Delivered a program of system upgrades and new controls and monitoring systems to drive energy
efficiency and sustainability including a new Building Management System (BMS), a new energy
management system (SMART Metering Program) and a water and sewer monitoring system

Water sustainability

Completed enhancements and upgrades to rainwater recovery systems located throughout the Terminals
significantly reducing potable water usage

Expansion of the arrivals hall
Terminal 3

Improved self-service check-in facilities
New retail tenancies

Terminal 4

Latest next generation security screening technology
Travelators to improve passenger experience to/from Pier G
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4.4.6
Environment Strategy
Over the past four years Melbourne Airport has
implemented a range of initiatives to improve the
environmental performance of the airport. Table 4-6
provides a summary of the major achievements from
the 2018 Environment Strategy.

Aspect (cont.)

Achievement (cont.)

Land and water management

Developed and implemented a PFAS Management Framework which has been endorsed by the
Commonwealth regulator. This framework delivers consistent environmental management practices for
potential environmental risks that are posed by PFAS impacted material at Melbourne Airport.

Designed and constructed a medium-term containment facility for managing contaminated soils on the
estate which also included construction of a water treatment plant for treating contaminated water.

Table 4-6:
Summary of major Environment Strategy achievements, 2018-2022
Aspect

Achievement

Environmental Management

Achieved re-certification of the Environmental Management System to ISO14001:2015.

Awarded Global Asset Sector Leader for Airport Companies in the 2019 GRESB Infrastructure Assessment.

Installation of a fence along Arundel Creek to restrict cattle access with the aim of reducing soil
disturbance along the creek and increasing stream health.

Biodiversity and conservation

Ongoing implementation of a risk-based environmental inspection and audit program focusing on internal
business units, contractors, tenants and construction projects to achieve a high level of environmental
compliance across the estate.

Sustainability in planning and
design

Melbourne Airport ecology gaps study was completed in 2018 which included detailed native vegetation
extent mapping across areas of the airport for which no previous flora or fauna information had been
collected and resulted in the identification of nine additional patches of critically endangered Native
Temperate Grassland of the Victorian Volcanic Plain.

Developed and implemented a site-wide Integrated Pest Management Plan which focuses on reducing
pest animals on the airfield.

Incorporated sustainability elements into the Melbourne Airport procurement policy.

Installation of smart meters to monitor potable water consumption across the estate.

Construction and operation of an on-site water treatment plant to allow for reuse of treated water by
APAM and tenants.

Energy and carbon

Organised a World Environment Day event in June 2020 which resulted in 1200 trees and shrubs being
planted along Moonee Ponds Creek to assist with increasing native vegetation in environmentally sensitive
areas.

Achieved Level 2 Airport Carbon Accreditation by Airports Council International, which recognises
Melbourne Airport’s commitment to carbon emission reduction through setting carbon emission targets
and developing a carbon management plant to drive this reduction.
Air quality and ground-based noise
Construction and operation of three solar panel systems to assist in reducing Melbourne Airport’s
carbon emissions:

Developed and implemented an Air Quality Monitoring Plan to monitor any impacts to ambient air quality
in the vicinity of the airport. This monitoring plan includes an improved event alerts in the case where any
air quality parameter is close to reaching regulatory thresholds.

12MW solar farm at Oaklands Junction
5MW rooftop system at the Agility Warehouse
Stand-alone system for operation of the on-site Water Treatment Plant

Continued to explore alternative fuel sources for airside equipment incl. electric vehicles, hybrid vehicles,
and hydrogen.

Completion of a climate change and natural hazard risk assessment which describes current and future
climate conditions for Melbourne Airport.

Hazardous materials

Implementation of a process for the approval of vegetation management chemicals prior to use on the
estate. In addition, improved chemical application technologies have been implemented to reduce spraydrift during noxious weed management.

Cultural Heritage

Developed the Heritage Management Manual for Melbourne Airport operational and maintenance
activities in 2018. The manual provides guidance around heritage matters and identifies management
requirements for various areas of the estate that are required to be implemented during standard
operational and maintenance activities.

Continued to close cultural heritage knowledge gaps across the estate through development and
implementation of Cultural Heritage Management plans for the Oaklands Junction solar farm site,
M3R footprint, and the Hillside site.
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Continued to investigate and respond to community ground-based noise complaints in a timely manner.

Implementation of a site-wide Environmental Management Plan which outlines the minimum expectations
for hazardous waste management across the estate which applies to both APAM and tenants.

Waste management

Continued to focus on waste management and resource recovery during construction projects with high
recycling rates of construction material achieved. Where possible these materials were re-used across
other airport projects, for example asphalt profiling removed during landside road upgrades were reused
to improve the airside perimeter road.

Melbourne Airport is finalising a strategy for minimising quarantine waste disposal to deep burial, by
diverting appropriate materials to recycling where the biosecurity risk is managed back-of-house. This
strategy aims to achieve both a decrease in waste to landfill, and also a reduction in waste disposal costs.
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5.0
Melbourne
Airport
Today
This section describes Melbourne
Airport as it is today, outlining
its facilities and infrastructure.
This snapshot is the basis for
the planning done for this
Master Plan.
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Figure 5-1
Melbourne Airport location
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The north–south runway (16/34) is 3,657 metres long
and 60 metres wide. The runway provides sufficient
take-off distance enabling many direct, ultra-long-haul
operations to destinations throughout Asia and beyond,
including many global hub airports. This capability has
been instrumental in supporting Melbourne Airport’s
recent strong growth in international services.
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North–south runway (Runway 16/34)
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The airport site is approximately 2,741 hectares in area (Figure 5-2). It is predominantly
surrounded by non-urban uses to the immediate north and west, which helps protect
the community and safeguards the airport from the encroachment of sensitive and
incompatible uses. There is urban development to the east and south of the airport,
comprising a mix of residential and industrial uses.

5.2.1
Runways
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Melbourne Airport is the principal 24/7 international gateway to Victoria and southeast
Australia for passengers and air freight. Located approximately 22 kilometres northwest of Melbourne’s central business district, it is well connected to Melbourne’s
freeway and arterial road network (Figure 5-1). Its close proximity to major industrial
areas and three of Melbourne’s residential growth corridors make it well placed to
serve as a hub for the freight and logistics industry, as well as to capitalise on growing
labour markets.

Melbourne Airport operates curfew-free 24-hours a day,
seven days a week, utilising a two-runway system and
integrated terminal complex (Figure 5-3).
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5.2.1.2
East–west runway (Runway 09/27)
The east–west runway (09/27) is 2,286 metres long and
45 metres wide. The length of this runway provides for
predominantly domestic Code C (e.g. A320 and B737)
aircraft operations. It also provides Code E (e.g. A330
and B747) and Code F (e.g. A380) arrival and departure
capability for short to medium-haul destinations,
including Asian and Trans-Tasman destinations.
Runway 27 is supported by a LED High-Intensity Lighting
system (Category II/III) and an Instrument Landing
System (Category I) to facilitate aircraft landings in
poor-visibility weather conditions. Approaches from
Runway 09 and Runway 27 are also supported by a
path indicator system.
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Runway 16/34 is supported by a LED High-Intensity
Lighting system (Category II/III) and an Instrument
Landing System (Category IIIb) which facilitate
aircraft landings in poor weather conditions.
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Figure 5-3
Existing Melbourne Airport site plan
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Figure 5-2
Melbourne Airport site – aerial view
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Taxiways are critical to the efficient movement of aircraft
between the runways and aircraft parking aprons. The
key elements of the supporting taxiway system include:
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• weather conditions
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5.2.4
Terminals
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The terminal precinct is served by approximately 45
hectares of apron to accommodate aircraft for loading or
unloading of passengers, mail or freight; and for fuelling,
parking or maintenance. The passenger terminal aprons
provide contact-stand capacity with aerobridge stands at
T1, T2 and T3. Walk-out stand capacity (non-aerobridge
stands) is available adjacent to T4, as well as in locations
close to T1, T2, T3 and the freight handling facilities
located to the south of the passenger terminal complex.
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Currently, aircraft parking aprons at Melbourne Airport
can be used both through shared use and exclusive use.
The peak for total aircraft on the ground typically occurs
overnight, when a significant number of domestic aircraft
are not operating; the peak for international aircraft on
the ground currently occurs during mid-morning.

The terminal complex is located on the east side of
the existing north–south runway (16/34) and south of
the east–west runway (09/27). The passenger terminal
complex combines international facilities (T2) with three
domestic terminals (T1, T3 and T4). This integrated
terminal precinct gives Melbourne Airport the shortest
minimum connection time between domestic and
international flights of all major Australian airports.

T

V

The existing two-runway airfield configuration was
reaching peak-hour capacity prior to COVID-19. It is
anticipated that the new runway will be required within
the first 10 years of this Master Plan’s planning horizon
as aviation demand recovers. New runway and taxiway
infrastructure will be required to accommodate further
growth while providing a level of service in line with
industry expectations.
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• noise abatement procedures to reduce the impact
of aircraft noise on surrounding areas.
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27R
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The two intersecting runways are operated in different
modes, mainly in response to daily wind direction or to
reduce aircraft noise impacts.
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5.2.3
Current airside capacity

• proximity of terminals and aircraft parking stands

09L

Pier B

Melbourne Airport’s main terminal apron precinct has
80 aircraft parking stands for commercial passenger
or freight operations, 43 of these have aerobridge
capability (Figure 5-4). Within the limited confines of the
existing terminals precinct, these aprons are supported
with multiple storage areas for ground support
equipment (GSE).

• size of the aircraft

Pier C

Remote aprons provide aircraft-parking capacity for
regional, domestic and international operations.
The majority of dedicated freighter operations are
currently conducted from the Hotel Apron located
immediately south of Pier G, adjacent to the freight
and logistics facilities.

600m

• geographic location of origin or destination airport

657
WAY 3

Aircraft parking aprons are critical assets that provide
aircraft-parking capacity. This infrastructure is often
allocated to a specific terminal or airline operator. Aprons
comprise contact stands served by aerobridges that are
connected to terminal piers or remote stands. They can
be used for overnight aircraft parking, freight operations
or terminal bussing operations, with appropriate aircraftservicing infrastructure such as aircraft fuel.
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The use of a particular runway is influenced by the:

G RUN
EXISTIN

The taxiway system is set up to allow aircraft traffic to
move in different directions simultaneously (facilitated by
parallel taxiways) under different operating modes and
weather conditions. Taxi routes are designed to provide
the shortest distance between aircraft parking aprons
and runways.

0

C
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• Apron taxiways and aircraft-stand taxi lanes provide
aircraft access to aircraft parking stands at terminal
piers. Aircraft operating on taxiways are often
supported by ground-servicing vehicles that assist
the aircraft by pushing back or towing on/off stands.
Because terminal infrastructure, aerobridges and
airside vehicles are nearby, aircraft often operate at
slower speeds on taxi lanes to maintain safety margins.

B

A

• General taxiways enable aircraft to move around the
airfield. They provide enough capacity to prevent
congestion, thereby minimising aircraft ground delays.
Dual-perimeter taxiways enable efficient aircraft flow
between the runways and aircraft parking positions.

Figure 5-4
Existing airside terminal apron and taxiways

16L

• Rapid Exit Taxiways (RETs) are taxiways specifically
designed with curves to allow aircraft to leave runways
at higher speeds while decelerating. This improves
overall runway capacity.

Single-runway operating modes are sometimes
necessary during strong wind conditions. At these times,
the hourly runway throughput is reduced to 48 aircraft
movements, when arrival and departure operations are
balanced. However, where possible, Airservices operates
the two runways simultaneously (dependent on each
other) in either north–west or south–west direction
combinations. These operating modes enable up to
60 aircraft movements per hour, allowing the existing
two-runway airfield configuration to be used as efficiently
as possible during periods of high demand.
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5.2.2
Supporting apron and taxiway system
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5.2.4.1
International terminal (T2)
All international passengers at Melbourne Airport
are served through T2, which catered for 11.6 million
international passengers in financial year 2018–19.
T2 is centrally located, presenting fast and easy transfers
to and from domestic flights. In addition to streamlined
security and immigration processes, T2 provides a
world-class retail experience, with duty-free shopping
supported by a range of restaurants, cafés and bars
inspired by the city of Melbourne.
International aircraft operating at T2 have access to more
than 25 aircraft parking stands across the precinct, with
exclusive use of 15 parking stands within the T2 apron
area. The stands can serve a range of international
aircraft from Code C to Code F. The 15 aerobridge
parking stands at T2 are supplemented by a dedicated
international bussing and transit lounge for peak periods.
5.2.4.2
Domestic terminals (T1, T3 and T4)
Domestic operations at Melbourne Airport are facilitated
through the T1, T3 and T4 terminals. In 2019 these three
terminals accommodated more than 500 domestic aircraft
movements and almost 70,000 passengers a day. A total of
25.8 million domestic passengers used Melbourne Airport
in financial year 2018–19.
T1 is currently occupied by Qantas and QantasLink.
Of its 21 operational aircraft stands, 15 are equipped
with aerobridges that accommodate a range of Code C
and Code E aircraft.
Since Jetstar moved from T1 into T4 in late 2015, T1
has experienced a reduction in passenger throughput,
releasing latent capacity for growth. T1 includes openspace food and beverage offerings and a range of retail
shops through both Pier C and Pier B. Qantas operates
its domestic Qantas Business Club and Chairman’s
Lounges within T1.
T3 is currently occupied by Virgin Australia, which uses
aircraft parking stands on Pier E (on a priority basis)
and shares aircraft parking stands on Pier F with other
airlines. There are 10 gates on Pier E (nine aerobridges)
and 10 gates on Pier F (three aerobridges) serving Code
C and Code E aircraft types. Facilities include the Virgin
Australia lounge and a range of retail and food offerings,
with a direct connection to additional retail options
within the T4 departure lounge.
Melbourne Airport’s newest terminal, T4, is home
to Jetstar, Regional Express (Rex) and Airnorth. It is
Australia’s first self-service terminal development, with
state-of-the- art kiosk and bag-drop check-in facilities.
It also has an expansive departure lounge with a wide
range of retail and food and beverage options for both
departing and arriving passengers.
T4 directly connects to the existing Piers E and F which
are predominantly used by Air North, Rex and Virgin
Australia. It also includes a new Pier G, with flexible
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aircraft parking stands predominantly used by Jetstar.
Operations from Pier G include ‘walk out’ to aircraft
boarding gates and a ‘call to gate’ concept for fastturnaround operations. Rex’s operations include a
dedicated lounge on the ground level of T4, from where
passengers are bussed to and from remote stands on the
Foxtrot apron.
5.2.5
Air navigation facilities
Airservices provides air traffic control, aeronautical
information services, Aviation Rescue Fire Fighting
Services (ARFFS) and navigation services for Melbourne
Airport. Most are in the midfield of the airport and
accessed from Operations Road. They include the Air
Traffic Services Centre, control tower, ARFFS station
(Category 10) and a hot-fire training ground.
The Airservices Air Traffic Services Centre, located
adjacent to the control tower, is one of two in Australia.
This important facility is responsible for controlling
6 per cent of the world’s airspace (known as a Flight
Information Region) and part of the largest area
controlled by any air-traffic management organisation
in the world.
5.2.6
Aircraft maintenance facilities
Aircraft maintenance, repair and overhaul facilities
are provided to the south of the airport. Qantas,
Virgin Australia and Melbourne Aviation Precinct
all operate maintenance or fixed-base operations.
They are operated under lease arrangements and
allow for incremental development.
5.2.7
Aviation fuel facilities
Aviation fuel storage facilities at Melbourne Airport
are located on a 16-hectare site on the east side of
the airport on Marker Road. This facility, known as the
Joint User Hydrant Installation (JUHI), provides on-site
storage capacity of 29 million litres. The JUHI is currently
supplied by pipeline (Tullamarine JV Pipeline from
Somerton Depot) and road transport.
5.2.8
General aviation facilities
In 2018, the Melbourne Aviation Precinct began
operating a VIP private jet base at Melbourne Airport.
Located in the south-eastern corner of the Melbourne
Airport site, it has a footprint of 35,000 square metres.
This private jet base services the important private jet
market by offering world-class customer service, security
and privacy to VIPs.
The jet base comprises a hangar to accommodate
17 long-distance jets, basement car park, a small
museum, an exclusive boutique hotel with business and
conference facilities, and aviation-support facilities.

Melbourne Airport Today

5.3
EXISTING NON-AVIATION DEVELOPMENT

5.3.1.4
Elite Park

Non-aviation development includes commercial, retail
and industrial developments with no direct role in the
aviation operations of the airport and are developed on
landside precincts.

The 54.3-hectare Elite Park occupies a visible position
along both the Tullamarine Freeway and Airport Drive.
The site is currently home to four occupiers:

Non-aviation development plays a key role in Melbourne
Airport’s economic versatility and complements its key
aviation functions. There are two primary locations for
commercial development at the airport: the Landside Main
Precinct and the Landside Business Precinct (Figure 5-5).
5.3.1
Landside Main Precinct
The Landside Main Precinct is the gateway to the airport
for most people. It provides access to the terminal
facilities via the freeway and road networks.
5.3.1.1
The Forefront
The Forefront area of Melbourne Airport is the most
visible because it is bounded by the main entry and
exit points to the Tullamarine Freeway. A number of
commercial developments are located within the 8.6
hectare site including:
• Mercedes Benz car showroom and
maintenance facility
• Creative Garden Early Learning Centre
(childcare centre)
• Holiday Inn
• BP petrol station
• McDonald’s
• Ibis Budget hotel.

• UrbnSurf (Australia’s first artificial surf park)
• Qantas Joey Club Childcare Centre (a facility
providing childcare facilities for Qantas and
Airservices staff)
• Hanrob Pet Hotel (a 1,700 square metre warehouse
providing first-class pet hotel facilities)
• Essendon Football Club’s training and community
facility (providing 10,000 square metres of
administration and indoor training areas in
addition to the two full-sized football ovals
and five hectares of landscaped environment).
5.3.2
Landside Business Precinct
The Landside Business Precinct occupies the southern
part of the airport and adjoins the southern part of the
airfield area. This area includes the Melbourne Airport
Business Park.
5.3.2.1
Melbourne Airport Business Park
The Melbourne Airport Business Park is located in the
southern area of the airport. It is an established business
park of around 430 hectares. More than 200 hectares of
land is already developed, providing 34 facilities for 38
tenants including:
• Toll Group
• TNT
• Bollore

5.3.1.2
The Hive
The Hive is located along the western side of Centre
Road in the southern half of the Landside Main Precinct.
The 2.3-hectare site houses 10,160 square metres of
office accommodation in various buildings and formats,
and is the site of the new 464 room dual branded hotel
currently under construction.
The Hive currently houses organisations including the
Australian Federal Police, the Department of Home
Affairs, and the Department of Agriculture, Water
and the Environment.
5.3.1.3
Car rental back-up area
The car rental back-up area totals some 11.5 hectares
and is located north and south of Francis Briggs Road in
the southern area of the precinct. The area is completely
developed, providing 10 hectares of at-grade parking
facilities shared by car rental, valet and bussing operators.

• Porsche
• World Couriers
• DHL
• DB Schenker
• Gate Gourmet
The majority of the facilities are large distribution
warehouses supporting logistical operations, although
other occupiers include a manufacturer and a self-storage
facility. Smaller facilities have been developed in terraced
formats to accommodate new entrants to the business park.
A Quest serviced-apartment hotel and a small
commercial café have been developed to support the
businesses and employees, providing a level of amenity
needed for such a large estate.
Within the Melbourne Airport Business Park is an
industrial warehouse precinct on Mace Way, located and
designed so aviation-related operators can be provided
with facilities that have an airside and landside boundary.
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Figure 5-5
Melbourne Airport’s non-aviation development precincts
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5.4
EXISTING GROUND TRANSPORT

5.4.1
External road network

In 2019, Melbourne Airport generated an average
weekday volume of 124,000 vehicle trips to and from
the airport, providing access for passengers, employees,
freight movements and other commercial traffic
(Figure 5-6). Traffic volumes during typical ‘busy day’
activities are up to 8 per cent higher, most of which
is attributable to passengers.

The Tullamarine Freeway is considered the primary
access point to the airport and used by 68 per cent
of all vehicles entering and exiting the airport.
(Although the Tullamarine Freeway–Sunbury Road
corridor falls within the airport boundary it is maintained
and managed by the Victorian Department of Transport
under a licence agreement.)

In addition to these external trips, there are internal
trips made by aviation support vehicles, emergency
services, taxis (circulating from pick-up and drop-off)
and rental vehicles.

The recent completion of the CityLink Tulla Widening
project in early 2019 increased the Tullamarine Freeway’s
capacity. The project included adding an additional lane
in each direction on the freeway, which has improved
travel time reliability to the airport. The works also
improved road safety on the corridor and enable
‘managed motorways’ technology to optimise network
performance in response to changed traffic conditions.

Airport-generated traffic can be broadly categorised into
three key user groups:
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• Passenger-generated traffic comprises the majority
of traffic entering the airport precinct, estimated at
around two-thirds of all airport-generated traffic.
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Melbourne Airport Today

AD

• Workers at Melbourne Airport comprise a substantial
component of total transport demand, although they
have different travel patterns to passengers and drive
to different parts of the airport. Most of the airport
workforce travels via car (which is typical of outersuburban employment areas with a high proportion
of shift-workers).

Other key arterial roads providing access to Melbourne
Airport include Sunbury Road and Airport Drive.
In addition, strategic road corridors in the network
facilitating access to the airport estate include the M80
Ring Road, the Calder Freeway and Keilor Park Drive.
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• Commercial trips associated with freight and logistics
support a significant number of airport-related and
non-airport-related businesses located within the
airport boundary. Commercial vehicles are estimated
to represent at least 10 per cent of total airport traffic.
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Figure 5-6
Airport-generated traffic by user type
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Figure 5-7
Existing Melbourne Airport internal road network
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5.4.3
Ground transport facilities

Within the airport boundary, Melbourne Airport manages
approximately 40 kilometres of roads as part of its internal
road network (Figure 5-7).

Around half of all non-transfer passengers access the
airport by private vehicle and park in either an airport
car park or are picked-up/dropped-off.

The performance of the internal road network is regularly
monitored to enable improvements in its operation
and efficiency. Melbourne Airport has implemented a
number of major infrastructure improvements in recent
years, which have helped spread the traffic demand
more evenly across the existing network. Melbourne
Airport recognises demand for some sections of the
airport road network already reaches or exceeds
operating capacity during peak periods. Specific
network constraints are observed at Departure Drive
(passenger drop-off zone), the Centre Road–Terminal
Drive intersection, and at the ground-level forecourt.

Melbourne Airport provides a wide range of passenger
pick-up/drop-off and on-airport parking options. Pickup/drop-off points are generally located near terminal
entrances, enabling convenient passenger and vehicle
access. There are no fees charged for private vehicle
passenger pick-up/drop-off at these locations.
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Public car parking facilities at Melbourne Airport include
multi-level and at-grade parking within walking distance
to the terminals, at-grade parking with convenient
shuttle bus access to the terminals, a 10-minute free
pick-up zone adjacent to the T123 ground transport hub,
and a 20-minute free-wait zone adjacent to the value
car park. In total about 23,000 public car parking bays
are available (additional on-site parking is provided for
employees). Public parking facilities are also available
through off-airport car parking operators. These are
mostly located within five kilometres of the terminal
precinct and connected to terminals via private shuttle
transfer services.
Dedicated ground transport facilities are also provided
for taxi, VHA, rideshare and rental car operations.
The location of the various ground transport facilities are
shown in Figure 5-7.

Melbourne Airport’s internal road network also caters for
freight and logistics traffic. Freight trips on the internal
road network are concentrated at the freight terminals
and Melbourne Airport Business Park. The road networks
in these areas (e.g. Airport Drive, Link Road and Sky
Road) have been built to accommodate larger freight
vehicles (Figure 5-8).
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5.4.2
Internal road network

To assist in managing network demands at this location,
Melbourne Airport recently implemented a ‘dynamic
lane allocation’ system on Terminal Drive and Departure
Drive. The system includes two large digital screens
configured to function as overhead directional signage.
This enables traffic lanes normally designated for either
Departures or Arrivals to be reallocated based on realtime traffic conditions e.g. enabling departures traffic to
set-down in the arrivals area during periods of disparate
demands. This has resulted in noticeable improvements
to travel time and reliability, and enables the airport’s
ground-operations team to make best use of the
available infrastructure.
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These larger vehicles play a key role in the freight
distribution task. Melbourne Airport has previously
worked with VicRoads and the National Heavy Vehicle
Regulator to gazette more than half of its road network
for use by B-double trucks and class 2 and 3 heavy
vehicles operating at higher mass limits (HML).
This enables improved business efficiency and
provides transport operators accessing the airport
with the certainty to invest in upgrades to their fleet.
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Figure 5-8
Existing heavy vehicle network
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Service features

SkyBus – Melbourne City Express

Airport transfer to Melbourne CBD (Southern Cross Station)

High service frequency, 24hour operating
span, efficient travel time (25 min)

SkyBus – other services
(six additional routes)

Airport transfers to Docklands, Southbank, St Kilda, Bayside/
Mornington Peninsula, Wyndham and Eastern suburb centres

Hourly service frequencies (varies
throughout day), all day operating spans

SmartBus Route 901
Frankston to Melbourne Airport

Orbital bus route aligned through northern, eastern and
southeastern suburbs; connects to several major activity centres

Regular service frequency, 5am–1am
operating span, Myki ticketing

Local bus routes
Routes 478, 479 and 482

Local bus services connecting to surrounding suburbs (Sunbury,
Bulla, Tullamarine and Airport West)

Low service frequencies, mixed operating
spans, Myki ticketing

V/Line coach Barham to
Melbourne via Heathcote

Long distance coach to designated towns in central Victoria via
Daily service (one service each direction
fixed north-south route alignment (Echuca/Heathcote/Lancefield) per day), travel time up to 4 hours
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Other privately operated buses

Conditionally Approved HML Route
Approved B-Double & HML Route

Description
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Footpaths are provided on most roads within the airport
to enable walking within precincts, with pedestrian
crossing facilities provided as appropriate to the various
road environments. The roads in the terminal precinct
have the highest walking activity. They therefore have
additional facilities that enhance walking such as
wayfinding signage showing walking times to popular
locations. As an additional safety measure, roads in these
areas have a posted speed limit of 40 kilometres per hour.
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Figure 5-9 shows the public transport connectivity to
Melbourne Airport including SkyBus express buses,
PTV buses and connecting rail services.

Figure 5-10 shows the bicycle-riding infrastructure both
within and connecting to Melbourne Airport.
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Connectivity to the Sunbury line is also provided via
an hourly local bus service between the airport and
Sunbury Station (PTV bus Route 479, around 25 minutes
travel time). Two other train stations on this rail line are
geographically closer (Watergardens and Keilor Plains),
however there are currently no bus services providing
direct connectivity between these stations and the airport.

Within the airport precincts there is some bicycle
infrastructure, notably a shared-use path on Airport
Drive between Sharps Road and Mercer Drive (part of
an SCC Main Route). As with the external network, there
are gaps in the internal network (for example cycling to
the terminals requires around one kilometre travel on
the road, sharing with traffic.) There are some publicly
available bicycle parking facilities located in the ground
forecourt, about 100 metres from Terminal 2.

Table 5-1:
Metropolitan bus services servicing Melbourne Airport
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Currently, Melbourne Airport is not serviced directly by
rail. The airport is positioned between two rail lines, the
Craigieburn line and the Sunbury line, each respectively
located around six to seven kilometres east and west
from the terminals. Bus services provide connectivity
between the airport and each of these rail lines.
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Melbourne Airport is located reasonably close to two
strategic bicycle riding routes in the surrounding area:
the Western Ring Road Trail and the Moonee Ponds
Creek Trail. These routes are designated as a ‘Primary
Route’ (C1) and ‘Main Route’ (C2), respectively, in the
Department of Transport’s Strategic Cycling Corridors
(SCC) network. These shared-use paths connect across
northern and western metropolitan areas; and link with
other strategic bicycle routes in Melbourne. Currently,
there are gaps in the external network infrastructure to
connect these paths to the airport, resulting in bicycle
riders having to ride on the road and sharing with traffic.
Therefore, only confident cyclists may feel comfortable
cycling to the airport.
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Public transport connectivity to Melbourne Airport is
provided via a range of bus services. These include
SkyBus express bus services, Public Transport Victoria
(PTV) bus routes and privately-operated shuttle buses.
(An estimated 19 per cent of non-transfer passengers
use a timetabled public transport service.) The SkyBus
‘Melbourne City Express’ service has the highest
ridership, with 10 per cent of all non-transfer passengers.
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5.4.5
Active transport

The nearest train station is Broadmeadows Station
on the Craigieburn line, located east of the terminal,
eight kilometres by road. Regular bus services provide
connectivity between the airport and Broadmeadows
Station (via the PTV SmartBus service Route 901, around
15 minutes travel time).
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5.4.4
Public transport

A summary of bus services servicing the airport is
provided in Table 5-1.
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Privately operated shuttle buses
(various bus operators)

Various operators providing airport transfers, including to
regional centres (including Geelong, Ballarat and Bendigo)

Varies between operators

Sources: PTV, SkyBus and bus operator websites
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Figure 5-10
Bicycle network in the vicinity of Melbourne Airport

Figure 5-9
Public transport access to Melbourne Airport
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5.5
EXISTING UTILITIES INFRASTRUCTURE PORTFOLIO
Utilities are a key part of Melbourne Airport’s operations
as well as its planned long-term growth. The utilities
portfolio delivers the airport’s electricity, water supply,
gas supply, heating, cooling, sewerage network and
stormwater drainage (Figure 5-11).
Melbourne Airport has asset management systems in
place for all its utilities assets. In managing the utilities
portfolio, the airport aims to secure, at all times, a
sufficient and reliable supply of high-quality services.
By doing so, the airport aspires to optimise the overall
positive impact on the region, community and
environment in which it operates.
5.6
CULTURAL HERITAGE AND
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTEXT
Melbourne Airport is located on a broad plateau on
the land of the Wurundjeri people, the traditional
owners. The airport site includes several environmentally
important areas and provides habitat for a range of
native fauna such as the growling grass frog. There are
many locations on or near the airport where artefacts
of cultural and historic significance have been found.
The site interacts with several natural surface waterways
supporting aquatic ecological communities used for
irrigation and stock watering purposes. These features are
shown in Section 14’s Environment Strategy Figure 14-1.

Operations on site are expansive and are characterised
by a large number of different organisations undertaking
a variety of activities under varying degrees of control
by Melbourne Airport. There are a number of locations
of known water and soil contamination. Some have been
due to airport or tenant activities (e.g. firefighting foams
and fuel storage); some are likely due to historic or offsite activities (e.g. the use of pesticides and herbicides).
As a result of these contextual factors, Melbourne
Airport has a broad set of cultural heritage and
environmental site attributes to protect and enhance.
Where disturbance is unavoidable, appropriate and
effective mitigation measures must be employed to
minimise potential environmental and cultural impacts.
These site attributes are summarised in Section 5.6.1.
Significant growth is forecast for the airport, which
will occur within a context of evolving environmental
and carbon regulation, and a changing climate.
The possible impacts of this uncertain future on the
airport’s cultural and environmental attributes are
discussed in Section 5.6.2.
The management, protection and enhancement of the
airport’s attributes is guided by Melbourne Airport’s
Environment Policy and Strategy, implemented via a
certified Environmental Management System (EMS).
An overview of Melbourne Airport’s Environment
Management Framework (which includes the policy,
strategy and EMS) is provided in Section 5.6.3.

Melbourne Airport Today

Each of these topics is also explored in Section 14,
which documents Melbourne Airport’s five-year Airport
Environment Strategy.
5.6.1
Cultural heritage and environmental attributes
Melbourne Airport manages, protects and enhances
cultural heritage and environmental attributes in
the course of its day-to-day operations. These are
summarised in Table 5-2 and explored in detail in the
Airport Environment Strategy (Section 14).
5.6.2
Future challenges
The international standard for risk management (ISO
31000) defines risk as the ‘effect of uncertainty on
objectives’. The Airport Environment Strategy has
been developed to safeguard the achievement of
the airport’s environmental objectives in the face of
future uncertainty. This includes growth of airport
operations, expansion of the airport’s physical footprint,
evolving regulation and community expectations, and a
changing climate. Each of these uncertainties, and their
possible impact on the airport’s cultural heritage and
environmental attributes, is discussed below.

5.6.2.1
Growth of operations and demand
The population of Melbourne, post COVID, will resume
to a growth phase and, with it, demand for air travel will
resume growing.
The 2027 airport development concept includes the third
runway project (M3R), which will involve a third, parallel
north-south runway and changes to the existing east–
west runway. The 2042 concept includes the expansion
of the terminal buildings and new extended piers.
These expansions are intended to meet a significant
increase in demand for air travel. By 2042, Melbourne
Airport is expected to cater for more than 76 million
passengers per year (up from 37.4 million passengers
in financial year 2019). Over this same period, aircraft
movements are expected to increase from 246,450 to
429,000 movements per year and freight throughput is
expected to almost double. Historically, growth of this
magnitude for the organisation has required increased
consumption of natural resources. This has both local
and global risk implications for the airport’s environment
and heritage. Recognising this, Melbourne Airport is
investing in renewable energy, energy efficiency, water
efficiency, improved waste management, and sustainable
procurement. By implementing these actions, Melbourne
Airport will continually improve the resource efficiency of
its operations and minimise its overall ecological footprint.

Table 5-2:
Cultural heritage and environmental attributes
Figure 5-11
Melbourne Airport’s utilities infrastructure portfolio
ENERGY NETWORK

WATER NETWORK

High-voltage
electricity
(embedded
network)

Thermal energy
network (heating
and cooling)

Gas supply
network
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Portable water
(embedded
network)

Stormwater
drainage
network

Sewerage
network

Environmental aspect

Key attributes and management actions

Environmental management

Maintaining a high standard of day-to-day environmental management and ongoing compliance while
continually improving the efficiency and effectiveness of processes.

Sustainability management

Ensuring that planning and design decisions are focused on building long-term sustainability and resilience.

Energy and carbon

Balancing volatile energy prices, evolving grid dynamics, new technologies and decarbonisation while
ensuring the reliability of energy services provided to customers and tenants.

Hazardous materials

Ongoing management, tracking and minimisation of hazardous materials used for a range of activities on site.

Cultural heritage

There are a range of risks that have the potential to have temporary or lasting impacts on cultural and historic
heritage values. In particular the risk of disturbance due to construction activities. A comprehensive site
register and management plans mitigate these risks.

Land and water management

Melbourne Airport manages a number of existing land, surface water and ground water contamination issues.
These issues are largely a legacy of the site’s long history of multiple and complex activities and operators.
Contamination has been primarily associated with certain firefighting foams (PFAS), fuel storage and
historic use of pesticides and herbicides (on and off site). An airport-wide monitoring regime and risk-based
remediation program is ongoing.

Biodiversity and conservation

Melbourne Airport has wetlands, waterways and areas of native vegetation including threatened species,
threatened ecological communities and migratory species listed under the Environment Protection
and Biodiversity Conservation Act as ‘Matters of National Environmental Significance’ (MNES). Tailored
management plans are in place and implemented to improve ecological value through the management of
pest plants and animals, and erosion.

Air quality and
ground-based noise

Activities within the airport boundary contribute to Melbourne’s air quality and have the potential to result
in off-site noise issues. Regular inspections of construction sites and air and noise monitoring are part of the
airport’s standard suite of environmental management practices.

Waste management

A range of waste types are generated by a large number of operators within Melbourne Airport’s boundary.
APAM’s engagement with our operators and tenants to reduce landfill waste from the airport is ongoing.
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5.6.2.2
Expanded physical footprint
The potential impacts of future expansions will be assessed
in advance. Risks will be mitigated through implementing
pre-approved management and offsets plans.
The proposed airport expansions will result in the
disruption of known (or as yet undiscovered) areas
of cultural and/or environmental value. Similarly,
it is possible that works will intersect with areas of
contamination or could result in emissions to air, land
or water. Well-planned and proactive environmental
management of expansion works will therefore be critical.
More specifically, for major development projects such
as M3R thorough investigations and management
programs for environmental and cultural impact are
required prior to approvals being granted by the federal
government. Major development projects are subject
to a Major Development Plan (MDP) in accordance with
the requirements of the Airports Act 1996. For other
development projects, Melbourne Airport requires that
higher-risk proponents prepare detailed Construction
Environment Management Plans (CEMPs) that must be
approved by the airport prior to works commencing.
Similarly, higher-risk tenants require approved
Operational Environmental Management Plans (OEMPs).
All lower-risk projects and tenants are required to adhere
to Melbourne Airport’s Code of Environmental Practice
as part of their approval and lease conditions.
Through these assessment, approval and management
mechanisms, Melbourne Airport will ensure that the
environmental values and performance of the airport
is safeguarded into the future.
5.6.2.3
Evolving regulation and expectations
The compliance environment within which Melbourne
Airport operates will continue to evolve.
Melbourne Airport maintains, as part of its Environmental
Management System (EMS), a register of state and
Commonwealth environmental and cultural heritage
Acts, regulations and policies with which it must comply
(Appendix D). Each of these documents is subject
to ongoing changes (e.g. the Airports Act has been
updated 30 times since it was released in 1996).
Changes to the regulatory environment are an inevitable
result of continuous improvement in regulation as new
science is integrated and community expectations shift.
For example, the body of knowledge around the health
risks of diesel exhaust particulates or PFAS (per- and
poly-fluoroalkyl substances found in firefighting foams)
has improved in recent years and has been reflected in
regulatory shifts.
Similarly, Melbourne Airport tracks the environmental
management expectations of a broad range of
stakeholders. These include customers, tenants, airlines,
neighbours, community groups and shareholders.
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Historically, their expectations have focused on planning
considerations, managing current risks, responding to
incidents, maintaining compliance, providing guidance
and reporting to regulators. These expectations will
continue as our stakeholders become increasingly
interested in the broader, long-term risks we manage.
In particular, this interest relates to the airport’s
contribution to the sustainability of Melbourne (and
Victoria) as a whole, and how the airport will manage
risks and opportunities related to climate change.
5.6.2.4
Climate change
Climate change will amplify a number of risks and
opportunities already faced by Melbourne Airport
and could introduce new ones. Melbourne Airport will
work to build its resilience to a range of possible future
scenarios.
Melbourne Airport is located within a temperate climate,
with warm to hot summers, mild springs and autumns,
and cool winters. The region is on the boundary of the
hot inland areas and the cool Southern Ocean. The
resulting temperature differences can form strong cold
fronts which can lead to severe weather conditions such
as gales, thunderstorms and heavy rain. The region can
also experience extreme heat in summer.
Historically, climatic events such as storms, high winds,
fog, heatwaves and bushfires (and their associated
smoke) have resulted in service disruptions, delays
and temporary airport closures. Each of these has had
financial implications. Of these events, all except fog
are expected to increase in likelihood and severity with
climate change.
Melbourne Airport has suffered operational impacts
from northerly and southerly winds which lead to single
runway operations (SRO) which materially reduce airfield
capacity from 60-plus movements an hour down to
the mid 40s. The incidence of wind-related SRO has
steadily been increasing over time, most likely due to
the impacts of climate change reflecting the effects of
increased energy in the atmosphere arising from global
temperature rises. The development of a new northsouth runway will provide a significant opportunity to
address this impact by providing greater resilience to
our operating capacity.
Melbourne Airport has undertaken a Climate Change
and Natural Hazard Risk Assessment. The identified
climate-related risks and opportunities can be
categorised as being physical or transitional in nature.

Melbourne Airport Today

Transition risks and opportunities are not directly linked
to climate-related events but relate to the regulatory and
market transformation likely to result from governments
and communities acting to curtail greenhouse gas
emissions and/or adapt to climate change. These risks
have been examined and have the potential to affect
access to capital, reputation, investor concerns and
regulatory pressure on the carbon-intensive aviation
sector. The airport’s current enterprise risk management
system includes transition risks related to state and
federal carbon policies and energy market volatility.
Conversely, some of these factors also represent
opportunities to drive projects in renewable energy and
resource efficiency.
Furthermore, the resilience of Melbourne Airport
contributes directly to the resilience of Victoria as a
whole. Therefore, in the interests of future-proofing its
operations and environmental performance in the face of
this uncertainty, Melbourne Airport will work to build its
resilience to a range of possible future scenarios.
5.6.3
Environmental Management Framework
Melbourne Airport has an Environmental Management
Framework designed to ensure that processes for
continuous improvement and ongoing monitoring
for compliance are embedded in the way we work.
The Airport Environment Strategy is part of the
Environmental Management Framework and a key
mechanism for ensuring commitments made in
Melbourne Airport’s Environment Policy are met.
The strategy is enacted and implemented via the EMS.
More generally, Melbourne Airport operates within
a framework of corporate governance, goals and
values. These are reflected in the environmental
management principles outlined in the Environment
Policy. The Environmental Management Framework
enables Melbourne Airport to effectively manage and
adapt to environmental risks and continually improve
environmental management practices.
Under the framework, environmental compliance is
internally monitored and reviewed on an ongoing
basis. Compliance is also externally reviewed by the
Airport Environment Officer annually (on behalf of
the Department of Infrastructure, Transport, Regional
Development and Communications) via the annual
Airport Environment Report. In addition, the EMS itself
is externally audited periodically as part of maintaining
ISO certification.

Physical risks and opportunities result directly from
the physical effects of climate change. For Melbourne
Airport, projected changes in climate will exacerbate
many existing climate-related risks. In particular, those
related to high temperatures, extreme rainfall, drought
and fire weather are likely to increase in likelihood and
severity. The effect of climate change on other weatherdriven risks, such as those related to wind and lightning,
is less clear. These physical factors can affect airport
operations as well as the health and resilience of the
surrounding environment.
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6.0
Melbourne
Airport in
Context
This section provides the broader
local, national and international
context for Melbourne Airport.
It incorporates a range of
aspects that influence and guide
the airport’s future use and
development, and is the basis
of the Master Plan’s strategic
directions and concepts.
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Growth in the aviation industry over the past decade has
been driven by the rise of low-cost carriers. This, along
with lower oil prices, has increased the supply of air travel
and made it more affordable and more accessible to
more people than ever before.
Low-cost carriers have become important parts of
the domestic and international markets over the past
decade. In Australia, Jetstar (and until 2020, Tigerair)
have become major suppliers of air travel to the
domestic market. Melbourne Airport has supported
this growth by constructing Terminal 4, which primarily
services these airlines.
More recently, lower oil prices have reduced the costs for
airlines, which has also supported growth in the supply
of air travel, increasing competition and supporting
lower fares. This growing competition within the aviation
industry has led to increased customer expectations and
pressure to reduce costs.

6.1
AVIATION CONTEXT
Melbourne Airport’s physical and locational advantages, together with its 24-hour
curfew-free operations, reinforce its position as Australia’s second-busiest airport by
passenger numbers and the nation’s largest domestic freight hub.

6.1.1
Passenger numbers

6.1.2
Aircraft movements

In 2019, Melbourne Airport was the origin and
destination for three of the five busiest domestic air
routes and two of the five busiest international air routes
in Australia. Overall, there were 37.49 million passengers,
pre-COVID, who passed through Melbourne Airport.
Over the past decade, total passenger numbers have
increased by over 12 million, up from 25.2 million in 2009.

More than 246,000 flights arrived at or departed from
Melbourne Airport in 2019: an average of more than 675
flights each day – the equivalent of around one flight
every two minutes and 10 seconds.

It is noted that historical passenger and aircraft
movement numbers used in this Master Plan are sourced
from APAM data and so may marginally vary from other
sources (e.g. the Bureau of Infrastructure and Transport
Research Economics (BITRE) and Airservices) due to
different data-collection criteria. This is because APAM’s
data counts all flights, including general aviation, charter
and non-scheduled operations (e.g. ad-hoc flights,
diversions etc) which BITRE does not capture. APAM data
also captures non-revenue passengers (e.g. staff travel)
while BITRE counts only revenue passengers.
This growth in passenger numbers was driven by a
strong increase in international passengers, which
reached 11.4 million for the year (more than doubling
over the past decade, from 5.2 million in 2009).
International travel has become increasingly affordable
relative to domestic travel for Australians.
Domestic passenger numbers grew slower than
international passengers in 2019, up by 0.3 per cent to 26
million passengers. While domestic passenger growth
has slowed more recently, the domestic passenger
numbers are still up by more than 30 per cent over the
past decade: 6.1 million more domestic passengers
passed through Melbourne Airport in 2019 compared
with a decade earlier.
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The majority of these flights were for passenger aircraft,
with more than 236,000 passenger aircraft movements
for the year. In 2019, Melbourne Airport had over
49 airlines flying to 34 Australian and 43 international
destinations each week. There were 8,100 dedicated
freighter aircraft movements in 2019, an average of
22 flights per day.
6.1.3
Drivers of aviation growth
This strong growth in passenger numbers reflects
global aviation trends. Air travel the world over has
increased by 60 per cent over the past decade, driven
by developments in the aviation industry and strong
economic growth in emerging markets.
Melbourne is well positioned to benefit from these
trends given its strong population growth, the economic
development of China, and the attraction of Melbourne
as a destination for domestic and international visitors.
Since 2008, Melbourne has increased direct connections
to Asia and the Americas, international passenger
growth has outpaced the national average growth
rate of 6 per cent and increased its share of Australian
international passenger movements from 21 per cent in
2009 to 26.6 per cent in 2019.

Strong economic growth in emerging markets has
created a new middle class in these countries, which
has been a key driver of demand of international travel
for both tourism and business. Australia has particularly
benefited from economic growth in Asia, particularly in
countries such as India and China.
Passenger travel between Melbourne and China has
increased significantly over the past decade, growing at
an average of 21 per cent a year, from around 185,000
in 2009 to over 1.25 million passengers in 2019. Driven
primarily by a fourfold increase in the number of inbound passengers, growth in the Chinese market has
accounted for 17 per cent of the growth in international
passengers over the past decade. Increased capacity
in this market has made this growth possible, with 10
different airlines now flying to 14 destinations in mainland
China. Despite the impacts of COVID and trade tension
in 2020-21, it is assumed that long-term trends of trade
and travel will resume by the mid 2020s and return to full
trend by the early 2030s.
6.1.4
Air freight
Air freight is used to move high-value, time-sensitive
perishable items that customers need urgently. Over
425,000 tonnes of air freight passed through Melbourne
Airport in 2019. Melbourne Airport’s 24-hour operation,
coupled with its growing number of international
services, provide new opportunities for exporters in
southeast Australia to satisfy the growing demand of
international markets.
In 2017-18, Melbourne Airport handled over 325,000
tonnes of international air freight worth almost $18
billion. By tonnage, this represents over 30 per cent of
Australia’s international air-freight market. It is estimated
that approximately 80 per cent of international air freight
through Melbourne Airport is carried in the holds of
passenger aircraft, with the remainder transported on
dedicated freighters.

A diverse variety of products is exported. This ranges
from fresh fruit, vegetables, dairy products, meat and
fish; to medicines and medical products, electrical parts
and precious stones and metals. These are delivered to
multiple destinations, the leading ones being Singapore,
Hong Kong, Malaysia, New Zealand, the United Arab
Emirates and China. Four international freight airlines
currently service Melbourne Airport.
Melbourne is also Australia’s largest domestic air-freight
hub, with 122,200 tonnes of air freight delivered around
the country in 2019. Around half of this was transported
in passenger aircraft.
6.1.5
Curfew-free status
Consistent with the original planning and mandate
provided by both the Commonwealth and Victorian
Governments at the opening of the airport in 1970,
Melbourne Airport has grown into Australia’s largest
major airport on the eastern seaboard that does not have
a curfew, providing significant competitive advantages
over other airports. The curfew-free status gives airlines
greater flexibility to schedule flights, which ultimately
benefits their passengers.
The greatest benefit that a curfew-free environment
provides to Melbourne Airport is that of flexibility – not
just for its own business but the airlines which use it.
Passengers benefit because they can usually get a
convenient flight to the airport they intend to fly to –
there is no waiting for another flight the next morning
to get to their ultimate destination. It also increases the
attractiveness of Melbourne as a destination for new
and expanding airlines, as they do not have to factor in
the risk of having a plane fly into an alternative airport
due to a curfew – which both reduces their passengers’
satisfaction and creates logistical issues.
In addition, curfew-free status enables time-critical
freight to arrive fresh at its destination. This benefits
Victorian exporters of fresh food, allowing their produce
to be exported in a timely manner.
6.1.6
COVID-19 impacts
Travel restrictions due to COVID-19 significantly
impacted passenger numbers in Australia and at
Melbourne Airport during 2020 and 2021. The Federal
Government introduced a general ban on non-citizens
and non-residents travelling to Australia in March 2020.
This saw international passengers drop significantly.
State and territory border restrictions commencing in
2020 also saw domestic passengers drop significantly.
During these COVID-19 impacts, other major capital city
airports (e.g. Sydney and Brisbane) fared slightly better
due to intrastate passengers, however, despite these
advantages, capital city airports outside Victoria also
struggled to rebound to pre-COVID passenger levels.
This highlights the importance of interstate routes to the
recovery of the Australian aviation industry.
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The extended impacts in Victoria during 2020 and 2021
were a driver of the low levels of domestic traffic at
other Australian airports given Melbourne Airport plays
a critical role in the domestic network: with six of the
top 10 domestic city pairs in 2019 including Melbourne
Airport. Moving forward, Melbourne Airport’s recovery
will be a key part of the recovery of the aviation industry
in Australia, and the restoration of its benefits to the
national economy.
COVID-19 has resulted in several changes to the
Australian airline industry. In March 2020, Tigerair
suspended all operations. Shortly after that, on the 21
April 2020, Virgin Australia Holdings went into voluntary
administration. Upon buying Virgin Australia, new owners
Bain Capital announced the Tigerair brand would be
retired. Other domestic airlines have announced more
positive opportunities. For example, Regional Express
has announced they will be expanding into the domestic
market, introducing Melbourne flights to Sydney, Gold
Coast and Adelaide in March 2021 and services to
Canberra in June 2021..
While passenger numbers at Melbourne Airport
dropped by over 95 per cent, air freight tonnage
dropped significantly less, highlighting Melbourne
Airport’s critical role in supporting freight for Australia
and Victoria. A number of international carriers
continued to operate at the airport, carrying freight to
and from Australia. Domestically, Melbourne continued
to play a critical air-freight role.
During 2020 and 2021, APAM provided support to
airlines and tenants to alleviate COVID-19 impacts
on airport operations. APAM offered rent relief to a
number of airlines and helped to facilitate operational
changes required by government for the processing of
passengers. APAM also offered substantial rent relief to
all retail tenants to help maintain their future viability.
In addition, bespoke support was provided to landside
access partners who were impacted by the COVID-19
induced decline in passenger numbers. The airport
waived the minimum annual guarantee for rental car
operators and offered relief for fixed rents on parking
bays, office space and supporting back up facilities.
This impacted revenue but ensured valued partners
were supported through the crisis.
6.2
ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL SIGNIFICANCE OF
THE AIRPORT
Melbourne Airport is a significant contributor to the
Australian economy. It directly provides jobs and creates
economic activity in its own right; and is an even larger
indirect contributor through facilitating major industries
such as tourism, trade and international education. It also
plays an important social role by connecting people with
other parts of Australia and the rest of the world.
6.2.1
Economic contribution
As Australia’s second busiest passenger airport and
the largest domestic freight airport, Melbourne Airport
connects passengers to their destinations across
Australia and around the world. It also facilitates tourism
and air freight that contribute to the national economy.
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6.2.1.1
Economic activity
Melbourne Airport and its surrounding suburbs are a
significant contributor to the economy of Melbourne
and Victoria as a whole. In 2019, Melbourne Airport
directly generated $7 billion in economic activity
($2.46 billion in gross value added (GVA)), and the local
suburbs surrounding the airport generated $75 billion in
economic activity. It has also enabled further billions of
dollars in economic activity, through:
• Providing the main point of entry for 3.1 million
international visitors, spending $8.6 billion in Victoria
on their holidays and business travel
• Providing the main point of entry for two-thirds of
visitors to Victoria from other states, with 5.8 million
domestic passengers arriving in Victoria, representing
over $3 billion in expenditure
• Enabling $5.7 billion in exports and $12.5 billion in
imports in 2018-19.
The total impact of the economic activity enabled by
Melbourne Airport is $20 billion per year for Victoria. The
average Melbourne Airport flight supports $141,000 in
economic activity.
While Melbourne Airport has taken a short to mediumterm hit to its economic activity as a result of COVID,
travel and trade are likely to return to previous growth
trends between the mid-2020s and early 2030s. By this
time, the third runway for Melbourne Airport will be at
or near completion. This, combined with the planned
rail line from the airport to the CBD, will reduce journey
times, reduce congestion and increase capacity for
Melburnians looking to travel and visitors looking to
experience Melbourne and Victoria.
Following this investment in airport and rail
infrastructure, air freight exports are expected to
grow to $8.5 billion by 2027 and $13.5 billion in 2042.
International tourism exports are expected to growth to
$12.5 billion a year by 2027 and to $22.7 billion by 2042.
To support this tourism and trade, Melbourne Airport
itself will be the source of $9 billion in direct economic
activity by 2027 and $13 billion by 2042 ($3.2 billion and
$5 billion GVA respectively).
6.2.1.2
Employment
In 2019, around 19,000 people were employed at the
Melbourne Airport site. Around half of these workers
were engaged in transport, postal and warehousing
activities. In addition to operating the airport and airlines
themselves they also manage freight in the industrial
precincts around the site. Accommodation and Food
Services provided a further 2,200 jobs in the hotels
surrounding the airport, and hospitality to airport
guests waiting for their flight or meeting loved ones.
A further 1,700 jobs were in public administration
and safety, i.e. government employees tasked with
immigration, quarantine and regulatory matters.

Melbourne Airport in Context

Administrative staff made up a further 1,500 workers
onsite; and retail workers, staffing the many shops at the
airport, added another 760 workers.
In addition, 277,000 work in the local region surrounding
the airport, including the Cities of Hume, Moreland and
Brimbank. Many of the jobs in this region, either directly
or indirectly, depend on the airport and its activities or
benefit from being in the airport region. Around 44 per
cent of people who live in the local region also work there.
The area generally has a higher unemployment rate than
Greater Melbourne. The role of the airport as a local
employment hub is therefore particularly important for
the community.
With the construction of Melbourne Airport’s third
runway, employment at the Melbourne Airport site is
expected to grow to 22,500 by 2027 and 29,000 by
2042. Employment in the region is expected to grow
to 290,500 jobs by 2027 and 332,000 by 2042, with the
most significant employment growth being in transport,
postal and warehousing. Other industries expected
to benefit are accommodation and food services,
retail, construction and professional, and scientific and
technical Services. Most of this increase in jobs will
support employment in the local community.
6.2.1.3
Tourism
Tourism is responsible for 6.2 per cent of Victoria’s
Gross State Product (GSP) and 7.8 per cent of its jobs.
Melbourne Airport is a key tourism hub for Australia:
two-thirds of Victoria’s interstate tourism and practically
all of its international tourism is reliant on air travel
through Melbourne Airport. This equates to 32.8 million
domestic visitor nights and 72.9 million international
visitor nights and the resulting tourism spend supports
$12.5 billion in direct output and 71,000 Victorian jobs.
Melbourne Airport facilitates one-quarter of Australia’s
international tourism, or $11.1 billion-worth of
international tourism expenditure that accrues to other
states in addition to Victoria.
A major drawcard for visitors to Australia is its
opportunities for education. Students are attracted
to the high quality of education offered and beautiful
lifestyle. Victoria is home to 10 universities, including
two Group of Eight universities, plus public TAFE and
private vocational education and training (VET) colleges.
In the year to 2019, 129,000 international students were
enrolled in a course of higher education in Victoria,
a further 58,000 were enrolled in VET, and 44,000
were enrolled in a different course of study. Visitors
to Australia for education contribute $12.7 billion to
Australia’s economy.

6.2.2
Social value
Melbourne Airport is one of Victoria’s most important
pieces of community infrastructure, linking people with
their families, friends and employment.
With a social and environmental focus, the airport
supports local surrounding communities through its
community and social responsibility program. Melbourne
Airport supports a number of local organisations
(including Western Chances and Banksia Gardens
Community Services) which support young people
in achieving their educational aspirations through
scholarship and tutoring programs. Both programs
help students overcome the socio-economic barriers
in providing greater access to further education.
Melbourne Airport also partners with Conversation
Volunteers Australia on two local initiatives, including a
program at Organ Pipes National Park and a bandicoot
breeding program at Woodlands Historic Park adjacent
to the airport.
Some of Melbourne Airport’s other community
investment, social support and environmental activities
include:
• Investing in renewable energy with a 12 MW solar
farm on the airfield to reduce both carbon emissions
and reliance on the grid
• Providing $100,000 in community grants to local
neighbourhood houses to support education and
training
• Providing scholarships to primary school students to
support them transitioning to Year 7, and to young
adults to help them achieve their career goals
• Investing in volunteer programs to involve refugees
and migrants with improving the biodiversity of the
Organ Pipes National Park
• Offsetting Melbourne Airport’s greenhouse-gas
emissions by supporting hydro power in Tasmania
• Partnering with Conservation Volunteers to protect
the Eastern Barred Bandicoot (the Victorian subspecies is critically endangered)
• Providing more than $180 million in rent relief to
airport tenants during the Victorian COVID-19
lockdown and restrictions
• Facilitating fundraising opportunities throughout the
airport estate for the Royal Children’s Hospital Good
Friday Appeal
• Investing in study groups and programs through
Banksia Gardens to support students

Post-COVID, tourism is expected to return to its growth
trend over the medium to longer term, facilitated by the
third runway and the airport rail line.
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Keeping the community informed of upcoming airport
activities and seeking their feedback is vital to ensure
that the airport works for the community. Melbourne
Airport facilitates several consultation groups and forums
to engage with stakeholders, residents and the wider
community. These include:
• The Planning Coordination Forum: for the airport
operator, Commonwealth, State and local
authorities to exchange information on land use and
development issues; and
• The Community Aviation Consultation Group:
for engaging communities, businesses and local
governments on airport planning and operations.
Airport operations are a source of noise, and Melbourne
Airport works proactively to manage the impact of
aircraft noise on the community. Melbourne Airport
works with a range of Victorian and Commonwealth
government agencies to manage noise, and reduce
impacts where possible. Airservices Australia is a
government-owned corporation providing safe, efficient
and environmentally responsible air navigation and
related services to the aviation industry and works closely
with Melbourne Airport.
In particular, Airservices Australia supports Melbourne
Airport by:
• ensuring that flight departures and arrivals are
designed to minimise noise impacts on communities
around airports
• providing information about aircraft noise
• monitoring aircraft noise around major airports
• providing a national Noise Complaints and
Information Service.
More information about managing the impacts of noise
is provided in Section 15.
6.3
PLANNING CONTEXT FOR MELBOURNE AIRPORT
6.3.1
Australian Infrastructure Plan
Infrastructure Australia is an independent statutory body
with a mandate to prioritise and progress nationally
significant infrastructure. It has published the 2021
Australian Infrastructure Plan, outlining priorities and
reforms for infrastructure to support Australia’s future.
The Infrastructure Priority List 2021 is the reference point
for the most important infrastructure investments that
Australia requires over the next 15 years.
Those projects and initiatives of relevance to Melbourne
Airport include:
• Melbourne Airport third runway
• Melbourne Airport to the CBD public transport capacity
• Corridor preservation for Melbourne Outer
Metropolitan Ring Road/E6
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• M80 Ring Road upgrade
• North East Link

Melbourne Airport in Context

Figure 6-1
The economic contribution of Melbourne Airport

• Corridor preservation for East Coast High Speed Rail.

37.4 MILLION

6.3.2
Victoria’s 30-Year Infrastructure Strategy
In August 2021, government advisory body Infrastructure
Victoria released an updated 30-Year Infrastructure
Strategy for the state, that summarises its infrastructure
needs and priorities over the next three decades.

76.6
MILLION

PASSENGERS PER YEAR

11.6M

PASSENGERS
BY 2042

25.8M

INTERNATIONAL
PASSENGERS

DOMESTIC
PASSENGERS

The strategy identifies Melbourne Airport (and
surrounds) as a key passenger and freight gateway
to Melbourne and Victoria. Its key recommendations
relevant to the airport include:

Airport precinct
economic activity

• developing the Melbourne Airport Rail

2019

$7 BILLION
TO GSP

• developing the Suburban Rail Loop
• connecting Melbourne Airport to the Outer
Metropolitan Ring Road.
6.3.3
Victorian Infrastructure Plan
In response to Infrastructure Victoria’s updated 30-Year
Infrastructure Strategy, the Victorian Government
released an updated Victorian Infrastructure Plan in
December 2021

$18.2 BILLION
in international freight
moved through
Melbourne Airport

$5.7
BILLION
IN EXPORTS

2042

$13 BILLION
TO GSP

$12.5
BILLION

$22
BILLION

$20
BILLION

contributed to the
national economy

contributed to
Victoria’s economy

IN IMPORTS

The Victorian Infrastructure Plan generally supports the
recommendations of the 30-Year Infrastructure Strategy
that are relevant to Melbourne Airport.
6.3.4
Growing Victoria’s Potential
To set the scene for the update of the Infrastructure
Strategy, Infrastructure Victoria published Growing
Victoria’s Potential in April 2019 which examines the
challenges and opportunities of Victoria’s population
growth. This report highlights:
“Improved transport links can also support
growing industries in the economically diverse
regional hubs. Fit-for-purpose transport
infrastructure is essential in providing people
access to key job and service destinations and
supporting supply chains for specialist industries.”
6.3.5
Plan Melbourne 2017–2050
Plan Melbourne 2017–2050 is Melbourne’s overarching
metropolitan planning strategy that guides the
management of growth in the city and suburbs through
to 2050 (Figure 6-2). It specifically recognises Melbourne
Airport as a State-Significant Transport Gateway and
Victoria’s primary gateway for air passengers and airfreight exporters (Policy 1.1.5).

19,000 JOBS
on the airport precinct now

29,000
JOBS
on the
airport
precinct
by 2042

Generates

71,000

$12.5
BILLION
IN TOURISM
OUTPUT

tourism jobs in Victoria

Major business park

The average
Melbourne Airport
flights supports

Melbourne Airport
facilitated

Largest business park in
the southern hemisphere

$141,000

72.9 MILLION

(200 HECTARES DEVELOPED)

in economic activity

international visitor nights

430 HECTARES
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CABINET-IN-CONFIDENCE
Figure 6-2
Melbourne 2050 Plan

Plan Melbourne identifies the need to:
• protect Melbourne Airport and its surrounds from
incompatible land uses while encouraging adjacent
complementary uses and employment-generating
activities to ensure it keeps generating economic
activity and new jobs (Direction 1.1)
• protect Melbourne Airport’s curfew-free status and
support its expansion (Direction 3.4)

Lockerbie

• improve regional connectivity to Melbourne Airport
(Direction 7.2).
Epping

1
3

Toolern

Sunshine
NEIC

La Trobe
NEIC

Sunshine

2

The Melbourne Airport Environs Strategy Plan (MAESP)
made recommendations to ensure inappropriate land
use and development in the noise-affected areas
surrounding Melbourne Airport do not affect its
efficient operation. One of its recommendations was the
Melbourne Airport Environs Overlay (MAEO).

Parkville
NEIC

Footscray

Werribee
NEIC

6.3.6
Melbourne Airport Environs Strategy Plan

Broadmeadows

Ringwood

Box Hill

Monash
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Fishermans
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Dandenong
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Dandenong
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MAEO controls generally apply to land on the
approaches to the airport’s existing and proposed
runways (Figure 6-3). It has two levels of control:
Schedule 1 and Schedule 2.

Fountain Gate-Narre Warren

Port Phillip Bay

The MAEO boundaries are based on the
recommendations of Australian Standard AS2021-2000
(AS2021) and the and the Long Range (2048) Australian
Noise Exposure Forecast from the 2018 Master Plan.
The Schedule 1 boundaries are defined by the
25 ANEF contour; the Schedule 2 boundaries by
the 20 ANEF contour.

Frankston

5

Geelong

Western Port

The details and requirements of Schedules 1 and 2 of
the MAEO are in the local planning schemes of the four
councils covered by these controls: Hume, Brimbank,
Moonee Valley and Melton. A copy of the MAEO
provisions is provided in Appendix F. In accordance with
AS2021, the Schedule 1 controls are more restrictive than
those of Schedule 2.
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The MAESP is recognised under Part 3C of the Planning
and Environment Act. Amendments to planning
schemes in the Melbourne Airport Environs Area must
be consistent with the approved MAESP. However, the
MAESP primarily relates to land inside the 20 ANEF
contour and has little effect outside it.
The Victorian Government has committed to review
the MAESP, and the effectiveness of controls intended
to safeguard the Melbourne Airport Environs Area and
the airport’s ongoing curfew-free status. To this end,
the Melbourne Airport Environs Safeguarding Standing
Advisory Committee (MAESSAC) was established in
December 2019 to report on:
• Planning proposals of strategic importance within
the Melbourne Airport Environs Area and approved
Melbourne Airport Master Plan noise contours,
including planning scheme amendments and
planning permit applications, or those which may
be inconsistent with State policy safeguarding
Melbourne Airport

• The effectiveness of the Melbourne Airport Environs
Area, the Melbourne Airport Environs Strategy Plan
2003, the Melbourne Airport Environs Overlay and
other related planning provisions, in safeguarding
Melbourne Airport’s ongoing, curfew-free operation
and its environs.
At the time of writing, MAESSAC had held hearings, but
had not released a final report relating to these matters.
6.3.7
Urban Growth Boundary and Green Wedges
The Urban Growth Boundary (UGB) and associated
Green Wedges (Figure 6-4) play a critically important
role in protecting flight path corridors from
encroachment that may conflict with current or future
aircraft operations.
The UGB safeguards land on the city’s fringe for
environmental, farming, tourism and infrastructure assets
such as Melbourne Airport. Victoria’s State Planning
Policy Framework identifies the purpose of Green
Wedges being to ‘protect major transport facilities that
serve the wider Victorian community, such as airports
and ports with their associated access corridors’.
Formal recognition of the current UGB and Green
Wedge Zones in state and local planning policy
(including Plan Melbourne) will help safeguard the
airport from urban encroachment over the long term.
6.3.8
Hume Planning Scheme
In the Hume Planning Scheme under Clause 21.01-1,
Melbourne Airport is designated a Transport Gateway
and one of Victoria’s key strategic assets and economic
drivers. This highlights the importance and nature of
Melbourne Airport with its range of retail, commercial
and community services. Melbourne Airport has
an integrated transport network (including public
transport, walking and cycling routes) which enhances its
accessibility. The Melbourne Airport Transport Gateway
has a wide catchment area of people visiting the site for
travel, business, employment and leisure opportunities.
Clause 18.04-1S seeks to strengthen the role of
Melbourne Airport within the state’s economic and
transport infrastructure, facilitate its siting and expansion,
and protect its ongoing operation. Key strategies of this
clause include protecting the airport from incompatible
uses, and ensuring the effective and competitive operation
of Melbourne Airport at both a national and international
level. Clause 18.04-1R strategies seek to ensure that any
new use or development does not prejudice the optimum
usage of Melbourne Airport or its curfew-free operation.
Under these clauses, planning decisions must consider
the National Airports Safeguarding Framework and the
Melbourne Airport Master Plan.
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Figure 6-4
Urban Growth Boundary and Green Wedges around Melbourne Airport

Figure 6-3
Melbourne Airport Environs Overlay map
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7.0
Airport
Growth
Forecasts
This section provides forecasts for
the growth in passenger, aircraft
and freight movements, and
the associated increase in traffic
to and from the airport. These
forecasts allow Melbourne Airport
to consider how to respond to
this growth while delivering on
its vision.
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Annual passenger
movements

Annual freight
movements

Annual aircraft
movements

2018-19 – More than
37 million passengers

2018-19 –
448,00 tonnes

2018-19 – More than
246,000 movements

2041-42 –
Almost 77 million

2041-42 –
980,000 tonnes

2041-42 – More than
429,000 movements

Busy day vehicle
trips (to and from
the airport)
2018-19 – 130,000
vehicles per day
2041-42 – 270,000
vehicles per day
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It is noted that the historic passenger and aircraft movement numbers in this Master
Plan are sourced from APAM data, which may vary marginally from other sources such
as BITRE and Airservices. This is due to different data-collection criteria. APAM data
includes all flights, covering general aviation, charter and non-scheduled operations
(e.g. ad-hoc flights, diversions etc) which BITRE does not capture. APAM data also
captures non-revenue passengers (e.g. staff travel) whereas BITRE data relates only
to revenue passengers.

7.2
PASSENGERS
Total passenger movements are forecast to grow from
37.4 million in 2018–19 to 76.6 million in 2041–42
(Figure 7-1). The increase of 39.2 million passengers
represents overall growth of 104 per cent and an
average annual growth rate of 3.2 per cent.

7.1
AVIATION FORECASTING CONTEXT
The Master Plan’s passenger-growth forecasts are underpinned by future expected
trends in the global aviation industry. These evolving trends require that the Master
Plan responds to changing security requirements, oil prices and technological
advances. In addition, passenger expectations around their desired travel destination,
airline, and arrival and departure airports are also changing. This will drive Melbourne
Airport to improve both the airport environment and the passenger experience.
The Master Plan is the principal blueprint for the airport’s future co-ordinated
development. Forecasts are developed so that Melbourne Airport can consider how
to respond and safeguard for expected growth. Due to the timeline of the Master Plan
process, forecasts are completed early in the process so that the various input studies
and plans can be formulated. The forecast for the 2022 Master Plan was completed in
October 2019, before the COVID-19 pandemic.
COVID-19 has significantly impacted the aviation industry and created great
uncertainty around forecasting any future growth. It has been assumed the industry
will recover within the Master Plan’s 20-year planning horizon, and that airport volumes
over these 20 years are unlikely to exceed the 2019 forecast.
This Master Plan will therefore take a practical and sensible approach by safeguarding
and planning for the pre-COVID forecast developed in October 2019. Thereby
ensuring that the airport can respond to a ‘fast recovery’ post COVID-19 if required;
if not required, projects will be delayed until activity levels trigger the need for their
development. The Master Plan also provides a conservative view of impacts arising
from increased aircraft movements such as aircraft noise, emissions and traffic.
Where applicable, post COVID-19 forecasts have also been developed, for context,
and are shown in this section for each forecasting element (passengers and aircraft
movements). Given the uncertainty in forecasting post COVID-19, these forecasts are
presented as a recovery-scenario range, consistent with advice from the Bureau of
Infrastructure and Transport Research Economics (BITRE). A number of factors have
been considered in developing the high and low forecasts. They include the duration
of COVID-related restrictions on travel, as well as long-term impacts on air travel
demand following the pandemic.
At the time of this Master Plan, there is still great uncertainty around how the industry
will recover in the near term. It is anticipated that there will be more certainty at the
time of next Master Plan (2027) when the situation will be re-assessed.
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Although the domestic market is expected to account
for the majority of overall passenger growth (63 per cent)
the international market is forecast to grow quicker than
the domestic market, at 4.1 per cent a year compared to
2.7 per cent a year.
The number of aircraft seats on both domestic and
international routes continues to grow due to changed
seating layouts and larger-capacity aircraft, resulting in
aircraft movements (both domestic and international)
increasing at a lower rate.
7.2.1
International Passengers
International passenger numbers are forecast to more than
double by 2042, to over 29 million, up from 11.6 million
in 2018-19. This is an average growth rate of 4.1 per cent;
more than 17.5 million extra international passengers are
forecast to be using the airport by 2041-42.
This growth in international passenger numbers is
expected to be driven by increased airline competition,
and developments in aircraft technology bringing down
the cost of international travel, and Asia’s continued
economic development.
Opportunities for capacity growth in new services
to north Asia and the Americas are expected to be
particularly strong. There is also scope for continued
growth to leisure destinations, primarily in Asia, while
robust growth from China is expected to continue as its
economy develops further.
Advances in aircraft technology have increased the potential
range of direct flights out of Melbourne, and there is an
opportunity for sustainable direct connections to NorthAmerican cities such as San Francisco, Vancouver and Dallas.
7.2.2
Domestic Passengers
Domestic passenger numbers are forecast to increase
from 25.8 million in 2018–19 to 47.5 million by 2041–42.
This increase of 21.7 million passengers reflects a total
increase of just under 84 per cent at an average growth
rate of 2.7 per cent.

Before COVID-19, domestic passenger growth rates had
moderated due to the lack of major structural changes in
the market e.g. new carriers, an economic environment
affected by a slowing resource sector, and strong growth
in international outbound travel. (Changes to the domestic
aviation market during and since COVID-19 are discussed
in Section 7.2.3.)
Future domestic passenger growth is expected to be
driven by advances in aviation technology and continued
domestic population growth (which determines the size
of the potential domestic traveller market). Melbourne’s
population alone is projected to grow from 5.2 million to
almost 8.5 million by 2050, making it Australia’s biggest
city by 2036.
7.2.3
Post COVID-19 Forecast: Passengers
As identified in Section 7.1, COVID-19 has had a
significant worldwide impact on the aviation industry.
At the time of writing this Master Plan it is too early
to accurately predict COVID-19’s short to mediumterm impact on aviation demand. The International Air
Transport Association (IATA) has outlined it will take
more than five years for global travel to fully return
to 2019 levels. However, it says that despite vaccine
production and distribution challenges, global air travel
will substantially rebound in 2022.
Figure 7-2 shows the range of possible recovery
pathways for passenger numbers, consistent with BITRE
guidance on COVID-19 recovery forecasts. The Master
Plan forecast is shown for reference.
7.3
AIR FREIGHT
In 2018-19, Melbourne Airport handled almost 320,000
tonnes of international air freight and 127,600 tonnes
of domestic air freight. Approximately 80 per cent
of international freight tonnage is estimated to be
transported in passenger aircraft cargo holds and 20 per
cent in dedicated freighter aircraft.
International freight tonnage at Melbourne Airport
is expected to grow to 739,400 tonnes by 2041–42,
reflecting an average annual growth rate of 3.6 per cent
(Figure 7-3). Domestic freight tonnage at Melbourne
Airport is forecast to reach 241,100 tonnes in 2041–42,
an annual average growth rate of 1.5 per cent.
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Figure 7-1
Forecast Annual Passenger Numbers for Melbourne Airport
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Figure 7-3
Forecast Annual Freight Tonnage for Melbourne Airport
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AIRCRAFT MOVEMENTS
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Aircraft movements at Melbourne Airport are forecast
to grow from 246,450 in 2018-19 to more than 429,000
in 2041–42 (Figure 7-4). International aircraft movements
(freight and passenger) are expected to grow by 3.9 per cent
a year over the forecast period, driven primarily by regular
public transport (RPT) aircraft movements. The overall rate
of growth in international aircraft movements is lower than
the projected growth in international passenger movements
of 4.1 per cent (because the average number of seats per
aircraft movement is expected to continue to increase).
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7.3.1
Air Freight During and Post COVID-19
The importance of air freight and Melbourne Airport’s
role in supporting Victoria and Australia has been
highlighted during the COVID-19 pandemic. During this
time, Melbourne Airport continued to support and see
demand for air freight despite a reduction in passenger
movements. Dedicated air freight operations at the
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airport increased and some international carriers flew
passenger aircraft with just a few passengers – or even
none – to meet demand.

Domestic aircraft movements are expected to grow
by 1.9 per cent a year over the forecast period, also
driven primarily by RPT movements. This overall rate of
growth in domestic aircraft movements is lower than the
projected growth in domestic passenger movements of
2.7 per cent because the average number of passengers
per aircraft movement is expected to continue growing.

However, even with these modified operations, available
air freight capacity was significantly impacted by the
reduction in passenger aircraft movements, highlighting
the reliance on ‘belly’ capacity for importing and
exporting goods.

General aviation and charter movements (international
and domestic) are forecast to double over the 20-year
period, reflecting an increase in general aviation/charter
movements. This equates to an average increase of six
movements a day, to 12 daily.
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help support the viability of some routes being reinstated
at a time of low passenger demand. A post-COVID-19
forecast has not been developed because, based on
current information, a significant change to forecast air
freight tonnage is not expected (see Figure 7-3).
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Post COVID-19 Forecast Range: Annual Passenger Numbers
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7.4.1
Post COVID-19 Forecast: Aircraft Movements
As noted in Section 7.2, while COVID-19 has significantly
impacted passenger numbers at Melbourne Airport,
aircraft movements continued. The COVID-19 recovery
scenario for aircraft movements therefore slightly differs
to the passenger-recovery scenarios. Figure 7-5 shows
the Melbourne Airport aircraft movement forecast
alongside a COVID-19 forecast scenario.
7.5
VEHICLE TRAFFIC
By 2042 increases in passenger, employee and
commercial vehicle trips to Melbourne Airport are
projected to generate up to 270,000 vehicle trips a day
with no investment in public transport or other travel
demand measures (Figure 7-6). The impact of this
growth on traffic flows in and around the airport will
depend on the route chosen to access or leave the
airport (Figure 7-7). Subsequent Master Plans will
provide updated traffic forecasts incorporating future
public transport services, in particular Melbourne Airport
Rail (for which ridership forecasts are unavailable for
incorporating into these forecasts).
7.5.1
Post COVID-19 Forecast: Vehicle Traffic
Short-term traffic forecasts incorporating COVID-19
recovery have not been prepared given volatile demand
factors (this is considered in-line with current industry
practice). Therefore, vehicle traffic forecasts for the
early 2020s are considered upper-limits and may not be
reached (refer to this section’s earlier discussion on the
implications of COVID-19 for demand).
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However, during 2020’s lockdowns and border closures
the airport’s daily traffic volumes reduced substantially.
Then, as restrictions eased, traffic volumes gradually
increased. (Anecdotally, this easing saw increased travel
by private vehicle but reduced public transport use,
probably due to behavioural changes driven by concern
at mixing with other people on public transport or in
ride-share services and taxis).

Over time, as activities gradually return to pre-COVID
(i.e. 2019) levels, additional factors such as population
and economic growth are expected to result in the
traffic volumes eventually reaching the longer-term
projections within the 20-year Master Plan horizon
shown in Figure 7-6 and Figure 7-7.

Airport Growth Forecasts

Passengers

Figure 7-6
Projected busy-day vehicle volumes for Melbourne Airport (Pre COVID-19 Forecast)
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Forecast Annual Aircraft Movements
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Projected busy-day vehicle volumes for Melbourne Airport by access road
(Pre COVID-19 Forecast)
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Figure 7-5
Post COVID-19 Forecast Range: Annual Aircraft Movements
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Part C
The Plan
The Master Plan strengthens the
position of the airport as Victoria’s
gateway to the world, delivering
economic benefits and generating
employment for Victorians.
The plan for the airport in the
next five years and within the
20-year planning horizon is to
deliver on this vision through
significant investments in
aviation infrastructure, terminals,
ground transport and utilities
infrastructure.
The Master Plan highlights the
airport’s plan to accommodate
increased growth in passenger,
aircraft and freight movements.
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8.0
Airport
Land Use
Plan
This section sets out the Land Use
Plan for Melbourne Airport, which
is used to guide all on-airport
development and assess nonaviation development proposals.
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Figure 8-1
Comparison of airport and state/local government planning systems
AIRPORT PLANNING SYSTEM
AIRPORTS ACT 1997

AIRPORT MASTER PLAN

STRATEGIC
PLANNING

8.1
OVERVIEW AND OBJECTIVES
Land-use planning at Melbourne Airport is administered under the Commonwealth
Airports Act 1996 (Part 5). However, this Master Plan uses terminology consistent
with the Victorian planning system, including zones, overlays and planning provisions
derived from the Victoria Planning Provisions (VPP) (See Figure 8-1).
The Land Use Plan’s objectives are to:
• facilitate land use and development in accordance
with the Master Plan
• advance Melbourne Airport as one of Victoria’s key
activity centres
• maintain Melbourne Airport as a transport gateway
for metropolitan Melbourne, particularly the
northwest region
• provide for long-term aviation growth requirements
• support uses that are complementary to aviation
such as business, retail, employment, hotels, leisure,
transport and community facilities
• encourage sustainable outcomes that optimise
infrastructure
• create an attractive, pleasant, safe, secure and
stimulating environment that implements good
urban design
• support good environmental practice in order
to minimise impacts and protect sensitive areas
including heritage sites.
8.2
LAND USE STRATEGY
The Land Use Strategy for Melbourne Airport described
in this Master Plan is consistent with previous Master
Plans. It comprises three land-use precincts (Figure 8-2):
• Aviation
• Landside Main
• Landside Business.
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The land-use precincts have been developed to reflect
Melbourne Airport being named a Transport Gateway in
Plan Melbourne and the Hume Planning Scheme
(see Sections 6.3.4 and 6.3.7 for further detail).
The Development Concept Plans in Section 2 of this
Master Plan indicate proposed land uses within the
precincts. However, proposed land uses not in strict
accordance with the concept plans may be considered
if they align with the objectives of the precincts and
zones outlined below. This provides an appropriate level
of certainty coupled with the flexibility to respond to
market opportunities and business expectations.

POLICY
FORMULATION

DEVELOPMENT
ASSESSMENT
EXCLUDING
DEVELOPMENT OF
STATE SIGNIFICANCE

MAJOR
DEVELOPMENT,
MAJOR PROJECT OR
DEVELOPMENT OF
STATE SIGNIFICANCE

VICTORIAN PLANNING SYSTEM
PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENT ACT 1987

• Revised and updated every five years

STATE STRATEGIC PLAN AND
PLANNING STRATEGY

• Extensive consultation

• Revised and updated regularly

• Takes into account state and local
government strategic plans

• Extensive consultation

• Authorisation by the federal minister

• Informs state and local planning
policy framework

LAND USE PLANNING COMPONENT
OF MASTER PLAN

PLANNING SCHEMES

• Updated every 5 years through airport
master planning process

• Variations through planning and
scheme amendments

• Minor variations through extensive
consultation process

• Authorisation by minister for planning

• Authorisation by state government

• Reviewed regularly

• Authorisation by the federal minister

• To provide for implementation of state
and local policies affecting land use
and development

DEVELOPMENT ASSESSMENT PROCESS

DEVELOPMENT ASSESSMENT PROCESS

• Assessment against the Airport Master Plan

• Assessment against the planning scheme

• Decision of APAM permitted and consent use

• Decision of relevant planning authority

PART 5, DIVISION 4 AIRPORTS
ACT 1996

PART 9A, PLANNING AND
ENVIRONMENT ACT 1987

• Public and agency consultation

• Public agency consultation

• APAM certification

• Detailed assessment by department of
environment, land, water and planning

• Decision of the federal minister

• Decision of minister for planning

8.3
LAND USE PRECINCTS
8.3.1
Aviation Precinct
The Aviation Precinct is in the centre of the airport estate
and critical to the Melbourne Airport’s operation and
function. A large portion of it is (or will be) a restricted
airside area.
The precinct accommodates airfield facilities including
the two runways, taxiways, aprons, navigational aids and
aviation fire station. It also comprises the T1, T2, T3 and
T4 passenger terminals and land for future passenger
terminal expansion. The existing terminals are integrated
under a single roof in a multi-level building, which
combines domestic and international terminal facilities
with associated commercial activities e.g. restaurants
and shops.

The role of the Aviation Precinct is to provide for:

• 24-hours-a-day, seven-days-a-week aircraft operations.

• safe, secure and efficient airfield activities including
aircraft take-off, landing, taxiing, handling and parking

This precinct will continue to be used and developed for
aircraft operations and terminal purposes as described
above. The precinct’s future use and development will
also include enhancing and expanding the terminals to
ensure ongoing essential passenger services. It will not
be used or developed for any purpose that may conflict
or interfere with safe and secure airport and aircraft
operations.

• aircraft navigation aids, Aviation Rescue Fire Fighting
Services and other facilities essential to aircraft operations
• the operation, use and development of land for
passenger and baggage processing, thereby enabling
the terminal facilities to operate safely, securely,
efficiently and cost-effectively
• best-practice facilities for airlines and passengers,
including efficient terminal facilities with sufficient
commercial areas and utilities infrastructure
• integrated terminals with commercial, office
and retail uses

This precinct includes:
• Part of the western sub-precinct, which will provide a new
interface of landside and airside development to the west
of the proposed future north-south parallel runway.
Further information regarding this sub-precinct is
provided in Section 8.3.4.

• the flexible expansion of passenger terminal facilities
to meet forecast demand
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Figure 8-2
Melbourne Airport Land Use Precincts

Airport Land Use Plan

8.3.2
Landside Main Precinct
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The Landside Main Precinct adjoins the eastern
boundary of the Aviation Precinct. It provides for services
and facilities relating to operations and terminals. These
include freight facilities, ground transport, car rental
facilities, hotels and offices. To the north, the precinct
accommodates the joint user hydrant installation.
The primary role of the Landside Main Precinct is to provide:
• Airport support activities, services and facilities for
airlines, passengers, government agencies, freight
businesses and transport providers
• integrated car parking, hotel accommodation, and
commercial and retail uses that support the airport
• an attractive and functional gateway to the airport
• ground transport facilities and services for
efficient access to the airport, including
Melbourne Airport Rail.
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Pier C

Pie

The precinct’s future use and development will
optimise its prime location, including enhancing
passenger drop-off and pick-up facilities, freight
transport, car parking, hotel accommodation, offices,
commercial uses and retail premises. It may also include
a potential health and education sub-precinct that is
currently under consideration.
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The precinct must provide for safe, secure and efficient
ground transport access together with a high level of
visual amenity. It will not be used or developed for any
purpose that may interfere or conflict with safe and
secure airport and aircraft operations. The existing
Tullamarine Freeway and Sunbury Road reserve will be
maintained to allow for their safe, secure and long-term
transport functionality, and enable potential connections
between Melbourne Airport and the Outer Metropolitan
Ring Road.
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The precinct will also be the focal point for the
Melbourne Airport Rail and the future integration
into the Suburban Rail Loop.
8.3.3
Landside Business Precinct
The Landside Business Precinct surrounds the
Aviation Precinct except where the Landside Main
Precinct is situated. It extends from the Tullamarine
Freeway and Mercer Drive in the north, to Annandale
Road and Sharps Road in the south. This precinct lends
itself to a mix of uses, both aviation and non-aviation
related. The Melbourne Airport Business Park is within
this precinct.
The primary role of the Landside Business Precinct is
to provide:
• land for aviation and non-aviation uses
• aviation-related services including aircraft
maintenance and servicing, and freight terminals
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• non-aviation uses including industrial, commercial,
retail, office, recreational, manufacturing, warehousing
and associated activities
• ground transport facilities and services for
efficient access to the airport, including
Melbourne Airport Rail.
The Landside Business Precinct’s future use will remain
focused on mixed-use development. Its proximity to
residential areas means future development will be
carefully considered for compliance with the Airports Act
and impact on the community. This precinct will not be
used or developed for any purpose that may interfere
with, or conflict with, safe and secure airport and aircraft
operations in the Aviation Precinct.
This precinct includes:
• Part of the western sub-precinct, which will provide
a new interface of landside and airside development
to the west of the proposed future north-south
parallel runway.
8.3.4
Western Sub-Precinct
The exact use of the land within the Western SubPrecinct is yet to be determined, as it is unlikely it will be
developed within the next five years. However, the use
of land within this sub-precinct will be dictated by the
fact that it is partly within the Aviation Precinct and partly
within the Landside Business Precinct, and by what is
permitted in the applicable planning zones.
Within the Aviation Precinct portion of this subprecinct, the types of uses may ultimately comprise
aircraft parking and terminal facilities. The portion of
the sub-precinct located within the Landside Business
Precinct may be used for aviation-related services
including aircraft maintenance and servicing or freight
terminals, and/or non-aviation uses including industrial,
commercial, retail, office and warehousing activities.
Ultimately this sub-precinct is intended to provide
additional areas of airside/landside interface, similar
to the existing interface of the Aviation Precinct and
Landside Business Precinct in the south-east of the
airport site.
8.4
PLANNING ZONES
Melbourne Airport has adopted the VPP where
applicable, and these are considered in all airport
developments. The provisions utilised are for car parking,
signage, and vehicle loading and unloading. They are
referenced in both the Melbourne Airport Planning and
Urban Design Strategy and the provisions of the Activity
Centre Zone.
The planning zones in this Master Plan are derived
from the VPP and depicted in Figure 8-3. The specific
provisions of the zones, tailored to the airport context,
are further outlined in Appendix C: Melbourne Airport
Planning Zones.
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Figure 8-3
Zoning Plan for Melbourne Airport

Airport Land Use Plan

8.4.1
Special Use Zone
The Special Use Zone has been applied to the Aviation
Precinct to reflect the distinctive nature of this area and
its critical role in the airport’s operation.
There is one schedule to the Special Use Zone: Schedule
1 – Aviation Precinct.
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The purpose of the Melbourne Airport Special Use Zone
Schedule 1 is:
• To implement the Melbourne Airport Master Plan 2022
• To provide for safe, secure and efficient airfield
activities including the landing, take-off, taxiing and
parking of aircraft
• To accommodate the provision of aircraft navigation
aids, Aviation Rescue Fire Fighting Services and other
facilities essential for safe and efficient
aircraft operations
• To provide for the operation, use and development
of land for passenger and baggage processing
• To facilitate the development of facilities for airlines
and passengers, including efficient terminal facilities
with sufficient supporting commercial areas

Pier B

Pier C

Pie

• To provide for integrated terminals with commercial
and retail uses

rD

• To encourage a mix of uses and the development of
the activity centre:
• as a focus for airport activities, complementary
business, commercial and shopping activities,
working, travellers’ accommodation, leisure,
transport and community facilities
• to support sustainable urban outcomes that
optimise the use of infrastructure
• To create an attractive, pleasant, safe, secure and
stimulating environment through good urban design.
• To facilitate the use and development of land in
accordance with the Melbourne Airport Framework
Plan (Land Use Precincts Plan and Zoning Plan)
• To facilitate ground transport facilities and services for
efficient access to the airport, including Melbourne
Airport Rail.
The Activity Centre Zone requires a structure plan to be
in place, and this Master Plan satisfies this requirement
for the Melbourne Airport Activity Centre Zone. It
also requires a Framework Plan, which in this case is
a consolidation of the Melbourne Airport Land Use
Precincts Plan and Zoning Plan.
The Activity Centre Zone is the zone that was applied to
the Landside Main and Landside Business precincts in
the approved 2013 and 2018 Master Plans.
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• To provide for the flexible expansion of passenger
terminal facilities to meet forecast demand
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• To provide for aircraft operations on a 24-hours-a-day,
seven-days-a-week basis
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• To optimise the efficient operation of the airport
as an intermodal facility
• To facilitate the long-term growth of the airport
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• To facilitate use and development of land in
accordance with the Melbourne Airport Framework
Plan (Land Use Precincts Plan and Zoning Plan).
8.4.2
Activity Centre Zone
The Activity Centre Zone has been applied to the
Landside Main and Landside Business precincts to reflect
their mix of uses and intensive development; and their
role as a focus for business, shopping, working, leisure,
hotels, transport and community facilities.
The purpose of the Melbourne Airport Activity Centre
Zone is to:
• To implement the Melbourne Airport Master
Plan 2022
• To advance Melbourne Airport as one of the state’s
key activity centres and transport gateways
• To provide for the long-term and sustainable growth
of Melbourne Airport
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8.4.3
Road Zone
The zoning plan (Figure 8-3) shows the Road Zone
applicable to the section of Sunbury Road and the
Tullamarine Freeway that traverses the airport boundary.
The section of Road Zone to the north of the Terminals
Precinct is currently being planned for future connection
to the Outer Metropolitan Ring Road. This upgraded
road (to be called Melbourne Airport Link) will give
enhanced access to the airport through the widening
and extension of the road reservation.
8.5
OVERLAYS
The 2018 Master Plan included two airport-specific
overlays: the Environmental Significance Overlay (ESO)
and Heritage Overlay (HO). Under the requirements
of the Airports Act, these matters are identified and
addressed in the Environment Strategy (see Section 14
of this Master Plan) and as such do not need planning
overlays applied. The Act and associated environmental
regulations, and particularly the Environment Strategy,
control these issues and therefore the previous overlays
have not been included in this Master Plan. Refer to
Section 14 for further details.
The Bushfire Management Overlay (BMO), Special
Building Overlay (SBO) and Land Subject to Inundation
Overlay (LSIO) apply to parts of the Commonwealth
airport site under the Hume Planning Scheme. As the
airport site is Commonwealth land, these overlays
technically do not apply to the site and are not
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enforceable under the Planning & Environment Act 1987.
The entire Commonwealth airport site should therefore
be designated ‘CA: Commonwealth Land Not Controlled
by Planning Scheme’ and be shown as white on all Hume
Planning Scheme maps (which is the case for most of the
site at present).
Like the ESO and HO issue, the matters addressed
by these Hume Planning Scheme overlays are either
dealt with by the Environment Strategy included in this
Master Plan or other airport policies and procedures.
APAM will be seeking the removal of these overlay
anomalies from the Hume Planning Scheme maps to
ensure that the planning scheme correctly represents
the regulatory situation.
8.6
FREEHOLD LAND

8.8
PRE-EXISTING INTERESTS

8.10
DEVELOPMENT APPROVAL PROCESS

Section 71A of the Airports Act requires the Master
Plan to identify any proposed ‘sensitive developments’,
defined as development or redevelopment that increases
the capacity of a:

Section 71(5) of the Airports Act, and Regulation 5.02(3)
of the Airports Regulations 1997 (Cth), require this
Master Plan to address any interests or obligations in
relation to the land concerned which existed at the time
of the commencement of the Airport Lease and which
passed to APAM or which the Airport Lease is otherwise
subject to. Melbourne Airport is not aware of any
material conflicts or inconsistencies existing between
the interests of any such interest holders and the
proposals in this Master Plan.

Any proposed use or development at Melbourne Airport
is required to follow the following process in accordance
with the Airports Act:

• residential dwelling
• community care facility
• preschool
• primary, secondary, tertiary or other
education institution
• hospital.
A sensitive development does not include:
• an aviation educational facility
• accommodation for students studying at an aviation
educational facility at the airport

• Western Avenue/Quarry Road land:

Sensitive developments are prohibited on
Commonwealth-leased airports except in exceptional
circumstances and require Ministerial approval to
prepare a Preliminary Draft Major Development Plan
(MDP) for the proposed development. The Minister may
approve the preparation of the Preliminary Draft MDP
if satisfied there are exceptional circumstances that
support its preparation.

• Overlays: Partly MAEO, DPO10 and LSIO
• Arundel Road Land:
• Zoning: Green Wedge Zone
• Overlays: MAEO
Any land use or development on these two parcels of land,
while it is freehold land, must meet the requirements of the
Hume Planning Scheme and obtain approval from Hume
City Council where required. Once the land is transferred
to the Commonwealth and included in the airport lease,
the requirements of the Airports Act and the current
approved Master Plan will apply.
Several portions of the airport site west of McNabs
Road (that were freehold land but have since been
acquired by the Commonwealth and are now part of
the airport lease) are still zoned Green Wedge Zone
under the Hume Planning Scheme. The MAEO also
applies to this land. This land should be designated
‘CA: Commonwealth Land Not Controlled by Planning
Scheme’ and appear as white on Hume Planning Scheme
maps. This is a matter that APAM is pursuing with DELWP
to ensure that the planning scheme correctly represents
the regulatory situation.

Airport Land Use Plan

8.7
SENSITIVE DEVELOPMENTS

There are two parcels of freehold land owned by APAM,
as outlined in Section 4.2 of this Master Plan and shown
in Figure 5-3. As stated in Section 4.2, at the time of
writing APAM was considering the transfer of one or
both of these land parcels to the Commonwealth for
inclusion in the airport lease. However, as freehold
land the planning controls that currently apply are the
zones and overlays applicable under the Hume Planning
Scheme. They are as follows:

• Zoning: Partly Industrial 3 Zone, Public Use Zone
Schedule 1: Service and Utility and Public Use Zone
Schedule 7: Other Public Use
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• a facility with the primary purpose of providing
emergency medical treatment that does not have
inpatient facilities
• a facility with the primary purpose of providing inhouse training to staff of an organisation conducting
operations at the airport.

Melbourne Airport has the flexibility in the Activity
Centre Zone and Special Use Zone to enable a
sensitive development to be considered, subject to
the Minister’s approval to prepare a preliminary draft
MDP in accordance with the Airport Act. In terms of
specific proposals, this Master Plan (particularly Section
11: Non-Aviation Development Plan) discusses the
concept of a potential health and education sub-precinct
which is under consideration and may be developed
in the Landside Main Precinct. Such a facility would be
classified as a ‘sensitive development’ under section 71A
of the Airports Act and as such would require Ministerial
approval to prepare a Preliminary Draft MDP for the
proposed development. If this concept proceeds further,
approval would be sought from the Minister under the
sensitive development provisions of the Airports Act.

8.9
CONSISTENCY WITH VICTORIAN
PLANNING SCHEMES
Non-aviation development is complementary to the
airport’s operations and is consistent with planning
regimes in the north-west of Melbourne including Plan
Melbourne and the Hume Planning Scheme.
Under Plan Melbourne, State-Significant Transport
Gateways such as Melbourne Airport are recognised as
places where complementary uses and employmentgenerating activities are encouraged. The Hume
Planning Scheme recognises the airport as a Transport
Gateway, a key strategic asset and economic driver, and
one of the largest employment generators in Melbourne.
Melbourne Airport’s status as a Transport Gateway
supports the development of economic and
employment-generating activities. Such activities also
act as a physical buffer between the 24-hour airport
operations and residential areas nearby. This pattern of
development is complementary to other activity centres
near the airport and utilises available infrastructure.
Applying the Activity Centre Zone and the Special Use
Zone to the operational areas of the airport is consistent
with the State Planning Policy Framework (see Figure
8-1) and the VPP. The specific developments proposed in
this Master Plan are unlikely to conflict with surrounding
planning schemes.

• The proponent must obtain Melbourne Airport
Planning and Design Approval in accordance with
the provisions in the Master Plan (unless exempt)
• If required, MDP approval from the Minister must be
obtained under the provisions of the Airports Act
• Airport-lessee Company Consent must be obtained
from Melbourne Airport under the provisions of the
Airports (Building Control) Regulations 1996
• All works require a PERCOW (Permission to
Commence Works) prior to commencement of
any works on the airport.
• A building permit must be obtained from the Airport
Building Controller under the provisions of the Airports
(Building Control) Regulations. The Airport Building
Controller is advised by the Airport Environment
Officer, both of whom are independent officers
employed by the Commonwealth Government.
The Melbourne Airport Planning and Urban Design
Strategy applies to on-airport developments that
must be considered and addressed, in addition to the
Master Plan, to obtain approval. The guidelines expect
proponents to consider the following elements:
• building heights, acoustic treatments, safety and
security, use of non-reflective materials, illumination
levels, landscaping, signage and environment
• the National Airports Safeguarding Framework (NASF)
• potential impacts of on-airport commercial and
industrial developments on neighbouring properties
• the Contractors Guide to Working at Melbourne Airport
as part of the Building Activity Consent process.
An MDP must be prepared for any major airport
development or proposed sensitive development as
defined in the Airports Act. A preliminary draft MDP
must be placed on public exhibition and submitted to the
Minister for approval prior to obtaining Building Activity
Consent. Planning and design approval (or MDP approval
if required) are prerequisites for obtaining Building
Activity Consent. A building permit cannot be obtained
until Building Activity Consent has been granted.
The approvals process for development at the airport is
shown in Figure 8-4 and Figure 8-5.
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Figure 8-5
Development approvals process diagram for Melbourne Airport

Figure 8-4
Development decision matrix for Melbourne Airport
PRELIMINARY
PRELIMINARY DISCUSSIONS
WITH APAM

MAJOR DEVELOPMENT
PREPARATIONS OF A MAJOR
DEVELOPMENT PLAN AND
AGENCY REFERRALS:

SENSITIVE USE
APPLICATION FOR
DEVELOPMENT LODGED
WITH APAM BY PROPONENT

PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT
OF APPLICATION BY APAM

SENSITIVE USE
OPTIONS
APAM ADVISE THAT
DEVELOPMENT IS
INAPPROPRIATE
APAM INITIATE A
MINOR VARIATION
TO MASTER PLAN

MELBOURNE AIRPORT
PLANNING ZONES

GENERAL

CONSENT

SENSITIVE
USES

• Aircraft operations
• Access
• Use
• Design and built form

ASSESSED BY APAM

APPROVED AGAINST AIRPORTS (BUILDING
CONTROL) REGULATIONS AND BUILDING
CODE OF AUSTRALIA:

• Environment / sustainability

• Airport security
• Lease terms
• Review of NASF guidelines

• The Melbourne Aiport Master Plan

• Infrastructure, provision
(roads, electricity, gas and fuel)

• The Melbourne Airport Planning and
Urban Design Strategy

• By airport building controller (ABC) (with
APAM consent and AEO concurrence)
• By ABC referral to state / local authorities
(e.g. food, hygiene, fire services)
• By DITRDC under airports (protection of
airspace) regulations (if appropriate

• The Melbourne Airport Technical Standards

ASSESSMENT PROCESS

• The Melbourne Airport Planting Guidelines

CONSIDERATION BY APAM AGAINST

• Casa manual of standards part
139 – aerodromes

• Preparation of construction environmental
management plan (CEMP)

• The zone purpose

AVIATION AUTHORITIES

• Any guidelines in the schedule to this zone

CONSTRUCTION
MANAGEMENT

APAM EXECUTIVE REVIEW OF
DEVELOPMENT APPLICATION

• Whether the proposal impacts on the safe
and secure operation of the airport

• Whether the proposal addresses the
Australian noise exposure forecast (ANEF)
and AS2021 requirements

DEPARTMENT OF
AGRICULTURE, WATER
AND THE ENVIRONMENT

DECISION BY APAM

• Infrastructure and services

• Possible staged building / works
approval by ABC
• Certificate of fitness / occupancy or
use by ABC

• APAM building controls

• Whether the proposal complies with
the prescribed airspace requirements
(protection of OLS and PANS-OPS surfaces

AIRSERVICES AUSTRALIA

• Environment strategy

• Building / work permits or demolition
authorities by APAM / ABC

• Building assessment conditions agreement
for lease provisions

AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS

CIVIL AVIATION SAFETY
AUTHORITY

CONSISTENCY WITH
MELBOURNE AIRPORT
MASTER PLAN AND
DESIGN GUIDELINES

• General

• If major development:
by the minister

• Environment strategy

BUILDINGS AND
WORKS

• The Airports Act 1996 and Regulations
PERMITTED

• If sensitive development:
by the minister

APPROVED BY APAM AGAINST:

APPROVAL BY THE
FEDERAL MINISTER

BEFORE DECIDING ON APPLICATION, APAM
MUST CONSIDER:

APPROVAL BY THE
FEDERAL MINISTER

DEPARTMENT OF
INFRASTRUCTURE,
TRANSPORT, REGIONAL
DEVELOPMENT AND
COMMUNICATIONS

USE

• If permitted or consent:
BY APAM

• Use approval

• Other conditions under
section 89 of the
Airports Act
APAM CERTIFICATION

AGENCY REFERRAL AND
PUBLIC CONSULTATION
SECTION 84A
AIRPORTS ACT 1996

ASSESSED AGAINST THE AIRPORT
MASTER PLAN

APAM CERTIFICATION

• Significant airport related
development
• Cost of construction
exceeds threshold amount

Airport Land Use Plan

OPERATIONAL
MANAGEMENT

POSSIBLE OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL
MANAGEMENT PLAN (OEMP) FOR HIGH
RISK OPERATIONS INCLUDING:
• Property / facility manager oversight

ACCESS

• Infrastructure and services useage

• The Melbourne airport ground transport plan
(part of the Melbourne Airport Master Plan)

• Lease obligations

• Movements systems through and around the
site including the movement of pedestrians,
and vehicles providing for supplies, waste
removal, emergency services
• The provision of car parking, loading of
vehicles and access to parking spaces and
loading bays, including turning circles, where
appropriate
USE
• The interim use of those parts of the land
not required for the proposed use
• Whether the use is compatible with
adjoining and nearby land uses.
• Compatibility of the use with aircraft operations
DESIGN AND BUILT FORM
• The consistency of the proposal with the
Melbourne Airport Planning and Urban
Design Strategy
• Whether the proposal contributes to
enhancing the amenity of the airport
ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY
• The Melbourne Airport Environment Strategy
(part of the Melbourne Airport Master Plan)
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9.0
Airside
Development
Plan
This section describes the
Airside Development Plan for
Melbourne Airport which is
based on responding to the
key requirements of forecast
aircraft movements.
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9.2
RUNWAY ENHANCEMENTS

In November 2018, Melbourne Airport announced a
pause in preparing the MDP to undertake a planning
review of the project. This yielded strong evidence
supporting a change in the orientation of the planned
third runway to a north-south system, taking into account
various factors such as availability, capacity, long-term
investment profile, and overall community impacts.
Findings from the review are detailed in Table 9-1.

9.2.1
Third Runway
9.2.1.1
Introduction
Since the 1960s, long-term plans for Melbourne Airport
have envisioned a future four-runway configuration to
cater for increases in air traffic movements. From 1990,
these plans have identified parallel east-west and northsouth runway systems as the preferred layout.

9.1
OVERVIEW
Runways supported by a capable taxiway network and sufficient aircraft parking
capacity are the backbone of airport infrastructure. Although runways require
significant investment, they are the primary enablers of an airport’s overall capacity
growth. Melbourne Airport’s airside capacity is defined by its overall runway capacity.
Future airside developments planned for Melbourne Airport will therefore ensure that
its runway capacity and associated taxiway capacity are able to accommodate forecast
growth with a range of projects that:
• provide additional runway capacity
• maximise existing apron capacity in the current terminals precinct through shared use
where appropriate, and additional capacity developments

Melbourne Airport formalised the need for a third
runway in the 2013 Master Plan and identified the
preferred orientation for this runway as east–west. The
Runway Development Program (RDP) project was set up
after the 2013 Master Plan to begin feasibility and early
design work, and to prepare a Major Development Plan
(MDP) to support the assessment and approvals process
for the new parallel runway. The 2018 Master Plan was
a revision of the 2013 Master Plan and updated the
community on the progress of RDP with respect to the
development of an east-west system.

• enable efficient flow for all aircraft sizes with unrestricted dual taxiways around
the precinct
• appropriately deliver rapid exit and entry taxiways to and from runway infrastructure
to maximise runway capacity.
As these projects progress, relevant stakeholders will be consulted on their specific
design and construction elements. The projects will be carried out in accordance with
the appropriate design standards; and consideration given to safety, security and
environmental and statutory requirements.

9.2.1.2
Capacity Assessment
Melbourne Airport currently has two intersecting
runways: a north-south runway (16/34) and an east-west
runway (09/27). They predominately operate in one of
three mode groups as shown in Table 9-2:

Table 9-1
Planning Review Findings
Build north-south first

Build east-west first

A north-south runway technically provides the
greatest number of flights in a given day. Delays
the construction of the east-west runway.

An east-west runway does provide additional
capacity, however, the north-south runway
would need to be constructed much sooner than
anticipated to ensure operational resilience.

Minimal closures are expected based on cross
wind modelling.

Runway throughput would be frequently reduced on
strong cross wind days and the north-south runway
would need to be completed within a decade for
operational resilience.

Community impacts

Additional flights will be routed on flight paths
above Keilor and Bulla.

Additional flights would be routed on flight paths
above Gladstone Park, Jacana and hillside. However,
Keilor and Bulla would experience additional flights
within a decade.

Environmental impacts

We would need to offset Grey Box Woodland.

No protected species have been initially identified in
the construction footprint for east-west, however the
Grey Box Woodland would need to be offset within
a decade.

Cultural heritage impacts

A formal management plan will be required to
preserve any areas of Aboriginal heritage.

A formal management plan will be required to
preserve any areas of Aboriginal heritage.

Cost to Melbourne Airport

A north-south runway would attract a high
initial cost, however this would be offset by
operational efficiencies and additional capacity.

The initial cost for an east-west runway is lower,
however, comes with additional cost for a northsouth runway within a decade.

Future planning

A north-south runway would provide operational A north-south runway would be required within a
capacity beyond 2050.
decade to meet demand.

• continually improve safety for airside operations
• reduce constraints associated with airside roads and taxiways for improved
operational efficiency

From June to November 2019, Melbourne Airport
consulted government, regulators and airlines to
validate the planning review. It also engaged with local
communities on the potential change to the orientation
of the next runway by face-to-face consultations, group
workshops and online engagement. In November 2019,
Melbourne Airport announced its preference for the
third runway to be oriented north-south, based on the
planning review and in order to optimise outcomes for
the airport and all its stakeholders.

Flight capacity
(maximum availability of the runway
based on airport operations and
aircraft taxiing)
Operational availability
(time the runway is available for safe
operation based on meteorological
forecasts and associated wind)

One of the Airside Development Plan’s key principles is maximising the use and
efficiency of existing airfield capacity assets (within reasonable delay/congestion
tolerances) while maintaining operational safety at all times.
Many enhancements are planned for the next 10 to 20 years. These will support
continuing growth and ensuring the existing terminals precinct is optimised over
the 20-year Master Plan period.
The key driver of changes in this Master Plan compared to the 2018 Master Plan is
the change in the orientation of the planned third runway, which is discussed in this
Section. In addition to the change in orientation of the third runway from east-west to
north-south, the Airside Development Plan introduces long term apron development
requirements in the midfield to support parallel north-south operations.
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Table 9-2
Existing Runway Modes
Crossing Modes
(preferred)

16

09

27

Aircraft either land from the north on runway 16, and take-off to the west on runway
27 (when winds are south westerly) or arrive from the east on runway 27 and take
off both to the north on runway 34 and to the west on runway 27 (when winds are
north-westerly).

High Capacity
Arrival Mode (Land
And Hold Short
Operations LAHSO)

Aircraft arrive simultaneously from the east on runway 27 and from the south on
runway 34. While this mode is in operation aircraft depart to the west on runway 27.
This is the highest capacity mode available today and is only used when there is a high
arrival demand. The effectiveness of this mode is diminishing as the balance
between arrival and departure demand in peak periods is becoming more even
and the number of aircraft that are not approved to use this mode (predominately
international aircraft) is increasing.

Single Runway
Modes

All aircraft arrive and depart on the same runway. These modes are used when
winds are too strong to allow crossing runways to be used. Any of the four runway
directions may be used, depending on the prevailing weather conditions.

34

The existing crossing runway system at Melbourne
Airport has been progressively optimised through a
range of runway capacity enhancements which have
until now deferred the need for investment in the
third runway.
The existing runway operating mode groups have
theoretical capacities for total aircraft movement
rates of between 48 and 60 per hour in good weather
conditions. In unfavourable weather conditions, capacity
is significantly lower (between 18 and 40 movements
per hour) due to the additional separation required
between aircraft.
Scheduled demand in 2019 consistently exceeded
average runway capacity during busy weekday morning
and afternoon peaks. The imbalance between peak
demand and runway capacity leads to delays (managed
between airlines and Airservices Australia using a
system known as Metron). These delays take the form
of planned ground delays, airborne holding, and
flight consolidation/cancellations. The action taken at
Melbourne Airport and at other Australian airports is
tailored to daily scheduled movement demand, weather
conditions and runway modes.
The existing runway system was reaching practical
capacity in 2019 which results in delays and cancellations
as on-time performance (OTP) deteriorates. This is
expected to resume post COVID-19 as demand returns.
Beyond the approval process (refer to Section 9.2.1.4),
Melbourne Airport’s Third Runway (M3R) is projected
to take between four and five years to construct
and commission (including implementation of the
necessary changes to airspace and flight procedures).
Logistically, the earliest possible opening year is 2026.
The nomination of 2026 as M3R opening year will
be reviewed as the aviation industry’s recovery from
COVID-19 gathers pace – both in terms of actual traffic
recovery, and the feasibility of the necessary airline
commercial agreements to fund the project.
140

9.2.1.3
Options Assessment
Melbourne Airport’s site was originally selected because
of the opportunity it provided for long-term growth. The
airport’s long-term plans have consistently documented
the vision for a dual-parallel runway system as part of the
ultimate development concept for a four-runway airport.
The assessment of runway capacity options and
alternatives also considered alternative approaches to
meeting the forecast aircraft movement growth and
demand at Melbourne Airport. In the Melbourne Basin
three other airports could potentially be expanded to
meet future growth requirements: Essendon Fields
Airport, Moorabbin Airport and Avalon Airport.
Essendon Fields Airport and Moorabbin Airport are
domestic airports that play an important role in servicing
regional point-to-point passengers, freight, general
aviation and emergency services aviation activity.
They complement Melbourne Airport’s role as an
international and domestic hub. However, they do not
have comparable demand, capacity or infrastructure to
those of Melbourne Airport. Transforming these airports
so they could provide the additional capacity needed
to meet projected demand would require significant
investment in associated works and supporting
infrastructure. This could potentially create major
adverse community impacts.

Airside Development Plan

In December 2018, Avalon Airport handled international
flights for the first time, with twice-daily flights by Air
Asia X to Kuala Lumpur. These equate to only about 0.5
per cent of Melbourne Airport’s total daily movements
and fall within the tolerances of its forecast growth.
The transfer of these flights to Avalon therefore had
an immaterial impact on runway movement demand
at Melbourne Airport and the timing of Melbourne
Airport’s Third Runway (M3R).
Melbourne Airport does however believe that Avalon
Airport has a role to play in servicing Victoria’s low-cost
domestic and international markets, and acknowledges
its forecasts of growth in these markets. But Avalon has
neither the growth potential nor the service offering
to cater for Melbourne’s or Victoria’s growth in air
transport. Despite its presence and capacity, the location
and distance from Melbourne limit Avalon’s appeal
to both passengers and airlines. Lack of connectivity
for transiting passengers further reduces its appeal,
as evidenced in recent years by Melbourne Airport
experiencing stronger growth than Avalon Airport
The expanded use of other airports is therefore
not considered an appropriate alternative as it
would not meet aviation industry needs, particularly
regarding the expectations of domestic and
international airline passengers.
9.2.1.4
Planning Approval
A Major Development Plan (MDP) has been prepared
to support the assessment and approval process for the
development of M3R. Matters that must be addressed
in an MDP are set out in section 91 of the Airports Act
1996 (Cth) and section 5.04 of the Airports Regulations
1997 (Cth) (Airports Regulations). The M3R MDP
provides specific detail about the environmental, social
and economic impacts of the proposed third runway.
The MDP is structured to address the requirements
of the Airports Act, the Environment Protection and
Biodiversity Act 1999 (Cth) and their guidelines.
Section 15 of this Master Plan includes information
relating to the impacts of M3R (particularly details of
the proposed airport-operating modes, runway usage,
flight paths, noise contours, and public safety areas) for
the airport operating with three runways. Other sections
of this Master Plan also cover impacts of the third runway.

As outlined in Section 3.3.9, in recognition that the
primary driver for this Master Plan is to reflect the revised
third runway plan, the Preliminary Draft Master Plan
2022 and Preliminary Draft M3R MDP will be exhibited
concurrently. This will benefit the community by
minimising duplicated engagement processes.
Following exhibition of the documents, the Draft
Master Plan 2022 will be submitted to the Minister for
consideration of approval, followed by the Preliminary
Draft M3R MDP. (The Draft Master Plan 2022 approval
decision has to happen first because the M3R MDP
cannot be approved while the current Master Plan 2018
is applicable.)
9.2.1.5
Third Runway MDP Layout
Consistent with previous Master Plans, the third runway
(Runway 16R/34L) is located 1,311 metres to the west of
the existing north-south runway (Runway 16L/34R) and
planned to be 3,000 metres long. A 200-metre starter
extension for departures on runway 34L is included in
the MDP layout. Because the natural slope of the land
(downwards from north to south) results in a slight loss
of effective take-off run in the 34 direction, an additional
200 metres for departures will support balancing
operations between the two runways in this mode.
Best-practice aerodrome design minimises the risk of
aircraft accidents on the ground. Careful infrastructure
layouts support this by separating the paths of moving
aircraft, particularly by isolating and protecting landings
and departures. The physical characteristics of runways
are planned to enable safe and efficient use by aircraft,
protected by surrounding safety zones that are cleared and
maintained to minimise harm in the event of an accident.
The necessary location of the third runway conflicts
with the Runway End Safety Area (RESA) of the existing
east-west runway (09/27). Therefore in order to maintain
appropriate protection zones for both runways, Runway
09/27 will be shortened by approximately 346 metres at
the western end. Although this will restrict some aircraft
movements currently using the east-west runway, its
impact will be moderated by operating procedures.
The M3R MDP layout is shown in Figure 9-1. It is planned
to remain the runway layout over the Master Plan’s
20-year horizon.

Plan Melbourne 2017-2050 (DELWP, 2017) states that
over the coming decades Avalon Airport will increase
its role as an international and domestic passenger
and freight gateway serving Melbourne, Geelong and
western Victoria. Further, Plan Melbourne 2017-2050
notes the importance of protecting land-use buffers for
Avalon Airport and, like Melbourne Airport, maintaining
its curfew-free status.
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Figure 9-1
Third Runway MDP Layout
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9.2.2
Long Term Four-Runway Configuration

ROAD

The long-term (i.e. beyond 2042) airfield layout
(Figure 9-2) allows for a fourth runway in an east-west
orientation. This proposed fourth runway (approximately
3,000 metres long), designated 09R/27L, would be south
of the existing east–west runway.
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long-term capacity of Melbourne Airport.
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9.3
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• Supporting long-term taxiway flows around the
existing terminal apron precinct
• Providing essential maintenance to existing taxiways
• Allowing aircraft parking aprons and terminal
concourses to be expanded.
9.3.2
Third Runway Taxiway Infrastructure
Taxiway infrastructure is planned as part of the third
runway MDP layout to support north-south runway
operations. In summary, the third runway MDP layout
includes the following taxiway infrastructure (shown in
Figure 9-3):
• dual cross-field taxiways connecting the new runway
with existing north-south runway
• new runway-crossing taxiways over the existing
north-south runway
• new intersection departure taxiways on the
existing runway
• new rapid-exit taxiways on existing runway
• a single parallel taxiway with supporting rapid-exit
taxiways and entry/exit taxiways.
Cross-field taxiways in the north and south of the airfield
will act as the crossing points for aircraft heading to and
from the new runway. Intersection departure taxiways
further down the runway from the crossing points are
planned along with new rapid exit taxiways (RETs) for the
existing north-south runway. These taxiways will help
increase the capacity of the runway system.
For the new runway, a single parallel taxiway is planned
with dual full-length entry/exit taxiways. A runway starter
extension for 34L has been included in the MDP layout
to provide additional runway departure length in this
direction (up hill). The new runway is planned to have
two rapid-exit taxiways in each runway direction, which
will be sited to optimise access points for each type of
aircraft and reduce the runway occupancy time.
Runway 09/27 is planned to be shortened to 1,940m as
part of M3R. New taxiway infrastructure accessing the
new runway 09 threshold is planned.
9.3.3
Long-Term Taxiway Enhancements
As the airport expands beyond the existing terminal
precinct (when it reaches capacity), additional taxiway
infrastructure will be required to provide efficient access
around the airport. Future taxiway development areas
are safeguarded within the development concepts
shown in Section 2.3 of this Master Plan.
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Proposed Taxiway

The taxiway configuration at the airport will be enhanced as
part of the third runway and other key taxiway projects. This
will be done by extending existing taxiways, constructing
new perimeter taxiways around the terminals precinct and
rapid exit taxiways (RETs) supporting runway capacity.

Taxiway Zulu Project began in 2019 totalling 270,000
square metres of paved area. Key benefits of this
project include:
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Third Runway Taxiway Infrastructure Enhancements
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Figure 9-5
Apron Infrastructure – Long Term
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9.4
APRON INFRASTRUCTURE ENHANCEMENTS

9.5
AIRFIELD MAINTENANCE

One of the strategic principles underpinning the Airside
Development Plan is to progressively provide additional
aircraft parking apron capacity in order to support
airline growth and associated terminal development
plans. The most recent was the Foxtrot Apron Works,
which connected Pier F to the Foxtrot Apron to provide
four wide-body aircraft capable stands. Additionally,
the ground service equipment (GSE) storage area was
expanded to the south thereby providing additional
storage capacity.

In July 2020, Melbourne Airport turned 50 years old.
In that time, aircraft-traffic frequency has increased
significantly, and aircraft have increased in weight
and dimensions. Asset maintenance for the airfield
infrastructure is critical in supporting 24/7 operations at
the airport now and into the future. Melbourne Airport
continually monitors and inspects its runway and taxiway
infrastructure to identify their future maintenance
requirements.

9.4.1
Existing Terminal Precinct
Melbourne Airport has a range of opportunities to
expand its apron area within the existing terminal
precinct. They include:
• A new wide-body aircraft apron to the east of Pier B
• Expansion of Pier B apron to the north
• Expansion of the existing apron to the north of Pier D
• Apron works associated with the rebuild of Pier E
• Expansion of Pier G apron across Taxiway Sierra
The timing of these developments will be monitored
based on demand and airline requirements.
Within the Master Plan horizon, the area to the south of
the existing precinct (known as the south-east precinct)
is safeguarded for medium-term uses such as potential
apron expansion to support future freight operations.
When the future east-west runway is triggered (beyond
2052) operations in this area will be limited because of
Runway 09R/27L’s protection surfaces. Additional GSE
storage areas will be provided to complement the
apron expansion opportunities within the existing
terminal precinct.
9.4.2
Long Term Apron Developments
With the expansion of piers in the existing terminal
precinct to support contact operations, remote apron
capacity will be reduced in this precinct. To avoid
towed aircraft crossing the existing north-south
runway, additional remote apron capacity has been
safeguarded within the north-east precinct as well as
the south-east precinct.
As the existing terminal precinct reaches capacity,
and the north-south runways reach capacity due to
runway crossings, additional apron infrastructure will
be required between the two north-south runways.
The precincts earmarked for apron development include
the midfield precinct, midfield south precinct and the
north-east precinct.

Maintenance can be completed during long closures
to repair infrastructure, or utilise expedient pavement
materials such as rapid-set concrete for short closures. In
addition to routine concrete pavement maintenance and
replacement, asphalt pavement repairs are also required.
They include runway asphalt overlays every 12 to 15 years.
9.6
AIRSERVICES AUSTRALIA FACILITIES
Airservices Australia operates a number of support
facilities at Melbourne Airport that provide key services
to airport users.
9.6.1
Air Traffic Control
Melbourne Airport’s new air traffic control tower was
opened in March 2014, replacing the original tower built
when the airport first opened. It is located within the
centre of the long term four runway layout and referred
to as the midfield precinct.
9.6.2
Air Traffic Services Centre
Airservices is responsible for about 11 per cent of the
world’s airspace (referred to as the Australian flight
information region). This airspace is controlled by
two centres: one at Brisbane Airport and the other at
Melbourne Airport. The Melbourne Centre, which is
located adjacent to the control tower, is responsible for
around six per cent of the world’s airspace.
9.6.3
Aviation Rescue Fire Fighting Services (ARFFS)
Airservices Australia provides the Aviation Rescue Fire
Fighting Services (ARFFS) at Melbourne Airport. Its
facilities at the airport include:
• The main fire station – located south of Runway 09/27
and west of Runway 16/34
• A satellite station – located on Centre Road
• The Learning Academy Hot Fire Training Ground –
located on Operations Road.

Airside Development Plan

It is proposed that the ARFFS facilities and
infrastructure are developed as part of M3R.
Options to achieve regulatory response times
to an emergency on new and existing runways are
currently under assessment. The requisite response
times can be achieved using a number of proposed
solutions. They include the construction of a new fire
station (to either supplement or replace the existing
fire station) or using the proposed taxiway and
upgraded road network that would be supported
from the existing fire station. Significant investment may
be required for a new fire station or for access roads.
9.6.4
Long Term Aviation Development
As outlined in Section 9.4.2 and Figure 9-5, the midfield
area will be developed over time to support aviation
activity. Initially, this expansion can be accommodated
without impacting Airservices’ existing facilities. Over
the long term however, Melbourne Airport will work
with Airservices to support further aviation expansion
in the midfield. It is currently envisioned that aviation
development will not impact existing control tower
operations, allowing it to remain in its current location.
9.7
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL OPERATIONAL
ENHANCEMENTS
Melbourne Airport has worked closely with Airservices
and airline operators to identify and implement local and
national operational improvement priorities to enhance
the current two runway infrastructure. Melbourne Airport
will continue to collaborate with Airservices and airline
operators to optimise the current two runway system
where possible.
Although the efforts are essential to optimise the
efficiency of existing runways, they ultimately cannot
negate the need for new runways once certain reductions
in on-time-performance (OTP) have been reached.

9.8
FUTURE NAVIGATION FACILITIES AND SERVICES
9.8.1
M3R Development
M3R will be supported by new communications,
navigation and surveillance infrastructure, including:
• Instrument Landing System (ILS) for Runway 16R:
• ILS consists of a localiser and a glide path, which
together provide vertical and horizontal guidance
for arriving aircraft. The localiser will be located
approximately 300 metres after the end of the runway.
The glide path will be located approximately 400
metres from the start of the runway, and offset to
the west by approximately 140 metres. The exact
location of the equipment is subject to further
discussion and agreement with Airservices.
• Ground Based Augmentation Systems (GBAS):
• GBAS is a satellite-based precision landing system.
GBAS already supports the existing runways at
Melbourne Airport and will be updated for use
on the new north-south runway. GBAS is currently
unable to replicate the full functionality of ILS but
may do in the future, which would negate the need
for ILS on 16R-34L. Any decision on the technology
to be used will be finalised during the detailed
design phase and through consultation with
Airservices and the wider aviation community.
• Additional infrastructure for Advanced Surface
Movement Guidance and Control Systems
(A-SMGCS):
• A-SMGCS provides real time surveillance
information to air traffic control in assisting with the
management of operations by aircraft and support
vehicles on the airfield. The system typically
consists of a Surface Movement Radar (SMR) and
various remote units supporting multilateration.
• M3R will required existing A-SMGCS to be
expanded to encompass the new north-south
runway (16R/34L) and associated taxiways.
• Anemometers:
• Anemometers measure wind speed and will be
provided to serve the new north-south runway
(16R/34L). Anemometer locations will be agreed
with Airservices and Bureau of Meteorology as part
of the detailed design.
• Existing anemometers on the east-west runway
(09/27) will be relocated to serve the shortened
runway.
• Runway Visual Range (RVR) sensors:
• RVR sensors provide visibility readings to air traffic
control. Three new RVR sensors will be installed on
the new north-south runway (16R/34L), one located
at each end and one at the midpoint of the runway.
• Existing RVR on the east-west runway (09/27) will
be relocated to serve the shortened runway.
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9.8.2
Air Traffic Service Centre
Airservices, as part of the OneSKY program, is
investing in the Air Traffic Service Centre Extension
and Equipment Room Project. The project includes
the extension of the existing Air Traffic Service Centre
and associated supporting infrastructure; and the
development of a new equipment room at the
existing compound that Airservices subleases
from Melbourne Airport.
The project represents a significant part of the OneSKY
program to improve air traffic management capabilities
across Australia. The main objectives of the project are
to prepare the Melbourne Air Traffic Service Centre
buildings and infrastructure to enable installation and
operation of the Civil and Military Air Traffic Control
System; and to extend the design life of supporting
infrastructure to meet current and future capability
requirements as well as current building codes
and standards.
9.8.3
Precision approach ground-based
augmentation system
The Ground-Based Augmentation System (a satellitebased precision landing system) may replace existing
instrument landing system technology in the future as
more aircraft rely on global positioning system (GPS)
technology rather than legacy radio wave systems.
The system is a critical component of Australia’s nextgeneration air traffic management infrastructure. It uses
GPS signals to provide aircraft with precise guidance
during the final stages of an approach to land.
This allows for a safer, more efficient descent and
landing for aircraft.
While the Ground-Based Augmentation System was
operational in 2017, in the future it is expected that it will
support additional functions to improve airport capacity.
By facilitating simultaneous operations on parallel
runways in all weather conditions, it will reduce runway
occupancy times and increase overall system capacity.
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10.0
Terminals
and Aviation
Development Plan
This section describes the
Terminals and Aviation
Development Plan for Melbourne
Airport. It highlights the key
investment needed so that
the terminals and surrounding
infrastructure can cater for
forecast passenger growth.
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Figure 10-1
Artist’s impression of the future integrated international terminal expansion, new elevated road and forecourt,
and potential rail station

10.1
OVERVIEW
Well-planned terminals and their associated support facilities are the foundation
of Melbourne Airport’s successful future growth. Since its inception, Melbourne
Airport’s integrated ‘under-one-roof’ terminals precinct has provided operational and
convenience advantages for both airlines and travellers. With its carefully planned,
incremental enhancements of terminal facilities, Melbourne Airport has built on that
excellent foundation. The latest planning that underpins this Master Plan will build
on this advantage by identifying future terminal developments in the precinct. This
means that Melbourne Airport will continue to offer its customers improved operating
efficiencies together with an exceptional airport experience.
Melbourne Airport undertook a precinct planning exercise to explore how, over time,
the existing terminal precinct can expand to meet demand. The terminal envelope
is safeguarded by the development concept plans covered in Section 2. Planning
explored future connections between the terminals as well as the interface with the
landside precinct. This will ensure that Melbourne airport continues to serve future
demand within an integrated terminal precinct, with all the inherent advantages
that brings.
In addition, the passenger experience at the airport has undergone an extensive
review. Initiatives have been identified that will enhance this experience, such as
upgrading amenities, wayfinding and convenience functions within the terminals.
These initiatives are also safeguarded within the Master Plan.

10.2
INTERNATIONAL TERMINAL
Melbourne Airport is a major international gateway into
Australia. Historic international traffic growth has been
outpacing domestic growth, and in 2018-19 the airport
processed 11.6 million international passengers. Recent
Terminal 2 projects completed include new automated
self-service facilities in the check-in hall, latest nextgeneration security screening technology, and expansion
of the ground-level arrivals hall, all of which improve the
traveller experience and journey.
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Although international passenger demand has been
significantly impacted by COVID-19, international travel
is expected to return to pre-COVID levels within the next
five years. After this, it is forecast to return to pre-COVID
forecast growth trajectories. The impact of COVID-19
on forecast passenger numbers is discussed further
in Section 7 of this Master Plan (Subsection 7.2.3 Post
COVID-19 Forecast – Passengers).

To meet this forecast demand, a number of Terminal 2
developments are planned including:
• next-generation automated self-service kiosk and
bag-drop check-in facilities that are more self-sufficient
• additional self-service outbound immigration facilities
• additional baggage make-up and reclaim facilities
• enhancement of the general passenger experience
through continually upgrading retail offerings, the
departures lounge and airline lounges.
• extension of the existing Pier D to provide additional
Code E/F aircraft contact stands
• expansion of retail and passenger lounge facilities
• expansion of Australian Border Force secondary
examination facilities
• potential future expansion into adjacent terminal piers
to enable:
• improved utilisation and shared use of key assets
during different peak periods
• increased availability of contact aircraft parking
stands during peak periods
• improved passenger facilities and amenity.

technology in Terminal 4, and travelators in Terminal 4 to
improve passenger experience to/from Pier G. In 2019,
Melbourne Airport took ownership of Terminal 1 and
reached a new agreement with Qantas for its operation.
Domestic carriers operating at Melbourne Airport have
been significantly impacted by COVID-19: Virgin Australia
entered voluntary administration; Tigerair operations were
suspended in March 2020 (new owner Virgin Australia
retired the brand); and Qantas announced a three-year
COVID recovery plan. Changes to the aviation industry
have also resulted in Regional Express introducing
Melbourne flights to Sydney, Gold Coast and Adelaide in
March 2021 and services to Canberra in June 2021.
Domestic passenger demand is expected to return to
post COVID-19 levels before international demand.
Given a changing domestic landscape, over the next
20-year period the Master Plan will continue to focus
on utilising latent capacity and improving operational
efficiencies within T1, T3 and T4, both in airside and
terminal processes. Domestic passenger growth
within the current integrated terminal precinct will be
supported by the following projects:
• a new T3–T4 landside connection before security to
improve the flow of passengers between terminals
• expansion of T4

10.3
DOMESTIC TERMINALS
Melbourne Airport is a major domestic gateway into
Australia, handling 25.8 million domestic passengers in
2018-19. Recent domestic projects completed include:
improved and realigned self-service check-in facilities
in Terminal 3, latest next-generation security screening

• addition of a T5 to the south
• provision of an inter-terminal mode of transport (such
as travellator and/or automated passenger mover) to
enable the seamless integration and accessibility of
the terminal precinct
• extension of existing piers to provide additional
contact stands (Pier B, Pier F and Pier G).
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10.4
POST COVID-19 TERMINALS
As the passenger journey through an airport evolves in
a post-COVID world, Melbourne Airport will continue
to explore and provide facilities that meet customer
needs, and appropriately respond to health and hygiene
requirements. This could include touchless technology
at passenger interface processor points moving to offairport check-in and bag-drop facilities that will minimise
contact at the airport.
10.5
FUTURE TERMINALS
As the airport looks to expand its apron infrastructure
into areas outside the existing terminal precinct (refer
to Section 9), facilitation of passengers to and from
these areas will need to be considered. The Master Plan
safeguards land to allow different passenger facilitation
methods to be adopted, ranging from a new terminal
development to bussing operations from the existing
terminal precinct. When additional infrastructure is
triggered outside the existing precinct, the airport will
engage with stakeholders to identify the best facilitation
method to proceed with.
10.6
FREIGHT FACILITIES
COVID-19 highlighted the critical roles played by air
freight and Melbourne Airport in supporting Victoria.
Freight will continue to play an important role at
Melbourne Airport. Post COVID-19, it is expected that
the recent trend of increased online shopping will
continue, resulting in an increased demand and need
for effective 24/7 operations. With the forecast return of
regular international passenger services, it is anticipated

Figure 10-2
VIP private jet base
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the majority of freight will continue to be carried
through regular passenger transport services.
However, Melbourne Airport also expects that
additional, dedicated freighter services will support
this growing demand.
During COVID-19, Melbourne Airport is actively
engaging with stakeholders across the air freight value
chain. This includes freight forwarders, cargo-terminal
operators, airlines and the Victorian Government. As
Melbourne Airport continues to consult stakeholders to
ensure a ‘fit for purpose’ freight precinct is developed,
appropriate land within the aviation development zones
is safeguarded in this Master Plan. Freight operators’
support facilities will be allocated within Melbourne
Airport Business Park, where airside and landside access
can be accommodated.
10.7
GENERAL AVIATION FACILITIES
As outlined in Section 5.2.8, a private jet base at
Melbourne Airport in located in the south-eastern corner
of the airfield, which services the private jet market.
For a capital city airport in Australia, Melbourne Airport
has very few general aviation (GA) operations.
The majority of the metropolitan area's GA operations
are based at Essendon Fields and Moorabbin airports.
The majority of Melbourne Airport’s aircraft movements
are regular public transport services to Domestic and
International destinations. GA movements represented
less than 1 per cent of aircraft movements from financial
year 2010 to financial year 2020.
This Master Plan does however safeguard appropriate
land within both the current and future aviation precincts
to enable additional general aviation facilities should
viable proposals emerge.
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10.8
HELICOPTERS, VERTICAL TAKE-OFF
AND LANDING VEHICLES AND URBAN
MOBILITY VEHICLES
Although it is an Australian capital city airport,
Melbourne Airport has very few helicopter operations.
The majority of the helicopter operations in Victoria
are based at Essendon Fields Airport. For example, in
the 2020 financial year, Melbourne had 14 helicopter
movements compared to over 15,000 at Essendon Fields
(based on Airservices data).
There are two helipads located at the airport, one
airside on Taxiway Whiskey, the other landside between
Terminal Drive and Tullamarine Freeway.
These helipads are not impacted by the parallel
north-south runway.
In future, transportation to and from the airport could be
achieved through vertical take-off and landing (VTOL)
and urban mobility vehicles (UMV). In July 2019, Uber
named Melbourne the first international Uber Air pilot
city, citing the opportunity to provide journeys from
the CBD to Melbourne Airport. Melbourne Airport will
continue to work with government, regulators and local
communities to help facilitate implementation of this
type of transport.
Assumptions regarding helicopter and UMV noise
impacts can be found in Section 15.
10.9
AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE FACILITIES
Globally, airlines locate heavy aircraft maintenance at
dedicated maintenance centres. Depending on the
aircraft’s maintenance schedule, these activities take
place at overnight parking stands close to the terminals
or in the aircraft maintenance (hangar) areas.
In 2021, Qantas announced that it will expand its
line-maintenance engineering and Jetstar its heavy
maintenance at Melbourne Airport.
A verification of the need for future maintenance,
repair and overhaul facilities (based on forecast
traffic) confirmed that the safeguarding and land uses
earmarked for them in the previous Master Plan are
sufficient for this planning period. Some form of local
maintenance is likely to be a requirement for many
years to come, and Melbourne Airport will continue to
safeguard such activities.

10.10
OTHER AVIATION SUPPORT FACILITIES
The Master Plan makes provision for space to service
a range of aviation support and ancillary activities that
must be located strategically to support their function.
Adequacy of the land-use reserve for the future has been
established for these facilities. They include:
• Aviation Rescue Fire Fighting services (refer to
Section 9.6.1)
• Ground Service Equipment (GSE) and unit load devices
storage areas and associated workshop facilities
• Flight catering facilities
• Independent freight forwarders and logistical
integrators warehouses
• Terminal and airport maintenance facilities
• Joint user hydrant installation and associated aviation
fuel storage and handling facilities.
10.11
AVIATION FUEL FACILITIES
Aviation fuel storage facilities at Melbourne Airport must
meet increased fuel supply and storage demands. In
2019, the Joint User Hydrant Installation (JUHI) operating
consortium commissioned two new 11-million litre tanks
at Melbourne Airport, as well as increasing the input and
output flow rate capacity to meet peak demands. When
combined with the existing tanks (totalling 7 million
litres), this will result in an on-site storage capacity of 29
million litres sufficient for three days. Thereby meeting
the industry benchmark for on-site storage capacity
of three days’ storage. Melbourne Airport is currently
supplied by pipeline (Tullamarine JV Pipeline from
Somerton Depot) and by road transport.
Melbourne Airport and JUHI work together to ensure
aviation fuel requirements (both supply and on-airport
storage) are planned for and delivered in line with
forecast growth.
The requirements of fuel storage infrastructure and its
associated land of 16 hectares are shown in the airport
development concept plans (classified as aviation
support). In addition to on-site storage enhancements,
an additional fuel pipeline is being considered in order
to increase the fuel farm’s supply capacity and reduce
reliance on tanker truck distribution.
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10.12
DRONE OPERATIONS
Drones and remotely piloted aircraft are becoming more
popular across Australia. The Civil Aviation Safety Authority
(CASA) regulates the use of drones in Australia and has
listed CASA-verified drop safety apps and web applications
to inform users where drones can be flown in accordance
with aviation legislation. Melbourne Airport will continue
to work with CASA, Airservices and relevant stakeholders
to ensure the ongoing safe operations of the airport and
explore future drone operations.
10.13
SPACE INDUSTRY
The Commonwealth Government has expressed an
interest in developing space tourism within Australia,
including spacecraft using a commercial runway at
Australian airports. Additionally, space technology is
one of the Victorian Government’s priority industries
that it is supporting to drive economic growth and jobs.
Melbourne Airport will continue to work with the
Commonwealth Government, Victorian Government,
space tourism operators and relevant stakeholders to
support space tourism and industry at the airport.
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11.0
Non-Aviation
Development
Plan
This section describes the NonAviation Development Plan for
Melbourne Airport. It is based on
the key commercial investments
considered suitable for the airport
site, which will support economic
activity; while also allowing the
expansion of key industries
supporting the aviation, freight
and logistics sectors.
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Continue to develop Melbourne Airport as an
important employment and activity centre

DEVELOP THE SURROUNDING 230 HECTARES
Further develop the 230 hectares of vacant land
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Figure 11-1
Land Use Precincts at Melbourne Airport
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11.1
OVERVIEW AND OBJECTIVES
Non-aviation development plays a vital role in Melbourne Airport’s economic vitality
while complementing its key functions. It supports the airport’s growth and diversifies
business risk, enhances the contribution it makes to the broader community, and
underlines its importance as a decentralised employment activity centre.
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The airport occupies over 2,740 hectares of leasehold land. This offers ample
opportunity for commercial developments complementing current aviation activities
and supporting aviation-related growth. The airport has approximately 230 hectares
of vacant land available for commercial development, which are is required for
aviation purposes.
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Non-aviation development has focused on industrial warehousing, reflecting the
airport’s location in the north-west of Melbourne, its strong freeway connections,
and the land size available for development.
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Non-aviation development will be undertaken in accordance with the airport’s
Planning and Design Guidelines. The objectives of non-aviation development are to:
• protect the airport’s long-term viability
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• plan and make provision for constructing world-class facilities to benefit
airport stakeholders
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The airport has defined two landside precincts where non-aviation development will
be undertaken, namely the Landside Main Precinct and the Landside Business Precinct
as shown in Figure 11-1. The Development Concept Plans in Section 2 of this Master
Plan provide further details of potential non-aviation development areas.
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• encourage developments that complement the airport’s key functions and support
aviation activities.
The rest of this section will describe current non-aviation developments and outline
the airport’s vision for future non-aviation development. This vision is supported by
the airport-growth forecasts, land use plan and ground transport plan sections of this
Master Plan.
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environmental development, safety and security
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11.2
LANDSIDE MAIN PRECINCT
The Landside Main Precinct is the gateway to the airport
for most people. It provides access to the terminal
facilities via the freeway and road networks; and will be
a key focal point to support, and drive patronage for,
the Melbourne Airport Rail and the future Suburban Rail
Loop connections. The Landside Main Precinct currently
includes various non-aviation uses as outlined in Section
5 of this Master Plan.
Located adjacent to the Terminal 4 car park (within what
is known as ‘The Hive’ component of the Landside Main
Precinct) development is underway for a 464-room,
dual-branded hotel to be operated by Accor (shown in
Figure 11-2). This mixed-use hotel will operate under
the Novotel and Ibis Styles brands. Guests will be able
to enjoy conference rooms, pool, gym, cafe, wine bar,
pub, restaurant and business-centre facilities. These
facilities will support the airport’s customer and business
community, while providing additional space to support
the increasing passenger traffic-flows and demand for
accommodation at the airport.
Development of further office space opportunities
around the hotel is anticipated over the next 10 years.
The Hive can support approximately 43,840 square
metres of accommodation in office and hotel formats,
mainly for aviation-related occupants given its proximity
to the terminals.
As part of this Master Plan, Melbourne Airport is
proposing to develop the high-value, high-density area
in the heart of the Landside Main Precinct known as The
Forefront. Over the next 10 years, development will focus
on expanding the existing facilities and lower-density

Figure 11-2
Hive Hotel (under construction)
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commercial uses, thereby ensuring that the area exploits
its high-exposure characteristics while also providing
amenity to the airport and its customers.
As ground transport access improves (for example with
construction of the Melbourne Airport Rail project)
and the characteristics of the north-west of Melbourne
change, increased demand for this high-density
development is anticipated. Facilities such as hotel
and office accommodation will be needed in order to
support the region’s growing population.
Within the Landside Main Precinct, Melbourne Airport
has explored the potential for a medical and healthcare
precinct. The opportunity was examined in conjunction
with the Victorian Government, who deemed it an
‘endorsed project’ because it complemented the
Victorian Government’s overall strategy to meet medical
and healthcare demand by combining public and private
infrastructure. This concept would create a state-of-theart medical and research facility (shown in Figure 11-3)
at the airport with the ability to deliver up to 300,000
square metres of gross floor area (GFA). This could
be a large ‘anchor’ centre of excellence in a specialty
field (such as IVF or cancer treatment) coupled with a
more traditional hospital, consulting suites, education
and research facilities, production and development,
conferencing facilities, hotels, and supporting services
and amenities (including car parking, retail and public
transport nodes).
The 2022 Master Plan safeguards this development,
and Melbourne Airport will continue to work with
the Victorian and Commonwealth governments on
developing the potential for this world-class opportunity.

Non-Aviation Development Plan

Such a facility would be classified as a ‘sensitive
development’ under section 71A of the Airports Act
1996 (Cth) and as such would require Ministerial approval
to prepare a Preliminary Draft MDP for the proposed
development if it were to proceed. If this concept
proceeds further, approval would be sought from the
Minister under the sensitive development provisions of
the Airports Act.
Within the next 10 years, Melbourne Airport is proposing
to continue the development of the high-exposure site
located along the Tullamarine Freeway and Airport Drive
(referred to as Elite Park, see Figure 11-4). Due to its high
exposure, the airport has planned the site for high-value
commercial developments focused on sporting, leisure
and customer experiences. These would be in addition
to more traditional urban-commercial developments
such as low-density offices, education, and ancillary retail
and showrooms.
It is anticipated that Elite Park will evolve over time,
initially (over the next five years) with leisure and
customer experience facilities (that build off the existing
facilities and tenants). And ultimately as a mixed-use
environment with the addition of higher value, higherdensity developments to support existing facilities.
Within the Landside Main Precinct, trunk infrastructure
(roads, water, sewerage, electricity) will need to be added
to facilitate the growth of the site and ensure its use does
not impact upon the local environment.
The COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted the importance
of diversifying the airport’s non-aviation portfolio. As
a result, within the Landside Main Precinct, Melbourne
Airport is reviewing the allocation of land to car parking,
car rentals and non-aviation developments.

11.3
LANDSIDE BUSINESS PRECINCT
The Landside Business Precinct covers the remaining
airport estate excluding the Aviation and Landside Main
precincts. It includes the established Melbourne Airport
Business Park occupying the southern part of the airport,
which is Australia’s largest business park. The Landside
Business Precinct also includes the area to be developed
over time in the western portion of the Western SubPrecinct (refer to Figure 11-1) and includes a section of
the proposed Melbourne Airport Rail alignment.
The Business Park is in the southern area of the airport
with an established area of around 430 hectares.
Although over 200 hectares of land has already been
developed there are still 190 hectares of vacant land
available for development (the remaining land is reserved
for trunk infrastructure).
Within the Business Park’s main area, the airport
intends to continue development by focusing on large
manufacturing, logistics and industrial warehouses (of
5,000 to 100,000 square metres). These will benefit from
its strong road network connectivity. At the northern
end of the Business Park, the focus will be on smallerscale warehouse units that will provide industrial and
office facilities for aviation and non-aviation-related
uses. The location and design of these buildings is such
that aviation-related operators, for example air-freight
operators, can use facilities with both an airside and a
landside boundary.

Figure 11-3
Medical and Research Development Opportunity (indicative only)
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Figure 11-4
Elite Park Development Concept (indicative only)

In November 2020, Seqirus (part of CSL Group)
announced a $800-million facility (see Figure 11-5) in
Melbourne Airport Business Park to be constructed
over the next five years (three years to build and two
years to commission). Once operational, the cell-based
vaccine and antivenom manufacturing facility will house
several hundred staff. Melbourne Airport is safeguarding
for other such facilities as it anticipates that this
development will attract more medical and healthcare
facilities to the airport.
Trunk infrastructure is a critical element to the success
of the airport. Significant additions to this infrastructure
have occurred within the Business Park over the past five
to 10 years. This will help support future Business Park
developments and further infrastructure will be added to
support its growth. Over the next five years, the airport
will continue to explore alternative-energy generation
and recycling initiatives such as compostable waste,
waste-to-energy, solar generation and hydrogen.
Ultimately, the airport expects to develop the full 430
hectares of the Business Park, providing manufacturing,
freight and industrial warehouse facilities (including
supporting developments and small-scale retail
amenities). Over the next five years the airport is
targeting additional development (within the Business
Park) of circa 76,000 square metres of land a year
(depending on the state of the property market). In
addition to industrial warehousing, the airport expects
to add supporting and complementary developments
such as small-scale retail amenities (e.g. cafés), offices,
additional hotels and petrol stations.
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Figure 11-5
Seqirus Development Concept (indicative only)

Over the next five years, the western sub-precinct
will gain road access from the north (via Sunbury
Road) with the development of Melbourne Airport’s
Third Runway (M3R). During this period, Melbourne
Airport will be engaging with the relevant Victorian
and Local Government authorities on linking this
northern road to the Calder Freeway via the Kings Road
connection (refer to Section 12: Ground Transport
Plan). Given road access to this precinct, non-aviation
development opportunities will arise after 2027. Due
to the proximity to the Calder Freeway, it is anticipated
that this sub-precinct would attract facilities relating
to logistics. In addition, land within this sub-precinct
will be safeguarded for a future Airservices compound.
(As discussed in Section 9 of this Master Plan, future
development of the midfield is required to support
long-term parallel north-south runway operations.)
As a result of new development within the western subprecinct, trunk infrastructure will have to be added to
facilitate the growth of the site and ensure its use does
not impact upon the local environment.
11.4
IMPACTS OF NON-AVIATION DEVELOPMENT
Non-aviation development at Melbourne Airport is
consistent with the general urban planning arrangements
in Melbourne’s north-west. These include Plan
Melbourne, the Hume Planning Scheme and the National
Airports Safeguarding Framework. Within the Hume
Municipal Strategic Statement (MSS) under Clause 21.011, Melbourne Airport is designated a Transport Gateway

and recognised as ‘one of Victoria’s key strategic
assets and economic drivers’ and ‘one of the largest
employment generators in Melbourne’. Further, the
Hume MSS also seeks (under Clause 21.02-2 Strategy 7.1)
to ‘support land-use and development within the airport
precinct that is consistent with its specialist function as a
Transport Gateway’.
The Hume MSS (Clause 22.01-1) recognises that the
‘City’s main industrial areas are located adjacent to
the Hume Highway in Campbellfield, Coolaroo and
Somerton or around Melbourne Airport in Tullamarine
and Westmeadows’. Significantly the Hume MSS (Clause
22.01-1) states that the ‘development of land around
Melbourne Airport and along the Hume Highway, Hume
Freeway and Donnybrook Road for employment uses
and business growth are key strategies of the MSS’.
The Master Plan and Activity Centre Zone provide for
complementary retail and commercial development
to take place on land not required for aviation uses.
There are no specific developments proposed in this
Master Plan likely to adversely affect the local or regional
economy, or conflict with the objectives of surrounding
planning schemes. In addition, the non-aviation landside
precincts are an important physical buffer between
24-hour airport operations and residential areas.
This pattern of development is complementary to
other activity centres near the airport, making good
use of available infrastructure.
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12.0
Ground
Transport
Plan
This section describes the Ground
Transport Plan for Melbourne
Airport. It covers the investments
needed to cater for increased
travel to the airport from
passengers, employees
and freight vehicles.
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changing and diversifying beyond traditional modes,
with growing demand for rideshare, public transport
and bicycle riding among others. It is recognised that
the airport’s existing facilities may be insufficient to
accommodate the increased demand for all these modes.
These constraints have been identified in preparing the
Ground Transport Plan, and a range of measures have
been developed and presented following in response to
these issues.
12.3
2027 GROUND TRANSPORT PLAN
Melbourne Airport’s five-year Ground Transport Plan is
structured around delivering on five strategic objectives:
• Increase road capacity to address existing congestion
issues, accommodate future growth, and ensure
network resilience

12.1
OVERVIEW
The Ground Transport Plan sets out the measures that will be implemented to improve
the performance and customer experience for passenger, employee and commercial
vehicle travel to Melbourne Airport.
The plan progresses the development of a long-term solution to manage peak-period
traffic congestion on the existing road network. It also outlines opportunities to
increase public transport use, enable bicycle riding, and manage travel demand. By
delivering on these, transport access options will significantly improve over the Master
Plan period.
The first five years of this Master Plan will see continued investment in Melbourne
Airport’s internal road network, and continued planning of medium and long-term
infrastructure initiatives. This period will also see advanced planning and design for the
Melbourne Airport Rail (MAR) project regarding critical elements such as location and
connectivity of the rail station within the main terminal precinct.
Beyond this five-year period, Melbourne Airport will build on the initiatives identified
in the five-year plan to further deliver an interconnected ground transport system
supporting safe, efficient and reliable journeys for all modes of transport and airport
users. In particular, implementation of MAR will occur, which is a critical component
in enhancing traveller access to/from the airport, enabling other commercial
development opportunities, and ensuring the long-term usability of the main
terminal precinct.
The Ground Transport Plan focuses on Melbourne Airport’s strategy for moving
people and freight at the airport and providing access to and from the airport,
based on the aviation and non-aviation developments identified in this Master Plan.
However, it does not consider the construction traffic impacts of any specific project
during construction (for example, Melbourne Airport’s Third Runway). These will be
considered as part of the relevant Major Development Plan approval process

12.2
TRANSPORT SYSTEM CONSTRAINTS
A critical constraint of the existing transport network
is vehicular access to the forecourt of high-demand
Terminals 1, 2 and 3 (T1,2,3) as identified in Section 5.4.2.
Access to this area is via the Arrival Drive/Departure
Drive corridor. Although it has four traffic lanes, it is
constrained by the at-grade intersection with Centre
176

Road–Terminal Drive. This signalised intersection has
limited capacity: during peak-demand periods the traffic
queues can extend for about 800 metres and almost
impact the Tullamarine Freeway northbound.
Over the duration of this Master Plan, passenger growth
will result in increased traffic demand (as shown in Section
7.5) which will place further pressure on the airport’s road
congestion points. At the same time, travel patterns are

• Reconfigure ground transport facilities serving Terminal
1,2,3 to increase drop-off/pick-up capacity and enable
more space for people at the building frontages
• Facilitate expansions to bus service levels and
network coverage in order to encourage public
transport use
• Guide the development of a passenger rail service
to the airport
• Enable safe bicycle riding access to the airport.
Melbourne Airport’s plan to deliver on these strategic
objectives is described below.
12.3.1
External road network
Road access to Melbourne Airport is provided from the
north (Sunbury Road), south (Airport Drive, South Centre
Road, Watson Drive) and the south-east (Tullamarine
Freeway). The Tullamarine Freeway carries approximately
two-thirds of all airport traffic and can be subject to
congestion during peak periods.
The completion of the CityLink Tulla Widening project in
early 2019 increased the Tullamarine Freeway’s capacity
and has resulted in reduced congestion and improved
travel times for peak-hour trips to and from the airport.
This upgrade has also attracted traffic previously using
arterial roads (for example, through the Business Park)
onto the freeway network, as the upgrade offers faster
travel times compared to arterial routes. Given the recent
completion of this significant road upgrade, no further
road improvement projects in the vicinity of the airport
are expected to be required within the next five years for
travel to the airport.
Nevertheless, there may be ongoing opportunities to
improve the use of network infrastructure. This could be
achieved through use of intelligent transport systems (ITS)
in demand management of traffic flows. Variable speed
limit signs could be used to manage traffic flows on the
freeway network during peak demand periods. Dynamic
wayfinding signs with additional travel time information

could be used to encourage a redistribution of traffic
away from the Tullamarine Freeway to Airport Drive
(particularly traffic from the west). Melbourne Airport has
been working with the Victorian Department of Transport
to plan for the establishment of a coordinated network of
ITS infrastructure to assist in these types of measures.
12.3.2
Internal road network
To address existing congestion issues during peak
periods and accommodate future growth, Melbourne
Airport is committed to undertaking a substantial
investment in the on-airport road network in the first five
years of this Master Plan period. This will be achieved
through an expansion of the airport internal road
network, as well as the T1,2,3 ground transport facilities.
It has been planned as a combined, integrated suite of
infrastructure collectively known as the Elevated Roads
Project. It has been outlined as concepts in previous
Master Plans, and be delivered within the five-year
horizon of this Master Plan.
The project includes construction of four new elevated
road segments. These will be delivered via two
construction projects: the T4 Express Link and
Elevated Road & Forecourt Stage Two. These are shown
in Figure 12-1 and Figure 12-2, and described below:
• A new freeway exit from the Tullamarine Freeway to
connect directly with the existing elevated roadway
along Airport Drive (currently providing access to
the T4 drop-off, pick-up and car park facility) – this
is known as the T4 Express Link and has received
planning approval
• An extension of the elevated roadway (along Airport
Drive) into the T1,2,3 multistorey car park structure –
which will be reconfigured for public drop-off
and pick-up
• An elevated road link for traffic exiting from
the reconfigured T1,2,3 drop-off facility into
Departure Drive
• An elevated road link for traffic exiting from the
reconfigured T1,2,3 public pick-up facility into
Melbourne Drive (for pick-up traffic).
The new elevated road network will be used for all cars
dropping-off, and for public pick-up – for all terminals. It
will enable the removal of all traffic from Departure Drive,
allowing the space to be better used for people walking
and gathering around the terminal frontage.
The existing forecourt will be reconfigured, with several
traffic lanes removed (enabled by the reduced traffic
volumes, with drop-off/pick-up relocated into the T1,2,3
structure). It will remain open for limited vehicle groups,
particularly SkyBus and shuttle bus services. Taxi and
rideshare pick-up facilities for T1,2,3 will also remain in
the ground forecourt.
A Major Development Plan for the Elevated Road
& Forecourt Stage Two project was approved in
October 2021.
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• The existing forecourt will be streamlined, with several
traffic lanes removed, and used only by SkyBus and
shuttle bus services (drop-off and pick-up) as well as
taxis, rideshare and VHA (pick-up only).
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By removing traffic from the existing drop-off and public
pick-up areas, this enables more space for people at
the terminal building frontages – thereby ensuring
they do not experience unsafe crowding levels. It also
removes the close proximity of public vehicles from the
terminal buildings, thereby improving security threat
management in accordance with current international
best practice.
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The new drop-off and pick-up areas will be configured
using purpose-built designs that provide substantial
increases to kerb-side capacity while maintaining
traffic flows. Overall, it will provide increased capacity,
improved efficiency, reduced waiting times and
improved passenger experience.
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Figure 12-3 shows an illustration of the new Elevated
Forecourt, where the new drop-off and pick-up facilities
will be located, accessed via the new elevated road links.
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12.3.4
Public transport
Melbourne Airport encourages increased public
transport use for all people travelling to and from the
airport. This will enable the airport to accommodate
future travel demands (as indicated in the passenger
and employment forecasts) and reduce the impact of
airport trips.
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The ground transport facilities at T1,2,3 will be reconfigured
and expanded in combination with the investment in the
internal road network outlined above. These changes are
integrated with the Elevated Roads Project.

600m
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12.3.3
Ground transport facilities

T4

• The new facilities will be connected to the terminal
buildings through dedicated walking links

The public transport elements of the ground transport
plan for the next five years include improvements to bus
performance (enabled by the Elevated Roads Project),
facilitating improvements to bus service levels and
network coverage, and the development of a passenger
rail service (MAR). These elements are outlined below.
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West and north of the airfield, new access roads will be
required within five years to support the development of
Melbourne Airport’s third runway (when construction of
the runway commences). In later years, these new roads
will support longer-term future aviation and non-aviation
development in the western sub-precinct (as discussed in
Section 12.4.2 and shown in Figure 12-6).
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Elsewhere across the airport internal road network, minor
enhancements to some intersections and road segments
are proposed to improve network reliability and resilience.
These include upgrades such as road duplications (from
single to dual carriageways) and upgrading intersections
from roundabouts to signalised intersections. These
upgrades are proposed in the aviation support area and
in the Business Park as shown in Figure 12-1.

T1

• Public pick-up will be relocated from the forecourt
to level 2 of the T1,2,3 car park structure; although
taxis, rideshare and VHA will still use the ground-level
forecourt for pick-up

SOUT

As outlined in Section 11.2, within the next 10 years,
Melbourne Airport is proposing to continue the
development of the high-exposure site located along
the Tullamarine Freeway and Airport Drive (referred to
as Elite Park). This will require the development of new
internal roads to provide access from Mercer Drive and
Melrose Drive, as shown in Figure 12-1.

• Drop-off for T1,2,3 will be relocated from Departure
Drive to Level 3 of the T1,2,3 car park structure; all cars
dropping-off passengers for T1,2,3 will use this facility
(including taxis, rideshare and VHA dropping-off)

BR

Overall, the Elevated Roads Project will provide valuable
benefits for the road network. It will increase access
capacity and improve travel time reliability. In addition,
the resulting network structure will provide resilience,
allowing flexible operations to manage traffic flows
during construction, special events or incidents. Wider
benefits are also expected outside the internal network,
with modelling showing the project will prevent extensive
queues and delays to Tullamarine Freeway outbound
traffic (which would otherwise occur without the project).

Figure 12-1
Melbourne Airport – 2027 Road Network Plan
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The surface road network will continue to be used as the
primary circulation network for commercial passenger
vehicles (e.g. shuttle buses, coaches, rideshare and taxi),
public transport vehicles, employees and freight traffic.
The reconfigured access arrangements will remove a
significant volume of traffic from the current at-grade
road network, thereby improving the level of service
for other airport users including public transport and
commercial traffic.

The reconfigured T1,2,3 ground transport facilities,
referred to as the New Elevated Forecourt, includes the
following key features:

Ground Transport Plan

K E IL O R

The new infrastructure will be supported by intersection
upgrades to accommodate the changed travel patterns,
as well as the implementation of intelligent transport
technology (e.g. lane-use management systems and
variable messaging signs) to improve passenger
wayfinding and better manage the operation of
the network.
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Figure 12-2
Melbourne Airport – Ground transport developments around terminals

Ground Transport Plan

Figure 12-3
Illustration of the new elevated road and forecourt
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The changes to the airport road network to be
implemented as part of the Elevated Roads Project
(as outlined above) will also enable benefits for buses.
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When travelling to the airport, all buses will benefit
from reduced congestion on the Tullamarine Freeway
and Terminal Drive, which would otherwise occur if the
Elevated Roads Project were not implemented. This will
provide improvements to bus travel time, and reliability
for all buses travelling to the airport during peak periods.
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within close proximity of Melbourne
Airport Rail and with efficient
terminal access
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New Road (0-5 years)
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Elevated entry to T123 pick-up/drop-off

Road widening (6-20 years)

T123 drop-off level 3; T123 public pick-up level 2

Intersection improvements (0-5 years)

Elevated exit from T123 (drop-off)

Intersection improvements (6-20 years)

Elevated exit from T123 (pick-up)
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12.3.4.1
Bus performance improvements from road
network changes

Within the airport road network, the high-volume dropoff and pick-up traffic will be relocated to the elevated
road network. This will ease congestion on the surface
network used by buses (as per existing route alignments)
thereby providing further improvements to travel time
and reliability. Buses stopping at T1,2,3 will continue to
use the ground forecourt; the reduced clutter and lower
traffic volumes will allow for additional improvements to
travel time and reliability.
12.3.4.2
Bus service levels and network coverage – airport
transfer express bus services
Over the next five years, the SkyBus express service
to the CBD is expected to still be the primary public
transport service to the airport, particularly for air
passengers. It will continue to be supplemented by

other services to regional and suburban areas (whether
operated by SkyBus or other bus operators).
Melbourne Airport will work with bus operators seeking
to increase service frequency on these routes and/
or expand route coverage. There is currently strong
demand for airport transfer buses to use the T1,2,3
ground forecourt. However, there is spare capacity to
accommodate additional demand in the T4 ground
transport hub. There is therefore strong confidence that
any additional demand can be accommodated.
12.3.4.3
Bus service levels and network coverage – local
public transport
Melbourne Airport is particularly interested in
understanding opportunities to expand the service levels
and network coverage of PTV buses so that they can better
match the airport’s operating environment. For example,
the frequency and hours of operation of most existing bus
services (excluding the 901 SmartBus) could be improved by
increasing the service frequency and expanding the service
time-spans (to accommodate the needs of shift workers).
Furthermore, there are very few residential areas within
five to 10 kilometres of the airport connected to the
airport by a direct bus service. Improving connectivity
to nearby residential areas and activity centres, with
reasonable levels of service on the routes, will help
improve travel options for passengers and employees
travelling from these local areas.
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Melbourne Airport strongly supports a passenger rail
service between Melbourne city centre and the airport,
to increase choice of transport modes, provide reliable
travel times for public transport users, encourage mode
shift, and reduce congestion on major road infrastructure
in the long-term.
In November 2020, the Victorian Government determined
a preferred alignment for the Melbourne Airport
Rail project (MAR) as shown in Figure 12-5. A Major
Development Plan will be prepared for MAR (for works on
the airport site) and placed on public exhibition before
being submitted to the Commonwealth Government.

Melbourne Airport welcomes financial commitments
from both the Commonwealth and Victorian
Governments to fund MAR.
MAR’s construction is complex and would extend beyond
the first five years of this Master Plan. The Victorian
Government has indicated that construction will begin
in 2022 with a target completion date of 2029, subject
to relevant Victorian and Commonwealth planning,
environment and other government approvals. Specific
initiatives within the next five years will include planning,
approval and design elements of the rail project; as well
as preliminary construction works. Melbourne Airport will
work with relevant government agencies to ensure the
needs of all airport users are appropriately considered.
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12.3.5
Bicycle riding infrastructure
Melbourne Airport is interested in enabling safe bicycle
riding access to the terminals and employment areas.
This could be achieved by ensuring that bicycle riding
infrastructure is provided on key routes within 10
kilometres of the airport, e.g. as per the Department of
Transport’s Strategic Cycling Corridors network. This also
requires the provision of suitable bicycle parking and
end-of-trip facilities at the airport.

CA

To ensure the suitable provision of end-of-trip facilities
throughout the airport, Melbourne Airport has published
its Planning and Urban Design Strategy for landside
developments. It includes guidelines for providing
bicycle parking and end-of-trip facilities when buildings
are developed or expanded. These guidelines have been
incorporated into Melbourne Airport’s internal planning
permit process.
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Key measures needed to provide safe bicycle
riding infrastructure involve addressing those gaps
in the existing network infrastructure that exist in
off-airport and on-airport segments. Proposals to
expand the bicycle riding network in the surrounding
area include the Northern Regional Trails Strategy
(2016) which includes trails that would address the
off-airport gaps. Timeframes are subject to funding
availability. Melbourne Airport supports the strategy’s
implementation and encourages government funding.
Progressive improvements to the on-airport bicycle
riding network will be sought when implementing other
upgrades to the roads and precincts. Melbourne Airport
will seek to use these opportunities to improve the
connectivity of the internal shared path network and
address the on-airport gaps.
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This Master Plan makes provision for a rail link,
including reserving land on-airport for a rail alignment.
The extension of Airport Drive includes a wide median
reservation to allow for construction of a rail connection
into the terminal. This reservation is consistent with the
Sunshine Route set aside by the Victorian Government in
2001. This Master Plan also makes provision for a station
to be located in close proximity to the terminal buildings,
providing easy access for all passengers.

Within the first five years of this Master Plan, the
northern segments of the SRL could be subject to further
planning. Melbourne Airport will work with the relevant
government agencies to ensure any safeguarding
requirements are identified, and to maximise the
benefits for SRL customers – for which the airport
would be a valued destination. The SRL is discussed
further in Section 12.4.4.
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12.3.4.4
Melbourne Airport Rail project

In 2018, the Victorian Government announced the
Suburban Rail Loop project (SRL) which proposes a
new passenger rail line orbiting Melbourne’s northern
and eastern suburbs, and connecting to the Melbourne
Airport Rail line. Although a long-term proposal, the
SRL has the potential to provide significant mprovements
to the airport’s public transport connectivity. In this
regard, Melbourne Airport is interested in further
understanding the potential for this project to transform
travel patterns, and the planning work required to
achieve the best outcomes.

Figure 12-4
Melbourne Airport – future public transport proposals

IN

Figure 12-4 shows potential future public transport
connections to Melbourne Airport as potential
improvements to existing services and potential new
services/extensions.

12.3.4.5
Suburban Rail Loop project

Ground Transport Plan

R

In the next five years, Melbourne Airport will work with
the Department of Transport to investigate opportunities
to improve local public transport connectivity, either in
terms of improved service provision of existing routes or
expanded network coverage. The latter could potentially
be achieved by modifications to existing bus routes (such
as route extensions) or from all-new routes.
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12.3.6
Travel demand management

Figure 12-5
Melbourne Airport Rail project route alignment
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Over the 20-year timespan of this Master Plan the
demand for the ground transport network in and around
Melbourne Airport is expected to grow as a result
of continuing growth in airport activity and intensive
residential development in the Sunbury Growth Corridor
and Northern Growth Corridor.
The initiatives identified to address this demand will
increase travel options for all users and provide more
reliable journey times. Melbourne Airport will work with
Commonwealth and Victorian government agencies to
plan and safeguard for these enhancements.
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As part of managing future travel demand, Melbourne
Airport will review its Planning and Urban Design
Strategy, in particular the provisions relating to minimum
parking supply requirements. Currently, the strategy sets
outs minimum parking standards based on the Hume
Planning Scheme, which may be considered typical for
outer-suburban industrial and commercial developments.
With the proposed growth in employment at the airport,
and proposed improvements to public transport,
there may be opportunity to reduce the parking
supply requirements (depending on location). Some
locations may be suited to have limited parking supply
requirements, in order to further manage demand.
12.4
20-YEAR GROUND TRANSPORT STRATEGY
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Areas to the north of the airport are among the fastest
growing regions in the country. The combined population
of the Sunbury Growth Corridor and Northern Growth
Corridor is expected to exceed 300,000 people when
fully developed. This growth will put increasing pressure
on Sunbury Road, and other freeway and arterial road
corridors in the north-west metropolitan area.
To accommodate the future growth, a number of
significant improvements to the off-airport road network
are proposed to be delivered over the next 20 years
(as shown in Figure 12-6). Of note are three projects
being planned by the Victorian Government and
Commonwealth Government: the Melbourne Airport
Link road project (MAL), Bulla Bypass, and the Outer
Metropolitan Ring transport corridor (OMR).
The completion of these three projects will be
transformative for regional traffic patterns through
this area. For the airport, it will result in a considerable
redistribution of traffic travelling to and from the airport.
Traffic travelling from the outer western and northern
areas of Melbourne should travel via the OMR instead
of the M80 Ring Road, thereby approaching the airport
from the north (via MAL) instead of the south (via the
Tullamarine Freeway).

Melbourne Airport supports these road projects and
recognises their value in ensuring reliable journey times
for airport passengers, employees, and people living and
working in the region. Given the high population forecasts
for the growth corridors, should these road projects be
pushed-out further beyond the 2040s it would result in
even higher traffic volumes on the existing road network.
This in turn would lead to increased deterioration of
travel times and reliability – particularly at network pinch
points (potentially triggering upgrades of the arterial
network). This emphasises the need for the planning and
programming of these important road projects.
Melbourne Airport will work with the Department
of Transport to ensure that airport access needs are
appropriately considered in future network planning,
and particularly for the above projects. This includes
integrating the planning and design for MAL with airport
entries and exits, particularly to and from the north.
12.4.2
Internal road network
Access improvements to and from the forecourt will be
substantially completed during the first five years of this
Master Plan. Major enhancements beyond the five-year
timeframe will be dependent on the timing of external
projects. A significant proposal is to construct northfacing ramps onto the Tullamarine Freeway (the existing
airport freeway access uses south-facing ramps) as shown
in Figure 12-1 and Figure 12-2 (‘New Road 6–20 years’).
These ramps would increase the airport’s capacity to
accommodate increased traffic approaching from the
north (facilitated by OMR and MAL). In this regard,
implementation of the north-facing ramps would be
timed to integrate with the delivery of MAL. Melbourne
Airport will work with relevant agencies to coordinate on
timing and integration of complementary plans.
In addition, the widening of Airport Drive to three lanes in
each direction is also proposed (as shown in Figure 12-1).
Beyond the Landside Main Precinct, further enhancements
to the internal road network will be delivered to
support future commercial and employment activity.
In the Business Park, modest improvements to existing
connector and local access roads will support the precinct
build-out, providing access and improving circulation.
On the western side of the airport site, as options for
future aviation and non-aviation development are further
considered, new roads will be needed to provide access to
the area. The location, form and timing of these new roads
would be subject to further planning (e.g. as part of multidisciplinary investigations) and consultation. Figure 12-6
shows three potential approaches, which include proposals
for new access from the west and north, and were included
in previous Master Plans. (These approaches are shown as
indicative alignments in the Development Concept Plans
outlined in Section 2 of this Master Plan).
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Figure 12-6
Melbourne Airport – future road network access
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The proposed northern and western approaches
provide an opportunity to link at the western subprecinct, providing a new through-route for regional
and sub-regional traffic from the adjacent areas. Such a
through-route would allow a new direct road connection
between Kings Road and the Oaklands Road/Somerton
Road corridors (currently only traversable via circuitous
routes across the wider road network). This would
provide several advantages to surrounding communities.
They include shortening travel time for users of the
new route; easing traffic on existing routes (particularly
Bulla-Diggers Rest Road); and providing resilience to
the road network. Melbourne Airport will work with the
Department of Transport and relevant Councils to jointly
plan for this potential opportunity.
12.4.3
Ground transport facilities
Over the 20-year Master Plan period, demand for all ground
transport facilities is anticipated to increase. In the short
to medium-term, the increased demand will be able to be
accommodated using the combined capacities of the T4
ground transport hub and T1/2/3 reconfigured forecourt.
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high-quality and well-connected transit connections
between the airport and Melbourne’s northern and
eastern suburbs. As the SRL project is developed further,
Melbourne Airport will work with the project teams and
government agencies to facilitate its development, with
the goal of enabling increased public transport use for
travel to and from the airport.
12.4.5
Bicycle riding infrastructure
Developing a network of safe bicycle riding infrastructure
to and within the airport is expected to take a substantial
period of time given funding constraints. It may extend
into the entire 20-year Master Plan period and potentially
beyond. The Department of Transport’s Strategic Cycling
Corridors network (as shown in Figure 12-7) maps out a
network of primary routes and main routes which would
facilitate future bicycle riding access to the airport.

In the longer term, expanded facilities are likely to be
required to accommodate further growth. This growth
will be focused around the proposed terminal expansions
to the south. As such, the expanded facilities will be
provided to service this area. The T4 ground transport
hub has a suitable foundation for expanding, and is wellpositioned to service growth to the southern terminals.

Further to the off-airport bicycle riding routes outlined
in the Northern Regional Trails Strategy (2016) it is
understood that the MAL, OMR and Bulla Bypass road
projects include proposals to include the construction of
off-road bicycle paths within the respective road reserves.
This would be valuable in enabling safe bicycle riding
access to the airport, and could provide connections
to the wider metropolitan trail and bicycle riding path
network. Melbourne Airport will work with relevant
agencies to coordinate network improvements such as
these to further develop a network of safe bicycle riding
infrastructure in the area.

12.4.4
Public transport

12.5
TRANSPORT SYSTEM CAPACITY AND DEMAND

The key public transport initiative to be delivered in
the next 20 years will be the construction of Melbourne
Airport Rail. The Victorian Government has indicated
that the target completion date for Melbourne Airport
Rail (MAR) is 2029, subject to relevant Victorian and
Commonwealth planning, environment and other
government approvals, Melbourne Airport will work with
the project delivery team to ensure that this project is
delivered in a timely manner. Closer to MAR's opening,
Melbourne Airport will also work with the Department
of Transport to plan for complementary changes to the
bus network, in order to achieve an integrated public
transport network.

During the first five years of this Master Plan period,
the capacity of the internal road network will increase
following completion of the Elevated Roads Project
(outlined above). Specifically, the works will result in an
additional three traffic lanes (on the elevated road links)
providing access to the T1,2,3 area. This will combine
with the existing four lanes on Arrival Drive that will
be retained. The elevated road links will be gradeseparated, ensuring the additional traffic lanes are not
constrained by intersections. Overall, this will result in a
significant increase to the airport’s internal road capacity.

Further into the 2030s and 2040s, the proposed
expansion of the terminals to the south means that the
T4 ground transport hub will be ideally located as a
central pick-up and drop-off point for public transport
passengers. (It is currently used by PTV buses, which
are well-placed to service passengers travelling to the
southern terminals.)
As the airport becomes a larger and more active
destination for travel, employment and other activities,
the proposed SRL will be valuable in shifting more travel
to public transport. As noted in Section 12.3.4.5, the SRL
has the potential to provide significant improvements to
the airport’s public transport connectivity by providing

The changes to the road system will in turn result in
changes to traffic flows around the terminals, although
not in terms of increased/decreased traffic demand.
Rather, the changes will redistribute traffic flows, with
a large proportion of the airport’s drop-off/pick-up
traffic relocating from the existing surface roads onto
the new elevated road links. This has several benefits,
with the surface network allowing for improved travel
times (notably for buses) and also ensuring there are no
traffic queues on Terminal Drive extending back onto the
Tullamarine Freeway.
Ultimately the Elevated Roads Project has several
positive impacts on the road transport system, for both
the internal roads around the terminals as well as the
external road network.
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Melbourne Airport recognises that providing ground
transport access which meets the needs of airport users
requires a collaborative approach with key state and local
authorities. Melbourne Airport is committed to working
with them to implement the Ground Transport Plan and
jointly improve transport outcomes.
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In recent years, the landside transport environment has
significantly changed as a result of market disruption
and technological change. One notable example
is the deregulation of the taxi and hire car industry
to accommodate rideshare services. This changing
environment, which presents Melbourne Airport with
both challenges and opportunities, emphasises the
need for continuous monitoring and planning so that
the appropriate responses may be implemented.
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In the longer term, the realisation of concepts such as
autonomous vehicles or mobility-as-a-service networks
could result in further changes to passenger and
employee trip patterns. Given the costs and barriers,
such changes are expected to be relatively small within
the life of this Master Plan. However, in delivering
landside infrastructure with a life in excess of 20 years,
Melbourne Airport must be cognisant of the potential
implications of future transportation concepts, and
safeguard accordingly.

TO N
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12.6
WORKING WITH STATE AND LOCAL AUTHORITIES

12.7
MARKET DISRUPTORS AND TECHNOLOGICAL
INNOVATION

As awareness about emissions and fuel costs has grown,
the past five years have also seen a significant rise in the
number of zero-emission vehicles travelling to and from
the airport (albeit a very low proportion of total vehicles).
Their current users do not require dedicated facilities
such as recharging stations (vehicle range is sufficient for
them to make a return journey and recharge at home).
However, as take-up increases, passengers travelling
longer distances (or with shorter-range vehicles) may
need these facilities at the airport. Recharging facilities
for electric vehicles might have to be incorporated in
future car park upgrades, and in taxi and rideshare
holding areas. Melbourne Airport will monitor trends
to anticipate the demand for such facilities.

SO M ER

AD

In addition, there are some non-aviation developments
proposed, mainly away from the terminals and
particularly in the Landside Business Precinct. Generally,
the traffic generated from these developments does not
impact the road network around the terminals (due to
the locations and the layout of the road network).
Melbourne Airport actively monitors and manages the
potential traffic impacts from these developments
through its planning approval process, and through
Major Development Plans (MDPs) for larger
developments. Traffic assessments are undertaken for
all developments at the planning stage (including MDPs),
which detail the forecast traffic generation and
subsequent traffic impacts, if any, on the surrounding
road network. This allows any such impacts to be
identified in advance, and mitigating measures
appropriately planned and implemented. In the event
of any adverse impacts identified on the external road
network, Melbourne Airport will work with the
Department of Transport regarding any potential
upgrades to external roads and intersections.

Other initiatives described in this section have been
progressed through existing forums such as the Planning
Coordination Forum and regular meetings with relevant
government agencies.

RO

In the event of any peak period traffic queues impacting
the airport internal road network, additional measures
are available to manage demand. They include using
multiple exit points from facilities to broaden traffic
distribution, or directing incoming traffic to another
drop-off/pick-up location (e.g. directing T123 traffic
to the T4 ground transport hub). The ability to deploy
such measures will be enhanced by the Elevated Roads
Project. As such, Melbourne Airport is confident of being
able to manage future traffic demand.

Figure 12-7
Melbourne Airport future bicycle riding network

Y

As passenger growth continues, traffic demand is
forecast to increase (as described in the forecasts
shown in Section 7). The impacts of this traffic growth
have been assessed, with the findings showing that
any potential impacts are effectively mitigated by the
Elevated Roads Project. While some traffic queues
may be expected during peak periods on the elevated
road links (for traffic travelling to the T1,2,3 drop-off/
pick-up facilities), the assessment showed that such
queues would be less than 300 metres, which is within
the link’s storage capacity of approximately 450
metres. Overall, the Elevated Roads Project will provide
sufficient capacity for the ground transport system to
accommodate the airport’s demands throughout the
20-year Master Plan period.

The proposed new freeway exit from the Tullamarine
Freeway (part of the Elevated Roads Project) has
been previously discussed and workshopped with the
Victorian Government road authorities. This allowed for
the exit ‘stub’ to be constructed as part of the CityLink
Tulla Widening project. Further consultation on this
project will occur through the Major Development Plan
process and other regular forums.

Ground Transport Plan

M cN AB S

During the subsequent years of this Master Plan period,
further capacity improvements would be achieved
following completion of the proposed north-facing
ramp connections. These are timed to coincide with
major changes to the external road network (notably
MAL and OMR).
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Utilities Infrastructure Development Plan

13.0
Utilities
Infrastructure
Development Plan
This section outlines Melbourne
Airport’s utilities initiatives
and investments (completed,
underway or planned) to facilitate
its growth while delivering on
its environmental and
sustainability strategies.
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Table 13-1
Summary of key utilities-related initiatives (completed, underway or planned) for Melbourne Airport
Key focus areas Initiatives
Reliability

Demand & capacity management
-

Completed: Proactive identification of network capacity requirements though forecasting, planning and managing
demand via the (to be updated) Thermal Network Strategy 2018, Electricity Network Masterplan 2018 and Gas Network
Masterplan 2018 and (under development) Water Network (Potable water, Sewer and Stormwater) Masterplan.

Decentralisation of plants
-

Completed: Diversification and de-centralisation of e.g. thermal plants where feasible, to promote flexibility and
adaptability through modular or scalable solutions.

Inground service corridors
-

Sustainability

13.1
OVERVIEW
Melbourne Airport’s demand for utilities will increase due to planned growth in:

Climate change
-

Completed: Build infrastructure to ensure safety, compliance and effective heat and insulation in terminals

-

Completed: Installation of solar panels on rooftops in Business Park operations and solar farm in Oakland junction to
supplement the airport’s demand for electricity

-

Underway: Consider impact of climate change on infrastructure requirements and allow room for more maintenance
costs, disruptions, transmission losses and load demands

Consumption levels

• Aircraft movements and aviation passengers:
• development across international and domestic terminals including retail,
and food and beverage outlets
• airfield developments including the third runway (M3R) and future
apron developments
• ground transport infrastructure expansion

-

Completed: Reconfiguration of pipelines to increase the use of rainwater for flushing toilets in terminals

-

Completed: Separate and enhance the fire water suppression systems from the potable water main to improve fire and
life safety

-

Underway: Installation of smart meters to enable automated monitoring electricity and water usage across various
precincts in Melbourne Airport

-

Planned: Install a second diverse water main supply from the Northern end of the airport to improve water supply
resilience

Renewables, recyclables and clean energy

• commercial property development:
• significant developments within the Landside Main Precinct and the
Landside Business Precinct

-

Completed: Development of a Glint and Glare report template to provide guidance to proponents wanting to install
solar panels within Melbourne Airport’s land and promote consistency in meeting the minimum requirements and in
addressing health and safety risks

-

Completed: Develop a Connections and Distribution Agreement to inform solar panels proponents on the terms and
conditions of installing solar/ battery devices and facilitate the collection of information/ data to aid planning and legal
reporting requirements

-

Completed: Develop a Solar Farm to diversify energy sources and contribute to environmental sustainability

-

Planned: Explore technologies such as batteries and storage facilities, electric vehicles and hydrogen etc. to diversify
energy sources and reduce impact on the environment

• expansion and development to the west and north of the Aviation Precinct
While the need for utility supplies is typically driven by both aviation and non-aviation
growth and development, many other factors affect capacity choices. They include
regulatory obligations; environmental and sustainability obligations and influences;
new technologies; and the business’s long-term investment outlook.
Key initiatives for utilities at Melbourne Airport are outlined in Table 13-1.
In some cases, these are complemented by the Environment Strategy.
Given the considerations in Table 13-1, it is proposed to deliver a range of capital
infrastructure projects that are specific to the energy network (thermal, gas, electricity,
alternative energy) and the water network (potable, stormwater and sewerage).
Correspondingly, in-ground services corridors must be proactively identified and
safeguarded to cater for Melbourne Airport’s growth and expansion plans.
These are detailed in the following sections.

194

Underway: Proactive identification and safeguarding of inground utilities required to serve the growth of expansion of
various Airport precincts and ensure integrated planning with above ground development plans

Cost
effectiveness

Procurement
-

Completed: Progressive purchasing of gas supplies to maximise value while balancing risks and opportunities under a
new procurement model

Asset management
-

Underway: Improved life-cycle management of the asset base to ensure compliance and cost effectiveness

Digitisation and technology
-

Underway: Close the loop between data gathering and reporting through smart monitoring and controls such as
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA), Building Management Systems, Geographic information systems
(GIS) and Building Information Modelling (BIM) to ensure accurate, timely asset information are available to facilitate
planning and development
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13.2
ENERGY NETWORK

13.2.2
Thermal energy network

Melbourne Airport continues to manage its energy
network to guarantee essential services such as lifesafety systems and runway lighting during emergencies.
In doing so, APAM runs a robust and regular diagnosis
of the network’s condition and relies on monitoring
and smart systems to inform maintenance and asset
renewal. The airport remains committed to reducing
energy consumption even as the airport grows. All new
construction and refurbishment will require a range of
energy-efficiency measures such LED lighting, zoning
controls, and passive heating and cooling measures.

Demand for thermal energy is primarily driven by heating
and cooling needs in the terminals. Major thermal energy
network infrastructure projects completed, underway
or planned (subject to further feasibility assessments
including indicative location and timing of demand
triggers) are highlighted in Table 13-3 and in Figure 13-2.

In addition, Melbourne Airport is committed to
ongoing optimising of energy-intensive uses (such as
air-conditioning systems) and ensuring that clean or
alternative/renewable energy is part of the mix when
increasing capacity. Phased replacement of assets for
end-of-life infrastructure (in multiple locations across
Melbourne Airport land) is also planned for the highvoltage electricity, thermal and gas networks.
13.2.1
High-voltage electricity network
High-voltage (HV) electricity demand is primarily driven
by airfield, terminal and business park activities such as
cargo, commercial and recreation operations. The major
HV-network infrastructure projects either completed,
underway or planned (subject to further feasibility
assessments including indicative location and timing
of demand triggers) are highlighted in Table 13-2 and
in Figure 13-1.

13.2.3
Gas supply network
Demand for gas is driven primarily by Melbourne
Airport’s trigeneration plant, thermal network and
terminal developments associated with food and
beverage outlets; and major developments in the
business park. Major gas network infrastructure projects
completed, underway or planned (subject to further
feasibility assessments including indicative location
and timing of demand triggers) are highlighted in
Table 13-4 and in Figure 13-3.

Utilities Infrastructure Development Plan

Table 13-3
Thermal energy network projects
Legend
Projects
reference

Description

Status

1

Terminal Services
Building 4

Development of a new terminal services building (TSB) to support the heating and
cooling needs of future expansions in Terminal 2.

Planned

2

Terminal Services
Building 5

Development of a new TSB to support the heating and cooling needs of a midfield
terminal (if required).

Planned

3

Terminal Services
Building 1 and 3

Potential relocation of TSB 1 and/ or 3. This may be required if Melbourne Airport Rail
requires the existing TSBs to be relocated.

Planned

Table 13-4
Gas supply network projects

13.2.4
Alternative energy
Demand for alternative and sustainable energy is
increasing due to environmental and sustainability
concerns, regulatory changes, and the impacts of climate
change. Major alternative energy infrastructure projects
completed, underway or planned (subject to further
feasibility assessments including indicative location
and timing of demand triggers) are highlighted in
Table 13-5 and in Figure 13-4.

Legend
Projects
reference

Description

Status

1

Gas Retail Line
expansion

Expansion of gas capacity to support expansion of Food & Beverage outlets in
Terminals 1-4.

Planned

2

High Pressure
Gas line

Installation of high-pressure gas pipeline from near Western Ring Road to service
future developments in the terminals and business park.

Planned

Description

Status

Table 13-2
High-voltage electricity network projects
Legend
Projects
reference

196

Description

Status

1

Solar Farm
(ground mount)

Up to 12MW solar farm at Oaklands Junction to support sustainability and energy
efficiency aspirations.

Completed

2

MAT-1 Upgrade
(HV capacity)

Expansion of the electrical network capacity to ensure terminals and properties
are not constrained by lack of power supply.

Planned

3

Energy Centre
(Standby Generation
/ Energy Storage)

Potential energy storage facility

Planned

4

Solar Farm Expansion Potential expansion of existing solar farm to further support sustainability
and energy efficiency aspirations

Planned

5

Roof-top solar
developments

Completed, Underway
and Planned

Installation of solar panels on rooftops to support sustainability and energy
efficiency aspirations on multiple sites across Melbourne Airport Business
Park e.g. Agility Warehouse etc.

Table 13-5
Alternative energy projects
Legend
Projects
reference
1

Hydrogen fuel

Explore the potential of hydrogen as an alternative and viable fuel source for cars,
buses, ground support equipment, aircrafts etc. in the airport precincts.

Planned

2

Vehicle
electrification
charging stations

Consider trends and uptakes in electric vehicles and corresponding infrastructure &
equipment required across various airport sites.

Planned
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Figure 13-2
Thermal energy network infrastructure plan for Melbourne Airport

Figure 13-1
High-voltage electrical network infrastructure plan for Melbourne Airport
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Figure 13-3
Gas network infrastructure plan for Melbourne Airport
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Figure 13-4
Alternative energy infrastructure plan for Melbourne Airport
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13.3
WATER NETWORK

13.3.3
Sewerage

Melbourne Airport continues to manage its potable
water system in accordance with Australian and City
West Water standards. It also remains committed to
reducing potable water consumption and hence new
construction and refurbishment projects stipulate waterefficient fixtures and fittings.

Demand for sewerage facilities is primarily driven by
terminal and business park activities. Major sewerage
infrastructure projects completed, underway or planned
(subject to further feasibility assessments including
indicative location and timing of demand triggers) are
highlighted in Table 13-8 and in Figure 13-7.

Furthermore, Melbourne Airport is committed to
ongoing monitoring and optimisation of water-intensive
cooling systems. Along with early notification enabled
through smart metering, these measures will help
moderate the demand growth associated with an
increase in passenger numbers. Phased replacement of
assets for end-of-life infrastructure (in multiple locations
across Melbourne Airport land) are also planned for
stormwater, potable and sewer networks.
13.3.1
Potable water
Demand for potable water is primarily driven by terminal
and business park activities. Major potable water
infrastructure projects completed, underway or planned
(subject to further feasibility assessments including
indicative location and timing of demand triggers) are
highlighted in Table 13-6 and in Figure 13-5.
13.3.2
Stormwater drainage
Demand for stormwater water is primarily driven by
terminal, airfield and business park activities. Major
stormwater infrastructure projects completed, underway
or planned (subject to further feasibility assessments
including indicative location and timing of demand
triggers) are highlighted in Table 13-7 and in Figure 13-6.
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13.4
SERVICES (UTILITY) CORRIDORS
Demand for utilities will increase as Melbourne
Airport continues to expand or relocate aviation and
non-aviation-related activities. Melbourne Airport
is committed to identifying and safeguarding these
in-ground corridors to ensure further demand can
be catered for, while mitigating potential impacts to
existing services, infrastructure and/or the environment.
An indicative overview of the major trunk networks for
safeguarding are highlighted in Figure 13-8. These will
be expanded over time to ensure more road corridors
are safeguarded for future in-ground conduits.

Utilities Infrastructure Development Plan

Table 13-6
Potable water projects
Legend
Projects
reference

Description

Status

1.

Northern water main

Installation of second water supply point at the north of Melbourne Airport to
Underway
improve resilience, security, flexibility and increased capacity to meet future demand.

2.

Fire water separation
project

Installation of fire nodes to improve resilience and reliability of water supply used for
fire-fighting services within the terminal precinct while reducing load and pressures
on the potable water capacity to support the wider terminal development program.

Completed

3.

Sunbury – Melbourne
Airport Recycled
Water Connection

Installation of a recycled water connection from Sunbury Treatment Plant to
Melbourne Airport for irrigation and construction use.

Planned

Description

Status

Table 13-7
Stormwater drainage projects
Legend
Projects
reference
1.

Melbourne Airport
Business Park Estate
Trunk Stormwater

Construction of a trunk stormwater extension at Link Road West, to accommodate
1:100 year storm water flows at the Business Park estate.

Planned

2.

Stormwater Upgrade
– Arundel Creek

Development of water treatment facilities to mitigate the impact of runway and
apron development on stormwater infrastructure and current water quality and
contamination issues.

Planned

3.

PFAS Containment
Cell

Development of contaminated materials storage facilities to make way for future
development of capital projects and estate management activities.

Underway

Legend
Projects
reference

Description

Status

1.

Expansion of trunk infrastructure serving the Terminal Precinct

Planned

Table 13-8
Sewerage projects

Sewer Trunk
Infrastructure
Upgrade
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Figure 13-5
Potable water supply infrastructure plan for Melbourne Airport
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Figure 13-6
Stormwater drainage infrastructure plan for Melbourne Airport
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Figure 13-7
Sewerage treatment infrastructure plan for Melbourne Airport
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14.0
Environment
Strategy
This section forms the
Environment Strategy for
Melbourne Airport. It highlights
how the environmental and
heritage values of the airport
will be protected and enhanced;
and how its operations will be
managed to ensure continuous
improvement, positive
environmental and sustainability
outcomes, and meet industry
standards and community
expectations.
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Table 14-1
Relationship between overall strategy objectives and environmental aspects

14.1
OVERVIEW AND OBJECTIVES
The goal of the Melbourne Airport Environment Policy is for the airport ‘to be an
environmental leader for transport and logistics sites in Australia’. This strategy details
how this goal will be achieved.
Given Melbourne Airport’s complex heritage and environmental setting, achieving this
goal will require continuous improvement of its environmental management practices
and commitment to a clear strategy.
The Environment Strategy has been developed to give Melbourne Airport direction
in achieving its environment policy goal and, in doing so, satisfy the relevant
requirements of the Airports Act 1996. Additionally, this strategy has been written
as an integrated component of the Master Plan while also being able to be read as a
standalone document.

14.1.1
Melbourne Airport’s legislative obligations and
environment policy
The objectives of the Environment Strategy are to:
• continually improve environmental
management practices
• maintain and appropriately manage Indigenous and
non-Indigenous (historical) cultural heritage values
• ensure strong stewardship of the physical environment
• meet all compliance obligations and maintain the
goodwill of regulators, passengers and the community
• assist in delivering the APAM Environment, Social and
Governance (ESG) Strategy - People, Environment and
Community - priorities and targets
• future-proof the environmental value of the airport site.

These objectives have been developed to provide
overall direction to the strategy and include the multiple
environmental aspects that the airport has an impact
on. Each aspect represents a group of environmental
management considerations with a common focus
that is used to manage the airport’s environmental
impacts (Table 14-1). These aspect groups are useful
for implementing the strategy through the airport’s
Environmental Management Framework.
14.2
ENVIRONMENT STRATEGY CONTEXT
This section provides an overview of Melbourne Airport’s
operating context, and how this could change into the
future. A more detailed discussion of the current and future
operating contexts is provided for each environmental
aspect in the Action Plans section of this strategy.

Environmental Aspects

Overall objectives
Continually improve
environmental
management
practices

Maintain and
appropriately
manage Indigenous
and non-Indigenous
(historical) cultural
heritage values

Ensure strong
stewardship
of the physical
environment

Meet all compliance
obligations and
maintain goodwill

Future-proof the
environmental value
of the airport site

Environmental
management











Sustainability
management







Energy and carbon



Hazardous materials



Cultural heritage



Land and water
management





























Biodiversity and
conservation











Air quality and
ground-based
noise1









Waste management











Note 1: any air-quality impacts, noise impacts and greenhouse gas emissions directly attributable to aircraft are subject to different legislation and are outside the airport’s
direct operational control. These aspects are therefore outside the scope of the Environment Strategy. However, Melbourne Airport recognises the significance of these
aspects and works continuously with airlines and stakeholders to pursue positive environmental outcomes in relation to these matters.

14.2.1
Meeting today’s challenges while planning for
the future
Melbourne Airport has a unique cultural heritage and
environmental setting.
The airport is located on a broad plateau on the land of
the Wurundjeri people, the traditional owners. The site
includes several environmentally important areas and
provides habitat for a variety of native fauna. There are
several locations on or near the airport where artefacts of
cultural significance have been found. The airport estate
interacts with multiple natural surface waterways that
support aquatic ecological communities and are used
for irrigation and stock watering purposes. Figure 14-1
shows an overview of key environmental and heritage
values at Melbourne Airport.
Operations at Melbourne Airport are expansive
and characterised by many different organisations
undertaking a variety of activities under differing
degrees of airport control. There are a number of
locations of known water and soil contamination,
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some caused by aviation operations (e.g. firefighting
foams and fuel storage) and some likely due to
historic or off-site activities (e.g. the use of pesticides
and herbicides).
14.2.1.1
Environmentally significant areas
Melbourne Airport has completed further extensive
biodiversity and heritage investigations since the last
Master Plan in 2018. Based on these investigations and
feedback from stakeholders, the following areas have
been identified as being environmentally significant for
the purposes of section 71(2)(h)(ii) of the Airports Act
(Figure 14-2):
• cultural and some historical heritage sites
• grey box woodland, natural temperate grassland and
seasonal herbaceous wetlands (matters of national
environmental significance)
• growling grass frog and golden sun moth habitat
(matters of national environmental significance).
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Airport operates will continue to evolve.
Melbourne Airport maintains as part of its Environmental
Management System a register of state and
Commonwealth environmental and heritage acts,
regulations and policies with which it must comply
(Appendix D). Each of these documents is subject
to ongoing changes (e.g. the Airports Act has been
updated 30 times since it was released in 1996).
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risks and opportunities related to climate change.
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As shown in Figure 14-3, the proposed Airport
expansions will result in the disruption of known (or as
yet undiscovered) areas of cultural and/or environmental
value. Similarly, it is possible that works will intersect
with areas of contamination; or result in emissions
to air, land or water. Well-planned and proactive
environmental management of expansion works
will therefore be critical.

14.2.1.4
Evolving regulation and expectations
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Figure 14-1 shows all areas of environmental and
heritage values within the airport’s boundaries.
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improved waste management, and responsible
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The 2027 airport development concept includes
Melbourne Airport’s Third Runway (M3R) which will
involve construction of a new north-south runway.
The 2042 concept includes expansion of the terminal
buildings and new extended piers. These expansions are
intended to meet a significant increase in demand for air
travel over the long term. By 2042, Melbourne Airport is
expected to cater for more than 76 million passengers per
year (up from 37.4 million in the 2019 financial year). Over
the same period, aircraft movements are expected to
increase from 246,450 to more than 429,000 movements
per year, and freight throughput is expected to almost
double. Figure 14-3 shows the environment and heritage
values with the 2042 development footprints.

Through these investigation, assessment, approval
and management mechanisms, Melbourne Airport will
ensure that the environmental values and performance
of the airport are safeguarded into the future.
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Significant growth is forecast for the airport. This growth
is set to occur within a context of evolving environmental
and carbon regulation, increasing energy prices and a
changing climate. Although the COVID-19 pandemic
resulted in record low air traffic volumes, a significant
rebound is expected in future years and Melbourne
Airport’s growth trajectory is expected to continue in
the long-term.

Figure 14-1
Environment and Heritage Values

S

The population of Melbourne, post COVID, will resume
to a growth phase and with it a resumption of growing
demand for air travel.

For major development projects such as M3R,
thorough investigation and management programs for
environmental and heritage impact are required prior
to any approvals being granted by the Commonwealth
government. For other development projects, Melbourne
Airport requires higher risk proponents to prepare
detailed Construction Environment Management Plans
(CEMPs) which must be approved by the airport and the
federal regulator prior to works commencing. Similarly,
higher risk tenants require approved Operational
Environmental Management Plans (OEMPs).
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Figure 14-3
Environment and Heritage Values 2042 development footprint
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14.2.1.5
Climate change
Climate change will amplify several risks and
opportunities already faced by Melbourne Airport,
and could introduce new ones. Melbourne Airport
will therefore work to build its resilience to a range of
possible future scenarios.
Melbourne Airport is located within a temperate
climate with warm to hot summers, mild springs and
autumns and cool winters. The region is showery with
consistent rainfall throughout the year. The region is
on the boundary of the hot inland areas and the cool
Southern Ocean. This results in temperature differences
that can cause strong cold fronts to form, which
sometimes lead to severe weather conditions such as
gales, thunderstorms and heavy rain. The region can also
experience extreme heat in summer.
Historically, climatic events such as storms, high winds,
fog, heatwaves and bushfires (smoke) have resulted in
service disruptions, delays and temporary airport closures.
Each of these has had financial implications and all except
fog are expected to increase with climate change.
Melbourne Airport has undertaken a Climate Risk and
Natural Hazard Assessment (in 2020). The identified
climate-related risks and opportunities can be
categorised as being physical or transitional in nature.
Physical risks and opportunities result directly from
the physical effects of climate change. For Melbourne
Airport, projected changes in climate will exacerbate
many existing climate-related risks. In particular, those
risks related to high temperatures, extreme rainfall,
drought and fire weather are likely to increase in both
likelihood and severity. The effect of climate change
on other weather-driven risks (such as those related to
wind and lightning) is less clear. These physical factors
can impact airport operations as well as the health and
resilience of the surrounding environment.
Transition risks and opportunities are not directly linked
to climate-related events but relate to the regulatory and
market transformation likely to result from governments
and communities acting to curtail greenhouse gas
emissions and/or adapt to climate change. These risks
have been examined and have the potential to affect
access to capital, reputation, investor concerns and
regulatory pressure on the carbon-intensive aviation
sector. The airport’s current enterprise risk management
system includes transition risks related to Victorian and
Commonwealth carbon policies and energy market
volatility. Conversely, some of these factors also
represent opportunities to drive projects in renewable
energy and resource efficiency.
The magnitude of climate-related risks and opportunities
will depend on:
• whether the world is successful in actively moving
towards the goals set in the Paris Agreement to keep
‘global average temperature to well below 2°C above
pre-industrial levels’
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• the degree to which the Australian and Victorian
regulatory environments align with these global
aspirations.
Melbourne Airport recognises that the resilience
of the airport contributes directly to the resilience
of Melbourne and Victoria as a whole. In response,
Melbourne Airport will work continuously to futureproof its operations and environmental performance
in the face of this uncertainty. Recent examples of this
commitment include the construction of a 12MW solar
farm at Oaklands Junction, our continued involvement in
the Airport Carbon Accreditation program and energy
reduction programs across the terminals.
14.2.1.6
Global goals
Melbourne Airport helps to keep Australia connected
with the global community. As such, global challenges
factor into our environmental strategy.
The United Nations Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) is the globally agreed upon strategy for
sustainable development for the period 2015 to 2030.
The SDGs provide a common framework to help address
some of the world’s most pressing environmental, social
and economic challenges. They take the form of 17 goals
and encompass a broad range of issues including climate
change and water management.
We recognise the importance of the role of the private
sector in achieving the SDGs and have mapped where
our activities have a positive impact on relevant SDGs
(Table 14-2). We acknowledge the interconnected nature
of the SDGs and that our actions under the individual
environmental aspects sometimes contribute to more
than one goal.
14.2.1.7
Environment, Social and Governance Strategy
As responsible corporate citizen, APAM has an
Environment, Social and Governance (ESG) Strategy the People, Environment and Community Strategy. This
Environment Strategy, which forms part of the Master
Plan, incorporates a number of the same priorities and
targets. The strategies are aligned and will complement
each other in their delivery.
For APAM, being an ESG-aligned business means:
• Ensuring the conservation and stewardship of the
natural and physical environment we operate in
• Having a positive impact on our community and
stakeholders though engagement, support and
advocacy on important local issues
• Ensuring that our people, as well as employees across
the airport and precinct, work in a safe and inclusive
environment
• Driving positive organizational and societal change
through responsible governance and leadership.

Environment Strategy

The six priorities in our People, Environment and
Community Strategy are:
• Carbon Emissions
• Water quality and PFAS
• Waste
• Diversity and inclusion
• First Nations
• Sustainable Procurement.
14.2.2
Building on past strategies and
stakeholder consultation
This strategy builds on the successes of, and lessons
learned from, the implementation of past strategies.
Melbourne Airport has had an Environment Strategy
since the Airports Act first came into force in 1996.
Since 2013, the Act has required that the Environment
Strategy be prepared as an integral part of the fiveyearly airport Master Plan. Over time, Melbourne Airport
has established a culture of proactive environmental
management and continuous improvement. This 2022
strategy represents the next iteration in this process.
Key improvements in this strategy include:
• Broadening sustainability within the coverage of the
environmental aspects. Sustainability management
is expanded here to incorporate ground transport
and contractor and tenant management, along with
the existing planning and design and climate resilient
components of sustainability.
• Increased aspirations. Except for four targets,
Melbourne Airport has achieved, partially achieved
or progressed towards all 39 targets in the 2018
Environment Strategy. Many of these targets
represent the maintenance of a high standard
of ongoing environmental management and are
now considered to be ongoing functions of the
Environment and Sustainability Team. The new targets
described in this 2022 strategy represent the next
steps in continuous improvement.
• Responsiveness to an evolving risk profile.
The growth of the airport forecast in the 2022
Master Plan will bring with it changes to the risks
that airport operations pose for the surrounding
environment Similarly, the growth of the airport will
also create opportunities for improved environmental
management. The strategy has been developed to
allow Melbourne Airport to mitigate these evolving
risks and to realise new opportunities.
14.2.3
Stakeholder consultation
The development of this strategy has been guided by
extensive engagement with our stakeholders.

As part of the formal 2022 Master Planning process,
Melbourne Airport sought input directly from the
following stakeholders in relation to the Airport
Environment Strategy:
• the Department of Infrastructure, Transport,
Regional Development and Communications, whose
representative (the Airport Environment Officer)
provided feedback on an early exposure draft of
this document and meets regularly with Melbourne
Airport’s Environment and Sustainability Team
• the Victorian Department of Environment, Land,
Water and Planning
• the Environment Protection Authority (Victoria)
• Melbourne Water
• the Community Aviation Consultation Group
• community, Victorian and Commonwealth agencies
• Essendon Airport Pty Ltd
• Victorian Planning Authority
• Local government authorities
• Airservices and CASA
• meetings with local environmental and
community groups.
As part of this consultation process, stakeholders
including regulators and the broader community have
been provided a copy of the Environment Strategy and
were invited to provide feedback online and through
in-person engagement sessions. Feedback from the
stakeholders has been reviewed and considered as part of
development and finalisation of the Environment Strategy.
Further, this strategy has drawn extensively on the
ongoing stakeholder engagement that forms a vital
component of the operation of Melbourne Airport’s
Environmental Management System (EMS). Specifically,
this has involved:
• consultation with internal and external teams
responsible for the M3R Major Development Plan (MDP)
• consultation with the Department of Infrastructure,
Transport, Regional Development and
Communications, and the Department of Agriculture,
Water and the Environment in relation to managing
approvals and referral processes on Commonwealth
land and the interaction of Commonwealth legislation
• regular discussions with EPA Victoria in relation to
managing off-site environmental impacts of interest
to the off-airport community
• regular discussions with the Wurundjeri Woi Wurrung
Cultural Heritage Aboriginal Corporation, the
Registered Aboriginal Party that includes the land
of the airport
• discussions with Heritage Victoria in relation to
developing Heritage Management Plans and
implementing recommendations
• consultation with contractors, tenants, monitoring
professionals and technical advisers.
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Airport uses and the local community will continue to be
involved in the development of future strategies, through
the airport’s existing stakeholder engagement forums,
and other consultation portals as appropriate.
A copy of the final Environment Strategy will be available
to tenants, contractors, airport users and the local
community via the Melbourne Airport website. All groups
will be notified of its finalisation via internal and external
communications that will include relevant web links.
More information about the overall consultation in the
development of the Airport Master Plan is provided in
Section 3.3.
14.2.4
Risks and opportunities

Energy and carbon

Hazardous material

Cultural heritage

Changes to Melbourne Airport’s operating context
and future uncertainties present a range of risks and
opportunities for environmental management.
The international risk management standard (ISO
31000) definition of risk is the ‘effect of uncertainty
on objectives’. The Environment Strategy has been
developed to safeguard the achievement of the

airport’s environmental objectives in the face of existing
challenges and future uncertainty.
This Environment Strategy addresses the risks that the
airport can pose to the environment in which it operates.
It also addresses the risks that affect the effective
operation and development of the airport.
Similarly, opportunities to improve the airport’s
environmental performance are identified. The key
environmental risks and opportunities can be grouped
into five broad categories for the purpose of this
strategic-level summary:
• ecological health
• cultural heritage
• pollution and contamination
• licence to operate
• climate risk.
Each category interacts with a number of environmental
management aspects and will be managed through a
combination of the action plans specified within this
strategy (Table 14-3).

Table 14-3
Description of risk and opportunity categories
Melbourne Airport supports a broad range of ecological communities, rare and threatened species and ecosystems.
Threats to these significant assets include the continued growth of the airport, introduced plants and animals,
contamination and climate change. Similarly, development works provide the opportunity to implement measures that
further safeguard and improve ecological health.

Land, surface water and
groundwater management

ECOLOGICAL
HEALTH
There are many locations on or near the airport where artefacts of cultural significance have been found. The unique
cultural heritage assets of the airport are also subject to the impacts of growth, infrastructure development and
erosion. Similarly, development works will afford the opportunity to better understand the significance of our cultural
heritage sites and ensure their cultural recording, ongoing management and protection.

Biodiversity and conservation

Air quality and ground-based noise

CULTURAL
HERITAGE

POLLUTION AND
CONTAMINATION

LICENCE TO
OPERATE
Waste management

CLIMATE
RISKS
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Melbourne Airport has historical land and groundwater contamination that must be managed. Ongoing risks to
the environment include surface and groundwater contamination, impacts on plants and animals and the cost of
management and remediation. As the airport expands, works will interact with areas of contamination and the risk of
new impacts will need to be minimised. This will also present opportunities for mitigating legacy contamination issues
and improving ongoing management.

The airport’s social licence to operate relates not only to our regulatory compliance but to our reputation and the
social responsibility we exercise in engaging with our stakeholders. These are all impacted by our environmental
performance – a key part of our Environment, Social and Governance frameworks. Compliance with evolving regulation
and community expectations is managed through our EMS, which includes a continuous improvement to ensure we
retain control and oversight over dynamic day-to-day operations as the airport grows.

Climate change will amplify several risks and opportunities already faced by Melbourne Airport and could introduce
new ones. Physical risks can affect airport operations, staff health and safety and the surrounding environment.
Such risks relate to high temperatures, extreme rainfall, drought and fire weather which are likely to increase in
both likelihood and severity. Transition risks relate to the regulatory and market transformation likely to result from
governments and communities acting to curtail greenhouse gas emissions and/or adapt to climate change. The
magnitude of these risks will depend on the rate of global decarbonisation and the related regulatory and market
changes. Melbourne Airport will work to build its resilience and capitalise on opportunities across a range of possible
future scenarios.
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Environment Strategy

Table 14-4
Environmental targets for Melbourne Airport

Figure 14-4
Airport Environment Strategy
conceptual structure

Present context
Areas of
environmental
significance

Areas of
culture
significance

Complex
operations

Diverse risk
profile

Existing
contamination
issues

Aspect

Targets

Environmental management

100% of scheduled inspections and audits completed
100% of follow-up actions from inspections and audits closed out
100% of Operational Environmental Management Plans received and reviewed

Uncertain future
Growth of
operations
and demand

Expanded
physical
footprint

100% of new staff and contractors undertake Environmental Induction Training

Evolving
regulation and
expectations

Climate
change

Maintain certified EMS to ISO 14001:2015
Sustainability management

Integrate ESD principles in all new developments
Implement appropriate actions that build climate resilience and reduce climate risks to the airport

Risks and opportunities (categories)

Continue to increase recycled water use across the airport estate
Ecological
health

Cultural
heritage

Pollution and
contamination

Licence to
operate

Climate risks

Environmental
management











Sustainability
management











Work proactively with airport operators (landside and airside) to increase the use of lower carbon transport
options
Embed sustainable procurement practices within APAM ensuring we contribute to positive employment
outcomes and sustainable supply opportunities for our local community.
Increase the use of suppliers who have an environmental management system and/or sustainable procurement
strategies
Energy and carbon

Continue to transition from high to low carbon intensity electricity

Aspects

Objectives

Hazardous
materials
Cultural
heritage
Land and water
management
Biodiversity and
conservation

Targets and action plans defined in Table 14.4

Target of net zero Scope 1 and 2 emissions by 2030 - with option of achieving net zero by 2025 held open.
Energy and
carbon













Continue to track APAM’s emissions against science-based emissions reduction trajectory
Maintain the Airports Council International Level 2 Airport Carbon Accreditation and progress towards Level 3
accreditation








Hazardous materials

No significant hazardous materials incidents per year

Cultural heritage

Continue to work with the Wurundjeri Woi Wurrung Cultural Heritage Aboriginal Corporation to ensure 100%
of Melbourne Airport assessed and / or has an approved Cultural Heritage Management Plan by end of 2025
(~450ha)
No incidents of unauthorised damage to cultural heritage sites



Acknowledgement and celebration of First Nations heritage in Melbourne terminals by end FY23











Land, surface water and
groundwater management

No environmental incidents that lead to land, groundwater or surface water pollution
Improve the ecological health of receiving waterways (as evidenced by environmental monitoring)

Air quality and
ground-based
noise



Waste
management













Arundel Creek baseflow water treated 350 days / year.
100% of PFAS impacted wastewater treated by Water Treatment Plant.



Outcomes – measurable and trackable

Biodiversity and
conservation

No net increase in Melbourne Airport’s annual 12-month average wildlife strike rate
Reduce pest animal impacts on higher value ecological areas through the Implementation of a site-wide
Integrated Pest Animal Management Plan
Maintain and enhance the quality of high value ecological areas through the Implementation of the Ecological
Community Management and Improvement Plan and adaptative management

14.2.5
Strategy structure
The structure of this strategy reflects the inter-related
nature of objectives, environmental aspects, targets
and actions.
In summary, the structure of the Environment
Strategy includes:
• overarching objectives that cover multiple
environmental aspects
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• targets defined against each environmental aspect

Air quality and groundbased noise

No complaints from the community regarding ground-based airport noise

• highlighting the relevant SDGs
• action plans that support the achievement of targets
and which, in application, represent a measurable set
of performance indicators.
Note: action plans serve to mitigate one or more environmental risks, or to
realise one or more opportunities. This structure is represented in Figure 14-4.

No exceedances of relevant air quality criteria associated with airport activities

Waste management

Achieve 80% diversion of construction waste from landfill
Reduce total volume of quarantine waste going landfill
Identify and implement opportunities to develop circular economy projects across the airport estate
60% terminal waste diversion rate from landfill by end of FY24.
Zero terminal food waste to landfill by end of 2025.
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14.2.6
Targets

14.3
IMPLEMENTING THE STRATEGY

Through the development of this Environment Strategy,
Melbourne Airport has identified and committed to a
number of targets within each environmental aspect.
These targets serve two purposes:

This strategy will be implemented via Melbourne
Airport’s Environmental Management Framework.

• To provide specific direction for environmental
management activities
• To allow for the tracking of environmental
performance and the implementation of this strategy.
The targets are described in Table 14-4.
The achievement of each target is supported by defined
action plans. The completion of the actions represents
a measurable set of key performance indicators. Action
plans for each environmental aspect are provided in
Section 14.4.

14.3.1
Environmental Management Framework
Melbourne Airport has an Environmental Management
Framework designed to ensure that processes for
continuous improvement and ongoing monitoring of
compliance are embedded in the way it works.
The Environment Strategy is part of the Environmental
Management Framework and one of the key mechanisms
for ensuring commitments made in Melbourne Airport’s
Environment Policy are met.
More generally, Melbourne Airport operates within
a framework of corporate governance, goals and
values. These are reflected in the environmental
management principles outlined in the Environment
Policy. The Environmental Management Framework
enables Melbourne Airport to effectively manage and
adapt to environmental risks, and continually improve
environmental management practices and performance.

Environment Strategy

Under the framework, environmental compliance is
internally monitored and reviewed on an ongoing basis.
Compliance is also externally (and annually) formally
reviewed by the Airport Environment Officer (AEO), on
behalf of the Department of Infrastructure, Transport,
Regional Development and Communications via the
annual Airport Environment Report. In addition, the
Melbourne Airport Environmental Management System
(EMS) itself is externally audited periodically as part of
maintaining ISO 14001 certification. These processes,
and the overall framework are shown in Figure 14-5.
14.3.2
Environmental Management System
Central to the framework is Melbourne Airport’s certified
(EMS) which has been in operation since 2004 and is
aligned with the current EMS standard (ISO14001:2015).
The EMS consists of the policies, plans, procedures
and activities that together form a system to manage
the environmental aspects of the airport and enable
compliance with environmental legislation. Internal and
external audits of the EMS are undertaken regularly to
assess the compliance of operational systems. The EMS
is the primary mechanism for implementing this strategy.
The EMS applies to all Melbourne Airport staff, contractors
and subcontractors. Key elements of the EMS relevant to
the Environment Strategy are described below.

Figure 14-5
APAM Enviornment Management Framework and continuous improvement review loop

Airports (Environment Protection)
Regulations 1997

APAM Environment Policy

14.3.2.1
Environmental Site Register

All other compliance obligations
(legal, interested parties, etc.)

APAM Master Plan
Airport Environment
Strategy (AES)

A component of the EMS is the Environmental Site
Register which records site-specific environmental
and cultural heritage attributes and environmental
assessment results. The register is used by Melbourne
Airport to determine the environmental values, level
of environmental risk and environmental mitigation
measures that may be associated with proposed works.
Melbourne Airport maintains the Environmental Site
Register for:
• water quality, air and noise monitoring

Environmental Management
System (EMS)

• septic and fuel tank locations and inspections
• Aboriginal and European heritage site locations

Environmental
Management Plan

• flora and fauna assessments
• groundwater monitoring

EXTERNAL REVIEW
Department of Infrastructure,
Transport, Regional Development
and Communications
Airport Environment
Officer (AEO)

INTERNAL REVIEW
CEO and Safety, Risk and
Compliance Executive Committee
Environmental
management programs

• contaminated land assessments.

14.3.2.2
Environmental responsibilities
The responsibility for environmental performance at
Melbourne Airport lies with the board of directors and
the CEO and Senior Leadership Team, supported by
the rest of the business. This group is responsible for
establishing, reviewing and implementing the EMS.
The airport’s Environment and Sustainability Team is
responsible for identifying and delivering strategies to
address environmental issues and for providing advice
and support across the organisation. Responsible
environmental management requires the collaboration
and coordination of all airport staff, tenants, business
operators and contractors.
Airport tenants, business operators and contractors are
required to perform their activities in accordance with
the EMS, the Environment Policy and the Environment
Strategy; and must ensure their activities are compliant
with applicable legislation and policy.
Figure 14-6 provides an overview of the corporate
structure of the airport (left-hand side) and each team’s
responsibilities across the different environmental areas:
Environmental Performance, Environmental Policy and
Strategy, EMS documented information, and Operations
and documented information. Under the area of
‘Operations and documented information’, the diagonal
indicates that maintenance of this area is split on a sliding
scale across the Senior Leadership Team and
the Environment and Sustainability Manager.
14.3.2.3
Environmental monitoring
Environmental monitoring is a critical component of
Melbourne Airport’s EMS to evaluate compliance,
identify issues and opportunities; obtain information
about environmental performance; and encourage
continual improvement. Under the Airports (Environment
Protection) Regulations 1997, the airport is required
to monitor the levels of pollution (if any) present in air,
water or soil at the airport; and the level of ground
noise generated at the airport, in accordance with the
Environment Strategy.
The Environment Strategy reflects the self-regulatory
framework of the Airports (Environment Protection)
Regulations. It includes real-time monitoring and
targeted audits to manage risks and inform airport
decision making. Should monitoring identify
noncompliance, Melbourne Airport undertakes the
necessary corrective actions. Where appropriate, public
display of data will demonstrate the airport’s efforts to
mitigate environmental impacts.

Airport Environment
and Sustainability

Monitoring and reporting:
Compliance, impacts and
EMS function
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Table 14-5
APAM’s ongoing environmental monitoring program

Figure 14-6
APAM Environment Management responsibilities, relative to EMS documents
Environmental
Performance

Environmental
Policy and Strategy

EMS documented
information

Operations &
documented
information

Environmental aspect

Monitoring type

Specified frequency

Environmental management

Reporting to Safety, Risk and Compliance Executive Committee

2-monthly

Internal EMS Conformance Audit

Twice yearly

Environment Management System ISO14001 External Audit

Annual

Environment Management System ISO14001 Recertification

3-yearly

Qualitative review of the implementation of the ESD principles in new
developments

Ongoing

Water use

Monthly

Gas use

Monthly

Fuel use

Monthly

Electricity use (overall)

Monthly

Electricity use (multiple submeters)

Ongoing

Fuel usage (ground vehicles)

Weekly

Underground storage tank integrity testing

Annual

Inspections of hazardous materials storage areas

Regular and ongoing

Cultural heritage

Archaeological site monitoring

As required by approved
plans

Land, surface water and
groundwater management

Soil contamination testing

Prior to all major
construction activities

Soil erosion

Monthly during CEMP
inspections

Stormwater quality

Annual

Groundwater quality

Annual

Visual inspections of stormwater outlets

Weekly and event based

Stream health survey

Annual

Airside wildlife monitoring

Daily

Biodiversity monitoring

Prior to all major
construction activities

Carbon monoxide, oxides of nitrogen, ozone, sulphur dioxide, particulate
matter–onsite and offsite

Hourly with annual report

Ground-based noise

As required

Terminal and construction site tracking

Monthly or at end of project

Triple interceptor traps

3 weeks to 12 months,
depending on trap

Trade/greasy waste discharge monitoring

3 weeks to 12 months,
depending on trap

Board

Sustainability management

CEO and Safety,
Risk and Compliance
Executive Committee

Senior
Leadership Team
(including department
managers)

Compliance
and continuous
improvement

Energy and carbon

Set and review

Review

Maintain
(department
mangers)
Environment and
Sustainability
Manager

Hazardous materials

Monitor, maintain
and contribute

Maintain

Maintain

Environment and
Sustainability Team

Airport staff and
service providers/
contractors

Maintain and
contribute

Melbourne Airport continues to refine and direct its
environmental-monitoring program. All monitoring and
monitoring advice is provided by a range of suitably
qualified technical specialists using industry best practice
testing, measuring and sampling techniques. In addition
to monitoring environmental effects within the airport
site, Melbourne Airport also monitors some aspects that
can affect the surrounding environment.
Melbourne Airport provides the results of routine
monitoring to the Secretary of the Department of
Infrastructure, Transport, Regional Development and
Communications on an annual basis via the Annual
Environment Report; and more regularly to the AEO in
regular AEO / Airport progress meetings.
Monitoring programs undertaken in accordance with the
Environment Strategy are listed in Table 14-5.
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Follow

Environment Strategy

Follow

Follow

14.3.3
Environmental awareness and training
Ongoing environmental awareness and education
within business units across Melbourne Airport is
essential to identify and manage risks, and to achieve
positive environmental and sustainability outcomes.
As outlined in the EMS, Melbourne Airport administers
an effective environmental training program through
environmental induction training, environmental
awareness training and job-specific environmental
training. Topics include regulatory requirements, spill
response, biodiversity and heritage awareness, and
management of hazardous materials.
APAM employees whose work may result in a significant
impact to the environment are expected to be
competent in that work and to have received appropriate
training. An effective environmental awareness and
training program is essential for achieving good
environmental performance.

Biodiversity and conservation

Air quality and
ground-based noise

Waste management
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14.4.1
Environmental management

Table 14-6
Action plan for environmental management at Melbourne Airport
Action

Environment Strategy

APAM tracks non-conformances and the corrective and
preventive actions developed to address them.

Details

Timeframe

1

Review and implement a risk-based inspection and audit schedule (including OEMPs and CEMPS) for tenants,
contractors and relevant APAM operations

Annual

2

Maintain a corrective actions register of follow-up actions from internal and external audits

Ongoing

3

Review and improve / update as required key environmental management documents (EMP; PFAS Framework)

Annual

4

Regularly report progress on targets to the APAM Board and Senior Leadership Team

2-monthly

5

Ensure the Melbourne Airport employee and contractor environmental induction is up to date and all staff and
contractors complete the training

Ongoing

Aspect

Targets

6

Undertake regular external audits of the EMS

9-monthly

Environmental
management

100% of scheduled inspections and
audits completed

7

Submit Annual Environmental Report to AEO including reporting on environmental issues/incidents

Annual

8

Where monitoring identifies pollution, Melbourne Airport will provide the AEO a report within 14 days addressing
those matters outlined in Section 6.04 of the Airport (Environment Protection) Regulations.

14 days

9

Conduct formal monthly meetings with the AEO to review environmental progress and implementation of the
Environment Strategy

Monthly

100% of new staff and contractors undertake
Environmental Induction Training

10

Prepare and make publicly available information on key environmental achievements

Ongoing

Maintain certified EMS to ISO 14001:2015

Proactive environmental management is critical to
achieving the goals of this strategy. This action plan
ensures that Melbourne Airport’s EMS is fully functional
and continues to be improved.

100% of follow-up actions from inspections
and audits closed out
100% of Operational Environmental
Management Plans received and reviewed

14.4.1.1
Background
APAM delivers three levels of environmental training:
• Environmental Induction Training – to introduce new
employees to the airport’s Environment Policy, the
EMS and the Environment Strategy
• Environmental Awareness Training – to update
employees with developments in the airport’s
Environment Policy, the EMS, the Environment
Strategy and key environmental management initiatives
• Job-specific environmental training – to provide
employees involved in activities with the potential for
significant environmental impact with the skills needed
to undertake these activities in a competent manner.
APAM’s tenants and other operators are required to
undertake relevant training related to the environmental
risks associated with their operations. These requirements
are documented within tenants’/operators’ OEMPs and/or
CEMPs. Compliance is verified via the airport’s inspection
and audit program.
Contractor managers (i.e. airport employees who
oversee work undertaken by a contractor) are
responsible for obtaining assurance that contractors
carrying out activities at Melbourne Airport are
appropriately trained and competent. Contractors
working at the airport must undergo an induction, which
includes a section that outlines their responsibilities
under the airport’s EMS.

14.4
ACTION PLANS
Achieving the objectives of this strategy and the targets
for each environmental aspect requires:
• an understanding of the current situation and
future trends
• a sequenced set of actions to be undertaken, with
assigned responsibilities and timeframes
for implementation.
The following sections provide an action plan for
achieving the targets under each environmental aspect.

Melbourne Airport’s certified EMS has been in operation
since 2004 and is aligned with the current EMS standard
(ISO14001:2015). APAM is committed to maintaining
this certification. The EMS is the primary mechanism for
implementing the Environment Strategy. Please refer to
Section 14.3.2 for details on our EMS.
The EMS provides a framework for monitoring and
addressing environmental impacts associated with
APAM’s operations. The EMS consists of the policies,
plans, procedures and activities that together form a
systematic approach to managing environmental aspects
and meeting compliance obligations. Internal and
external audits of the EMS are undertaken regularly
to assess the compliance of operational systems.
The EMS applies to all Melbourne Airport staff,
contractors and subcontractors. Environmental
compliance is internally monitored and reviewed
on an ongoing basis. Compliance is also externally
(and annually) reviewed by the AEO, on behalf of the
Department of Infrastructure, Transport, Regional
Development and Communications, via the annual
Airport Environment Report. In addition, the EMS itself
is externally audited periodically as part of maintaining
ISO certification.
Airport tenants, business operators and contractors
are required to perform their activities in accordance
with the Airport Environment Strategy, Environment
Policy and the EMS and must ensure their activities are
compliant with applicable legislation and policy.

An important aspect in an EMS is the identification and
management of actual or potential contraventions of the
Environment Policy or the EMS, and the incorporation of
improvement suggestions to the system and procedures.
The EMS requires a process be in place to en ure nonconformances are addressed through corrective and
preventive action(s).
APAM uses the Safety (and environment) Incident
Management System (SIMS) to document and track nonconformances. When SIMS is not available to the staff
reporting the non-conformance, a templated Incident
Report Form is used and provided to the Environment and
Sustainability Team. In either case, non-conformances are
registered, investigated, addressed and closed out.
Within the airport’s complex operating environment,
maintaining the day-to-day functionality of the EMS,
while at the same time continually improving the
efficiency and effectiveness of its processes, presents an
ongoing challenge for the Environment and Sustainability
Team. The action plan in Table 14-6 summarises the
activities in operating and maintaining the continuous
improvement of the EMS and provides a clear pathway to
ensure the Airport Environment and Sustainability Team
effectively manages the EMS in meeting the targets
outlined in Section 14.2.6 and above.
14.4.2
Sustainability management

Melbourne Airport recognises its responsibility for
contributing to the sustainability of Melbourne (and
Victoria) as a whole. This action plan is targeted
at ensuring that sustainability is integrated across
Melbourne Airport’s ongoing operations and new
development projects.
Aspect

Targets

Sustainability Integrate ESD principles in all new developments
management
Implement appropriate actions that build
climate resilience and reduce climate risks to
the airport
Continue to increase recycled water use across
the airport estate
Work proactively with airport operators
(landside and airside) to increase the use of
lower carbon transport options

• environmental objectives

Embed sustainable procurement practices
within APAM ensuring we contribute to positive
employment outcomes and sustainable supply
opportunities for our local community.

• operations and activities that can have a significant
environmental impact

Increase the use of suppliers who have an
environmental management system and/or
sustainable procurement strategies

APAM monitors and measures the following EMS areas:
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• compliance with applicable environmental legislation
and other compliance obligations.
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14.4.2.1
Background
This action plan focuses on issues that are significantly
broader (in terms of space and time) than the airport’s
day-to-day operations. Specifically, this includes planning
and design, climate resilience, ground transport, and
tenant and contractor management considerations.
Energy and carbon have similarly broad implications and
are addressed in a separate action plan.
Planning and design

The airport’s Contractor Guide to Working at Melbourne
Airport, and property and retail works fit-out guides,
provide direction for incorporating ESD principles into the
design and fit-out of Melbourne Airport developments.
These guides recognise the importance of environmentally
sensitive building design and construction practices to
achieve high-performance building operations that are
efficient and effective, and fit for purpose. This includes the
use of environmentally sustainable materials, low-volatile
organic compound finishes, and improved energy and
water efficiency.

As Melbourne Airport expands to meet future demand in
terms of its physical footprint and operational activities,
it wants to ensure that planning and design decisions
are focused on building long-term sustainability and
resilience. This encompasses Ecologically Sustainable
Development (ESD) and water efficiency measures.

Water efficiency

Ecologically Sustainable Development

The main demand for water use in the airport comes from:

Ecologically Sustainable Development (ESD) aims to
meet the needs of people today while conserving our
ecosystems for the benefit of future generations.

• terminal buildings, including bathroom facilities

The Melbourne Airport Planning and Urban Design
Strategy (2015) provides a framework to encourage the
adoption of ESD principles and initiatives in Melbourne
Airport projects. The incorporation of ESD principles into
asset management and operational practices at the airport
drives efficiencies in resource use, minimises environmental
impacts, and maximises commercial returns.
The future development of plans for Melbourne Airport
to accommodate predicted passenger growth will
result in an increasing demand on natural resources
and potentially increased impacts on the environment.
Challenges associated with this growth and potential
environmental impacts include:

Responsible water consumption and management
is a key priority for Melbourne Airport due to the
forecast demand from future airport growth and the
potential impacts that climate change (and Melbourne’s
population growth) could have on water availability.

• catering facilities
• airport and aircraft maintenance
• cooling towers.
Melbourne Airport’s potable water network is
undergoing a significant end-of-life replacement program
to ensure it supports current and future demands.
Melbourne Airport is working through several initiatives
that will promote water efficiency and water sensitive
urban design, minimise potable water consumption
and improve water quality. The intended benefits of the
initiatives include:
• more accurate, efficient and cost-effective operation
of water utilities

• the rising cost of utilities

• water supply that is more reliable and of higher quality

• increased water demand and potential scarcity
exacerbated by climate change

• development of additional water re-use and
treatment facilities

• the depletion of non-renewable resources and materials

• securing sufficient water capacity for current
operations and projected growth

• increased carbon emissions
• climate change impacts
• other adverse environmental impacts including
ecological harm, pollution and waste generation.
Melbourne Airport recognises the need to achieve a
balance between future development and its environmental
impacts. The mitigation of environmental impacts will be
addressed by the integration of ESD principles into design
guidelines, construction management, and the operation
and maintenance of buildings and infrastructure.
Melbourne Airport has developed several initiatives and
design principles aimed at mitigating environmental
impacts and improving the efficiency of resources
in development projects. Indeed, the Terminal 4
development was completed in line with the Leadership
in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) Guidelines.
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• reduction in the total potable water consumption of
the airport precinct through efficiencies, demand
reduction, improved monitoring and water re-use
• feasibility analyses into further opportunities for water
re-use and supply diversification
• support for local water utility recycled water schemes.
Further, Melbourne Airport has invested in significant
rainwater and stormwater harvesting infrastructure and
water treatment facilities. There are further opportunities
to expand and complement this existing infrastructure.
The incorporation of water-sensitive urban design
initiatives within specific developments will result in a
reduction in potable water demand and costs, improve
water quality, and improve waterway resilience.

Environment Strategy

Climate resilience

Tenant and contractor management

In the interests of future-proofing its operations and
environmental performance in the face of climate change,
Melbourne Airport will work to build its resilience to a
range of possible future scenarios. A key action to achieve
this will be to integrate climate change and natural hazard
considerations into the investment committee review
process for all new projects.

Melbourne Airport’s tenants and contractors are
responsible for conducting their activities in an
environmentally responsible manner and in accordance
with the appropriate environmental legislation.

Ground Transport
This section focuses on the landside components of
ground transport and traffic access to Melbourne
Airport. The Masterplan 2022 includes a Ground
Transport Plan giving five-year and 20-year outlooks
on how Melbourne Airport aims to extend and expand
the internal road network, enhance the safety of the
forecourt and parking areas, improve the external road
network, and work with governments to plan for a future
rail link to Melbourne Airport.
Melbourne Airport will be making investments that
encourage sustainable and active transport modes. These
will focus on the new Ground Transport Hub, supporting
the proposed Melbourne Airport Rail project, and
upgrading service links to local and regional bus routes.
In the longer term, as part of the airport rail link,
Melbourne Airport will extend the off-road bicycle path
network to provide better and safer connections to the
cycle path network. Melbourne Airport will explore other
sustainable ground transport initiatives such as:
• optimising waiting zones
• installing electric vehicle charging stations
• expanding shuttle bus routes
• increasing use of electric buses and ground vehicles
• reducing congestion at intersections.

Tenants and contractors with significant environmental risk
must develop and maintain Operational Environmental
Management Plans (OEMPs) outlining how they will
manage environmental issues or pollution, and ensure
that they comply with the Airports Act and have evaluated
the environmental risks and opportunities associated
with their activities.
Responsible procurement
Sustainable procurement is a process that aims to reduce the
triple bottom line (i.e. environmental, social and economic)
impacts of purchased products and services. The process
considers these impacts across the lifecycle of a product
or service: from raw materials to operation and disposal/
recycling. The scale of Melbourne Airport’s operations
means the upstream and downstream impacts of its
procurement decisions can be far reaching and long-lasting.
In recognition of this, Melbourne Airport includes
responsible procurement within its procurement
policy to help it better manage the sustainability risks
up and down its supply chain, including through tenants
and contractors. It also seeks to achieve positive
social impact delivered through local employment
opportunities, particularly through generational capital
projects such as M3R and Melbourne Airport Rail.
Its environmental action plan for tenant and contractor
management focuses on responsible procurement and
integration of this into tenant and sub-contractor contracts.
Table 14-7 presents the action plan to achieve the
sustainability management targets outlined in
Section 14.4.2.

Table 14-7
Action plan for sustainability at Melbourne Airport
Action

Details

Timeframe

1

Ensure sustainability opportunities and initiatives are considered during the Investment Committee review
stage of projects

Ongoing

2

Collaborate with Melbourne Airport business partners and tenants to identify opportunities for potable water,
energy and carbon saving measures

Ongoing

3

Monitor potable water consumption and recycled water across Melbourne Airport and investigate/ implement
improvements to the monitoring system

Annual

4

Integrate climate change and natural hazard considerations into Investment Committee (TCFD alignment)
review stage of projects.

Ongoing

5

Engage with government and transport authorities to support and improve sustainable transport options to
and from the airport

2022

6

Local employment targets established for all capital projects over $20M.

2022

7

Local employment targets for all service provider contracts with 20 or more employees

2022

8

A Sustainability in Design Checklist developed and implemented for all new capital projects.

2023
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14.4.3
Energy and carbon

Figure 14-7
Melbourne Airport’s 12MW Solar Farm at Oaklands Junction during construction

The Australian energy market is in a state of change.
Melbourne Airport will need to balance volatile energy
prices, new technologies and decarbonisation. This
action plan is aimed at ensuring Melbourne Airport
strikes this balance while still ensuring reliability of
services to customers and tenants.
Aspect

Targets

Energy and
carbon

Continue to transition from high to low carbon
intensity electricity
Continue to track APAM’s emissions against
science-based emissions reduction trajectory
Maintain the Airports Council International Level
2 Airport Carbon Accreditation and progress
towards Level 3 accreditation
Target of net zero Scope 1 and 2 emissions by
2030 - with option of achieving net zero by 2025
held open.

14.4.3.1
Background
Melbourne Airport has long been committed to reducing
its energy intensity and carbon footprint. Under its
2003 Environment Strategy, the airport developed
and implemented an Energy Management Plan. Over
subsequent years, the airport has, among other measures,
rolled-out LED lighting in the terminals, carparks and
airfield, and energy efficient appliances; continues to
offset carbon emissions from APAM staff flights and
vehicle emissions; and installed an 8-megawatt gas-fired
trigeneration system. It has also recently commissioned
a 12MW solar farm at Oaklands Junction (Figure 14-7), a
solar powered water treatment plant, and a 1.8MW solar
array on Business Park warehouse.

Figure 14-8
APAM Scope 1 and 2 emissions
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Primarily as a result of the tri-generation system, APAM’s
Scope 1 and 2 greenhouse gas emissions have continued
to decrease since FY16 (Figure 14-8). In January 2019
the airport achieved Level 2 accreditation under the
International Airport Carbon Accreditation scheme
through our policy commitment to emissions1 reduction
and the development of a Scope 1 and 2 carbon footprint.
1 Scope 1 emissions are from sources that are directly controlled by APAM
(e.g. gas boilers and on-site vehicles). Scope 2 emissions are from the
generation of purchased electricity.
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From an energy perspective, APAM’s annual
electricity consumption has varied slightly but not
grown appreciably since the 2014 financial year. This
demonstrates the effectiveness of the implemented
energy efficiency measures given the growth of
APAM’s operations in recent years. However, electricity
consumption across the airport (which includes nonAPAM areas) has grown, as has energy from fossil fuels
consumed on site.

Melbourne Airport is now facing significant challenges
to its energy and carbon management position.
These challenges are driven by:
• COVID-19 which led to a reduction in wholesale
price for electricity and gas while business energy
consumption decreased significantly. Lower gas prices
make operation of the lower carbon tri-generation
system economically more favourable.
• Property and Aviation business unit developments
which place upward pressure on energy demand.
Overall, this upward trend in consumption is forecast
to continue post COVID-19.
• The need for APAM to play its part in reducing
emissions in line with Victoria’s target of net zero
emissions by 2050.
• These challenges are expected to play out in an
environment of rapidly evolving technology and
economics. Renewable energy installations are
becoming increasingly cost competitive and energy
storage technologies are coming to scalable maturity.
The software and contractual developments necessary
to govern microgrids and peer-to-peer energy
trading are rapidly emerging, and Power Purchase
Agreements are becoming more established.
In addition, APAM continues to monitor the development
of renewable hydrogen technology and its potential
uptake by the aviation industry. As noted by CSIRO and
Boeing in Opportunities for hydrogen in commercial
aviation (2020), airports have the potential to become
renewable hydrogen hubs acting as centralised locations
for the generation, storage and distribution of renewable
hydrogen. Initially hydrogen could be used to power
ground service equipment and over the long-term steadily
grow its footprint to power public transport services and/ or
planes. In reference to the latter, Airbus announced in 2020
their own ambitions to develop a zero-emission commercial
aircraft by 2035 by leveraging hydrogen propulsion.
Responding to these challenges and changes in context,
Melbourne Airport has:
• rolled out its Energy Strategy, which has achieved
the targeted reduction in energy intensity by 20
per cent by 2020. This strategy focused on APAM’s
‘Common Energy Use’. This is energy (electricity and
natural gas) over which APAM has direct operational
control to service the operation of the airport
(aviation processing, lighting, thermal plant, etc) and
supporting infrastructure (such as car parks, airfield
lighting, data centres and roads). The strategy was
achieved by:
• optimising energy use through energy efficiency
measures, and smart monitoring and control systems
• transitioning to renewable energy
• targeting smart procurement options.
• rolled out a Solar Adoption Program, which has confirmed
12 megawatts of solar photovoltaic generation installed.
In addition, Melbourne Airport has developed a solar
powered water treatment plant and installed a 1.8MW
solar system on a new business park site
• prepared a Carbon Management Plan (2019).
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Melbourne Airport was also able to achieve the 20 per
cent reduction of annual grid electricity consumption by
FY20 from a base year of FY17. This strategy included
best practice targets for carbon emissions and continues
to reduce our grid consumption of electricity.
Table 14-8 presents the action plan designed to meet
energy and carbon targets outlined in Section 14.4.3.
14.4.4
Hazardous materials

Melbourne Airport will continue to work to reduce the risk
associated with hazardous materials. Through our action
plan, we will continuously examine options to replace
hazardous materials with non-hazardous alternatives,
reduce their use and manage the use and storage of
those hazardous materials that cannot be avoided.
Aspect

Targets

Hazardous
materials

No significant hazardous materials incidents
per year

14.4.4.1
Background
Several hazardous materials are stored and used
at Melbourne Airport. These include fuels, oils,
herbicides, solvent-based chemicals and hazardous
building materials. Without appropriate management
and procedures, hazardous materials have the potential
to affect the environment (including soil, groundwater,
surface water, air quality, and human health and safety).
Sources and uses of hazardous materials at Melbourne
Airport include:
• bulk aviation and automotive fuel storage and handling
• fire training and the storage and use of firefighting foam
• APAM and tenant-operated maintenance facilities for
vehicles and aircraft
• general airport operation, construction, maintenance
and landscaping. This includes the use and disposal
of pesticides and herbicides, solvents and paints,
batteries, and asbestos-containing materials within
existing buildings, fuels and cleaning chemicals
• other hazardous materials present in buildings
and structures.
Further, some operational and construction activities can
affect soil quality.
Melbourne Airport has several control measures in place
to ensure all activities involving hazardous materials are
appropriately managed:
• The Melbourne Airport Emergency Plan details standard
operating procedures to minimise volatile organic and
odorous emissions in the event of chemical spills, and to
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reduce any potential environmental impacts.
• Business partners and tenants are required, as part
of their OEMPs, to maintain registers detailing all
hazardous materials (including asbestos) stored,
handled or used as part of their operations. The
individual OEMPs must include provisions for phasing
out hazardous materials in favour of safer alternatives,
and reviews are conducted annually.
• Similarly, OEMPs include procedures that allow for
managing by-products. Business partners and tenants
are responsible for ensuring that, for operations under
their control, these procedures and control measures
are adhered to and that appropriate records and
registers maintained.
• Melbourne Airport’s site-wide Environmental
Management Plan and PFAS Management Framework
also set out the minimum requirements for managing
hazardous materials across the airport estate.
Melbourne Airport will continue to store, handle, use
and dispose of hazardous materials appropriately; and
will explore further options for sustainable environmental
management principles. Table 14-9 outlines the action
plan to meet our hazardous materials targets outlined in
Section 14.4.4.
14.4.5
Cultural heritage

This action plan will ensure the management of risks
that have the potential to have temporary or lasting
impacts on cultural heritage values, and identify actions
to improve significant areas.
Aspect

Targets

Cultural
heritage

Continue to work with the Wurundjeri Woi Wurrung
Cultural Heritage Aboriginal Corporation to ensure
100% of Melbourne Airport assessed and / or has
an approved Cultural Heritage Management Plan
by end of 2025 (~450ha).
No incidents of unauthorised damage to cultural
heritage sites
Acknowledgement and celebration of First Nations
heritage in Melbourne terminals by end FY23

14.4.5.1
Background
There are a significant number of known sites at which
artefacts of cultural and historic heritage significance
have been identified on or near the airport. Maintaining
and recording cultural heritage values on site is a high
priority, as is maintaining a good ongoing relationship
with the Registered Aboriginal Party.
Indigenous silcrete stone artefact scatters are common on
site, and there are cultural heritage sites including scarred
trees within the Grey Box Woodland. There are also
several historical heritage sites on airport land, primarily

Table 14-8
Action plan for energy and carbon at Melbourne Airport
Action Details

Timeframe

1

Continue to roll out the APAM Energy Strategy which aims to reduce annual grid electricity consumption

Ongoing

2

Collaborate with Melbourne Airport business partners and tenants to identify opportunities for energy and
carbon-saving measures

Ongoing

3

Explore the use of alternative fuel sources for airside equipment, including examination of electric vehicles,
hybrid vehicles and alternative options for auxiliary power units

Ongoing

4

Maintain compliance with existing energy and greenhouse reporting and assessment programs including
the National Greenhouse and Energy Reporting Scheme and the National Pollutant Inventory

Annual

5

Ensure future Master Plans include the opportunity to establish a hydrogen hub at the Melbourne Airport

Ongoing

6

Complete the Airport Carbon Accreditation program requirements

Annually

7

Scope 3 emission engagement strategy to be developed - focusing on opportunities to influence our commercial
property tenants, airlines, travelers and contractors.

2022

Table 14-9
Action plan for hazardous materials at Melbourne Airport
Action Details

Timeframe

1

Investigate and implement the replacement of hazardous materials with non-hazardous substances and/or identify
options to reduce their use

Ongoing

2

Map location of hazardous materials used by APAM using the enterprise geographic information system (GIS)

Ongoing

3

Undertake regular inspections of hazardous materials storage areas via APAM’s EMS audits, construction inspections
and tenant inspections

Ongoing

4

Ensure all applicable airport staff (and tenants) are trained in environmental emergencies/spill responses

Ongoing

5

Maintain the Asbestos Register, inspect sites annually and map the location of sites using the enterprise geographic
information system (GIS)

Ongoing

related to early Scottish agricultural settlement in the
region. It is likely that there are further sites of cultural and
historical significance not yet discovered on airport land.
There are a range of risks that have the potential to have
temporary or lasting impacts on cultural heritage values.
These risks are managed through approval processes for
scheduled works and also through undertaking additional
assessments for Management Plan updates to track the
condition of cultural heritage values.
The most common cause of damage is inadequate
identification and consideration of cultural heritage
throughout the life of a project. To mitigate this risk,
Melbourne Airport regularly undertakes assessments
to actively manage Indigenous and non-Indigenous
cultural heritage values. Prior to beginning works in the
vicinity of a recorded site or in areas of cultural heritage
sensitivity, Melbourne Airport liaises with specialists and
stakeholders to manage any potential disturbance. These
assessments and liaison guide the approvals process.
Heritage values are documented on the airports
enterprise GIS that also provides a range of management
actions to prevent, control or reduce the major risks to

culturally significant areas. This GIS also serves as the
Cultural Heritage Environmental Site Register.
Where construction works are planned in areas of known
or potential heritage values, Melbourne Airport requires
the project contractor to prepare and implement a
Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP)
that outlines appropriate management measures and
contingency plans. This includes cultural awareness
training for all site personnel. In construction areas
where a Cultural Heritage Management Plan (CHMP)
or Heritage Management Plan (HMP) is required, the
actions stipulated within the plan are also required to be
addressed within the CEMP.
The continued management and conservation of cultural
heritage is an important aspect of the airport’s future
planning. Melbourne Airport also recognises the value
in promoting this information and connecting with
the community and its passengers through enhanced
experiences and the sharing of local knowledge.
Figure 14-1 shows all areas of cultural significance
within the airport’s boundaries.
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foams, mist suppressants and coatings). PFAS are stable
chemicals that are resistant to physical, chemical and
biological degradation. They therefore last for a long time
and can be found in humans, animals and throughout the
environment in Australia and other parts of the world.

Table 14-10
Action plan for cultural heritage at Melbourne Airport
Action Details

Timeframe

1

Train relevant employees in how to use CHMP and recognising cultural heritage values

Ongoing

2

Maintain and update heritage values on the airport’s geographic information system

Ongoing

3

Consult with relevant stakeholders on proposals that have a potential impact on items of heritage value

Ongoing

4

Ensure all new developments have a Culture and Heritage plan where required

Ongoing

5

Identify opportunities to incorporate the airport’s cultural heritage attributes and history into terminal precincts
and design

2022

At airports, aqueous film-forming foams (AFFF)
containing per- and poly-fluoroalkyl substances (PFAS)
were historically used because they are very effective at
putting out liquid fuel fires. At Melbourne Airport, AFFF
has been stored in aircraft hangers for deluge systems
and used extensively in training (by far the greatest
use of the product) and responding to firefighting
emergencies involving liquid fuels. Source areas at the
airport (Figure 14-9) include the following Airservices
Australia (or their predecessors) facilities:
• Current and former fire training grounds (FTGs)

The future management actions for cultural heritage are
outlined in the action plan at Table 14-10.
14.4.6
Land, surface water and groundwater management

The management of land and water at Melbourne
Airport involves mitigating risks that have a potential
impact on both these environmental aspects.
This action plan addresses land and water
management as an integrated environmental issue.
Aspect

Targets

Land, surface
water and
groundwater
management

No environmental incidents that lead to land,
groundwater or surface water pollution
Improve the ecological health of receiving
waterways (as evidenced by environmental
monitoring)
Arundel Creek baseflow water treated
350 days / year.
100% of PFAS impacted wastewater treated by
Water Treatment Plant.

14.4.6.1
Background – land
The soil at Melbourne Airport overlies relatively shallow
newer volcanic basalt, which is a hard and compact rock.
Hazardous liquids (such as fuels, oils and solvent-based
chemicals) used frequently at Melbourne Airport have
a high potential to contaminate land. Activities with the
potential to affect soil at the site include:
• chemical and waste storage, handling, use and disposal
• water run-off from vehicle-related activities (including
aircraft maintenance and car park facilities)
• importation and storage of contaminated fill
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• fuel storage tanks and associated infrastructure

• The Melbourne Airport Fire Station

• demolition and construction works.

• The Smoke Hut.

Due to the broad range of activities that can cause
soil contamination, Melbourne Airport has developed
numerous control measures to minimise and manage this
issue. Identified areas of soil contamination are added
to the Environmental Site Register. This allows for easy
identification of when further investigations are required
for particular sites or projects.

Diffuse PFAS impacts are widespread across the
project area and several secondary sources of PFAS
contamination have also been identified, but these are
predominantly associated with surface water drainage,
groundwater contamination and water reuse impacts
(e.g. Melbourne Airport Golf Club).

Further project-based contaminated land investigations
and a site-wide review were completed in 2020.
The results will be used to better inform Melbourne
Airport of the site’s contamination status, as well as the
construction activities that result in the excavation of soil
and generation of spoil at the airport.
The ongoing growth of Melbourne Airport will result
in significant expansion to the physical footprint of
the Business Park, airfield and terminal precinct. With
this expansion comes a risk that works will interact
with areas of soil contamination or could result in
new contamination events. Careful consideration and
management will also be taken when transporting
existing and imported fill material.
Melbourne Airport assesses all activities (including
construction and demolition projects) for their potential
impact on land, groundwater and surrounding
waterways. Control measures are developed to minimise
the impact of developments on these environmental
aspects, with monitoring programs in place to evaluate
their effectiveness.
Through its land and water action plan, Melbourne
Airport will investigate opportunities to remediate and
repurpose airport land that adds value for the airport,
local communities and environment.
PFAS contamination
Per- and poly-fluorinated alkyl substances (PFAS) are
manufactured chemicals used to make products resistant
to heat, stains, grease and water. PFAS have been widely
used for more than 50 years in many consumer and
industrial products (including carpets, cookware, clothing,
food packaging, pesticides, stain repellents, firefighting

The PFAS National Environment Management Plan
(NEMP) provides guidance on the assessment and
management of sites contaminated by PFAS. The PFAS
NEMP was first released in February 2018 (Version 2
was issued in January 2020) and developed by the
heads of EPAs Australia and New Zealand (HEPA) and
the Commonwealth Department of Environment and
Energy (now Department of Agriculture, Water and the
Environment). The Commonwealth, State and Territory
environment ministers have all endorsed the PFAS NEMP.
APAM has developed a PFAS Management Framework
consistent with the PFAS NEMP to address all aspects
of PFAS management on site. The PFAS Management
Framework applies to any maintenance or construction
activities within the boundaries of Melbourne Airportcontrolled land where PFAS impacted materials (including
soil and construction and demolition waste) is to be
disturbed or wastewater is to be generated/intersected.
APAM’s PFAS Management Framework will be updated
to reflect any future changes in legislation/guidance.
Airport estate-wide risk assessments commissioned by
APAM identified that the on-site risks related to PFAS are
considered low and acceptable. Further confirmation of
off-site risks is ongoing and they are being addressed as
part of broader estate management.
As part of its ongoing environmental management and
monitoring of the airport in accordance with the Airports
Act and regulations, Melbourne Airport is assessing and
monitoring PFAS contamination on airport property. As
part of this process, Melbourne Airport has established a
Project Control Group (PCG) to review this issue in detail.
The PCG comprises Melbourne Airport and:
• Commonwealth Department of Infrastructure,
Transport, Regional Development and
Communications (DITRDC)

• EPA Victoria
• Airservices Australia.
Melbourne Airport is also working closely with other
relevant stakeholders including airport tenants,
neighbouring local councils, community stakeholders
and Melbourne Water. Melbourne Airport will continue
to work with airport tenants to manage potential risks
from PFAS contamination at the airport.
14.4.6.2
Background – surface water
Melbourne Airport is located on a broad plateau in the
catchments of the Yarra and Maribyrnong rivers, with
several local waterways located on or adjacent to the
airport site (Figure 14-10). The headwaters of Arundel
Creek, Steele Creek and Steele Creek North originate on
the airport site itself. These waterways support aquatic
ecological communities and are also used for irrigation
and stock watering purposes. Some reaches of Arundel
Creek, the Maribyrnong River, Moonee Ponds Creek and
Deep Creek also provide habitat for threatened species
including the growling grass frog, Litoria raniformis.
These receiving waterways are an integral part of the
local natural environment, and ongoing management for
maintaining or improving their health is a key objective of
the strategy.
Stormwater run-off at Melbourne Airport is managed
through an extensive drainage network that includes
vegetated swales, drainage pits, subsurface pipes,
retention basins, bio-retention basins and gross pollutant
traps. Site management practices are implemented to
minimise potential contaminants leaving the airport site.
These include construction environmental management
plans, effective spill response, construction site audits,
street sweeping, and regular stormwater pit and gross
pollutant trap maintenance.
Water quality monitoring and stream health assessments
have identified the need to increase the receiving
waterways’ resilience to airport stormwater flows. Some
reaches of Moonee Ponds Creek and Arundel Creek have
degraded habitats and are therefore more susceptible
to impacts from stormwater flows. Revegetation and
regeneration, weed and pest animal control, repairing
bank erosion and stock management are all undertaken
to continuously improve local waterway resilience.
Surface water pollutants have been primarily associated
with certain PFAS, heavy metals from local geology,
aircraft operations, the road network and fuel storage.
APAM’s surface water monitoring program found that
levels of some contaminants were above adopted
guidelines at several locations across the site. No
unacceptable human health risks have been found
and APAM continues to monitor water quality at and
around the airport to inform future management actions.
Melbourne Airport’s growing footprint will result in
more hard surfaces and stormwater run-off. This in
turn is expected to increase pressure on stormwater
infrastructure and the receiving waterways. Without
effective management, adverse environmental impacts
could occur (such as bank erosion, weed invasion and
degradation of the aquatic and terrestrial habitat).
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Figure 14-9
PFAS concentration in soil
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Figure 14-10
Location of waterways and water monitoring points at Melbourne Airport
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• improving stormwater quality by upgrading water
treatment measures such as filtration and retention
• reducing the potential for contaminants and
litter in the stormwater catchments to enter
the drainage network
• managing stormwater volumes so peak flows and
flow velocities are reduced in order to mitigate
downstream erosion impacts and improve surface
water quality
• identifying stormwater reuse opportunities through
treatment and harvesting.
Through its action plan for land and water,
Melbourne Airport will prioritise improving the
quality of stormwater run-off and receiving waters by
managing contaminants and increasing the resilience
of the system through improved processes and
technologies, and on-ground rehabilitation.
14.4.6.3
Background – groundwater
Melbourne Airport is located above a regional aquifer.
In some areas, groundwater occurs at a shallower depth
and interacts with surface and near-surface infrastructure.
In these locations, groundwater is vulnerable to
contamination from surface activities. Understanding
groundwater flow patterns, interactions and potential
sources of contamination is critical to identifying risks,
management and remediation. A simplified cross-section
through the site showing the aquifers and groundwater
depth is shown in Figure 14-11.
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Monitoring is regularly conducted at high-risk sites
where current or historical activities have led to
groundwater contamination.

To mitigate potential impacts on groundwater,
Melbourne Airport undertakes the following measures:
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Monitoring and managing groundwater is a key focus
of Melbourne Airport due to the long-term use of the
site; and the historical use of chemicals and oils and
fuels. Several groundwater bores at the airport monitor
groundwater quality.

The effects of climate change have the potential to
affect groundwater levels and quality through increased
localised recharge of stormwater run-off and from
surface water bodies to groundwater.
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• surrounding land uses (e.g. former landfills,
agricultural uses).
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• existing solid waste disposal areas, and areas
with interim containment of impacted soils
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• petrol stations and other storage of
petroleum hydrocarbons
• construction and refurbishment-related works

Runway (16/34)

WEST

2,500

In response to these challenges, through the
development of several initiatives, Melbourne
Airport has identified opportunities to improve water
quality and increase the stability and resilience of
receiving waterways to accommodate increased
airport stormwater flows and minimise environmental
impacts. These include better site management, new
infrastructure, water re-use and habitat improvement.
More specifically, key principles in managing stormwater
discharge from the airport include:

140
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• higher incidence of severe fire weather conditions,
with potential surface water impacts from a bushfire
including high loads of ash and sediment run-off,
and bank destabilisation.

• fire control operations and firefighting training
(including historical use of PFAS-containing foams
and concentrates)

1,500

• increased ambient air temperatures and
evaporation, with more hot days and fewer cold
nights (potential impacts include increased surface
water temperatures, drier catchment soils, and
decreased run-off)

Figure 14-11
Cross-section beneath Melbourne Airport showing aquifer and groundwater level
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• more frequent extreme rainfall events with increased
potential for flooding

• aircraft and vehicle maintenance, fuel storage and
fuelling activities (including those undertaken at
hangars and ancillary workshops)

500

• altered rainfall patterns, with less rainfall in
winter and spring affecting catchment rainfall
and run-off regimes
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Potential groundwater contamination sources include:

Elevation (mAHD)

Climate change projections for the region indicate that
surface water environments are likely to be affected by
several climate variables including:
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Table 14-11
Action plan for land and water management at Melbourne Airport
Action Details
1

Timeframe

Implement the Melbourne Airport Environmental Management Plan and PFAS Management Framework that include
measures to prevent contamination of land and water

Ongoing

2

Construct a water treatment plant to treat PFAS-contaminated water on Arundel Creek

2022

3

Identify opportunities across the airport to improve surface water quality incorporating water-sensitive urban design,
with a focus on Arundel Creek

Ongoing

4

Improve the stability and ecological health of waterways by actively managing construction sites, feral animals, weeds,
erosion and undertaking revegetation

Ongoing

5

Identify priority contaminated sites for management and/or remediation that follow a risk- based approach or can be
addressed through project works

Ongoing

• maintenance of existing infrastructure to minimise
spills and uncontrolled discharges that could
reach groundwater

6

Undertake groundwater and surface water monitoring

Annual

7

Undertake stream health monitoring surveys

Annual

8

Implement the PFAS National Environmental Management Plan

Ongoing

• ongoing monitoring of known areas with
contaminated groundwater

9

Continue to ensure that tenants meet legislative and lease obligations relating to entry and exit site audits/assessments

Ongoing

10

Map the existing underground and above ground fuel tanks on the airport’s enterprise GIS

2022

11

Polluters held accountable to manage PFAS and other contaminants. Timeframe

Ongoing

• review of tenants’ operational environmental
management plans to assess whether appropriate
emergency response (including spill response) and
management measures are in place
• regular inspections and operational audits of active
areas to verify existing management measures in
place to mitigate potential risks
• compulsory spill response training to relevant personnel

• ongoing development and implementation of CEMPs
that include measures to prevent groundwater
contamination during construction projects
• communication of existing groundwater information
and identified sources of contamination to business
operators and future developers
• working with relevant government agencies and
stakeholders to identify priorities and effective
management solutions for all site contaminants.

The completion of large stormwater management
projects such as the Steele Creek North harvesting
project; installation of a sediment and hydrocarbon trap
to protect Moonee Ponds Creek; operating an on-site
water treatment plant; and ongoing ground and surface
water quality monitoring are all part of this strategy. The
airport is building on this information and experience to
further improve land and water management over the
next strategy.

The ongoing protection and maintenance of
groundwater quality at Melbourne Airport is required
to ensure compliance and to manage risks. Melbourne
Airport undertakes annual groundwater monitoring
to inform future management and investigation of
groundwater contaminants. The future management
actions for groundwater are outlined in the action plan
at Table 14-11.
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• wildlife strikes
• stormwater and drainage run-off and
water-quality impacts

Figure 14-12
Deep Creek on the airport’s eastern boundary

• lack of prescribed fire (to aid germination
and biodiversity health)
• climate change
We will continue to conserve and improve biodiversity
during day-to-day operations and through the
upcoming period of airport expansion.
Aspect

Targets

Biodiversity and
conservation

No net increase in Melbourne Airport’s
annual 12-month average wildlife strike rate
Reduce pest animal impacts on higher value
ecological areas through the Implementation
of a site-wide Integrated Pest Animal
Management Plan
Maintain and enhance the quality of
high value ecological areas through
the Implementation of the Ecological
Community Management and Improvement
Plan and adaptative management

14.4.7.1
Background
The Melbourne Airport site is home to, or is likely to
support, threatened ecological communities, threatened
species, and migratory species that are defined as
Matters of National Environmental Significance (MNES).
These MNES are inherently linked. The threatened
ecological communities provide habitat for threatened
or migratory species.
The site’s Grey Box Woodland area is representative
of a nationally threatened ecological community
(Figure 14-1). The woodlands provide suitable foraging
habitat for the swift parrot, listed as endangered under
Commonwealth legislation.
Areas across the site meet the attributes of National
Temperate Grasslands of the Victorian Volcanic Plains
which is a nationally critically endangered ecological
community. The golden sun moth has also been
detected in limited locations east of Sunbury Road and
north of the Grey Box Woodland. Targeted surveys for
the striped legless lizard have not detected this species
across the site for many years.
A range of endangered vegetation types have been
mapped in waterways in and around the airport.
The growling grass frog (a threatened species) is
known to inhabit Moonee Ponds Creek, Deep Creek
and Arundel Creek.
Within this sensitive environment, the species and
habitat at the airport are subject to a range of existing
and potential threats. These include:
• infrastructure development and changes to
surrounding land use

• bushfire and wildfire.
The interconnected nature of the ecological values at
Melbourne Airport requires an integrated and adaptive
management approach.
Melbourne Airport has undertaken numerous ecological
studies and assessments since acquiring the lease in
1997. These studies form the basis for the airport’s
adaptive management approach to its biodiversity
assets. This includes pest plant and animal control;
fencing; improving water quality and stream health;
timing of maintenance works; and regulatory reporting.
In addition, Melbourne Airport implements further
measures to minimise impacts to fauna habitats and
threatened species. Any proposed development at
Melbourne Airport considers biodiversity values.
Building on existing information, detailed assessments
are undertaken prior to any development that has
the potential to impact on these values. All proposed
developments implement measures to minimise impacts
to fauna habitats and threatened species or, where
appropriate, offset those impacts at another location.
The conservation and active management of
environmentally important areas at the airport is a key
priority. This is achieved through continued monitoring
programs and assessments implementing offsets where
avoiding the impact is unavoidable.

Figure 14-13
Revegetation planting at Moonee Ponds Creek – World Environment Day 2020

Melbourne Airport engages with the community to
encourage the protection of biodiversity beyond the
boundaries of the airport, liaising with neighbouring
councils, the Victorian Department of Transport, Parks
Victoria, Melbourne Water and community stakeholders.
One example of this, is supporting the Conservation
Volunteers Program which has been working adjacent
to the airport to help preserve the endangered eastern
barred bandicoot.
The airport has continued to build its knowledge of the
site’s biodiversity and conservation values over the period
of the previous strategy, having achieved all – or continuing
to undertake all – its identified targets. There are specific
targets around reducing key threatening processes (pest
plants and animals) and implementing a management plan
for areas of high environmental value to ensure these areas
are improved over the life of this strategy.
Table 14-12 presents the action plan for biodiversity and
conservation at Melbourne Airport. Figure 14-1 shows the
ecological values and fauna habitat at Melbourne Airport.

• weeds, pest animal invasion and grazing
(rabbits, kangaroos and cattle)
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Table 14-12
Action plan for biodiversity and conservation management at Melbourne Airport
Action Details

Timeframe

1

Investigate a whole of airport biodiversity offsets strategy

Ongoing

2

Implement the site-wide Integrated Pest Management Plan focused on reducing pest animals on the airfield and high
value conservation areas

Ongoing

3

Map key weed and pest animal locations on the airport’s enterprise GIS

Ongoing

4

Monitor and track Melbourne Airport’s annual target 12-month average wildlife strike rate

Annual

5

Maintain and update biodiversity mapping on the enterprise GIS

Ongoing

6

Actively manage declared weeds in the Moonee Ponds Creek corridor to achieve ongoing reduction in density
(primarily artichoke thistle and Patterson’s curse)

Ongoing

7

Undertake ripping and other rabbit control in the in the Moonee Ponds Creek corridor to achieve ongoing reduction in
rabbit density

Ongoing

8

Implement the Wildlife Hazard Management Plan

Ongoing

9

Maintain a committee to address wildlife management at the airport

2-monthly

10

Implement the Melbourne Airport Removal of Trees and Vegetation on Airport Property Procedure

Ongoing

11

Revegetate areas of land under our management to support biodiversity, stream health and cultural heritage in areas
identified as ‘Conservation, Recreation and Water Management’ in Development Concept Plans

Ongoing

14.4.8
Air quality and ground-based noise

Nevertheless, activities within the airport boundary do
contribute to Melbourne’s air quality; and Melbourne
Airport reports annually to the National Pollutant
Inventory via EPA Victoria.
Airport activities that can affect air quality include:

Several activities at the airport have the potential to
affect both air quality and ground-based noise. As such,
this action plan looks to manage these impacts in an
integrated manner.
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Aspect

Targets

Air quality and
ground-based
noise

No exceedances of relevant air quality criteria
associated with airport activities
No complaints from the community regarding
ground-based airport noise

• aircraft operating on the ground and at low heights
near ground level (less than approximately 900 metres
above ground level)
• on-airport road vehicle traffic
• ground support equipment using diesel fuel on
the apron

Environment Strategy

Maintaining a sound scientific understanding of
the airport’s air emissions and air quality will enable
adaptive management in the future. Since 2013,
Melbourne Airport has been continuously monitoring air
quality for pollutants including nitrogen dioxide (NO2),
sulphur dioxide (SO2), ozone (O3), carbon monoxide (CO),
hydrocarbons, airborne fine particulate matter (PM10
and PM2.5); and for meteorological parameters such as
wind speed and direction.
In 2020-21, an air quality impact assessment was undertaken
to investigate the effects of ground-based activities on the
surrounding environment and compliance with relevant
legislation. The assessment was undertaken through
extensive modelling primarily to support M3R. When
compared with national and Victorian air quality standards,
the data shows that key air pollutants do not represent a
significant air quality issue for Melbourne Airport.
The most effective mitigation measures for air
emissions at Melbourne Airport will be achieved through
minimising and improving the efficiency of movements
by aircraft, road vehicles and ground support equipment;
and advances in aircraft technology and emissions
management. Efficiencies can be gained through
switching to higher quality fossil fuels or replacing
existing vehicles with electric or hybrid versions,
resulting in lower emissions and better local air quality.
In line with the EMS, air quality management procedures
are outlined in CEMPs, OEMPs and Permit to Commence
Work conditions that minimise emissions of dust, odour
and other air pollutants.
14.4.8.2
Background – ground-based noise
Airport noise is attributed to either air or ground-based
noise sources. Air-based noise generated by aircraft
during flight, taxiing, landing and take-off is regulated
by Airservices. Although air-based noise tends to
have a more significant impact on surrounding areas
than ground-based noise, this action plan focuses on
Melbourne Airport’s ground-based noise sources with
the potential to adversely affect the local community.

Ground-based noise sources at Melbourne Airport include:
• aircraft ground movements
• aircraft maintenance and testing including engine
ground running
• fixed and mobile plant and equipment (e.g. power
generation facilities and ground support equipment
such as tow vehicles and fuel trucks)
• construction and demolition noise
• infrastructure maintenance
• road traffic noise from vehicles on the Melbourne
Airport site (public and airport vehicles).
Melbourne Airport receives very few ground-based
noise complaints and has never experienced a serious
incident related to noise emissions generated by
ground-based operations.
Further, Melbourne Airport has a specific policy in
relation to ground running of aircraft (Melbourne Airport
Operational Safety Policy: Ground Running of Aircraft,
March 2015) that is used by airlines and maintenance
staff. This policy specifies locations and procedures
where aircraft ground running can be undertaken.
Melbourne Airport also conducts noise monitoring and
manages the environmental impact in relation to groundbased noise sources by:
• monitoring all noise complaints monthly to identify
any emerging trends or issues
• managing and responding to any noise complaints
received by Airservices in accordance with the
airport’s EMS procedures.
Melbourne Airport will plan for the potential increase in
ground-based noise sources as the airport continues to
grow. Noise management measures will be integrated
into airport operations and procedures when planning
for new development.
Table 14-13 presents the action plan for air quality and
ground-based noise at Melbourne Airport.

• ground power units and auxiliary (aircraft) power units
• power generation facility emissions related to
Melbourne Airport operations and maintenance other
than those specifically for flying aircraft (e.g. from
boilers, emergency generators and air-conditioners)

14.4.8.1
Background – air quality

• emissions related to fire training operations including
dark smoke and the use of firefighting materials

Air quality around Melbourne Airport is typically affected
by a range of sources and factors outside both the
control and the boundary of the airport.

• emissions of hydrocarbons and odours from aircraft
and road vehicle refuelling/defuelling, and emissions
from fuel storage tanks

For example, management of bushfires, controlled
burns, wind-blown dust and smog from city-wide motor
vehicle emissions are beyond the airport’s control. In
addition, meteorological factors can worsen Melbourne’s
air quality e.g. recirculating light winds (the ‘Melbourne
eddy’) or wind-blown dust from the Mallee or Wimmera.

• emissions of dust and odours produced during
construction works
• ozone-depleting refrigerants used in chillers.

Table 14-13
Action plan for air quality and ground-based noise at Melbourne Airport
Action Details

Timeframe

1

Explore the use of alternative fuel sources for airside equipment, including examination of electric vehicles, hybrid
vehicles and hydrogen options for auxiliary power units

2023

2

Implement the Air Quality Monitoring Program including a review of existing modelling and recommendations for
improvement. The plan includes both on and off-site monitoring

Ongoing

3

Continue to adopt fixed electrical ground power units to minimise use of diesel- fuelled auxiliary power units

Ongoing

4

Facilitate discussions with Airservices and other key stakeholders on ways to minimise aircraft taxiing times, idling
times and unnecessary aircraft engine usage

Ongoing

5

Ensure CEMPs outline strategies to manage dust, and undertake regular site inspections to ensure dust is
appropriately managed

Ongoing

6

Monitor all noise complaints to determine whether there are any particular emerging trends or issues

2-monthly
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14.4.9
Waste management

Under this action plan, Melbourne Airport will take
a leadership role in ensuring tenants and operators
contribute to improvements in waste management and
identify further opportunities to implement on-site
circular economy activities.
Aspect

Targets

Waste
management

Achieve 80% diversion of construction waste
from landfill

Waste is generated by Melbourne Airport and operators
(including tenants, airlines, retailers, ground handlers,
maintenance, engineering, catering companies,
construction and development). Due to the variety
of contributors, waste streams are wide ranging and
include industrial wastes, priority wastes and reportable
priority wastes both solid and liquid (as described by the
Victorian Environment Protection Act 2017), quarantine
waste, foreign object debris, organic waste (food and
vegetation), paper, cardboard, and food and beverage
containers. Ad-hoc waste types include scrap metal,
construction and demolition waste, concrete and asphalt,
electronics and computers, furniture, office fittings, and
unclaimed baggage.
Due to the nature of airport operations there are a
number of potential waste-related issues:

Increase total volume of quarantine waste
being diverted from deep burial

• inconsistent solid waste disposal by Melbourne
Airport operators, contractors and tenants

Identify and implement opportunities to
develop circular economy projects across the
airport estate

• inappropriate storage of waste oils, chemicals and
other hazardous waste materials

60% terminal waste diversion rate from landfill
by end of FY24.
Zero terminal food waste to landfill by end of
2025.

14.4.9.1
Background
Melbourne Airport supports Victoria Government’s 10year circular economy policy and action plan, Recycling
Victoria: a new economy, by exploring opportunities for
holistic waste management and resource recovery among
both its own waste generating activities and especially
across those of airlines, tenants and on-site operators.
APAM, airlines and on-site operators generate at least
13,000 tonnes of solid waste every year. However, only
about 20 per cent of the total waste stream is under
APAM’s direct control.

• limited options and regulatory restrictions for the
recycling and re-use of certain waste streams
• wastewater run-off from airport operations such as
aircraft and vehicle wash down
• generation of waste in an environment where many
products must be used once and then disposed of
due to biosecurity requirements
• illegal dumping of waste.
Waste management has transformed in the past decade
as the cost of raw material and waste disposal has
increased. There is now an increasing awareness of the
embedded, life-cycle impacts of materials associated with
their extraction, transport, use and ultimately disposal.

Melbourne Airport applies on-site waste minimisation
and management practices across all airport-managed
facilities by instigating new policies and procedures, and
encouraging accountability and efficiency. The reduction in
the amount of waste being disposed to landfill is a priority
for the airport in order to minimise environmental impacts.

Melbourne Airport monitors contractor, operator and
tenant performance as part of operational environmental
management plan compliance, including review of waste
tracking documentation where appropriate.

Over the next five years, construction and demolition
waste will be generated including a range of waste
from surplus or off-cut construction materials and
clearing, and the demolition of existing infrastructure.
This development and its associated waste generation
presents an opportunity to explore alternative
management practices for these waste streams.Its waste
management action plan will help ensure that Melbourne
Airport continues to improve waste management
practices.

Melbourne Airport’s Waste Minimisation and
Environmental Policies document the airport’s
commitment to reducing the quantity of waste
generated and the associated costs of managing that
waste. The policy covers all airport operations and
applies to all individuals, employees and contractors
conducting business activities at the airport.
Under these policies, waste management is guided by
circular economy principles that seek to maintain the
value from resources used to create goods and services
by good design and effective recovery of materials. This
is a shift from a linear mindset to one of a circular flow of
resources as shown in Figure 14-14.

Table 14-14 presents the action plan for waste
management at Melbourne Airport.

There are limited on-site options for the management
and treatment of most waste streams. However, a
significant amount of construction waste (soil, concrete,
asphalt) is recycled and re-used on site, as is waste
vegetation as mulch. Quarantine waste (material
from overseas posing a potential biohazard threat to
Australia) must be securely contained not only on site at
Melbourne Airport but also during transport to approved
disposal facilities.

Action Details

MAKE
Extract
Energy
Recovery

Manage

The airport recognises that waste processes need to be
effectively managed to reduce negative impacts. In 2016,
Melbourne Airport appointed a single operator to collect
all waste streams across the site subject to APAM’s
operational control. This has resulted in improved waste
management efficiencies and cost savings.

Table 14-14
Action plan for waste management at Melbourne Airport

Figure 14-14
Alignment of Melbourne Airport’s waste objectives to the circular economy principles

Landfill

Environment Strategy

Reuse
& Repair

Timeframe

1

Ensure any future APAM waste management procurement process includes strong consideration of on-site organics
processing, compostable food court materials and elimination of single use plastics

2022

2

Collaborate with Melbourne Airport business partners and tenants to identify opportunities for engaging in circular
economy activities (e.g. reuse of compostable waste, recycled water from the treatment plant)

Ongoing

3

Conduct regular tenant inspections to ensure appropriate waste management systems are in place.

Ongoing

4

Continue to ensure that waste management and resource recovery are considered through development proposals
for both construction and operational phases

Ongoing

5

Ensure tenants include waste management and resource recovery in their OEMP

Ongoing

6

Finalise Biosecurity Risk Management Plan

2023

7

Mandate use of an organics waste stream in terminals.

2022

USE
RECYCLE
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15.0
Safeguarding
Melbourne
Airport
This section describes the
measures required to safeguard
the ongoing operations and
growth of Melbourne Airport.
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KEY FEATURES

MAINTAINING AND
SUPPORTING GROWTH
Maintaining, protecting
and supporting ongoing
operations and growth at
Melbourne Airport

WORKING WITH
GOVERNMENT
Working closely with the
Victorian Government, local
government and surrounding
communities to restrict
incompatible development
from encroaching on airport
operations

MANAGE FLIGHTS OVER
RESIDENTIAL AREAS

NIGHT NOISE
ABATEMENT

Preferential runway use and
flight paths to manage flights
over residential areas

Night noise abatement
procedures

REGULAR
MONITORING
Regular monitoring and review
of aircraft operations and
flight paths
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15.2
NATIONAL AIRPORTS SAFEGUARDING
FRAMEWORK
The NASF is a national land-use planning framework that
aims to:
• Improve community amenity by minimising aircraft
noise-sensitive developments near airports, including
the use of additional noise metrics and improved
noise-disclosure mechanisms
• Improve safety outcomes by ensuring aviation safety
requirements are recognised in land-use planning
decisions by jurisdictions adopting guidelines on
various safety-related issues.

15.1
OVERVIEW AND OBJECTIVES
The ability of an airport to operate effectively and efficiently fundamentally depends
upon the activities taking place on the land around it. Erecting structures that intrude
into the flight paths of arriving and departing aircraft can limit, or even prevent, use
of the airport. Impacts on the airport can also occur because of other, possibly less
obvious developments, for example:
• Residential developments adjacent to airports and under flight paths may lead to
complaints about aircraft noise and calls for operating restrictions/curfews
• Industrial activities that generate smoke or similar hazards

The NASF was developed by the National Airport
Safeguarding Advisory Group (NASAG) comprising
Commonwealth, state and territory government planning
and transport officials; the Department of Defence,
the Civil Aviation Safety Authority (CASA), Airservices
Australia, and the Australian Local Government
Association (ALGA).
In February-March 2012, industry, local government
and other stakeholders were invited to comment on
a draft NASF that comprised seven principles and
six guidelines. Commonwealth, state and territory
ministers subsequently agreed to the NASF principles
and guidelines at the Standing Council on Transport
and Infrastructure meeting on 18 May 2012. Since then,
three additional NASF guidelines have been adopted
(guidelines G, H and I).

The NASF principles are set out in Table 15-1 and the
nine guidelines shown in Figure 15-1.
The NASF applies to all Australian airports. It affects
planning and development around them, including
development activity that might penetrate operational
airspace or affect aircraft navigational procedures.
Pursuant to the Standing Council on Transport and
Infrastructure agreement, it is the responsibility of each
state jurisdiction to implement the NASF into their
respective planning systems.
The Department of Infrastructure, Transport, Regional
Development and Communications (DITRDC) has a
NASF factsheet (DITRDC Factsheet: National Airports
Safeguarding Framework) with background and
explanatory information about the framework. Further
information regarding NASF, including the DITRDC
factsheet, can be found here:
https://www.infrastructure.gov.au/aviation/
environmental/airport_safeguarding/nasf/
The Australian Airports Association has produced an
airport practice note called Planning Around Airports –
Safeguarding for the Future that provides guidance to
planning authorities on how to implement the NASF.
The following subsections discuss the current
safeguarding policies and controls protecting Melbourne
Airport with regard to the NASF principles and
guidelines, and identify areas for improvement where
appropriate.

• Activities such as agriculture, animal husbandry or wetland developments which may
attract birds and wildlife that pose a hazard to aviation
• Other activities that may create hazardous lighting, glare or reflectivity that could be a
distraction to pilots.
The long-term and effective safeguarding of Melbourne Airport is essential in
preserving the social and economic benefits it provides to local communities,
Melbourne and Victoria, and to protecting the surrounding neighbourhoods.

Table 15-1
National Airports Safeguarding Framework principles
Principles

Description

Principle 1

The safety, efficiency and operational integrity of airports should be protected by all governments, recognising their economic,
defence and social significance

Principle 2

Airports, governments and local communities should share responsibility to ensure that airport planning is integrated with local
and regional planning

Principle 3

Governments at all levels should align land-use planning and building requirements in the vicinity of airports

Principle 4

Land-use planning processes should balance and protect both airport/aviation operations and community safety and
amenity expectations

• Ensure any new land use or development around the airport does not prejudice the
airport’s safe and long-term operations, and avoids or minimises incompatible uses

Principle 5

Governments will protect operational airspace around airports in the interests of both aviation and community safety

Principle 6

Strategic and statutory planning frameworks should address aircraft noise by applying a comprehensive suite of noise measures

• Manage and, where possible, minimise the impact of airport and aircraft operations on
surrounding areas and communities

Principle 7

Airports should work with governments to provide comprehensive and understandable information to local communities on
their operations concerning noise impacts and airspace requirements

The objectives of the airport safeguarding strategy are to:
• Strengthen Melbourne Airport’s role within the state’s economic and transport
infrastructure and protect its ongoing 24-hour, seven days a week operation
• Enable the airport to effectively and competitively operate at national and
international levels

• Ensure that strategic planning for metropolitan Melbourne recognises and protects
Melbourne Airport, land use decisions are integrated, that appropriate land use
buffers are in place, and that provision is made for future growth and development
• Continue to respect the safeguarding role of the green wedges and restrict
incompatible land uses in these areas.
The National Airports Safeguarding Framework (NASF) provides a set of principles and
guidelines that help address airport safeguarding issues to better protect the ongoing
operation of airports in Australia.
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• Urban Growth Boundary and the Green Wedges
Figure 15-1
National Airports Safeguarding Framework guidelines

Guideline I:
Managing the Risk in
Public Safety Areas at
the Ends of Runways

• Plan Melbourne 2017–2050
• Melbourne Airport Environs Overlay (MAEO).

Guideline A:
Measures for
Managing Impacts
of Aircraft Noise

The role and importance of these policies and controls in
relation to safeguarding Melbourne Airport is discussed
in Section 6.3 of this Master Plan.
Guideline B:
Managing the
Risk of BuildingGenerated Windshear
and Turbulence
at Airports

Guideline H:
Protecting Strategically
Important Helicopter
Landing Sites

Guideline C:
Managing the Risk of
Wildlife Strikes in the
Vicinity of Airports

NASF
guidelines
Guideline G:
Protecting
Aviation Facilities –
Communication,
Navigation
and Surveillance
Guideline F:
Managing the Risk
of Intrusions into the
Protected Airspace
of Airports

15.3
MELBOURNE AIRPORT POLICIES AND
PROCESSES

All on-airport developments must comply with the
above policies and processes, which ensure airport
safeguarding principles and requirements are met.

Melbourne Airport has a number of policies and processes
in place for ensuring on-airport developments meet the
airport safeguarding requirements. These include:

When Melbourne Airport is notified of off-airport
development applications it assesses them with
consideration of the NASF guidelines and responds
to the responsible authority setting out any issues
or concerns regarding airport safeguarding.

• The development approval process outlined in
Section 8 of this Master Plan incorporating the
Airport Act’s major development plan and building
control requirements
• The Melbourne Airport Planning and Urban Design
Strategy for assessing on-airport development
including requirements derived from the NASF
guidelines
• The Contractor Guide to Working at Melbourne Airport
compiled to advise all contractors of the general
requirements for working at Melbourne Airport
• The Melbourne Airport Planting Guidelines, which
provide information regarding plant species suitable
for planting in close proximity to the airport
• The Melbourne Airport Manual prepared in
accordance with Melbourne Airport’s obligations
under the Civil Aviation Safety Regulations Part 139.
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Guideline E:
Managing the Risk
of Distractions to
Pilots from Lighting
in the Vicinity
of Airports

Guideline D:
Managing the
Risk of Wind Turbine
Farms as Physical
Obstacles to
Air Navigation

15.4
VICTORIAN GOVERNMENT PLANNING POLICIES
AND CONTROLS
There are a number of Victorian government policies and
controls that help protect Melbourne Airport from the
potential adverse effects of off-airport developments.
They include:
• Melbourne Airport Environs Strategy Plan (MAESP)
and Part 3C of the Planning and Environment Act 1987
• Planning Policy Framework clause 18.04-1S: Planning
for airports and airfields
• Planning Policy Framework clause 18.04-1R:
Melbourne Airport

As outlined in this section, the Victorian Government has
committed to review the MAESP and the effectiveness
of controls intended to safeguard Melbourne Airport
Environs Area and the airport’s ongoing curfew-free
status. To this end, the Melbourne Airport Environs
Safeguarding Standing Advisory Committee (MAESSAC)
was established in December 2019 to report on:
• Planning proposals of strategic importance within
the Melbourne Airport Environs Area and approved
Melbourne Airport Master Plan noise contours
(including planning scheme amendments and planning
permit applications) or those that may be inconsistent
with State policy safeguarding Melbourne Airport
• The effectiveness of the Melbourne Airport Environs
Area, the MAESP 2003, the MAEO and other related
planning provisions in safeguarding Melbourne Airport’s
ongoing, curfew-free operation and its environs.
At the time of writing, MAESSAC had held hearings, but
had not released a final report relating to these matters.
15.5
FORECAST AIRPORT DEVELOPMENT AND
FLIGHT PATHS
The site occupied by Melbourne Airport was originally
selected to minimise the impact of aircraft noise on the
surrounding areas, which at the time were largely rural.
Since then, urban development has encroached closer
to the airport and under its flight paths. Aircraft noise
is an unavoidable by-product of an airport’s operation,
and although modern aircraft are relatively quiet
compared with their predecessors, the issue still requires
considerable attention.
The Airports Act requires that Melbourne Airport’s
Master Plan includes an Australian Noise Exposure
Forecast (ANEF) to determine likely noise exposure
around the airport. A description of the ANEF system
and associated land use compatibility advice for areas
in the vicinity of airports is detailed in the Australian
Standard AS2021-2015 (Acoustics – Aircraft noise
intrusion – Building siting and construction).
The ANEF contours prepared for the 2022 Master Plan
represent Melbourne Airport’s forecast long-range
noise impacts extending to 2052 (30-year horizon).
The ANEF safeguards the development stages of the
four-runway ‘hashtag’ system (see below) and a longterm annual forecast of almost 530,000 fixed wing and
rotary wing flights. The significant forecast stages of
runway infrastructure development and their respective
Australian Noise Exposure Concepts (ANEC) are
provided in Section 15.5.1.

The flight paths and the combined use of modes of
operation are a key component of how the airport
operates. The use of specific flight paths – or modes
– informs the distribution of noise from aircraft
and associated operations around the airport. The
preliminary design of standard instrument departures
(SIDs) and standard instrument arrival routes (STARs) has
been undertaken for the long term four-runway layout
shown in this Master Plan (see Section 15.5.1).
However, in practice, aircraft tracks will vary either
side of the theoretical flight paths due to factors such
as weather, aircraft type and payload. The computer
modelling process therefore allows for track dispersal,
to accommodate such variations. Flight path corridors
in Figure 15-3 through to Figure 15-10 are presented
as flight zone diagrams – also known as ‘swoosh tracks’
because of their diffused, wide format as against a
distinct single line – to account for this dispersion and
allow for uncertainty in the airspace design.
15.5.1
Forecast major operational stages of Melbourne
Airport and M3R
Melbourne Airport Master Plans since 1990 have shown
two additional runways to the existing runway system:
one additional north-south and one additional east-west
runway. These make up the long-term ‘hashtag’ system
(see Figure 15-2).
In the 2013 and 2018 approved Master Plans, the stated
planning intent was to proceed with developing the
proposed parallel east-west runway as the priority for
the third runway. (Work had commenced on progressing
the Major Development Plan (MDP) for this project.)
However in late 2018, following extensive consultation
(with the aviation industry, government, regulators and
the community as part of the Runway Planning Review
process) Melbourne Airport announced its decision to
nominate the north-south runway as the preferred option
for the airport’s third runway. The design, assessment and
construction of Melbourne Airport’s third runway is called
M3R. As a consequence of the change in orientation
for the third runway, the 2018 Master Plan requires
an update: this Master Plan 2022. (A separate MDP is
required for the construction and operation of M3R.)
As stated in Section 3.3.9, given that the primary driver
of this Master Plan is the changed preferred alignment
for the next runway (to north-south), and recognising that
the purpose of the new Master Plan is to facilitate the
assessment of the M3R MDP, the Preliminary Draft Master
Plan 2022 and Preliminary Draft M3R MDP will be exhibited
concurrently. Thereby reducing possible confusion in the
community from separate engagement processes.
Following exhibition of both documents, the Draft
Master Plan 2022 will be submitted to the Minister for
consideration followed by the Preliminary Draft M3R
MDP. The Master Plan approval decision will occur first,
and consideration of approval of the MDP will follow.
This is because the M3R MDP cannot be approved while
the current Master Plan 2018 is in place.
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To adequately capture the aircraft noise around the
airport in the periods before and after construction of
the two new runways that will complete the hashtag
system, a composite ANEF has been prepared (see
Section 15.6 for a description of the ANEF system).

The airfield layouts considered in the composite ANEF
are shown in Figure 15-2. (ANEC 2 was produced for the
superseded east-west alignment third runway and so is
no longer required.)
Table 15-2 shows the annual aircraft movements
for each ANEC scenario used in this Master Plan’s
noise modelling.

ANECs (see Section 15.6.2) representing three potential
stages of development have been prepared, based on
each stage’s runway configuration. In total, five ANECs
comprise the composite long-range ANEF 2052. They are:

The forecast year for ANEC 1 and ANEC 3 refers to the
noise modelling completed as part of the M3R MDP.
This year represents the projected opening day in 2026
plus 20 years. The forecast year for ANEC 4 represents
2052, when the parallel north-south and parallel eastwest runways are forecast to be in operation.

• ANEC 1: The existing two-runway system at
saturation 2046
• ANEC 3: A composite of the following ANECs
comprising three runways including additional
north-south runway:

It is noted that rotary aircraft have been modelled
separately for ANEC1 and ANEC3 as shown in
Figure 15-2.

• ANEC 3A (M3R Option 1) three runways, 2046
• ANEC 3B (M3R Option 2) three runways, 2046
• ANEC 3C (M3R Mixed Mode) three runways, 2046

ANEC1
Two Runways (Existing)
Runways 16/34		
3,657M
Runway 09/27		
2,286M

16
09

27

ANEC3

Figure reference

Forecast year

Fixed Wing Aircraft
Movements

Rotary Aircraft
Movements

Total operations

ANEC 1

Figure 15-28

2046

329,0001

10,000

339,100

ANEC 3*

Figure 15-30

2046

474,000

10,000

484,000

ANEC 4

Figure 15-31

2052

514,920

10,000

524,920

* ANEC 3 is a composite of three scenarios

1. This reflects the maximum capacity that can be reached on the existing two-runway system

Some notable changes to the flight corridors in this
Master Plan compared with the 2018 Master Plan
ANEF include:

16L

16R
09

27

34R

• In the 2018 Master Plan departures from 34L turned
west with departures from 34R tracking straight
ahead or turning east. Departures from 34L will now
track straight ahead or turn left before Sunbury with
departures from 34R turning east to avoid traffic on
34L. The benefit of this is greater use of the green
wedge areas to minimise community noise impacts

34L

*With an additional 200m starter extension for 34R departures

ANEC4

• Arrivals on 34R from the north can now be tracked to
arrive on 34L and so achieve better runway balancing
16L

16R
09L

27R

09R

*With an additional 200m starter extension for 34R departures

Annual aircraft movements

Development of the north-south flight corridors for
the M3R MDP involved the participation of Airservices
and Melbourne Airport to develop flight paths and
determine the optimal preliminary design options for
this orientation (including consideration of operational
interdependencies with Essendon Fields Airport).

34

3,657M
3,000 M*
3,500 M
3,000 M

Concept

The 2018 Master Plan identified indicative aircraft flight
paths, operating procedures and aircraft allocation to
runways associated with development of the parallel
east-west runway system as the third runway. The change
in orientation of the third runway necessitated that the
north-south flight paths be further developed so that
predicted impacts could be assessed in an MDP. Given
the amount of work that had been completed for the
east-west orientation, flight paths adopted for the eastwest parallel runway system in the 2018 Master Plan have
been retained.

Figure 15-2
Melbourne Airport airfield and major operational layouts

Four Runways (M3R)
Runways 16L/34R
Runway 16R/34L
Runway 09L/27R
Runway 09R/27L

Table 15-2
ANEC annual aircraft movement breakdown

15.5.2
Changes to flight corridors since the 2018
Master Plan

• ANEC 4: The long-range four-runway hashtag
system, 2052.

Three Runways (M3R)
Runways 16L/34R
3,657M
Runway 16R/34L
3,000 M
Runway 09/27		
2,286M

Safeguarding Melbourne Airport

27L
34R

• A Required Navigation Performance – Authorisation
Required (RNP-AR) arrival route to 34L has been
developed to allow aircraft noise to be concentrated
in green wedge areas and over industrial areas to the
south-west of the airport

• Arrivals on 16R from the west are tracked further west
of the airport to avoid interaction with departures
from 16R heading west. The benefit of this change
is less impact to the community and a more efficient
flight track resulting in less fuel and carbon emissions
• New modes of operation have been considered with
associated flight paths developed to support these
types of operations. They include:
• Simultaneous opposite direction parallel runway
operations (SODPROPS) in which aircraft can takeoff towards the north on one runway and arrive
from the north on the other runway, in order to take
advantage of the northern green wedge area. The
benefits of this include concentrating noise to the
north of the airport during sensitive times
• Segregated modes in which aircraft land on one
runway and depart on the other. Benefits include
the opportunity to give communities noise respite
when traffic demand allows, and maintaining similar
routes to existing flight paths with a parallel runway
system in place. Note that, while providing respite
to some communities, this mode will concentrate
operations for others. Additionally, some
segregated modes will occasionally require both
arrivals and departures on a runway due to aircraft
runway length requirements.
SODPROPS has specific weather requirements in terms
of cloud base, visibility and wind strength and direction.
Departures must turn at least 15 degrees away from the
arrival path. These strict requirements mean this mode is
available for less than 30 per cent of the night (singlehour periods). Melbourne Airport will work closely with
DITRDC, CASA, Airservices and airlines to explore safe
changes to the criteria that may allow greater use of the
mode – and therefore greater concentration of nighttime aircraft noise to the airport’s north.

34L

Indicated helipad was modelled for the ANEC. The resulant ANEF includes both locations and development staging may differ.
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15.5.3
Flight paths and rules for the safe operation of
parallel runways
To prepare for this Master Plan and Melbourne Airport’s
Third Runway (M3R), significant airspace design
development has been undertaken in conjunction with
Airservices Australia.
The airspace design has been completed to concept
level and will be developed further through the detailed
airspace design closer to the opening of the runway.
Flight paths for the east-west runway are consistent with
those of the 2018 Master Plan, while the north-south
runway flight paths have been the subject of more
detailed investigation.
Flight paths for the M3R MDP and this Master Plan have
been developed by Melbourne Airport with assistance
from Airservices. The development of the flight paths
and modes of operation were guided by the principles
developed by Airservices as described in the Airservices
Flight Path Design Principles document (see https://
engage.airservicesaustralia.com/flight-path-designprinciples). Melbourne Airport also applied several
functional requirements to the preliminary airspace
design process consistent with Airservices principles.
Figure 15-3 through Figure 15-8 present the flight path
corridors/zones and predicted use of the corridors/zones
for 2046, when the parallel north-south runways will be
the primary runways in use.
Note: there are several operational options available
for the proposed parallel north-south runway system
including segregated modes available when traffic
demand allows. These are shown separately in Figure 15-5
through Figure 15-8 to help the reader understand
the differences between modes. Figure 15-9 through
Figure 15-12 present the flight path corridors and
predicted use for 2052, when the parallel north-south
and parallel east-west runways are in operation.
Together, these figures present the most extensive
predicted runway use with M3R and the hashtag runway
layouts. These assumptions have been used in the
preparation of the ANEF in this Master Plan.
The flight zone diagrams show how many flights are
forecast to use each corridor daily (with a day, evening
and night breakdown for each operational mode/option.
The ‘typical’ range is defined as the 20th percentile to
the 90th percentile (i.e. excluding the 20 per cent of days
with the least predicted movements and the 10 per cent
of predicted days with the most predicted movements).
‘Respite’ indicates the percentage of days with no flights
predicted for the nominated period.
The flight corridor diagrams are indicative. The final
airspace design may result in concentrated flight paths,
most likely within the zones indicated.
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Figure 15-3
Flight zones for northerly operations – Mixed mode 2046

Airservices uses a variety of operating modes to
determine which runways are in use.
This section provides information on the different modes
of operation available for M3R and long-range hashtag
system. The selection of the modes presented in this
section is based on several factors including:
• Existing flight paths to and from Melbourne Airport
• Optimisation of airport runway capacity and the
ability to meet forecast demand over the day
• Current preferred runway selection rules and existing
noise abatement procedures (NAPs) in operation at
Melbourne Airport
• Options for runway use under different wind
conditions
• Amalgamation of existing procedures with new
procedural requirements for parallel runway
operations, and interaction with Essendon Fields
Airport operations
• Options to minimise aircraft flight over residential
areas, especially the night-time period between 11pm
and 6am
• Timing and traffic demand associated with each
development stage of the hashtag system.
The modes of operation and flight paths for this Master
Plan have been designed on the following basis:
• All aircraft will be able to land on either of the northsouth or east-west parallel runways
• Most aircraft will be able to take off from either of the
north-south runways with M3R; some ultra-long-haul
aircraft will need to depart from the existing northsouth runway (16L/34R)
• Most aircraft will be able to take off from either of the
east-west parallel runways. A few ultra-long-haul aircraft
will need to depart from the existing north-south runway
(16L/34R) when the hashtag system is in operation, due
to increased length and predominant winds.
In order to deliver the required capacity of the M3R, use
of the existing east-west runway before construction
of the hashtag airfield will be limited to times when
weather conditions (primarily wind speed and direction)
prevent use of the parallel runways. Importantly from
an environmental perspective, the preliminary airspace
design maximises the opportunities for runway modes
of operation that give priority to noise preferred modes
during the night-time period.
Note that segregated modes are not included for
the east-west parallel runway system because traffic
demand when the hashtag system is required exceeds
the segregated modes’ capacity. The primary modes of
operation available for the hashtag system and M3R are
summarised below.
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Figure 15-4
Flight zones for southerly operations – Mixed mode 2046
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Figure 15-5
Flight zones for northerly operations – Option 1 2046
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Figure 15-6
Flight zones for southerly operations – Option 1 2046
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Figure 15-7
Flight zones for northerly operations – Option 2 2046
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Figure 15-8
Flight zones for southerly operations – Option 2 2046
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Figure 15-9
Flight zones for westerly operations – Mixed mode 2052
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Figure 15-10
Flight zones for easterly operations – Mixed mode 2052
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Figure 15-11
Flight zones for northerly operations – Mixed mode 2052
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Figure 15-12
Flight zones for southerly operations – Mixed mode 2052
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Mixed mode parallel runway operations (hashtag
and M3R operations):

15.5.4.1
Mixed mode parallel operations

• Mixed parallel operations on runways 16L and 16R

The primary mode of operation considered for arrivals
and departures on both the existing and proposed
north-south runways of the M3R project is mixed parallel
operations as illustrated in Figure 15-13.

• Mixed parallel operations on runways 34L and 34R
• Mixed parallel operations on runways 27L and 27R
• Mixed parallel operations on runways 09L and 09R
Segregated mode parallel runway operations (M3R
operations):
• SM1: segregated north flow with departures on
runway 34L and arrivals on 34R
• SM2: segregated south flow with departures on
runway 16L and arrivals on 16R
• SM3: segregated north flow with departures on
runway 34R and arrivals on 34L
• SM4: segregated south flow with departures on
runway 16R and arrivals on 16L
Single runway operations (M3R operations):
• Single runway operations on runway 34L or 34R
• Single runway operations on runways 16L or 16R
• Single runway operations on runway 09 or 27
Simultaneous opposite direction runway operations
(SODPROPS) (hashtag and M3R operations)
• Allows aircraft departing from runway 34R and
arriving on 16R

This is the mode that provides the most capacity for air
traffic management during normal operations. Having
arrivals and departures to both runways means maximum
use can be made of the airspace and ground infrastructure.
Aircraft would usually be allocated to runways based
on the geographic location of the origin or destination.
This allows air traffic to be processed most efficiently. In
general, aircraft arriving from or departing to northern
and western destinations (including Brisbane and
Perth) will use the new north-south runway (16R/34L);
whereas aircraft arriving from and departing to eastern
destinations (including Sydney and Canberra) would use
the existing north-south runway (16L/34R). However, for
a variety of operational reasons and to balance capacity
with demand it will be necessary to be able to allocate
aircraft to either runway.
In order to deliver the capacity necessary for Melbourne
Airport to meet the projected demand, the operating
modes under M3R will need to prioritise parallel runway
operations during the period 6am to 11pm.
When the hashtag system becomes operational in
2052 – or beyond depending on operational need
and demand growth – parallel operations will alternate
between north-south and east-west parallel runways.
Figure 15-14 illustrates the parallel east-west operations
with the hashtag in operation.

Further description of the above modes are provided in
the following sub-sections.

Figure 15-13
Mixed Mode parallel operations for north-south parallel runways (M3R)

Mixed Mode 34

Mixed Mode 16

Arrivals Runway 34R & 34L
Departures Runway 34R & 34L

Arrivals Runway 16L & 16R
Departures Runway 16L & 16R

34L
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16R

16L

34R
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Figure 15-15
Segregated parallel modes of operation

Mixed Mode 27

Mixed Mode 09

Secregated Mode 1 (SM1)

Secregated Mode 3 (SM3)

Arrivals Runway 27R & 27L
Departures Runway 27R & 27L

Arrivals Runway 09L & 09R
Departures Runway 09L & 09R

Arrivals Runway 34R
Departures Runway 34L

Arrivals Runway 34L
Departures Runway 34R

27R
27L

09L
09R

34L

34L

34R

Secregated Mode 2 (SM2)
Arrivals Runway 16R
Departures Runway 16L

15.5.4.2
Segregated parallel operations

15.5.4.4
Single runway operations and other modes

In some situations, when demand is lower outside peak
periods and during poor weather when low visibility
procedures are in use, it may reduce complexity and
be more efficient to use segregated parallel operations
(arrivals occurring on one runway and departures on
the other). The various segregated parallel modes are
illustrated in Figure 15-15.

Single runway modes of operation (SRO) involve
operating arrivals and departures off one runway only.
SRO will, during most periods of the day, offer insufficient
capacity to ensure the expected movement demand can
be processed without significant delay to operations and
resulting congestion. Therefore, these modes will only be
used when parallel runways are not available.

15.5.4.3
SODPROPS

When the hashtag system is in operation, it will be
unlikely that SRO will be used for any period of time
as the other runway system will be in use.

When M3R is operational, the preferred mode of
operation for managing the impact of aircraft noise on
residential areas in the 11pm to 6am period would be
to process arriving traffic to runway 16R with departing
traffic via runway 34R. This is the Simultaneous Opposite
Direction Parallel Runway Operations (SODPROPS) mode
illustrated in Figure 15-16.

Some circumstances may prompt the use of crossing
mode operations. This may occur during east-west
SRO or parallel runway operations, when pilots request
the existing north-south runway due to its length and
width. Crossing modes may also be used with the
hashtag airfield at night, to avoid overflying more-heavily
populated areas east and south of the airport.

Specific weather requirements apply to SODPROPS
regarding cloud base, visibility and wind strength and
direction. Also, departures must turn a minimum of
15 degrees away from the arrival path. These strict
requirements mean this mode is available for less than
30 per cent of the night (single-hour periods). Melbourne
Airport will work closely with DITRDC, CASA, Airservices
and airlines to explore safe changes to the criteria
that may allow greater use of this mode, and therefore
greater concentration of aircraft noise at night north
of the airport.
The objective of SODPROPS is to direct traffic over the
largely uninhabited areas to the north of the airport.
SODPROPS would be used at night when demand
and weather conditions permit.
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34R

Secregated Mode 4 (SM4)

16R

Arrivals Runway 16L
Departures Runway 16R

16L

16R

16L

Figure 15-16
Simultaneous opposite direction parallel runway operations (SODPROPS)

SODPROPS
Arrivals Runway 16R
Departures Runway 34R
16R

15.5.5
Preferred modes of operations
This section details the preferential allocation and use of
each mode of operation used to construct each of the
forecast ANECs. The modes and their application vary
depending on the period: 6am to 11pm (day and evening
periods) and 11pm to 6am (night-time periods).
At Melbourne Airport, these modes are selected in
accordance with the Melbourne Noise Abatement
Procedures (NAPs) that are dictated by weather and
operational conditions. Meteorological conditions as
well as the traffic demand may influence runway usage,
operating modes and noise contours. NAPs also vary
according to the time of day, given people are more
sensitive to noise at night than during the day. Details of
the existing and proposed NAPs for day and night-time
periods are explained in further detail in this section.

34R

The following sections present the anticipated mode
priorities and the forecast runway proportions for each
of the ANECs.
15.5.5.1
ANEC 1: existing two-runway airfield

Compared to existing mode and runway usage, greater
forecast demand in the future means that the higher
capacity modes would be required more often.
The existing runway modes are shown in Figure 15-17.
Day and evening mode priorities are presented in
Table 15-3, with night-time mode priorities presented
in Table 15-4.

Current noise abatement procedures were applied in
forecasts for ANEC 1, with runway proportions based on
analysis of availability due to weather and mode capacity.
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Table 15-4
ANEC 1 mode priorities – night (11pm to 6am)

Table 15-3
ANEC 1 mode priorities – day (6am to 11pm)
Priority

Arrivals

Departures

Notes

Priority

Arrivals

Departures

1 (equal)

RWY 16

RWY 27

Subject to capacity

1

RWY 16

RWY 27

1 (equal)

RWY 27

RWY 27 & RWY 34

Subject to capacity

2

RWY 27

RWY 27 & RWY 34

1*

RWY 27 & RWY 34 (LAHSO)

RWY 27

High-capacity mode

3

RWY 27

RWY 27

2

RWY09

RWY16

4

RWY 34 or RWY 16

RWY 34 or RWY 16

3

RWY 27

RWY 27

5

RWY 09

RWY 09

4

RWY 34 or RWY 16

RWY 34 or RWY 16

5

RWY 09

RWY 09

*High-capacity modes may be used during peak periods to avoid delay

Figure 15-17
ANEC 1 runway modes
Day (0600 – 2300)
High Capacity Landing Modes

Day (0600 – 2300)
Arrivals Runway 16
Departures Runway 27

Arrivals Runway 27
Departures Runway 27
& Runway 34

16

27

Runway 16 departure permitted for south and
east bound routes. Subject to traffic by propeller driven aircraft
or jet aircraft up to B737 / A320 size, but only when there is
significant ground delay for a departure from runway 27

27

Runway 34 landing is permitted, subject
to traffic, for arrivals from the south and
south-west.

Arrivals Runway 27
& Runway 34
Departures Runway 27

27

Night (2300 – 0600)
Arrivals Runway 16
Departures Runway 27

16

27

Where there are jet departures requiring the longer runway for departures,
priority 2 mode may be nominated by ATC instead of priority 1.

High capacity modes may be used during
peak arrival periods when significant airborne
delays would otherwise occur.
34

Runway 34 lading is permitted, subject to traffic , for arrivals from the
south-west

34

Arrivals Runway 09
Departures Runway 16

16

Arrivals Runway 27
Departures Runway 27
& Runway 34

09

27

Runway 34 landing is permitted, subject to traffic, for arrivals from the south
and south-west.
Where there are jet departures requiring the longer runway for departures,
priority 2 mode may be nominated by ATC instead of priority 1.

Not available between
2300-0600 local time

34

Arrivals Runway 27
Departures Runway 27

Arrivals Runway 27
Departures Runway 27

27

27

Arrivals Runway 34
Departures Runway 34

Arrivals Runway 16
Departures Runway 16

16

Arrivals Runway 34
Departures Runway 34

34

Arrivals runway 09
Departures Runway 09

09

Arrivals Runway 16
Departures Runway 16

16

34

Arrivals runway 09
Departures Runway 09
09

Runway 09 is equal first priority for landing but lowest priority for
take-off. Ad-hoc landings on runway 09 may be available when
suitable with overall traffic management.
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15.5.5.2
ANEC 3: M3R three-runway airfield

noise footprint is significantly greater around the airport.
However, their noise tends to reduce quicker on the
ground in most instances compared to arrivals because
departing aircraft are at a steeper angle. The less
populated areas to the north offer greater opportunities
to design departure flight paths that avoid or minimise
impacts on populations.

So that Melbourne Airport can deliver the capacity
needed to meet projected demand, operating modes
under M3R must prioritise mixed-mode parallel runway
operations during periods of high demand.
During mixed mode operations, the use of the runway 34
direction would be prioritised whenever available.

Table 15-5 and Figure 15-18 illustrate the proposed
noise abatement preferred modes for the 6am to 11pm
period when demand requires mixed mode operations.

Departing aircraft are heavier and require significantly
more thrust than arriving aircraft. They are therefore
louder at the source than arrivals, and their resulting

Table 15-5
ANEC 3C: mixed mode – day priorities
Priority

Arrivals

Departures

Notes

1

34L & 34R

34L & 34R

Mixed Mode

2

16L & 16R

16L & 16R

Mixed Mode

Safeguarding Melbourne Airport

During periods when demand is lower during the day
and evening, the runway infrastructure, facilities and
airspace architecture proposed under M3R will allow
a wider range of practical operating modes. These
possibilities include:
• Option 1 - Segregated mode operations (when
demand permits) that prioritise arrivals to the new
north-south runway 16R or 34L, and departures from
the existing north-south runway 16L or 34R. This
operating mode is the most efficient because all
aircraft – including ultra-long-haul departures – can
operate from the existing runway; and all arrivals can
land on the new runway. Departures to the north,
and arrivals from the south, would be prioritised
whenever wind conditions allow. Modelling has shown
that this mode, in combination with mixed mode
when demand requires, impacts the smallest number
of dwellings with significant noise emissions. This
operating strategy is illustrated in Table 15-6 and
Figure 15-20.

• Option 2 - Segregated mode operations (when
demand permits) that alternate runway priorities
between the existing and new runways as follows,
again with priority for operations in a northerly
direction (departures runway 34L and 34R). This
operating strategy is illustrated in Table 15-7 and
Figure 15-21. Alternation of noise impacts could occur
daily as follows:
• Day 1: Arrivals to the new north-south runway 16R
or 34L, and departures from the existing northsouth runway 16L or 34R, as for Option 1
• Day 2: Arrivals to the existing north-south runway
16L or 34R, and departures from the new northsouth runway 16R or 34L; with a few ultra-long-haul
departures from the existing north-south runway
16R or 34L.
Modelling has shown that Option 2 impacts more
dwellings with significant noise emissions than
Option 1. However, it does distribute the noise impacts
more evenly, and with a predictable regime of respite.

Table 15-6
ANEC 3A Option 1 mode priorities – day (0600-2300)
Figure 15-18
ANEC 3C: mixed mode – day runway modes

Priority

Day (0600 – 2300)
Mode Mixed Mode 34

1

Arrivals Runway 34R & 34L
Departures Runway 34R & 34L

34R

Mode Mixed Mode 16

2
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Arrivals

Departures

Notes

1

34L

34R

SM3

2

16R

16L

SM2

3

34L & 34R

34L & 34R

Mixed Mode

4

16L & 16R

16L & 16R

Mixed Mode

Table 15-7
ANEC 3B Option 2 mode priorities – day (0600-2300)
34L

Arrivals Runway 16L & 16R
Departures Runway 16L & 16R

Priority

16R

16L

Priority

Arrivals

Departures

1

34L or 34R

2

Notes

Day 1 (alternates daily)

Day 2 (alternates daily)

34L or 34R

SM1*

SM3

16L or 16R

16L or 16R

SM2

SM4*

3

34L & 34R

34L & 34R

Mixed Mode

4

16L & 16R

16L & 16R

Mixed Mode

* SM1 & SM4 will use existing NS runway for long haul departures when operationally required
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Modelling undertaken for M3R has shown that the
segregated modes have the greatest potential for use
during the hours of 6am to 11pm in the earlier years of
M3R operation; and that by 2046, capacity requirements
will demand the use of mixed mode for a large amount
of the day and evening period.
The preferred mode of operation for managing the
impact of aircraft noise on residential areas during
the period 11pm to 6am, when demand and weather
conditions permit, would be the SODPROPS mode
illustrated in Figure 15-19.
The aim of SODPROPS and other noise-preferred modes
is to direct flights over less populated areas to the north
of the airport whenever possible.

Figure 15-19
Utilisation of Melbourne green wedges by the proposed SODPROPS mode at night

When SODPROPS is unavailable, the next preferred
mode in terms of managing noise impacts at night is to
use segregated modes. The options for night-time are
similar to those for the day and evening (6am to 11pm)
period described above.

YEA

BROADFORD

0

10

20 km

KYNETON

Departures to north-west routes
from Runway 16R must reach
sufficient altitude to pass above
Arrivals and maintain compliant
separation safety standards.

Table 15-8 and Table 15-9 present the night-time mode
priorities for Option 1 and Option 2 respectively.
The forecast runway usage proportions for ANEC 3A, 3B
and 3C are presented in Figure 15-22 (day and evening
periods) and Figure 15-23 (night-time periods).

WALLAN
MACEDON

HUM E HIGH
WAY

There are specific weather requirements applying to
this mode in terms of cloud base, visibility and wind
strength and direction. Departures must turn at least 15
degrees away from the arrival path. These strict weather

requirements mean this mode is available for less than
30 per cent of the night (single-hour periods). Melbourne
Airport will work closely with DITRDC, CASA, Airservices
and airlines to explore safe changes to the criteria that
may allow greater use of the mode and therefore greater
concentration of aircraft noise at night to the north of
the airport.

Safeguarding Melbourne Airport

KINGLAKE

SUNBURY

Table 15-8
ANEC 3A Option 1 mode priorities: night (2300-0600)

CRAIGIEBURN

FRE
WES TERN EWAY
FR
S TE RN
E

AY

CA

EW

WE

LD
ER
FR

Arrivals

Departures

Notes

1

16R

34R

SODPROPS

2

34L

34R

SM3

3

16R

16L

SM2

4

34L & 34R

34L & 34R

Mixed Mode**

5

16L & 16R

16L & 16R

Mixed Mode**

EE

W

TU

AY

LL
A

Priority

M

AR

ROA D

MET RO POL ITA N

RING

RO

IN

G
IN
R

WE

ST

ER

N
W

E

S

TE

R

N

WAY
E FR EE

BACCHUS
MARSH

AD

Eastern Arrivals to Runway 16R
follow a different path to mixed
mode and segregated mode flight
paths. This is to maintain compliant
separation safety standards with
Departures from Runway 34R.

CITY LINK

FR EE
WAY

EAS TER N

FR EE

W AY

RINGWOOD

** When operationally required

15km
SODPROPS
runway 16R arrivals runway 34R departures

MELBOURNE

WERRIBEE
BRIGHTON

30km

Table 15-9
ANEC 3B Option 2 mode priorities: night (2300-0600)
Priority

Arrivals

Departures

Notes

Day 1 (alternates daily)

Day 2 (alternates daily)

1

16R

34R

SODPROPS

2

34L or 34R

34L or 34R

SM1*

SM3

3

16L or 16R

16L or 16R

SM2

SM4*

4

34L & 34R

34L & 34R

Mixed Mode**

5

16L & 16R

16L & 16R

Mixed Mode**

CRANBOURNE

PORTARLINGTON

50km
FRANKSTON

GEELONG

* SM1 & SM4 will use existing NS runway for long haul departures when operationally required
** When operationally required

LEGEND
Airport Boundary

Commercial

Runways

Open Space

Study Area

Green Wedge Zone

Industrial

Potential Arrivals Overflight Areas

Residential

Potential Departures Overflight Areas

Rural Residential

278

HASTINGS
SAFETY BEACH

Note: Potential overflight areas are shown up to
approximately 10,000ft for clarity. Aircraft may be audible
and/or visible beyond the extent of the overflight areas shown.
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Figure 15-20
ANEC 3A Option 1 runway modes

Priority

Figure 15-21
ANEC 3B Option 2 runway modes

Day (0600 – 2300)

Night (2300 – 0600)

Segregated Mode 3 (SM3)
Arrivals Runway 34L
Departures Runway 34R

SODPROPS
Arrivals Runway 16R
Departures Runway 34R

1

Priority

34L

16R

34R

These strict weather requirements mean
that this mode is available for less than 30
per cent of the night (single-hour periods)

34L

34L

34R

Day 1
Segregated Mode 2 (SM2)
Arrivals Runway 16R
Departures Runway 16L
34L

Segregated Mode 2 (SM2)
Arrivals Runway 16R
Departures Runway 16L

Day 2
Segregated Mode 3 (SM3)
Arrivals Runway 34L
Departures Runway 34R

16R

34R

2

16R

16L

16R

16L

Mixed Mode 34
Arrivals Runway 34R & 34L
Departures Runway 34R & 34L
34L

34R

16R

16L

Mixed Mode 34
Arrivals Runway 34R & 34L
Departures Runway 34R & 34L

34L

Mixed Mode 16
Arrivals Runway 16L & 16R
Departures Runway 16L & 16R

4
16R

16R

34R

Day 2
Segregated Mode 3 (SM3)
Arrivals Runway 34L
Departures Runway 34R

16L

Aircraft will use
existing NS runway
for long haul
34L
departures when
operationally required

34L

34R

34R

Day 2
Segregated Mode 4 (SM4)
Arrivals Runway 16L
Departures Runway 16R

16L

16R

16L

Aircraft will use
existing NS runway
for long haul
departures when
operationally required

34R

Mixed Mode 16
Arrivals Runway 16L & 16R
Departures Runway 16L & 16R

34R

Day 1
Segregated Mode 1 (SM1)
Arrivals Runway 34R
Departures Runway 34L

16R

34L

4

There are specific weather
requirements that apply to this mode
in terms of cloud base, visibility and
wind strength and direction
These strict weather requirements
mean that this mode is available for
less than 30 per cent of the night
(single-hour periods)

Day 1
Segregated Mode 2 (SM2)
Arrivals Runway 16R
Departures Runway 16L

3
Mixed Mode 16
Arrivals Runway 16L & 16R
Departures Runway 16L & 16R

34R

Day 2
Segregated Mode 4 (SM4)
Arrivals Runway 16L
Departures Runway 16R

Aircraft will use
existing NS runway
for long haul
departures when
operationally required

3

SODPROPS
Arrivals Runway 16R
Departures Runway 34R
16R

Aircraft will use
existing NS runway
for long haul
departures when
operationally required

34R

2

Mixed Mode 34
Arrivals Runway 34R & 34L
Departures Runway 34R & 34L

Night (2300 – 0600)

1

Segregated Mode 3 (SM3)
Arrivals Runway 34L
Departures Runway 34R

16L

Day (0600 – 2300)
Day 1
Segregated Mode 1 (SM1)
Arrivals Runway 34R
Departures Runway 34L

16R

There are specific weather requirements
that apply to this mode in terms of cloud
base, visibility and wind strength and
direction

Segregated Mode 2 (SM2)
Arrivals Runway 16R
Departures Runway 16L

Safeguarding Melbourne Airport

Mixed Mode 34
Arrivals Runway 34R & 34L
Departures Runway 34R & 34L
16L

16L
34L

34R

5
Mixed Mode 16
Arrivals Runway 16L & 16R
Departures Runway 16L & 16R
16R

16L

5
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Figure 15-22
ANEC 3A, 3B and 3C 2046 runway use (day and evening: 6am to 11pm)

Arrivals

Arrivals

50%

22%

Day & Evening
6am to 11pm

16L

16R

Figure 15-23
ANEC 3A, 3B and 3C 2046 runway use (night: 11pm to 6am)

Departures

12%

16%

Safeguarding Melbourne Airport

<1%

37%

16L

16R

Departures

Night
11pm to 6am

16L

16R

Option 1
(ANEC 3A)

34L

34L

34L
34R

7%

28%

29%

16L

16R

16R

63%

21%

43%

32%

16L

16R

5%

9%

37%

27%

16R

31%

18%

46%

37%

16L

16R

33%
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34R

39%

34L
34R

4%

31%

<1%

<1%

16L

16R

Mixed Mode
(ANEC 3C)

34L

16L

16R

34R

34R

16L

16R

9%

61%

29%

16L

34L

34L

16%

12%

<1%

Option 2
(ANEC 3B)

34R

33%

34R

<1%

Option 2
(ANEC 3B)

34L

34L

34R

34R

15%

13%

16L

16R

Option 1
(ANEC 3A)

44%

91%

<1%

5%

91%

16L

Mixed Mode
(ANEC 3C)

34L

34L
34R

8%

19%

63%

34L
34R

34R

<1%
<1%

9%
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15.5.5.3
ANEC 4 (hashtag four-runway airfield)

15.6
NOISE FORECASTS

ANEC 4, with two sets of parallel runways in the hashtag
layout, offers greater flexibility to meet demand.

The US Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Aviation
Environmental Design Tool (AEDT) was used to produce
the noise contours in this Master Plan (in accordance with
Commonwealth Government requirements).

Given the opportunity to utilise either north-south or
east-west parallel runways, noise modelling assumed that
only moderate crosswinds would be tolerated before
changing to the parallel runways that were more into
wind (headwind). When this assumption was considered
against historical meteorological data, it resulted in
reasonably equitable use of northerly, southerly and
westerly flows using the respective parallel runways.
These mode and runway proportions were used for
ANEC 4 during the day and evening. At night, when
demand is not forecast to require the use of parallel
runways for capacity reasons, a set of night modes
prioritising operations to the north and west of the
airport whenever possible is expected.
The ANEC 4 runway mode priorities are shown in
Table 15-10 (6.00am to 11.00pm), Table 15-11 (11.00pm
to 6.00am) and Figure 15-24. The forecast runway usage
for ANEC 4 for the corresponding periods are presented
in Figure 15-25.

The previous Master Plan utilised the Integrated Noise
Model (INM) (version 7d). The forecast operations for
the various runway layouts were broken down by aircraft
type, arrival or departure, day (7am to 7pm) or night (7pm
to 7am), origin or destination, stage length, and various
meteorological conditions present at Melbourne Airport.

Safeguarding Melbourne Airport

Figure 15-24
ANEC 4 Four-Runway Mode Priorities

Priority

Day (0600 – 2300)

Night (2300 – 0600)

Mixed Mode 27
Arrivals Runway 27R and 27L
Departures Runway 27R and 27L

Mode 09A34D
Arrivals Runway 09L and 09R
Departures Runway 34L and 34R
09L

27R

1

09R

27L

34L

There are three types of aircraft noise charts produced
using the ANEF system. They are described below.
Mixed Mode 34
Arrivals Runway 16L and 16R
Departures Runway 16L and 16R

15.6.1
Australian Noise Exposure Index
The Australian Noise Exposure Index (ANEI) is a contour
map showing actual historic aircraft noise levels over a
given time period. The ANEI contours are used primarily
to show the historic noise exposure patterns used in
environmental reporting and benchmarking. A 2019
ANEI for Melbourne Airport is shown in Figure 15-26.

Mode 16A27D
Arrivals Runway 16L and 16R
Departures Runway 27R and 27L

16R

34R

16L

2

27R

34L

The 2019 ANEI is produced from actual radar data
for approximately 242,500 flights in 2019. An ANEI
is calculated using the same noise metric and time
weighting as an ANEF but prepared for a previous year
based on historic usage data.

Mixed Mode 16
Arrivals Runway 16L and 16R
Departures Runway 16L and 16R
16R

27L
34R

16L

SODPROPS
Arrivals Runway 16R
Departures Runway 34L

16R

3
Table 15-10
ANEC 4 mode priorities – 6am to 11pm

34R

Priority

Arrivals

Departures

Notes

1

27L & 27R

27L & 27R

Mixed Mode 27

2

34L & 34R

34L & 34R

Mixed Mode 34

3

16L & 16R

16L & 16R

Mixed Mode 16

4

09L & 09R

09L & 09R

Mixed Mode 09

4

Mode 27A34D
Arrivals Runway 27R and 27L
Departures Runway 34R and 34L
09L

27R

09R

27L
34L

Table 15-11
ANEC 4 mode priorities – 11pm to 6am

284

Mixed Mode 09
Arrivals Runway 09L and 09R
Departures Runway 09L and 09R

Priority

Arrivals

Departures

Notes

1

09L & 09R

34L & 34R

Mode 09A34D

2

16L & 16R

27L & 27R

Mode 16A27D

3

16R

34R

SODPROPS

4

27L & 27R

34L & 34R

Mode 27A34D

5

27L & 27R

27L & 27R

Only rarely required based on operational basis

6

34L & 34R

34L & 34R

Only rarely required based on operational basis

7

16L & 16R

16L & 16R

Only rarely required based on operational basis

8

09L & 09R

09L & 09R

Only rarely required based on operational basis

34R
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Figure 15-25
ANEC 4 runway use

Arrivals

17%
27R

27L

09L

27R

22%
17%

09R

09R

27L

15%
34L

34R

11%

16L

16R

09L

34L

23%

10%

16L

16R

<1%

Day & Evening
6am to 11pm

20%

10%

<1%

Departures

<1%

15.6.2
Australian Noise Exposure Concept

15.6.3
Australian Noise Exposure Forecast

An Australian Noise Exposure Concept (ANEC) is a
contour based on predicted aircraft operations at an
airport in the future. Because ANEC maps are based on
various assumptions, and may not have been subject
to review or official endorsement, they have no official
status and cannot be used for land use planning.

An ANEF chart is the official forecast of future noise
exposure around an airport. It constitutes the contours
on which planning authorities base their land use controls.

An ANEC, or set of ANECs, can be converted into an
ANEF when it undergoes assessment for technical
accuracy by Airservices and is subsequently endorsed.
As discussed in Section 15.5.1, the long-range forecast
operational stages of Melbourne Airport’s development
are captured by the following ANECs:
• ANEC 1: The existing two-runway system at
saturation 2046
• ANEC 3: A composite of the following ANECs
comprising three runways including additional
north-south runway:

34R

9%

20%

<1%

Safeguarding Melbourne Airport

22%

• ANEC 3A (M3R Option 1) three runways, 2046
• ANEC 3B (M3R Option 2) three runways, 2046
• ANEC 3C (M3R Mixed Mode) three runways, 2046
• ANEC 4: The long-range four-runway hashtag
system, 2052.

Arrivals

17%
27R

09R

27L

34R

6%

09L

10%
21%

6%

16L

16R

09L

34L

35%

21%

16L

16R

11%

Night
11pm to 6am

23%

18%

19%

Departures

09R

7%
34L

2%

34R

4%

27R

<1%

27L

<1%

Figure 15-27 shows ANEC 1 (also referred to as the
No Build scenario). Figure 15-28 shows ANECs for
the various operating options with the three-runway
airfield (3A, 3B and 3C) and Figure 15-29 shows the
resulting composite ANEC 3. (ANEC 3A, 3B and 3C are
modelled using the same forecast demand.) ANEC 3 is
the composite contour i.e. the outer edge of all three
ANEC 3 options. This provides a conservative prediction
of the land use contours, given that noise impacts are
predicted to differ only marginally under each scenario in
2046 due to the large demand for mixed mode.
Figure 15-30 shows ANEC 4, which is associated with the
long-range noise forecast with the hashtag four-runway
airfield layout in 2052. The main difference between
ANEC 3 and ANEC 4 is the option to use two sets of
parallel runways to distribute noise more evenly across
the four compass points (noting that the preference for
operations to the west and north offers use of the green
wedges and less-populated areas of greater Melbourne).

The ANEF chart shows the cumulative noise effect of
a full year of operations to take into account seasonal
changes in weather patterns and airline schedules.
The resulting contours are a measure of the total noise
exposure over a 12-month period divided by 365 to show
an average annual day (they therefore represent neither
the maximum exposure on any day nor the maximum
exposure caused by a single aircraft).
Melbourne Airport’s ANEF comprises the above
ANECs and must be endorsed for technical accuracy by
Airservices.
The first Melbourne Airport ANEF was issued in 1993
with updates published in 1996, 1998, 2003, 2008, 2013
and 2018. The new ANEF produced for this Master Plan is
a long-range ANEF covering a 30-year forecast of aircraft
movements. This long-range ANEF is a composite of the
ANECs prepared for the major operational stages of the
airport’s development extending to 2052; with scenarios
including two, three and four runways. All aircraft flight
paths, operating procedures and aircraft allocation to
runways used in preparing the ANEF and associated
noise contours have been developed in consultation with
Airservices.
The Melbourne Airport Master Plan 2022 ANEF chart for
the airport is presented in Figure 15-31.
Since the 2018 Master Plan, forecasts of future
operations and capacity at Melbourne Airport have been
updated as part of preparing the 2022 Master Plan and
M3R MDP.
Other ways in which the current assessment differs from
the noise predictions used in the 2018 Master Plan are:
• Design development for the proposed runway
infrastructure has been undertaken in consultation
with airline customers, Airservices and CASA
• Noise modelling methodology takes advantage of
new functionality in the Aviation Environment Design
Tool (AEDT) compared with the previous Integrated
Noise Model (INM).
Appendix E provides a copy of the endorsed ANEF and
associated movement tables.
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Figure 15-26
2019 ANEI for Melbourne Airport

Safeguarding Melbourne Airport

Figure 15-27
ANEC 1 for Melbourne Airport
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Figure 15-28
ANECs 3A, 3B and 3C for Melbourne Airport
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Figure 15-29
ANEC 3 (composite) for Melbourne Airport
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Figure 15-30
ANEC 4 for Melbourne Airport
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Figure 15-31
Master Plan 2022 Long Range ANEF for Melbourne Airport
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15.6.4
Comparison with 2018 Master Plan ANEF

15.6.5
Limitations of the ANEF system

Each ANEF update requires a refresh of the inputs and
assumptions used to calculate the noise footprint.

The main statutory planning tool currently safeguarding
Melbourne Airport is the MAEO, which is based on
the airport’s 2018 Master Plan ANEF noise contours.
Experience has shown that aircraft noise is not confined
to areas within ANEF noise contours nor does it stop at a
line on a map. In fact, most complaints relating to aircraft
noise at Australian airports – including Melbourne
Airport – come from people living outside the published
20 ANEF noise contours.
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This system’s most frequently used noise descriptor is
N70: that is, the number of aircraft noise events per day
exceeding 70 dB(A).
A noise level of 70 dB(A) outside a building will generally
result in an internal noise level of approximately 60 dB(A)
if windows are open to their normal extent. This noise
level is sufficient to disturb conversation, with a speaker
usually having to raise their voice to be understood. An
internal aircraft noise level of 60 dB(A) is also likely to
result in some words from a television or radio not being
heard. N70 values indicate the average number of times
per day when such events would occur.
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BULLA
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This system is an established concept: as recommended
in NASF Guideline A, N-contours for Melbourne Airport
were first published in the 2013 Master Plan, and again
in the 2018 Master Plan, to provide an additional level
of noise information. A new set of N-contours has been
produced in association with this Master Plan, based
on the revised assumptions used in developing the
new ANEF. These new N-contours are shown in Figure
15-33 (for M3R at 2046) and Figure 15-34 (long-range
2052 scenario based on ANEF). They are also part of
Melbourne Airport’s online flight path and noise tool.

M
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The N-contour metric is a complementary aircraft noise
contour system that produces contours showing the
average number of aircraft noise events above 60 dB(A),
65 dB(A) or 70 dB(A) a day. It reports aircraft noise in the
way that people perceive it; that is, as a number of noise
events per day above a certain decibel level.

Helicopter operations have been modelled in two locations.
It is noted that development of helicopter operations
around Melbourne Airport may occur independently of
the fixed-wing runway infrastructure. Helipad locations
in the noise modelling are therefore indicative.

3

15.6.6
Number-above contours (N-contours)

These changes in the ANEF have been driven primarily
by two factors:

The 2018 ANEF included an ANEC (ANEC2) for an eastwest parallel runway and existing north-south runway
system. This ANEC forecast aircraft noise east and west
of the airport, reflecting high usage of the east-west
parallel runway system. With the decision to construct
a new north-south runway as Melbourne Airport’s third
runway, this ANEC was replaced with ANEC3. While both
ANEFs include the four-runway hashtag configuration
(ANEC4), the forecast movements are shared across
each parallel runway system based on the priorities in
Table 15-10 and Table 15-11. As a result, forecast noise
emissions east and west of the airport in the 2022 ANEC4
are lower than the noise emissions forecast in the 2018
ANEF ANEC 2.

1.5

CRAIGIEBURN

Given the recognised limitations of the ANEF system,
NASF Guideline A: Measures for Managing Impacts of
Aircraft Noise recommends using the ‘number-above’, or
‘N-contour’, noise contour metric to supplement ANEF
contours for strategic planning and informational purposes.

• the increased accuracy in the noise modelling
facilitated by the introduction of the AEDT modelling
software as compared to INM; for example, AEDT
allows the modelling to consider a number of different
weather scenarios which was not previously possible
with INM.

0

It is generally recognised that land use planning
decisions based solely on ANEF noise contours – that is,
without reference to other information – are likely to lead
to a suboptimal outcome for both the airport and the
community. Additional or supplementary noise-planning
tools are therefore used to better support the airport’s
ongoing operation and protect surrounding communities.

There are estimated to be 8,255 dwellings and 34
public buildings within the new ANEF 20 contour. The
number of dwellings estimated within the ANEF 20 has
decreased by approximately 40 per cent from the 2018
Master Plan ANEF (13,848 dwellings).

• the decision to construct a new north-south runway as
Melbourne Airport’s third runway; and

Figure 15-32
Comparison of 2018 (MAEO) and 2022 ANEF 20 contours

IN

Overall, Figure 15-32 demonstrates a general
contraction of the new ANEF contours in all directions
when compared to the 2018 ANEF, except for a relatively
small increase to the south and a section to the north
(within the green wedge). The area captured by the
new ANEF contours, 20 and above, has decreased by
approximately 24 per cent, shrinking by approximately
37 square kilometres from approximately 155.5 to 117.9
square kilometres when compared to the 2018 ANEF.

Safeguarding Melbourne Airport

R

The main variables include weather, aircraft type, aircraft
schedules, indicative flight corridors, airline operations,
and air traffic control procedures. Changes to inputs and
assumptions can influence the noise contours, shrinking
them in some areas and expanding them in others.
Figure 15-32 presents a comparison of the 2022 ANEF
20 contour and the MAEO Schedule 2 boundary (derived
from the 2018 Master Plan ANEF) noise contours.
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Figure 15-33
M3R long-range (2046) noise forecasts: N-contours

Safeguarding Melbourne Airport

Figure 15-34
Four Runway Long-range (2052) noise forecasts: N-contours
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If external windows are closed (providing greater noise
attenuation through the façade) an internal noise level of
50 dB(A) would be experienced when the external noise
level is approximately 70 dB(A). For a person standing
outside the building, noise levels would be unattenuated
and therefore correspond to the value given in the
N-contour i.e. N70 would result in the person outside
experiencing events of 70 dB(A) or greater.
N65 and N60 contours often supplement N70 contours,
providing additional information about aircraft noise
events at lower noise levels.
To assess night-time noise impacts, it is customary to
consider N60 values.
N60 describes the number of events exceeding 60
dB(A) external to a building, which would typically result
in a maximum noise level of 50 dB(A) inside a building
with windows open to their normal extent. If this were
the case in a room where a person was sleeping, a
50 dB(A) maximum noise level is considered close to
the point at which it may wake them. Therefore N60,
calculated for the night-time period, is considered to
reasonably describe the number of events that may in
some circumstances cause awakening and is adopted for
assessing night-time noise from aircraft.
In line with NASF Guideline A, the following N-contours
are provided in Figure 15-34 and Figure 15-35: N70 24hr
= 20, N65 24hr = 50, N60 24hr = 100 and N60 Night = 5.
Note: Although the NASF guideline suggests using N60
Night = 6, Melbourne Airport has chosen to provide a
more conservative N60 Night = 5 as this aligns with the
conservative approach adopted in the M3R MDP.
15.7
MANAGING THE IMPACTS OF AIRCRAFT NOISE
Over the long term, inappropriate development
around airports can result in unnecessary constraints
on airport operations and negative impacts on
community amenity due to the effects of aircraft noise.
Guideline A provides advice on the use of a
supplementary suite of noise metrics, including
the Australian Noise Exposure Forecast system
and frequency-based noise metrics, to inform
strategic planning and provide communities with
comprehensive and understandable information
about aircraft noise.
DITRDC Factsheet: National Airports
Safeguarding Framework
Aircraft noise is perhaps the most important issue
for all airports in terms of land use protection; and
for communities living, working and studying in close
proximity to the airport. The airport site was originally
selected, in part, to minimise the impact of aircraft noise
on surrounding areas, which at the time were largely
rural. Since then, urban development has encroached
closer to the airport and under its flight paths.
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The main statutory planning tool currently safeguarding
Melbourne Airport is the Melbourne Airport Environs
Overlay (MAEO), currently based on the airport’s 2018
Master Plan ANEF noise contours. A number of local
policies and state planning protections also help protect
the airport.
Experience at other Australian federally-leased airports
shows that aircraft noise is not confined to areas within
ANEF noise contours, nor does it stop at a line on a
map. In fact, most complaints relating to aircraft noise
at Australian airports, including Melbourne Airport,
come from people living outside the published 20 ANEF
noise contours. It is generally recognised that basing
land-use planning decisions solely on ANEF noise
contours without reference to other information is likely
to lead to a suboptimal outcome for communities and
airports. Additional or supplementary noise-planning
tools (such as N-contours) are used to better support
the airport’s ongoing operation and protect surrounding
communities, as well as managing the impacts of noise.
The Minister for Planning (utilising MAESSAC) is currently
reviewing the planning policies and controls relating
to the safeguarding of Melbourne Airport, including
the application of the MAEO and the NASF guidelines
(including N-contours).
Melbourne Airport will continue to work with Airservices,
all levels of government, aircraft manufacturers and
airline carriers to manage aircraft noise. Melbourne
Airport will also continue to run the Community Aviation
Consultation Group to ensure noise issues are being
appropriately monitored and managed.
15.7.1
Australian Standard AS2021-2015
Australian Standard AS2021-2015 (Acoustics – Aircraft
noise intrusion – Building siting and construction)
defines areas where construction of certain building
types is ‘acceptable’, ‘conditionally acceptable’ and
‘unacceptable’ based on the ANEF contours. Table 15-12
shows the building site acceptability based on ANEF
zones from AS2021-2015.
APAM considers AS2021-2015 as part of its on-airport
development approval process, and also considers it
when notified of off-airport development proposals.
AS2021-2015 is also referred to in the MAEO provisions.
15.7.2
Significant ANEF levels
The Airports Act requires a master plan to provide
plans – developed in consultation with airlines and Local
Government bodies within the vicinity of the airport – for
managing aircraft noise intrusion in those areas forecast
to be above the significant ANEF (30 ANEF) levels.

Safeguarding Melbourne Airport

Table 15-12
Building site acceptability based on ANEF zones (AS2021-2015)

Building type

ANEF zone site
Acceptable

Conditional

Unacceptable

Less than 20 ANEF (Note 1)

20 to 25 ANEF (Note 2)

Greater than 25 ANEF

Less than 25 ANEF

25 to 30 ANEF

Greater than 30 ANEF

Hostel, school, university

Less than 20 ANEF (Note 1)

20 to 25 ANEF (Note 2)

Greater than 25 ANEF

Hospital, nursing home

Less than 20 ANEF (Note 1)

20 to 25 ANEF

Greater than 25 ANEF

Public building

Less than 20 ANEF (Note 1)

20 to 30 ANEF

Greater than 30 ANEF

Commercial building

Less than 25 ANEF

25 to 35 ANEF

Greater than 35 ANEF

Light industrial

Less than 30 ANEF

30 to 40 ANEF

Greater than 40 ANEF

House, home unit, flat, caravan park
Hotel, motel, hostel

Other industrial

Acceptable in all ANEF zones

(See Appendix E for details of Notes 1 and 2.)

Based on the new ANEF, there are an estimated
33 dwellings and one public building predicted to be
within the 30 ANEF by 2052. Overall, the net difference
between the ANEF charts published in the 2018
Master Plan and this 2022 Master Plan is a decrease
of an estimated 10 dwellings with exposure above the
significant ANEF levels (30 ANEF contour).
Melbourne Airport takes the managing of impacts
seriously and works proactively with governments, airlines,
Airservices, industry partners and local communities to
manage them as outlined below. As part of developing the
detailed airspace design for M3R, Melbourne Airport will
continue to work proactively with stakeholders to develop
a noise monitoring and management plan in which
information sharing and community engagement are key
factors. This engagement will take place via the CACG,
PCF and key stakeholder engagement and ongoing
community outreach programs.
In addition to those mitigation actions included in the
M3R infrastructure and airspace design to reduce noise
as much as possible, Melbourne Airport will continue to
work with the Victorian Government and local councils to
implement the relevant NASF principles and guidelines to
protect both airport operations and the community from
exposure to aircraft noise. This includes advocating for
appropriate land use planning in the vicinity of the airport;
using appropriate metrics to identify noise-sensitive areas;
and actively discouraging development in noise-sensitive
areas. The MAEO currently applies to areas inside the
(2018) ANEF and NASF, including N contours, and must be
considered in all planning decisions.

15.7.3
Melbourne Airport Environs Overlay
Land use controls for the areas around Melbourne
Airport have been in place since 1992. These controls
ensure that inappropriate land use and development in
the noise-affected areas surrounding the airport do not
affect its efficient operation.
In 1996, the Victoria Planning Provisions (VPP) introduced
the Airport Environs Overlay (AEO), based on the 1992
Melbourne Airport Environs Area controls (the AEO
is a standard provision in the VPP that can be used by
any airport in Victoria). In May 2007 a new overlay, the
Melbourne Airport Environs Overlay (MAEO) based on
the 2003 ANEF contours was introduced into the VPP.
This incorporated improved and enhanced provisions
specifically for Melbourne Airport, in accordance
with the outcomes of the Melbourne Airport Environs
Strategy Plan 2003.
During the preparation of the 2018 Master Plan,
the Minister for Planning formally advised he would
amend the MAEO to apply the 2018 ANEF contours,
in consultation with affected councils and property
owners. This update was gazetted on 26 October 2021
(Amendment VC173). The government’s factsheet
relating to this update states that ‘The MAEO could be
updated again in future to reflect endorsed ANEFs in
future Melbourne Airport master plans’.
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The purposes of the MAEO controls are to:
• Implement the State Planning Policy Framework and the
Local Planning Policy Framework, including the Municipal
Strategic Statement and local planning policies
• Ensure that land use and development are compatible
with Melbourne Airport’s operation in accordance
with the relevant airport strategy or Master Plan, and
with safe air navigation for aircraft approaching and
departing the airfield
• Assist in shielding people from the impact of
aircraft noise by requiring appropriate noise
attenuation measures in dwellings and other
noise-sensitive buildings
• Provide for appropriate levels of noise attenuation
depending on the level of forecasted noise exposure.
The MAEO controls generally apply to land under the
approaches to the airport’s existing and proposed
runways. The total area covered by the MAEO controls
is shown in Figure 6-4 in Section 6 of this Master
Plan, which also shows the two levels of controls:
the MAEO Schedule 1 and MAEO Schedule 2. The
MAEO boundaries are based on the recommendations
of AS2021 and the 2003 Ultimate Capacity ANEF
boundaries. The MAEO1 boundaries are defined by
the 25 ANEF contour and the MAEO2 boundaries are
defined by the 20 ANEF contour.
The details and requirements of the MAEO1 and MAEO2
are in the local planning schemes of the five councils
covered by these controls: Hume, Brimbank, Moonee
Valley, Melton and Whittlesea. A copy of the MAEO
provisions is provided in Appendix F. Consistent with
AS2021-2015 (AS2021) the MAEO1 controls are more
restrictive than those of MAEO2. For example, under
MAEO1 certain noise-sensitive uses such as schools,
hospitals and certain types of accommodation are
prohibited whereas MAEO2 requires a permit for these
uses. All new noise-sensitive uses in both areas must be
assessed for AS2021 acoustic requirements.
As previously stated, MAESSAC is currently reviewing
the planning policies and controls relating to the
safeguarding of Melbourne Airport, including the
application of the MAEO and the NASF guidelines.
15.7.4
N-contours
As previously stated, it is generally recognised that
basing land use planning decisions solely on ANEF
contours is likely to lead to suboptimal outcomes for
communities and airports.
N-contours can be useful because they are devised
to compensate for deficiencies in the ANEF system.
N-contours report noise by the number of single events,
which is the way a person generally experiences and
perceives aircraft noise. They are also arithmetic – for
example, all other things being equal, if the number of
flights on a flight path doubles so does the N-contour.
The volume of traffic is therefore clearly a factor relevant
to the impact of noise.
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NASF Guideline A: Measures for Managing Impacts of
Aircraft Noise recommends the use of N-contours for
strategic planning purposes. In addition, a key principle
of NASF is:
‘Strategic and statutory planning frameworks
should address aircraft noise by applying a
comprehensive suite of noise measures.’
This Master Plan includes a set of new N-contours for this
purpose (Figure 15-35). These contours are also part of
Melbourne Airport’s online flight path and noise tool.
In accordance with NASF, the N60/N65/N70 contour
system should be incorporated into the planning regime
in a way that gives it proper and appropriate effect, at
least as an additional strategic planning consideration
over and above the ANEF contours and MAEO. This
is particularly important for the consideration of any
proposal to alter the Urban Growth Boundary or when
zoning changes are proposed near the airport and its
flight corridors.
15.7.5
Noise abatement procedures
Melbourne Airport’s noise abatement procedures are
designed and implemented by Airservices to reduce
the impact of aircraft noise on the community. They
include procedures for preferential runway use, and flight
paths to reduce flights over residential areas. Air traffic
control implements these procedures when operationally
feasible due to weather conditions and aircraft take-off
or landing requirements.
When possible, flights are directed over the green
wedge areas north and west of the airport and over nonresidential areas. If flying over certain suburbs cannot
be avoided, a minimum height is applied to aircraft
positioning to land or following take-off:
• Jet aircraft: not below 5,000 feet above ground level
• Propeller aircraft: not below 3,000 feet above
ground level.
Airservices’ noise abatement procedures currently
comprise preferred runways and preferred flight paths
as follows:
• Preferred runways only operate in light winds.
Between 6.00am and 11.00pm when there is no heavy
traffic, the preferred runways for landing are Runways
16 and 27 and the preferred runways for departure
are Runways 27 and 34. During busy periods between
6am and 11pm, the preferred runways for landing are
Runways 27 and 34 and the preferred runways for
departure are Runways 27 and 34. Between 11pm and
6am, the preferred runways for landing are Runways
16 and 27 and the preferred runways for departure
are Runways 27 and 34.
• Preferred flight paths are designed to maximise
overflight of non-residential areas.

Safeguarding Melbourne Airport

Further details of the current noise abatement procedures
are available on the Airservices website. Airservices
conducts reviews to check the effectiveness of noise
abatement procedures and to seek improvements. At
major airports, it consults with community forums on
the terms of reference for reviewing the procedures and
publishes reports on its website.
The construction of a second north-south runway
(Melbourne Airport’s third runway), and eventually
the airport’s fourth runway, mean that future noise
abatement procedures will be updated in the future to
make best use of the new infrastructure.
Section 15.5.5 describes the proposed runway priorities
anticipated to be implemented through future updated
noise abatement procedures. With three runways
(including the parallel north-south runways) the dominant
flow of aircraft during peak periods will become northto-south and south-to-north because the parallel
runways will handle the greater demand at these times.
The proposed noise abatement procedures for the
three-runway system include preferred night modes
intended to direct the majority of flights over less
populated areas to the airport’s north. They would
prioritise departures off Runway 34R with arrivals on
Runway 16R (referred to as SODPROPS). Segregated
modes would be the next priorities.
The proposed noise abatement procedures for the four
runway system include preferred night modes intended
to direct the majority of flights over less populated areas
to the airport’s north and west. They would prioritise
departures off the north-south runway towards the north
(Runway 34L/34R), with arrivals from the west (Runways
09L/09R). Departures towards the west and arrivals from
the north would be the second priority.
ICAO sets aircraft noise standards (known by the ICAO
chapter defining each standard). In Australia, these
standards are administered through DITRDC. The
majority of the current fleet at Melbourne Airport comply
with the ICAO chapter 4 standard which is mandatory
for all aircraft manufactured since 2006 (e.g. the A380800 and 787-8). Although many aircraft in the fleet were
certified before chapter 4, they do meet the newer
standard (e.g. the A320 200, 777 200 and 747-400).
ICAO has now adopted the chapter 14 standard
which is applicable to new aeroplane types submitted
for certification on or after 31 December 2017 (the
implementation for aircraft under 55 tonnes is extended
to 2021; however, the 31 December 2017 date would
apply to most passenger transport aircraft).
15.7.6
New flight procedures and technologies
15.7.6.1
Smart tracking

Satellite-assisted navigation is internationally recognised
for its safety benefits that are achieved through navigating
at a high level of precision. This technology is referred to
as ‘smart tracking’.
To achieve the best aircraft safety, noise and emissions
outcomes for Melbourne Airport, Airservices has made
smart tracking technology permanently available for all
suitably equipped aircraft landing at the airport.
15.7.6.2
Continuous descent approach
In a continuous descent approach (CDA) the aircraft
descends at a constant rate down to the runway, in a
single smooth and uninterrupted descent. Traditional
landing procedures on the other hand see an aircraft
descend in successive steps from cruising altitude to the
runway, typically with a level flight segment between
each downward step.
CDA eliminates these level flight segments, in which the
aircraft is at a relatively low altitude farther from the runway
and its engines producing moderate thrust to maintain
level flight. By eliminating these elements of an aircraft’s
approach, a CDA reduces noise levels on the ground.
15.7.7
Noise monitoring systems
Airservices has permanently installed noise monitoring
equipment in a number of suburbs around Melbourne
Airport to measure aircraft noise. When one of them
detects a noise event, the computerised Noise and
Flight Path Monitoring System identifies the flight path
and altitude of every aircraft operating in its vicinity, as
well as the level of background noise. This system can
therefore determine whether a noise complaint is due to
a particular aircraft, and whether a particular aircraft was
operating in accordance with approved flight and noise
abatement procedures.
Airservices also operates the Noise Complaints and
Information Service (NCIS) through which it manages
complaints and enquiries about aircraft noise and
operations. Complaints and enquiries can help Airservices
identify issues of concern and possible opportunities for
improvement. Complainant data for major airports
is reported monthly on the Airservices website.
The Aircraft Noise Ombudsman conducts independent
administrative reviews of Airservices’ management of
aircraft noise-related activities including:
• Handling of complaints or enquiries made to
Airservices about aircraft noise
• Community consultation processes related to
aircraft noise
• Presenting and distributing aircraft
noise-related information.

In recent years, satellite assistance has resulted in a
quantum leap to aircraft navigation capability with new
aircraft increasingly designed to take full advantage.
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15.7.8
Online noise tool

could be achieved through vertical take-off and landing
(VTOL) and urban mobility vehicles (UMV).

Airservices’ online tool WebTrak provides information
about where and how high aircraft fly over metropolitan
areas near Melbourne Airport. WebTrak covers suburbs
within 55 kilometres of the airport and allows the user
to view historic data on arriving and departing aircraft
dating from 2011.

In July 2019, Uber announced that Melbourne had been
designated its first international Uber Air pilot city,
mentioning the opportunity to provide journeys from
the CBD to Melbourne Airport. Melbourne Airport will
continue to work with government, regulators and local
communities to help facilitate the implementation of this
type of transport. Given the uncertainty on the type of
aircraft noise that will be associated with these types of
operations, helicopter movements have been modelled
to represent potential impacts.

Melbourne Airport also has an online flight path and noise
tool, with which residents can find their home and assess
current and future noise levels. It will be updated with
information on the M3R project as it becomes available.

15.8
MANAGING BUILDING-GENERATED WINDSHEAR

15.7.9
Helicopters and urban mobility vehicles
For a capital city airport in Australia, Melbourne Airport has
very few helicopter operations. The majority of helicopter
operations in Victoria are based at Essendon Fields
Airport. For example, in financial year 2020, Melbourne
had 14 helicopter movements compared to over 15,000
at Essendon Fields (based on Airservices reporting).

Building-induced windshear and turbulence can be
a problem for aviation operations in cases where
structures are situated close to airport runways.
When a significant obstacle is located in the path of
a crosswind to an operational runway, the wind flow
will be diverted around and over the building and can
cause the crosswind speed to vary along the runway.

There are two helipads located at the airport, one
airside on Taxiway Whiskey, the other landside between
Terminal Drive and Tullamarine Freeway.
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DITRDC Factsheet: National Airports
Safeguarding Framework

Plan view of the 1:35 surface within
the assessment trigger ares

500m

Although NASF is a policy document that must be
considered under the Planning Policy Framework of
all Victorian planning schemes, there are currently no
specific off-airport land use or development planning
controls relating to Guideline B. This is a matter that is
being considered by MAESSAC.

Guideline C provides advice to help protect against
wildlife hazards originating off-airport. Many existing
airports are surrounded by areas that are attractive
to wildlife, especially birds, but appropriate land use
planning decisions and the way in which existing
land use is managed in the vicinity of airports can
significantly reduce the risk of wildlife hazards.

Figure 15-35
Guideline B assessment envelopes parameters
Assessment trigger aread around runways,
within which buidlings should be assessed

The airport’s windshear assessment envelopes, based
on NASF Guideline B, are shown in. Any proposed
development falling within the assessment areas
is assessed in line with this guideline and, where
appropriate, advice is sought from CASA, Airservices,
airlines and DITRDC.

Wildlife strikes and/or avoidance can cause major
damage to aircraft and/or compromise aircraft
safety. Whilst the Civil Aviation Safety Authority has
well-established safety requirements for wildlife
management plans on-airport, wildlife hazards also
occur outside the airport fence.

DITRDC Factsheet: National Airports
Safeguarding Framework

In the future, transportation to and from the airport

Melbourne Airport’s Planning and Urban Design
Strategy and development approval process requires
consideration of NASF Guideline B and buildinggenerated windshear issues when considering on-airport
development. This guideline outlines an assessment
methodology relating to an assessment trigger area and
1 in 35 surface. Details are shown in Figure 15-35.

15.9
MANAGING THE RISK OF WILDLIFE STRIKES

Guideline B presents a layered risk approach to the
siting and design of buildings near airport runways
to assist land use planners and airport operators to
reduce the risk of building—generated windshear
and turbulence.

These helipads are not impacted by the parallel northsouth runway. Regarding the long-term development
concept runways (the hash-tag system) a new helicoptre
landing zone will be considered in a future Master Plan.

Safeguarding Melbourne Airport

Melbourne Airport has a Wildlife Hazard Management
Plan which forms part of the Melbourne Airport Manual.
The plan has been prepared to comply with the
requirements of CASA’s Part 139 (Aerodrome) Manual
of Standards, Chapter 17: Wildlife Hazard Management
and sets out a program for wildlife hazard reduction at
the airport.

The goal of the airport’s wildlife hazard management
program is:
‘To minimise, as far as possible, the risk
of damaging wildlife strikes occurring at
Melbourne Airport and to reduce the 12-month
average bird/bat strike rate – measured as the
confirmed, on/near airport strikes – to less than
3.8 per 10,000 air transport movements.’
In addition, Melbourne Airport’s Planning and Urban
Design Strategy and development approval process
require consideration of NASF Guideline C and wildlife
hazard issues when considering on-airport development.
Figure 15-37 identifies the wildlife buffer zones as
outlined in Guideline C. The buffer zones are split into
three categories: Area A (3km radius), Area B (8km radius)
and Area C (13km radius). The radius is taken from each
runway end for the long-term development concept.
NASF Guideline C indicates that, when calculating
these perimeters, the Aerodrome Reference Point (ARP)
should generally be the point of origin – but that in
some circumstances a different point or multiple points
of origin may be appropriate. Melbourne Airport has
adopted the ultimate runway ends as the appropriate
points of origin for the establishment of the risk zones.
This is because due to the location of the ARP – which is
based on the original two-runway layout – the 3km risk
zone would barely extend beyond some of the runway
ends. Therefore, risk zones based on the ARP may not
adequately protect against land uses close to runway
ends where the risk from wildlife strike during critical
phases of flight is greatest.
Guideline C provides actions for existing developments,
changes to existing developments, and proposed
developments based on the land use (agriculture,
conservation, recreation etc) and the buffer zone category.
Melbourne Airport’s Planting Guidelines give information
on the plant species suitable for planting within the
airport site.
Although there are currently no specific off-airport
planning controls relating to Guideline C, when Melbourne
Airport is notified of off-airport permit applications (usually
limited to applications within the MAEO) it assesses them
for wildlife strike implications and requests conditions
be imposed where appropriate. However, this may not
capture all potentially important land use proposals,
particularly given that the wildlife hazards risk zones
outlined in Guideline C extend 13km from the airport
(see Figure 15-37). MAESSAC is considering this matter,
in accordance with the NASF principles.
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Elevation view of the 1:35 surface,
looking down the runway centreline

Illustrative purposes - only not to scale.
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Figure 15-37
Melbourne Airport wildlife buffer zone map

ROAD

Figure 15-36
Melbourne Airport windshear assessment envelopes (for existing, three and four runways)

Safeguarding Melbourne Airport
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Wind turbine farms are not a significant operational
issue for Melbourne Airport (the airport is located on the
urban fringe and wind farms are usually located in rural
and regional areas).
Nevertheless, within the VPP there are off-airport
planning controls relating to wind turbine farms (clause
52.32) and these require consideration of any nearby
airports. The prescribed airspace regulations would also
ensure any proposed wind turbine farms do not interfere
with the airport’s operations.
15.11
MANAGING THE RISK OF LIGHTING DISTRACTIONS
Pilots are reliant on the specific patterns of
aeronautical ground lights during inclement
weather and outside daylight hours. These
aeronautical ground lights, such as runway lights
and approach lights, play a vital role in enabling
pilots to align their aircraft with the runway in use.
They also enable the pilot to land the aircraft at the
appropriate part of the runway.

DITRDC Factsheet: National Airports
Safeguarding Framework
Melbourne Airport’s Planning and Urban Design
Strategy and development approval process require
consideration of NASF Guideline E when planning onairport developments.
Although there are currently no specific off-airport
planning controls relating to dangerous lighting around
Melbourne Airport, Regulation 94 of the Civil Aviation
Regulations 1988 applies off-airport and forms the
basis of NASF Guideline E. When Melbourne Airport is
306

CRAIGIEBURN
0

1

Lighting projects within this area, or in the vicinity of the
airport, brought to the attention of Melbourne Airport
are assessed and reviewed regarding their likelihood of
endangering the safety of an aircraft. The assessment
is undertaken by the Airfield Operations and CASA
manager to ensure they do not infringe the provisions of
Regulation 94.

2km

ROXBURGH PARK

If the application is for lighting within these zones for
Melbourne Airport and the light is likely to endanger
the safety of aircraft – either through glare or by causing
confusion with, or preventing clear reception of, the
lights or signals of air route or airway facilities, then the
application is referred to CASA for determination.

BULLA

15.12
MANAGING THE RISK OF AIRSPACE INTRUSIONS
The operational airspace of airports is the volume
of airspace above a set of imaginary surfaces,
the design of which is determined by criteria
established by the International Civil Aviation
Organisation. These surfaces are established
with the aim of protecting aircraft from obstacles
or activities that could be a threat to safety—in
particular, high-rise buildings.
Guideline F provides advice for planners and
decision makers about working within and around
protected airspace, including OLS [Obstacle
Limitation Surface] and PANS-OPS [Procedures for
Air Navigational Services – Aircraft Operations]
intrusions, and how these can be better integrated
into local planning processes.
DITRDC Factsheet: National Airports
Safeguarding Framework
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It is therefore important that lighting in the vicinity
of airports is not configured or is of such a pattern
that pilots could either be distracted or mistake
such lighting as being ground lighting from the
airport. Guideline E provides advice on the risks
of lighting distractions and how these can be
minimised or avoided.

The Manual of Standards Part 139 provides parameters
to establish four light control zones (A, B, C and D).
These zones reflect the degree of interference that
ground lights can cause as a pilot approaches to land.
They also nominate the intensity of light emission above
which interference is likely. Light control zones for
Melbourne Airport can be seen in Figure 15-38.

G

DITRDC Factsheet: National Airports
Safeguarding Framework

Figure 15-38
Maximum lighting intensity zones around Melbourne Airport

IN

Wind turbines can constitute a risk to low-flying
aviation operations such as agricultural pilots.
Additionally, temporary and permanent wind
monitoring towers can be erected in anticipation
of, or in association with, wind farms and can also
be hazardous to aviation, particularly given their
low visibility. These structures can also affect the
performance of Communications, Navigation and
Surveillance equipment operated by Airservices
Australia and the Department of Defence. Guideline
D provides advice on the location and safety
management of these and other similar structures.

notified of off-airport permit applications (usually limited
to applications within the MAEO) it assesses them for
lighting-distraction implications and requests conditions
where appropriate.

Safeguarding Melbourne Airport
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15.10
MANAGING THE RISK OF WIND TURBINE FARMS
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15.12.1
Prescribed Airspace regulations
Under Part 12 of the Airports Act (Protection of airspace
around airports) and the Airports (Protection of Airspace)
Regulations 1996 the airspace around specific airports
may be declared Prescribed Airspace to protect the
airspace for the safe arrival and departure of aircraft.
Prescribed Airspace is the airspace above either an
Obstacle Limitation Surface (OLS) or Procedures for Air
Navigational Services – Aircraft Operations (PANS- OPS)
protection surface, which are defined as follows:
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• OLS: this surface is usually the lowest of the two sets
of surfaces that make up Prescribed Airspace and
is designed to provide protection when the pilot is
flying by sight
• PANS-OPS: these surfaces are usually higher than the
OLS and are designed to provide protection for when
the pilot is flying by instruments.
Prescribed Airspace may also include protection for
important communications, navigation and surveillance
facilities such as radar. NASF Guideline G describes
these surfaces.
Under section 182 of the Airports Act, activities that
result in intrusions into an airport’s Prescribed Airspace
are called ‘controlled activities’ and cannot be carried
out without approval.
The airport operator or DITRDC must assess
applications to carry out controlled activities, taking into
consideration the opinions of CASA and Airservices,
and may impose conditions on approval. Part 4, section
14 of the Protection of Airspace Regulations states that
if a controlled activity would, if carried out, result in a
building, structure or thing intruding into PANS‑OPS
airspace the Secretary may approve a proposal for the
activity only if:
‘(5) (a) the activity is a short‑term controlled activity; and
(b) the airport‑operator company (if any) for the
airport concerned supports the approval.
(6)

Also, the Secretary must not approve a proposal
for a controlled activity if CASA has advised the
Secretary that carrying out the controlled activity
would have an unacceptable effect on the safety of
existing or future air transport operations into or out
of the airport concerned.’

Under the Act and Regulations, local councils with
boundaries that fall within Melbourne Airport’s
Prescribed Airspace are required to review all building
and development applications they receive for any
infringements of Prescribed Airspace. It is an offence
to carry out a controlled activity without approval, or
to breach a condition of a controlled activity approval.
15.12.2
Melbourne Airport’s Prescribed Airspace
Airport operators are required to prepare plans of the
future Prescribed Airspace surfaces relating to their
airport, and have those surfaces declared under the
airspace regulations. DITRDC has previously declared
Melbourne Airport’s airspace as Prescribed Airspace
under the regulations (as shown in Figure 15-39 and
Figure 15-40).
It is important to note the distances covered by the
Prescribed Airspace. The Prescribed Airspace extends
beyond 50 kilometres from the airport (at least 16
municipalities are either wholly or partly affected by it)
and also overlaps Essendon Airport’s Prescribed Airspace.
Melbourne Airport is preparing updated prescribed

308
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airspace to ensure protection for the ultimate four-runway
system, accounting for changes to criteria since the
original designation. Although this process is not expected
to affect any existing building height limits, all local
government areas that may be affected will be consulted.

Safeguarding Melbourne Airport

Figure 15-39
Long-term four-runway Obstacle Limitation Surfaces around Melbourne Airport

15.12.3
Other airspace protection regulations
0

As well as the Airports (Protection of Airspace)
Regulations, other regulations are also relevant to
protecting the operational airspace around airports
from obstacles and other hazards. They include the Civil
Aviation (Buildings Control) Regulations 1988, the Civil
Aviation Safety Regulations 1998 and the Civil Aviation
Regulations 1988.
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Under the Civil Aviation Safety Regulations 1998, a
person who proposes to construct a building or structure
of more than 110 metres above ground level must inform
CASA. CASA also has powers to prevent lights from
causing confusion, distraction or glare to pilots in the air
under the Civil Aviation Regulations 1988.
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15.12.4
Off-airport airspace controls
Prescribed Airspace should not be confused with the
MAEO: the MAEO relates specifically to aircraft noise
and limiting noise-sensitive uses (e.g. houses) where
aircraft noise is a potential problem. The MAEO does this
by implementing the airport’s ANEF and the Australian
Standard AS2021-2015: Acoustics – Aircraft Noise
Intrusion – Building Siting and Construction. The MAEO
does not relate to Prescribed Airspace and does not
control the height of structures.
Although Melbourne Airport’s Prescribed Airspace is
protected by the Airports Act and Airports (Protection
of Airspace) Regulations, there is evidence that this is
not widely known or understood by developers, local
government officers and councillors, or the general
public. Under the Airports (Protection of Airspace)
Regulations 1996, local councils are required to
refer potential ‘controlled activities’ to the airport
for assessment.
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In Victoria, Prescribed Airspace requirements are not
incorporated or linked into local planning schemes.
While the MAEO controls land use in relation to noise,
there is no equivalent overlay in the VPP controlling the
height of structures or other land use proposals that may
affect Prescribed Airspace (including potential hazards to
aircraft operations such as dangerous lighting, gaseous
plume emissions or wildlife hazards).
Melbourne Airport considers that improvements to
the Victorian planning system need to be made to
provide greater certainty and rigour in protecting
its Prescribed Airspace in accordance with NASF
Guideline F. This could take the form of a new overlay
control or a particular provision in the VPP. This is
a matter that MAESSAC is currently reviewing for
consideration by the Minister for Planning.
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Figure 15-40
Procedures for Air Navigational Services – Aircraft Operations, Melbourne Airport

15.13
PROTECTING AVIATION FACILITIES
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There are currently no specific off-airport planning controls
relating to the protection of communication, navigation
and surveillance facilities. This is a matter that MAESSAC is
considering, in accordance with the NASF principles.
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Guideline G is intended to assist land-use planners
at all levels in their consideration of these facilities
when assessing development proposals and
rezoning requests and when developing strategic
land use plans. It will also guide their interactions
with Airservices Australia and the Department
of Defence on when to consult on development
proposals and in gaining up to date geographical
locations for these facilities.

Melbourne Airport’s development approval process
ensures that the matters outlined in NASF Guideline
G are taken into account when considering on-airport
developments. Additionally, any proposals affecting
communications, navigation and surveillance require a
separate assessment from Airservices.

YAN YEAN

SUNBURY

Communications, Navigation and Surveillance
(CNS) facilities are crucial to the safe and efficient
operation of aircraft. They enable pilots to navigate
while between airports, conduct instrument
approaches and to communicate and confirm their
position with air traffic control. While such facilities
are generally associated with airports, some are
offsite and at significant distances from airports.
Inappropriate development in the vicinity of these
facilities can compromise their effectiveness.

DITRDC Factsheet: National Airports
Safeguarding Framework
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15.14
PROTECTING STRATEGICALLY IMPORTANT
HELICOPTER LANDING SITES
The protection of strategically important helicopter
landing sites (HLS) (such as those associated with
hospitals) from the adverse impacts of development
has become a critical issue in recent years. There
have been times where hospital emergency helipads
have been closed due to safety concerns arising
from the nearby operation of construction cranes.
Guideline H seeks to provide a consistent national
approach for land-use planning in the vicinity of
these facilities. State and territory governments are
responsible for identifying HLS that are considered
to be of strategic importance, or those that are to
be protected in the interest of public safety.
DITRDC Factsheet: National Airports
Safeguarding Framework

RYE

NASF Guideline H does not apply to helicopter landing
sites on an aerodrome and therefore does not apply to
Melbourne Airport.
310

15.15
MANAGING THE RISK IN PUBLIC SAFETY AREAS
Public Safety Areas (PSAs) are designated areas
of land at the end of airport runways within which
certain planning restrictions may apply. While air
crashes are rare events, the majority occur in the
vicinity of airports during take-off and landing.
The PSA Guideline was developed to mitigate the
risk of on-ground fatalities from an aircraft incident,
by informing a consistent approach to land use at
the end of Australian airport runways.
DITRDC Factsheet: National Airports
Safeguarding Framework
Public Safety Areas (PSAs) are designated areas of land
at the end of airport runways within which development
may be restricted in order to control the number of
people on the ground at risk of injury or death in the
event of an aircraft accident on take-off or landing.
While air crashes are rare and Australia has an excellent
safety record, there will always be an inherent risk
associated with the operation of aircraft around airports.
The consideration of PSAs in land use planning can
further reduce this already low risk.
In 2018, the Australian Government released a National
Airports Safeguarding Framework guideline regarding
PSAs: Managing the Risk in Public Safety Areas at the
Ends of Runways (NASF Guideline I). This additional
NASF guideline was agreed by ministers at the Transport
and Infrastructure Council on 9 November 2018.
Guideline I provides two alternative approaches to
developing PSAs that are considered to be the most
relevant and appropriate to most airports in Australia.
The Queensland PSA model, established by the
Queensland State Planning Policy, is a modified version
of the policy and research conducted in the UK discussed
below. The Queensland PSA model defines a trapezoidal
area of fixed dimensions. This template is then applied
at each runway end where movements exceed a trigger
level (10,000 movements per year, excluding light aircraft
movements). In the absence of a national approach
the Queensland PSA model was previously applied at
Melbourne Airport, and remains in use at other airports
including some outside Queensland.
Guideline I suggests a balanced approach that defines
inner and outer zones based on estimated levels of risk
to individuals living and working close to airport runways.
NASF Guideline I suggests:
• An outer area based on a risk level of one in 100,000
per year. This identifies the area (or risk contour) within
which any person living or working continuously would
have an approximately one in 100,000 per year chance
of being killed as a result of an aircraft incident.
• An inner area based on a risk level of one in 10,000
per year. This identifies the area (or risk contour) within
which any person living or working continuously would
have an approximately one in 10,000 per year chance
of being killed as a result of an aircraft incident.
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This suggested approach is based on the approach
adopted in the UK. The UK model is a more formalised
and tailored approach to defining a PSA and has been
applied at a number of international and Australian
airports. The dimensions of the two PSAs are dependent
on a range of airport specific factors such as forecasts
of the numbers and types of aircraft movements.
This allows the risk associated with each runway
under different operational forecasts to be estimated.
This is the approach adopted by Melbourne Airport.
Melbourne Airport uses these PSAs to assist in its
land-use planning for developments on airport land
and as a basis for responding to notification of offairport planning proposals. New developments that
are generally considered incompatible within inner and
outer PSAs as well as some typical compatible uses are
indicated in Table 15-13.

Part C15

The future implementation of NASF Guideline I is
for jurisdictions to determine. Victoria has advised
Melbourne Airport it will be consulting further on the
proposed Guideline I before implementing it in the VPP
and planning schemes. The following information is
provided in the interests of completeness.
Melbourne Airport has calculated the risk contours
associated with the inner and outer PSA zones based
on the methodology suggested in NASF Guideline I.
The aircraft movement forecasts used for calculating the
risk contours are those adopted for the aircraft noise
modelling on which the ANEC and other aircraft noise
contours have been developed (refer to Table 15-2).

Table 15-13
Compatible and incompatible uses and activities within Public Safety Areas
PSA

COMPATIBLE USES

Outer area – • Long stay and employee car parking (where minimum stay
1 in 100,000
is expected to be in excess of six hours)
• Shorter stay car parking (with a safety case – depends on
intensity of use)

INCOMPATIBLE USES/ACTIVITIES
• Accommodation activities: This includes dwelling houses,
multiple dwellings, resort complexes, tourist park, hostels,
retirement villages or other residential care buildings

• Community activities: educational establishment,
community centres, hospitals, theatres, child-care and
• Built development for the purpose of housing plant or
playgrounds, detention facilities, place of worship
machinery and would require no people on site on a regular
basis, such as electricity switching stations or installations
• Recreation activities: This includes parks, outdoor recreation
associated with the supply or treatment of water
and sport, major sport and entertainment facilities
• Golf courses, but not club houses (provided appropriate
mitigation measures are in place to reduce wildlife attraction
risk – see NASF Guideline C)

• Entertainment and centre activities: Shopping centres,
service stations, showrooms, markets, hotels, theatres,
tourist attraction, garden centres

• Open storage and types of warehouses with very
small number of people on site. The planning authority
could consider imposing conditions to prevent future
intensification of the use of the site and limit the number of
people to be present on the site

• Industrial and commercial uses involving large numbers
of workers or customers: Intensive uses such as high
impact, medium and low impact industry, warehousing,
services industry

•
• Developments which require few or no people on site on
a regular basis such as buildings housing plant or machinery •
• Low intensity public open space
Inner area –
1 in 10,000

• Long stay and employee car parking (where minimum stay
is expected to be in excess of six hours)

Manufacture or bulk storage of flammable, explosive or
noxious materials
Public passenger transport infrastructure: This includes
bus, train and light rail stations

• Accommodation activities: This includes dwelling houses,
multiple dwellings, resort complexes, tourist park, hostels,
retirement villages or other residential care buildings

• Built development for the purpose of housing plant or
machinery and would require no people on site on a regular • Community activities: educational establishment,
basis, such as electricity switching stations or installations
community centres, hospitals, theatres, child-care and
associated with the supply or treatment of water
playgrounds, detention facilities, place of worship
• Golf courses, but not club houses (provided appropriate
mitigation measures are in place to reduce wildlife attraction
risk – see NASF Guideline C)

• Recreation activities: This includes parks, outdoor recreation
and sport, major sport and entertainment facilities

Safeguarding Melbourne Airport

The PSA risk contours were developed for the following
scenarios:

15.16
SUMMARY

• Two existing runways at saturation in forecast
year 2046

The measures outlined in this section form a
safeguarding framework to help maintain, protect and
support Melbourne Airport’s continuing operations, as
well as balance the needs of communities surrounding
the airport, in accordance with NASF.

• Three runways including proposed M3R (composite
of mixed mode, option 1 and option 2) in forecast
year 2046
• Four long-term runways in forecast year 2052.
A composite of these three PSA risk contours, within
which the contours from all of the scenarios are
contained, is shown in Figure 15-41. Essentially this is a
consolidated version of all three risk contour scenarios.
The zoning of the land within the worst-case long-term
2052 composite risk contours is either largely compatible
with the PSAs or has a minor incompatibility. The inner
PSA contours predominantly remain on Melbourne
Airport land. Where the outer PSA contours extend
outside the airport site, the land is largely zoned for
open space, green wedge/rural or industrial purposes.
However, south of the new north-south runway the outer
PSA extends across the Calder Freeway (with a width
of about 40 to 50 metres) and onto existing residential
development for approximately 1.2 kilometres south of
the freeway. (The width of the outer PSA in this area is
about 20 to 40 metres).
By way of comparison, the level of individual risk
estimated to be experienced in these residential areas
under the worst-case operating scenario is between
one and two-in-100,000 per year. This is compared
with a risk level of 10 in 100,000 (i.e. one-in-10,000), at
which the inner PSA would be established and existing
incompatible development considered for removal.
Based on historically declining worldwide aircraft
accident rates, and Australia’s excellent aviation safety
record compared with other countries that have mature
aviation industries, it is considered likely that the
contours presented here are conservative regarding
risks to public safety.
Melbourne Airport will continue to review the definition
of PSAs and the estimation of public safety risk contours
– based on applicable guidance and forecast traffic –
through each five-yearly Master Plan cycle. Melbourne
Airport will work with the Victorian Government to
determine whether adjustment of the extents of the risk
contours – based on further consideration of Australiaspecific accident rates – is appropriate.

Safeguarding the airport is an ongoing and shared
responsibility between all levels of government and
the airport. Although there is strong support from
government for airport safeguarding, it is clear that
improvements can be made to Melbourne Airport’s
safeguarding framework. The National Airports
Safeguarding Advisory Group and the Australian Airports
Association have highlighted the need to improve airport
safeguarding measures around the nation.
Melbourne Airport supports the NASF guidelines and
uses them both to guide consideration of on-airport
developments and as the basis of responses to offairport development proposals. It is recognised that the
NASF has been referenced in state planning schemes
within the Planning Policy Framework but as a policy
consideration only.
Developing an improved safeguarding framework for
Melbourne Airport, as outlined in this Master Plan, will
require a range of stakeholders to be involved, including
the state government, local councils, local communities
and the business sector. While Melbourne Airport will play
a key role in developing the improved planning regime, the
process will need to be led by the Victorian Government.
To this end, the Melbourne Airport Environs
Safeguarding Standing Advisory Committee (MAESSAC)
is currently reviewing the planning policies and controls
that relate to the safeguarding of Melbourne Airport,
including the application of the NASF guidelines in the
Victorian planning system. Melbourne Airport is involved
in the MAESSAC process.
Melbourne Airport will continue working with the
Commonwealth Government, the Victorian Government,
local governments and industry to ensure that the airport’s
long-term operation is protected for the benefit of
Melbourne and Victoria. The Melbourne Airport Planning
Coordination Forum is playing a critical role in this regard.

• Entertainment and centre activities: Shopping centres,
service stations, showrooms, markets, hotels, theatres,
tourist attraction, garden centres
• Industrial and commercial uses involving large numbers
of workers or customers: Intensive uses such as high
impact, medium and low impact industry, warehousing,
services industry
• Manufacture or bulk storage of flammable, explosive or
noxious materials
• Public passenger transport infrastructure: This includes
bus, train and light rail stations

Source: NASF Guideline I
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Figure 15-41
Public Safety Areas – Composite
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KEY FEATURES

20-YEAR
VISION

COLLABORATIVE
PRIORITISING

Our 20-year vision for
Melbourne Airport will be
achieved through a staged
development program,
responding to increases
in passengers, flights and
development activity

WORKING WITH
GOVERNMENT

Melbourne Airport will work
closely with airlines and
other key stakeholders to
discuss timing and priority
investments

PROACTIVE
ENVIRONMENTAL
MANAGEMENT
Melbourne Airport will
continue to actively respond
to key environmental
challenges

Working closely with the
Victorian Government, local
government and surrounding
communities to restrict
incompatible development
from encroaching on airport
operations

GATEWAY TO
THE WORLD
Melbourne Airport will
continue to be a major
economic and employment
hub and a gateway to
the world
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16.2
TIMING AND PRIORITY OF INVESTMENTS
Melbourne Airport will work closely with airlines and
other key stakeholders to discuss the timing and
priority of investments. Potential priority projects and
developments have been identified in the preceding
sections of this Master Plan. The actual timing of
proposed developments will depend on demand
triggers, an assessment of forecast market conditions,
commercial discussions, and approval processes.
In terms of non-aviation developments, these will
be aligned with market demand and opportunities
which may arise. Melbourne Airport will ensure that
appropriate supporting infrastructure and land remains
available to facilitate this market demand.

16.1
INTRODUCTION
This Master Plan provides a strategic framework for the future development of
Melbourne Airport over the next 20 years and beyond. Timely investment in aviation
and airport infrastructure through a staged development program will ensure that
the airport effectively responds to changing aviation trends; increases in passengers,
flights and development activity; and customer needs.
Investment at Melbourne Airport will contribute to better services and more airport
capacity for the whole of Victoria. The future development of Melbourne Airport is
crucial to the growth and development of the state’s economy as a global gateway and
as a major transport and employment hub.
COVID-19 has significantly impacted the global aviation industry and, while recovery
is expected in the medium term, there is uncertainty around forecasting future growth
and therefore project-delivery timeframes. However, it is assumed the industry will
recover within the Master Plan’s 20-year planning horizon and that this recovery is
unlikely to exceed the forecast.
Despite the impacts of COVID-19 on the aviation sector, there is still strong interest
in non-aviation development within the Melbourne Airport estate. The confirmation
of the CSL Seqirus development in late 2020 confirmed the valuable strategic role the
airport plays in driving critical economic development and growth for Melbourne and
Victoria. The Master Plan continues to set out the framework for sensible and strategic
non-aviation developments.
With the decision to revert to a north-south parallel runway system for the next
aviation development, and the delay of need for an east-west parallel runway until
2050 or beyond, this Master Plan sets out the opportunity for use of land impacted,
within the safeguarding boundary of the east-west parallel runway, based on leases
which do not exceed 30 years or require removal prior to the opening of the east-west
parallel runway.
This Master Plan will therefore take a practical, sensible approach by safeguarding and
planning for the forecast developed in October 2019. This will ensure that the airport
can respond to a ‘fast recovery’ post COVID-19 if required; if not required, projects
will be delayed until activity levels trigger their development.
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A coordinated and integrated response across all
environmental aspects will be implemented to achieve
our objectives. Melbourne Airport will develop an
implementation schedule that assigns actions to
the appropriate business units. The implementation
schedule will be managed by the airport’s Environment
Team to monitor progress against initiatives and meet
annual reporting requirements on how the Environment
Strategy is tracking.
Community and stakeholder engagement is an
important element in implementing the Environment
Strategy. Melbourne Airport engages with a broad range
of stakeholders on a regular basis when undertaking
ongoing assessments and management actions
associated with the environmental aspects outlined in
the Environment Strategy.

The review of the Master Plan every five years enables
Melbourne Airport to periodically reassess project
priorities and timeframes, thereby validating forecasts
and development requirements. More certainty around
growth forecasts and project priorities is expected at the
time of next Master Plan (2027) as the industry recovers
from the impact of COVID-19.
Melbourne Airport will also work closely with all levels
of government to ensure the timely delivery of essential
transport infrastructure and the ongoing safeguarding
and protection of airport operations through appropriate
planning policies and controls. Melbourne Airport
and the Victorian Government share responsibility for
delivering ground transport improvements both on and
off airport land.
Safeguarding the operations of Melbourne Airport is an
ongoing and shared responsibility between the airport
and all levels of government. There is strong support
from all levels of government for airport safeguarding,
as reflected in the National Airports Safeguarding
Framework (NASF). The NASF seeks to achieve a balance
between the growth and operation of Australian airports:
recognising their economic and social benefits while also
considering the needs of communities surrounding the
airport. At the time of writing, the Melbourne Airport
Environs Safeguarding Standing Advisory Committee
(established by the Victorian Minister for Planning) was
considering improvements to the planning provisions
safeguarding the airport and its environs.
Developing an improved safeguarding framework for
Melbourne Airport requires a range of stakeholders to
be involved. These include the Victorian Government,
local councils and local communities. The Melbourne
Airport Planning Coordination Forum plays a critical role
in this regard.
Environmental priorities and programs to implement
the Environment Strategy remain a focus area for the
airport. Implementation of the Environment Strategy will
be achieved with the commitment and involvement of
all Melbourne Airport staff, business operators, tenants,
contractors and stakeholders.
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Compliance with the Airports Act 1996

Appendix A:
Compliance with the
Airports Act 1996
The Melbourne Airport Master
Plan has been prepared in
accordance with the requirements
of the Airports Act 1996 (Cth)
and associated Regulations. The
legislation specifies the elements
to be addressed within an airport
Master Plan. The reference guide
below indicates the section
in which each element of the
legislation is addressed in this
Master Plan.
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Requirements under Part 5, Division 3, section 70(2) Final Master Plans

Appendix A

Section / Subsection

The purposes of a final Master Plan for an airport are:
a. to establish the strategic direction for efficient and economic development at the airport over the planning
period of the plan

Section 2

b. to provide for the development of additional uses of the airport site

Section 8
Section 11

c. to indicate to the public the intended uses of the airport site

Requirements under Part 5, Division 3, section 71(2) Contents of draft or final Master Plan
(cont.)

vi. the likely effect of the proposed developments in the Master Plan on the ground transport system and traffic Section 12.3
flows at, and surrounding, the airport
gb. in relation to the first 5 years of the Master Plan – detailed information on the proposed developments in the
Master Plan that are to be used for:

Section 2

i.

Section 11
Section 8
Section 15

ii. for any other purpose that is not related to airport services
gc. in relation to the first 5 years of the Master Plan – the likely effect of the proposed developments in the Master
Plan on:

e. to ensure that all operations at the airport are undertaken in accordance with relevant environmental legislation
and standards

Section 14

f.

Section 14

ii. the local and regional economy and community, including an analysis of how the proposed developments fit
within the planning schemes for commercial and retail development in the area that is adjacent to the airport

g. to promote the continual improvement of environmental management at the airport

Section 11

commercial, community, office or retail purposes

i.

to establish a framework for assessing compliance at the airport with relevant environmental legislation and
standards

Section / Subsection
(cont.)

In the case of an airport other than a joint-user airport, a draft or final Master Plan must specify: (cont.)

Section 8

d. to reduce potential conflicts between uses of the airport site, and to ensure that uses of the airport site are
compatible with the areas surrounding the airport

Compliance with the Airports Act 1996

i.

Section 11.4

employment levels at the airport

h. an environment strategy that details:
Section 14

Section 6.2

the airport-lessee company’s objectives for the environmental management of the airport

Section 14
Section 14
Subsection 14.1

Requirements under Part 5, Division 3, section 71(2) Contents of draft or final Master Plan

Section / Subsection

ii. the areas (if any) within the airport site which the airport-lessee company, in consultation with State and
Federal conservation bodies, identifies as environmentally significant

Section 5.6

iii. the sources of environmental impact associated with airport operations

Section 14

In the case of an airport other than a joint-user airport, a draft or final Master Plan must specify:

Subsection 14.2

a.	the airport-lessee company’s development objectives for the airport

Section 2

b.	the airport-lessee company’s assessment of the future needs of civil aviation users of the airport, and other
users of the airport, for services and facilities relating to the airport

Section 2
Section 7

iv. the studies, reviews and monitoring to be carried out by the airport-lessee company in connection with the
environmental impact associated with airport operations

Section 14

v. the time frames for completion of those studies and reviews and for reporting on that monitoring

Section 14

Section 12
c.	the airport-lessee company’s intentions for land use and related development of the airport site, where the uses
and developments embrace airside, landside, surface access and land planning/zoning aspects

Subsection 14.3

Section 2
Section 8
Section 9
Section 10

vi. the specific measures to be carried out by the airport-lessee company for the purposes of preventing,
controlling or reducing the environmental impact associated with airport operations

Section 14

vii. the time frames for completion of those specific measures

Section 14

Section 12
Section 15

da. flight paths (in accordance with regulations, if any, made for the purpose of this paragraph) at the airport

Section 15

e. the airport-lessee company’s plans, developed following consultations with the airlines that use the airport and
local government bodies in the vicinity of the airport, for managing aircraft noise intrusion in areas forecast to
be subject to exposure above the significant ANEF levels

Section 15

f.

Section 5.6

the airport-lessee company’s assessment of environmental issues that might reasonably be expected to be
associated with the implementation of the plan

Section 14
Subsection 14.2

g. the airport-lessee company’s plans for dealing with the environmental issues mentioned in paragraph (f)
(including plans for ameliorating or preventing environmental impacts)

Subsection 14.4

Subsection 14.4

Section 11

d. an Australian Noise Exposure Forecast (in accordance with regulations, if any, made for the purpose of this
paragraph) for the areas surrounding the airport

Subsection 14.3

i.

viii. details of the consultations undertaken in preparing the strategy (including the outcome of the
consultations)

Section 14

ix. any other matters that are prescribed in the regulations

See below

such other matters (if any) as are specified in the regulations.

See below

Subsection 14.2

Requirements under Part 5, Division 3, section 71A
Draft or final Master Plan must identify proposed sensitive developments

Section / Subsection

1. A draft or final Master Plan must identify any proposed sensitive development in the plan.

Section 8.7

Section 5.6
Section 14
Subsection 14.3
Subsection 14.4

ga. in relation to the first 5 years of the Master Plan – a plan for a ground transport system on the landside of xthe
airport that details:
i.

330

a road network plan

Section 12
Figure 12-1

ii. the facilities for moving people (employees, passengers and other airport users) and freight at the airport

Section 12.3

iii. the linkages between those facilities, the road network and public transport system at the airport and the
road network and public transport system outside the airport

Section 12.3

iv. the arrangements for working with the State or local authorities or other bodies responsible for the road
network and the public transport system

Section 12.6

v. the capacity of the ground transport system at the airport to support operations and other activities at the
airport

Section 12.5
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Requirements under Regulation 5.02: Contents of draft or final Master Plan – general

Appendix A

Section / Subsection

1. For paragraphs 71(2)(j) and (3)(j) of the Act, the following matters are specified in an environment strategy:
a. any change to the OLS or PANS-OPS surfaces for the airport concerned that is likely to result if development Section 15.12
proceeds in accordance with the Master Plan
b. for an area of an airport where a change of use of a kind described in subregulation 6.07(2) of the Airports
(Environment Protection) Regulations 1997 is proposed:
i.

the contents of the report of any examination of the area carried out under regulation 6.09 of those
Regulations

ii. the airport-lessee company’s plans for dealing with any soil pollution referred to in the report.

Section 14
Section 14

Appendix D

Section 8.8

b. address any interest to which the relevant airport lease is subject under subsection 22(3) of the Act, or
subsection 26(3) of the Transitional Act.

Section 8.8

Section 14

2. In specifying its objectives for the airport under subparagraph 71(2)(h)(i) or (3)(h)(i) of the Act, an airport-lessee
company must address its policies and targets for:

Section 14

a. continuous improvement in the environmental consequences of activities at the airport

Section 14
Subsection 14.4

b. progressive reduction in extant pollution at the airport

Section 14

2. The environment strategy must specify any areas within the airport site to which the strategy applies that
the airport-lessee company for the airport has identified as being a site of Indigenous significance, following
consultation with:

Section 14
Subsection 14.4

Section 14
Subsection 14.4

c. development and adoption of a comprehensive environmental management system for the airport that
maintains consistency with relevant Australian and international standards

Section 14

d. identification, and conservation, by the airport-lessee company and other operators of undertakings at the
airport, of objects and matters at the airport that have natural, Indigenous or heritage value

Section 14

e. involvement of the local community and airport users in development of any future strategy

Section 14

Subsection 14.3

Subsection 14.4

Subsection 14.2

Section / Subsection

1. For subparagraphs 71(2)(h)(ix) and (3)(h)(ix) of the Act, the matters in this regulation must be specified in an
environment strategy.

f.

dissemination of the strategy to sub-lessees, licensees, other airport users and the local community.

Section 5.6

3. In specifying under subparagraph 71(2)(h)(ii) or (3)(h)(ii) of the Act, the areas within the airport site it identifies as
environmentally significant, an airport-lessee company must address:

Section 14

Section 14
Subsection 14.4

b. any relevant Commonwealth or State body

1. For subsection 71(5) of the Act, a draft or final Master Plan must address the things in this regulation.

Section 8

a. address any obligation that has passed to the relevant airport-lessee company under subsection 22(2) of the
Act or subsection 26(2) of the Transitional Act

a. any relevant Indigenous communities and organisations; and

Section / Subsection

Section 14

3. For subsection 71(5) of the Act, a draft or final Master Plan must:

Requirements under Regulation 5.02A:
Contents of draft or final Master Plan – to be specified in environment strategy

Requirements under Regulation 5.02B:
Contents of draft or final Master Plan – to be addressed in environment strategy

Subsection 14.3

Subsection 14.4
2. For section 71 of the Act, an airport Master Plan must, in relation to the landside part of the airport, where
possible, describe proposals for land use and related planning, zoning or development in an amount of detail
equivalent to that required by, and using terminology (including definitions) consistent with that applying in,
land-use planning, zoning and development legislation in force in the State or Territory in which the airport is
located.

Compliance with the Airports Act 1996

a. any relevant recommendation of the Australian Heritage Council

Section 14
Subsection 14.4

Section 14
Subsection 14.4

3. The environment strategy must specify the airport-lessee company’s strategy for environmental management of Section 14
areas of the airport site that are, or could be, used for a purpose that is not connected with airport operations.
Subsection 14.4
4. The environment strategy must specify:
a. the training necessary for appropriate environment management by persons, or classes of persons,
employed on the airport site by the airport-lessee company or by other major employers; and

Section 14

b. the training programs, of which the airport-lessee company is aware, that it considers would meet the
training needs of a person mentioned in paragraph (a).

Section 14

b. any relevant recommendation of the Department of Environment regarding biota, habitat, heritage or
similar matters

Section 14

c. any relevant recommendation of a body established in the State in which the airport is located, having
responsibilities in relation to conservation of biota, habitat, heritage or similar matters.

Section 14

4. In specifying the sources of environmental impact under subparagraph 71(2)(h)(iii) or (3)(h)(iii) of the Act, an
airport-lessee company must address:

Section 14

Subsection 14.2

Subsection 14.2

Subsection 14.3

Subsection 14.3

Subsection 14.4

a. the quality of air at the airport site, and in so much of the regional airshed as is reasonably likely to be
affected by airport activities

Section 14

b. water quality, including potentially affected groundwater, estuarine waters and marine waters

Section 14

Subsection 14.4

Subsection 14.4
c. soil quality, including that of land known to be already contaminated

Section 14
Subsection 14.4

d. release, into the air, of substances that deplete stratospheric ozone

Section 14
Subsection 14.4

e. generation and handling of hazardous waste and any other kind of waste

Section 14
Subsection 14.4

f.

usage of natural resources (whether renewable or non-renewable)

Section 14
Subsection 14.4
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Requirements under Regulation 5.02B:
Contents of draft or final Master Plan – to be addressed in environment strategy (cont.)
g. usage of energy the production of which generates emissions of gases known as ‘greenhouse gases’

Appendix A

Compliance with the Airports Act 1996

Section / Subsection
(cont.)
Section 14
Subsection 14.4

h. generation of noise.

Section 14
Subsection 14.4

5. In specifying under subparagraph 71(2)(h)(iv) or (3)(h)(iv) of the Act the studies, reviews and monitoring that it
plans to carry out, an airport-lessee company must address:

Section 14

a. the matters mentioned in subregulation 5.02A(2) and subregulations 5.02B(3) and (4); and

b. the scope, identified by the airport-lessee company, for conservation of objects and matters at the airport
that have natural, Indigenous or heritage value; and
c. the approaches and measures identified by the airport-lessee company as its preferred conservation
approaches and measures; and
d. the professional qualifications that must be held by a person carrying out the monitoring; and

e. the proposed systems of testing, measuring and sampling to be carried out for possible, or suspected,
pollution or excessive noise; and
f.

the proposed frequency of routine reporting of monitoring results to the airport environment officer (if any)
for the airport, or to the Secretary.

6. In specifying under subparagraph 71(2)(h)(iv) or (3)(h)(iv) of the Act the studies, reviews and monitoring that it
plans to carry out, an airport-lessee company must address:

Section 14

a. the matters mentioned in subregulation 5.02A(2) and subregulations 5.02B(3) and (4); and

b. the scope, identified by the airport-lessee company, for conservation of objects and matters at the airport
that have natural, Indigenous or heritage value; and
7. the approaches and measures identified by the airport-lessee company as its preferred conservation
approaches and measures.
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Appendix B:
1990 Melbourne
Airport Strategy –
Principal Features
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Appendix C:
Melbourne Airport
Planning Zones
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Appendix C

Melbourne Airport Framework Plan (Land Use Precincts Plan and Zoning Plan)

Melbourne Airport Planning Zones

MELBOURNE AIRPORT PLANNING ZONES
MELBOURNE AIRPORT ACTIVITY CENTRE ZONE
1.0
Purpose

0

500

• To implement the Melbourne Airport Master
Plan 2022

1,000m

• To advance Melbourne Airport as one of the state’s
key activity centres and transport gateways.
• To provide for the long-term and sustainable growth
of Melbourne Airport.
• To encourage a mix of uses and the development of
the activity centre:
• as a focus for airport activities, complementary
business and shopping activities, working,
travellers’ accommodation, leisure, transport and
community facilities

3
3

• To create an attractive, pleasant, safe, secure and
stimulating environment through good urban design.
• To facilitate the use and development of land in
accordance with the Melbourne Airport Framework
Plan (Land Use Precincts Plan and Zoning Plan)
• To facilitate ground transport facilities and services for
efficient access to the airport, including Melbourne
Airport Rail.
2.0
Major Development Plan
Any activities listed in sections 89 and 89A of the
Airports Act 1996 (Cth) that are classified as a major
airport development or a sensitive development that
require a Major Development Plan to be prepared, are
subject to approval by the Commonwealth Minister for
Infrastructure, Transport and Regional Development.

• to support sustainable urban outcomes that
optimise the use of infrastructure.

3.0
Table of uses

1
3 Western

Sub-Precinct

Section 1: Permitted Uses
Use

2

Condition

Airport
Car park
Cinema
Cinema-based entertainment facility
Conference centre
Convenience restaurant

LEGEND

Education centre

APAM Boundary
Existing Terminal

3

HUME PLANNING SCHEME ZONES

Emergency services facility

Green Wedge Zone

Food and drink premises

Industrial 3 Zone

Freeway service centre

Public Use Zone 1

Fuel depot

Public Use Zone 7
LANDUSE ZONES
Activity Centre Zone
Road Zone 1

3

Function centre
Heliport

Special Use Zone 1

Hotel

Proposed Melbourne Airport Link
(MAL) Road Reservation

Industry

Airport Precincts

Medical centre

Sub-Precinct

Minor sports and recreation facility

Aviation Precinct
Landside Main Precinct
Landside Business Precinct

Must be an aviation educational facility or a facility with the primary purpose of providing in-house
training to staff of an organisation conducting operations at the airport.

Motel
Office
Place of assembly
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Melbourne Airport Planning Zones

Melbourne Airport Activity Centre Zone
Section 1: Permitted Uses (cont.)
Use (cont.)

Condition (cont.)

Place of worship
Quarantine and detention facility

0

500

1,000m

Railway station / railway
Research and development centre
Residential hotel

ACZ

Retail premises

ACZ

Road
Service station
Transport terminal

ACZ

Utility installation
ACZ

Warehouse

Section 2: Consent Uses (Airport-lessee company’s approval required)
Use
Any use not included in sections 1 or 3
Any use in section 1 if the condition is not met

Section 3: Sensitive Uses (Commonwealth Minister’s approval required)

ACZ

Western
Sub-Precinct

Use

ACZ

Residential dwelling (does not include accommodation for students studying at an aviation educational facility at the airport)
Community care facility
Preschool
Primary, secondary, tertiary or other educational institution (does not include an aviation educational facility or a facility with the primary purpose
of providing in-house training to staff of an organisation conducting operations at the airport)
Hospital (does not include a facility with the primary purpose of providing emergency medical treatment and that does not have inpatient
facilities)

ACZ

4.0
Approvals
4.1
Use of land
Planning and design approval is required from the
airport-lessee company for any section 2 use of land.
Use of land must be consistent with the Melbourne
Airport Master Plan (including the Ground Transport
Plan and Environment Strategy) and Melbourne Airport
Planning and Urban Design Strategy.

The airport-lessee company may specify buildings
and works that are exempt from planning and design
approval. Planning and design approval is not required
if a Major Development Plan is required.
4.3
Design and development
Design and development must be generally in
accordance with the following:
• Melbourne Airport Planning and Urban
Design Strategy
• Melbourne Airport Planting Guidelines

4.2
Buildings and works
Planning and design approval, and building activity
consent, are required from the airport-lessee company
and a building permit from the Airport Building Controller
for all buildings and works (subject to exemptions).
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ACZ

• Melbourne Airport Sustainable Buildings and
Infrastructure Guide
• Melbourne Airport Technical Standards.

LEGEND
APAM Boundary
Existing Terminal
Activity Centre Zone
Landside Main Precinct
Landside Business Precinct
Sub-Precinct

Design and development must comply with the CASA
Manual of Standards Part 139 – Aerodromes.
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5.0
Precinct Provisions
5.1
Precinct 1: Landside Main Precinct
Precinct objectives
• To provide for a range of airport support activities,
services and facilities for use by airlines, passengers,
government agencies, freight businesses and
transport providers
• To provide integrated car parking, hotel
accommodation, commercial uses and retail premises
that support the airport
• To provide an attractive and functional gateway to the
airport
• To provide ground transport facilities and services for
efficient access to the airport
• To provide for expansion of passenger terminal
facilities to meet forecast demand.
Precinct requirements
Applications for development should be generally in
accordance with the Melbourne Airport Planning and
Urban Design Strategy and Melbourne Airport Planting
Guidelines.
Precinct guidelines
• The precinct should be used for a range of activities
that support the airport consistent with the precinct’s
prime location including freight, car parking, hotel
accommodation, offices, commercial uses and retail
premises
• The use and development of the precinct must
provide for safe and efficient ground transport access
• The use and development of the precinct must
provide for a high level of visual amenity
• The precinct should not be used or developed for any
purpose that may interfere or conflict with safe and
secure aircraft operations in the Aviation Precinct.
5.2
Precinct 2: Landside Business Precinct

Appendix C

• To provide for a range of non-aviation uses including
industrial, commercial, retail, office, recreational,
manufacturing, warehousing and associated activities.
Precinct requirements
Applications for development should be generally in
accordance with the Melbourne Airport Planning and
Urban Design Strategy, and Melbourne Airport Planting
Guidelines.

• To provide land for a range of aviation and nonaviation uses
• To provide a range of aviation-related services
including maintenance and servicing of aircraft and
freight terminals

6.2
Buildings and works

7.1
General

An application to construct a building, or construct or
carry out works, must be accompanied by the following
information and/or any information specified by the
airport-lessee company, as appropriate:

• The Airports Act 1996 and Regulations

• Application form
• Plans drawn to scale and dimensioned that show:
• the boundaries and dimensions of the site

Precinct guidelines
• The precinct should be used for aviation and nonaviation uses
• The use and development of the precinct must
provide for safe and efficient ground transport access
• The use and development of the precinct must
provide for a high level of visual amenity
• The development must not affect the safety and
amenity of adjacent more sensitive land uses
• The precinct should not be used or developed for any
purpose that may interfere or conflict with safe and
secure aircraft operations in the Aviation Precinct.

• adjoining roads
• the location and height of buildings and works on
adjoining land

• A description of the proposed use and the types of
activities that will be carried out and any proposed
staging of use and activities on the land
• Plans drawn to scale and dimensioned that show:
• the siting and use of buildings
• areas not required for immediate use

• The likely effects, if any, on aircraft operations, traffic,
infrastructure and any other matters that the airportlessee company deems relevant
• A written statement providing an assessment of the
proposal’s consistency with the relevant sections of
the Melbourne Airport Master Plan, and Melbourne
Airport Planning and Urban Design Strategy.

• Melbourne Airport Sustainable Buildings and
Infrastructure Guide
• CASA Manual of Standards Part 139 – Aerodromes

• the internal layout and use of the proposed
development

7.2
Aircraft operations

• all access and pedestrian areas

• Whether the proposal impacts on the safe and secure
operation of the airport

• all driveway, car parking and loading areas,
including turning circles
• all external storage and waste treatment areas

• Elevation plans drawn to scale and dimensioned that
show:
• the building form and scale
• setbacks to property boundaries
• finished floor levels and building heights to
Australian Height Datum

• The land use and development objectives

• Whether the proposal complies with the Prescribed
Airspace requirements (protection of OLS and PANSOPS surfaces)
• Whether the proposal addresses the Australian Noise
Exposure Forecast (ANEF) and AS2021 requirements.
7.3
Access
• The Melbourne Airport Ground Transport Plan
(part of the Melbourne Airport Master Plan)

• A schedule of finishes for the proposed development,
detailing materials and colours of external surfaces
including walls, roofs and fences

• Movement systems through and around the site including
the movement of pedestrians, and vehicles providing
for supplies, waste removal, emergency services

• A written statement providing an assessment of
the proposal against the relevant sections of the
Melbourne Airport Planning and Urban Design
Strategy

• The provision of car parking, loading of vehicles and
access to parking spaces and loading bays, including
turning circles, where appropriate.

• A landscape plan in accordance with the Melbourne
Airport Planting Guidelines that includes the
description of vegetation to be planted, the
surfaces to be constructed, site works specification
and method of preparing, draining, watering and
maintaining the landscape area

7.4
Use

• Construction details of all drainage works, driveways,
vehicle parking and loading areas
• A stormwater management plan.
7.0
Decision guidelines
Before deciding on an application, the airport-lessee
company must consider the following, as appropriate.
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• The Melbourne Airport Planting Guidelines

• The relevant precinct objectives and guidelines.

• the location of easements and services

• Application form

• The Melbourne Airport Technical Standards

• the layout of existing and proposed buildings and
works

These requirements relate only to applications for
planning and design approval. Separate requirements
apply to applications for the building activity consent
and the building permit process.

An application to use land must be accompanied by the
following information and/or any information specified by
the airport-lessee company, as appropriate:

• The Melbourne Airport Planning and Urban
Design Strategy

• The framework plan (Land Use Precincts Plan and
Zoning Plan)

• existing and proposed vegetation

6.1
Use

• The Melbourne Airport Master Plan 2022

• levels of the site and the difference in levels
between the site and surrounding properties to a
defined point at the site boundaries or to Australian
Height Datum

6.0
Application requirements

• adjacent buildings
Precinct objectives

Melbourne Airport Planning Zones

• The interim use of those parts of the land not required
for the proposed use
• Whether the use is compatible with adjoining and
nearby land uses
• Compatibility of the use with aircraft operations.
7.5
Design and built form
• The consistency of the proposal with the Melbourne
Airport Planning and Urban Design Strategy
• Whether the proposal contributes to enhancing the
amenity of the airport.
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7.6
Environmental sustainability

10.0
Definitions

• The Melbourne Airport Environment Strategy (part of
the Melbourne Airport Master Plan).

All land use terms have the same meaning as defined in
the Victoria Planning Provisions except for the following
terms, which have the meaning according to the Airports
Act 1996:

8.0
Advertising signs
Applications for advertising signs should be generally
in accordance with the Melbourne Airport Planning and
Urban Design Strategy.

• aviation educational facility
• community care facility
• educational institution
• hospital

9.0
Reference documents
• Melbourne Airport Master Plan 2022
• Melbourne Airport Planning and Urban Design
Strategy
• Melbourne Airport Technical Standards
• Melbourne Airport Planting Guidelines
• Melbourne Airport Sustainable Buildings and
Infrastructure Guide

• preschool
• residential dwelling.

Melbourne Airport Planning Zones

MELBOURNE AIRPORT SPECIAL USE ZONE
SCHEDULE 1 – AVIATION PRECINCT
1.0
Purpose
• To implement the Melbourne Airport Master Plan
2022
• To provide for safe, secure and efficient airfield
activities including the landing, take-off, taxiing and
parking of aircraft

• To provide for the flexible expansion of passenger
terminal facilities to meet forecast demand
• To provide for aircraft operations on a 24-hour-a-day,
seven-day-a-week basis
• To provide for the safe and secure operation of the
airport
• To optimise the efficient operation of the airport as an
intermodal facility
• To facilitate the long-term growth of the airport

• To accommodate the provision of aircraft navigation
aids, Aviation Rescue Fire Fighting Services and
other facilities essential for safe and efficient aircraft
operations

• To facilitate use and development of land in
accordance with the Melbourne Airport Framework
Plan (Land Use Precincts Plan and Zoning Plan).

• To provide for the operation, use and development of
land for passenger and baggage processing

2.0
Major Development Plan

• To facilitate the development of facilities for airlines
and passengers, including efficient terminal facilities
with sufficient supporting commercial areas

Any activities listed in section 89 and 89A of the
Airports Act 1996 that are classified as a major airport
development or a sensitive development that require
a Major Development Plan to be prepared, are subject
to approval by the Commonwealth Minister for
Infrastructure, Transport and Regional Development.

• To provide for integrated terminals with commercial
and retail uses

• CASA Manual of Standards Part 139 – Aerodromes
• National Airports Safeguarding Framework.
3.0
Table of uses
Section 1: Permitted Uses
Use
Airport
Car park
Convenience restaurant

Must be in or immediately adjacent to a terminal building.

Education centre

Must be an aviation educational facility or a facility with the primary
purpose of providing in-house training to staff of an organisation
conducting operations at the airport.

Emergency service facility
Food and drink premises

Must be in or immediately adjacent to a terminal building.

Fuel depot
Function centre

Must be in or immediately adjacent to a terminal building.

Heliport
Medical centre

Must be in or immediately adjacent to a terminal building.

Office
Place of assembly
Retail premises
Quarantine and detention facility
Road
Solar energy facility
Transport terminal
Utility installation
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Melbourne Airport Planning Zones

Melbourne Airport Special Use Zone Schedule 1 – Aviation Precinct
Section 2: Consent Uses (Airport-lessee company’s approval required)
Use
Any use not included in sections 1 or 3
Any use in section 1 if the condition is not met

0

500

1,000m

Section 3: Sensitive Uses (Commonwealth Minister’s approval required)
Use
Residential dwelling (does not include accommodation for students studying at an aviation educational facility at the airport)
Community care facility
Preschool
Primary, secondary, tertiary or other educational institution (does not include an aviation educational facility or a facility with the primary purpose
of providing in-house training to staff of an organisation conducting operations at the airport)
Hospital (does not include a facility with the primary purpose of providing emergency medical treatment and that does not have inpatient facilities)

4.0
Approvals

Design and development must comply with the CASA
Manual of Standards Part 139 – Aerodromes.

4.1
Use of land

5.0
Application requirements

SUZ1

Planning and design approval is required from the
airport-lessee company for any section 2 use of land.
Use of land must be consistent with the Melbourne
Airport Master plan (including the Ground Transport
Plan and Environment Strategy) and Melbourne Airport
Planning and Urban Design Strategy.

Western
Sub-Precinct

5.1
Use
An application to use land must be accompanied by the
following information and/or any information specified by
the airport-lessee company, as appropriate:
• Application form

4.2
Buildings and works
Planning and design approval and building activity
consent are required from the airport-lessee company
and a building permit from the Airport Building Controller
for all buildings and works (subject to exemptions).
The airport-lessee company may specify buildings
and works that are exempt from planning and design
approval. Planning and design approval is not required
if a Major Development Plan is required.
4.3
Design and Development
Design and development must be generally in
accordance with the following:
• Melbourne Airport Planning and Urban
Design Strategy
• Melbourne Airport Planting Guidelines

• A description of the proposed use and the types of
activities that will be carried out and any proposed
staging of use and activities on the land
• Plans drawn to scale and dimensioned that show:
• the siting and use of buildings
• areas not required for immediate use
• adjacent buildings
• The likely effects, if any, on aircraft operations, traffic,
infrastructure and any other matters that the airportlessee company deems relevant
• A written statement providing an assessment of the
proposal’s consistency with the relevant sections of
the Melbourne Airport Master Plan and Melbourne
Airport Planning and Urban Design Strategy.
These requirements relate only to applications for
planning and design approval. Separate requirements
apply to applications for the building activity consent
and the building permit process.

LEGEND
APAM Boundary
Existing Terminal
Special Use Zone 1
Aviation Precinct
Sub-Precinct

• Melbourne Airport Technical Standards
• Melbourne Airport Sustainable Buildings and
Infrastructure Guide.
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Melbourne Airport Planning Zones

5.2
Buildings and works

6.0
Decision guidelines

6.4
Use

An application to construct a building, or construct or
carry out works, must be accompanied by the following
information and/or any information specified by the
airport-lessee company, as appropriate:

Land in this zone should continue to be used and
developed for aircraft services and facilities including
runways, taxiways, taxi lanes, aprons and associated
navigation aids.

• The interim use of those parts of the land not required
for the proposed use

• Application form

The land should not be used or developed for any
purpose that may interfere or conflict with safe and
secure aircraft operations.

• Plans drawn to scale and dimensioned that show:
• the boundaries and dimensions of the site
• adjoining roads
• the location and height of buildings and works on
adjoining land
• levels of the site and the difference in levels
between the site and surrounding properties to a
defined point at the site boundaries or to Australian
Height Datum
• the layout of existing and proposed buildings
and works
• the internal layout and use of the proposed
development

Before deciding on an application, the airport-lessee
company must consider the following, as appropriate.
6.1
General
• The Airports Act 1996 and Regulations
• The Melbourne Airport Master Plan 2022
• The Melbourne Airport Planning and Urban
Design Strategy
• The Melbourne Airport Technical Standards

• all access and pedestrian areas

• The Melbourne Airport Planting Guidelines

• all driveway, car parking and loading areas,
including turning circles

• Melbourne Airport Sustainable Buildings and
Infrastructure Guide

• existing and proposed vegetation
• all external storage and waste treatment areas
• the location of easements and services
• Elevation plans drawn to scale and dimensioned
that show:
• the building form and scale
• setbacks to property boundaries
• finished floor levels and building heights to
Australian Height Datum
• A schedule of finishes for the proposed development,
detailing materials and colours of external surfaces
including walls, roofs and fences
• A written statement providing an assessment
of the proposal against the relevant sections of
the Melbourne Airport Planning and Urban
Design Strategy
• A landscape plan in accordance with the Melbourne
Airport Planting Guidelines that includes the
description of vegetation to be planted, the
surfaces to be constructed, site works specification,
and method of preparing, draining, watering and
maintaining the landscape area
• Construction details of all drainage works, driveways,
vehicle parking and loading areas
• A stormwater management plan.

• CASA Manual of Standards Part 139 – Aerodromes
• The framework plan (Land Use Precincts Plan and
Zoning Plan)
• The land use and development objectives
• The relevant precinct objectives and guidelines.

• Whether the use is compatible with adjoining and
nearby land uses
• Compatibility of the use with aircraft operations.
6.5
Design and built form
• The consistency of the proposal with the Melbourne
Airport Planning and Urban Design Strategy
• Whether the proposal contributes to enhancing the
amenity of the airport.
6.6
Environmental sustainability
• The Melbourne Airport Environment Strategy (part of
the Melbourne Airport Master Plan).
7.0
Advertising signs
Applications for advertising signs should be generally
in accordance with the Melbourne Airport Planning and
Urban Design Strategy.
8.0
Reference documents
• Melbourne Airport Master Plan 2022

6.2
Aircraft operations

• Melbourne Airport Planning and Urban Design
Strategy

• Whether the proposal impacts on the safe and secure
operation of the airport

• Melbourne Airport Technical Standards

• Whether the proposal complies with the Prescribed
Airspace requirements (protection of OLS and PANSOPS surfaces)
• Whether the proposal addresses the Australian Noise
Exposure Forecast (ANEF) and AS2021 requirements.

• Melbourne Airport Planting Guidelines
• Melbourne Airport Sustainable Buildings and
Infrastructure Guide
• CASA Manual of Standards Part 139 – Aerodromes
• National Airports Safeguarding Framework.

6.3
Access

9.0
Definitions

• The Melbourne Airport Ground Transport Plan (part
of the Melbourne Airport Master Plan)

All land use terms have the same meaning as defined in
the Victoria Planning Provisions except for the following
terms which have the meaning according to the Airports
Act 1996:

• Movement systems through and around the site
including the movement of pedestrians, and vehicles
providing for supplies, waste removal, emergency
services
• The provision of car parking, loading of vehicles and
access to parking spaces and loading bays, including
turning circles, where appropriate.

• aviation educational facility
• community care facility
• educational institution
• hospital
• preschool
• residential dwelling.
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MELBOURNE AIRPORT ROAD ZONE
1.0
Purpose
• To implement the Melbourne Airport Master
Plan 2022
• To identify significant existing roads
• To identify land that has been identified for a
significant proposed road
• To facilitate use and development of land in
accordance with the Melbourne Airport Framework
Plan (Land Use Precincts Plan and Zoning Plan).
2.0
Major Development Plan
Any activities listed in section 89 and 89A of the
Airports Act 1996 that are classified as a major airport
development or a sensitive development that require
a Major Development Plan to be prepared, are subject
to approval by the Commonwealth Minister for
Infrastructure, Transport and Regional Development.

Appendix C

4.0
Approvals

Melbourne Airport Planning Zones

Melbourne Airport Road Zone

4.1
Use of land
Planning and design approval is required from the
airport-lessee company for any section 2 use of land.

0

300

600m

Use of land must be consistent with the Melbourne
Airport Master plan (including the Ground Transport
Plan and Environment Strategy) and Melbourne Airport
Planning and Urban Design Strategy.
4.2
Buildings and Works
Planning and design approval, and building activity
consent, are required from the airport-lessee company
and a building permit from the Airport Building Controller
for all buildings and works (subject to exemptions).
The airport-lessee company may specify buildings and
works that are exempt from planning and design approval.
Planning and design approval is not required if a Major
Development Plan is required.

3.0
Table of uses
RDZ1

Section 1: Permitted Uses
Use
Railway
Road
Tramway
Utility installation

Section 2: Consent Uses (Airport-lessee company’s approval required)
Use
Any use not included in sections 1 or 3

Section 3: Sensitive Uses (Commonwealth Minister’s approval required)
Use
Residential dwelling (does not include accommodation for students studying at an aviation educational facility at the airport)

LEGEND
APAM Boundary
Existing Terminal

Community care facility

Road Zone 1

Preschool

Landside Main Precinct

Primary, secondary, tertiary or other educational institution (does not include an aviation educational facility or a facility with the primary purpose
of providing in-house training to staff of an organisation conducting operations at the airport)

Landside Business Precinct

Hospital (does not include a facility with the primary purpose of providing emergency medical treatment and that does not have inpatient
facilities)
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Melbourne Airport Planning Zones

4.3
Design and Development

• the location and height of buildings and works on
adjoining land

• The Melbourne Airport Ground Transport Plan (part
of the Melbourne Airport Master Plan 2022)

Design and development must be generally in
accordance with the following:

• levels of the site and the difference in levels
between the site and surrounding properties to a
defined point at the site boundaries or to Australian
Height Datum

• The purpose of the zone.

• Melbourne Airport Planning and Urban
Design Strategy
• Melbourne Airport Planting Guidelines
• Melbourne Airport Technical Standards
• Melbourne Airport Sustainable Buildings and
Infrastructure Guide.
Design and development must comply with the CASA
Manual of Standards Part 139 – Aerodromes.
5.0
Application requirements
These requirements relate only to applications for
planning and design approval. Separate requirements
apply to applications for the building activity consent
and the building permit process.
5.1
Use
An application to use land must be accompanied by the
following information and/or any information specified by
the airport-lessee company, as appropriate:
• Application form
• A description of the proposed use and the types of
activities that will be carried out and any proposed
staging of use and activities on the land
• Plans drawn to scale and dimensioned that show:
• the siting and use of buildings
• areas not required for immediate use
• adjacent buildings
• The likely effects, if any, on aircraft operations, traffic,
infrastructure and any other matters that the airportlessee company deems relevant

• the layout of existing and proposed buildings
and works
• the internal layout and use of the proposed
development
• all access and pedestrian areas
• all driveway, car parking and loading areas,
including turning circles

• Melbourne Airport Planning and Urban Design
Strategy

• the location of easements and services
• Elevation plans drawn to scale and dimensioned
that show:
• the building form and scale

• adjoining roads

• Melbourne Airport Technical Standards
• Melbourne Airport Planting Guidelines
• National Airports Safeguarding Framework.

• setbacks to property boundaries
• finished floor levels and building heights to
Australian Height Datum
• A schedule of finishes for the proposed development
detailing materials and colours of external surfaces
including walls, roofs and fences
• A written statement providing an assessment
of the proposal against the relevant sections
of the Melbourne Airport Planning and Urban
Design Strategy
• A landscape plan in accordance with the Melbourne
Airport Planting Guidelines that includes the
description of vegetation to be planted, the
surfaces to be constructed, site works specification
and method of preparing, draining, watering and
maintaining the landscape area

9.0
Definitions
All land use terms have the same meaning as defined in
the Victoria Planning Provisions except for the following
terms, which have the meaning according to the Airports
Act 1996:
• aviation educational facility
• community care facility
• educational institution
• hospital
• preschool
• residential dwelling.

• Construction details of all drainage works, driveways,
vehicle parking and loading areas
• A stormwater management plan.

• The views of the relevant road authority

• the boundaries and dimensions of the site

8.0
Reference documents

• all external storage and waste treatment areas

5.2
Buildings and works

• Plans drawn to scale and dimensioned that show:

Applications for advertising signs should be generally
in accordance with the Melbourne Airport Planning and
Urban Design Strategy.

• Melbourne Airport Master Plan 2022

6.0
Decision guidelines

• Application form

7.0
Advertising signs

• existing and proposed vegetation

• A written statement providing an assessment of the
proposal’s consistency with the relevant sections of
the Melbourne Airport Master Plan and Melbourne
Airport Planning and Urban Design Strategy.

An application to construct a building, or construct or
carry out works, must be accompanied by the following
information and/or any information specified by the
airport-lessee company, as appropriate:
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Before deciding on an application, the airport-lessee
company must consider the following, as appropriate.

• The effect of the proposal on the operation of the
road and on public safety
• The Airports Act 1996 and Regulations
• The Melbourne Airport Master Plan 2022
• The Melbourne Airport Planning and Urban
Design Strategy
• The Melbourne Airport Technical Standards
• The Melbourne Airport Planting Guidelines
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Environmental Legislation

Aspect

Relevant legislation and policies

Aspect (cont.)

Relevant legislation and policies (cont.)

Ecologically sustainable
development

National Strategy for Ecologically Sustainable Development 1992 (Cwlth)

Cultural heritage

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Heritage Protection Act 1984 (Cwlth)

Energy and climate
change

National Greenhouse and Energy Reporting Act 2007 (Cwlth)

Australian Heritage Commission Act 1975 (Cwlth)

National Greenhouse and Energy Reporting Regulations 2008 (Cwlth)

Australian Heritage Council Act 2003 (Cwlth)

Ozone Protection and Synthetic Greenhouse Gas Management Act 1989 (Cwlth)

Australian Heritage Commission Amendment Act 1991 No. 17 (Cwlth)

Ozone Protection and Synthetic Greenhouse Gas (Import Levy) Act 1995 (Cwlth)

Australian Heritage Commission Amendment Act 1976 (Cwlth)

Ozone Protection and Synthetic Greenhouse Gas Management Regulations 1995 (Cwlth)

Australian Heritage Commission – Ask First: A guide to respecting Indigenous heritage places and values 2002
(Department of Environment and Energy) (Cwlth)

Airports Act 1996 (Cwlth)
Airports (Environment Protection) Regulations 1997 (Cwlth)

Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (Cwlth)
Waste and resource
management

Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Regulations 2000 (Cwlth)

Airports (Environment Protection) Regulations 1997 (Cwlth)
Environment Protection Act 2017 (Vic)
Environment Protection Regulations (Vic)
Applying the Environment Protection Principles in Waste Management Regulation 2010 (EPA Victoria) (Vic)
Asbestos Transport and Disposal 2017 (EPA Victoria) (Vic)

Air quality

Classification for Contaminated Soil – Industrial Waste Management Policy 2002 (EPA Victoria) (Vic)

A Guide to the Sampling and Analysis of Air Emissions and Air Quality, Publication 440.1, December 2002 (EPA
Victoria)
Airports Act 1996 (Cwlth)

National Environment Protection (Used Packaging Materials) Measure 2011 (Cwlth)

Airports (Environment Protection) Regulations 1997 (Cwlth)

National Environment Protection (Movement of Controlled Waste between States and Territories) Measure, as varied
in 2004

Air Navigation (Aircraft Engine Emissions) Regulations 1997 (Cwlth)

Occupational Health and Safety Act 2004 (Vic)

Air Navigation (Fuel Spillage) Regulations 1999 (Cwlth)

Occupational Health and Safety Regulations 2007 (Vic)

Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (Cwlth)

Waste Management Policy (Used Packaging Materials) 2012 (Vic)

Environment Protection (Industrial Waste Resource) Regulations 2009 (Vic)

Waste Management Policy (National Pollutant Inventory) 2012 (Vic)

Fuel Quality Standards Act 2000 (Cwlth)

Waste Management Policy (Movement of Controlled Waste between States and Territories) 2012 (Vic)

National Environment Protection (Ambient Air Quality) Measure, as amended February 2016 (Cwlth)

Water Act 1989 (Vic)

National Environment Protection (Air Toxics) Measure, as amended October 2011 (Cwlth)
National Environment Protection Council Act 1994 (Cwlth)
National Environment Protection (Diesel Vehicle Emissions) Measure 2001, as varied June 2001 (Cwlth)

Water quality –
stormwater

Airports Act 1996 (Cwlth)

National Pollutant Inventory Guide 2015 (Cwlth)

Airports (Environment Protection) Regulations 1997 (Cwlth)
Australian and New Zealand Guidelines for Fresh and Marine Water Quality 2018 (Environment Australia) (Cwlth)

Variation to the National Environment Protection (National Pollutant Inventory) Measure 1998, as varied, compilation
prepared November 2008, taking into account amendments up to Variation 2008 (No. 1) (Cwlth)

Catchment and Land Protection Act 1994 (Vic)

Environment Protection Act 2017 (Vic)

National Environment Protection Council (2013), National Environment Protection Measure – Site Contamination

Environment Protection Regulations (Vic)

Environment Protection Act 2017 (Vic)

Environment Reference Standard (Vic)

Environment Protection Regulations (Vic)
Environment Reference Standard (Vic)
Variation to the National Environment Protection (National Pollutant Inventory) Measure 2008 (No. 1) (Cwlth)
Water Act 1989 (Vic)

Ground-based noise

Air Navigation (Aircraft Noise) Regulations 1984 (Cwlth)
Airports Act 1996 (Cwlth)
Airports (Environment Protection) Regulations 1997 (Cwlth)

Water quality –
groundwater

Airports Act 1996 (Cwlth)

Occupational Health and Safety Act 2004 (Vic)

Airports (Environment Protection) Regulations 1997 (Cwlth)

Occupational Health and Safety Regulations 2007 (Vic)

Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (Cwlth)

Environment Protection Act 2017 (Vic)

Environment Protection Act 2017 (Vic)

Environment Protection Regulations (Vic)

Environment Protection Regulations (Vic)

Environment Reference Standard (Vic)

Environment Reference Standard (Vic)
EPA Publication IWRG701 – Sampling and Analysis of Waters, Wastewaters, Soils and Wastes 2009 (EPA Victoria)
NEPC (2013) National Environment Protection Council (NEPC) (1999) National Environment Protection (Assessment of
Site Contamination) Measure, as amended (registered on 15 May 2013)
Water Act 1989 (Vic)

Land management

Airports Act 1996 (Cwlth)
Airports (Environment Protection) Regulations 1997 (Cwlth)
Catchment and Land Protection Act 1994 (Vic)
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (Cwlth)

Biodiversity and
conservation
management

Airports Act 1996 (Cwlth)
Airports (Environment Protection) Regulations 1997 (Cwlth)
Australian Heritage Council Act 2003 (Cwlth)
Australian Natural Heritage Charter for the Conservation of Places of Natural Heritage Significance (2002) (Cwlth)
Catchment and Land Protection Act 1994 (Vic)
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (Cwlth)
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Regulations 2000 (Cwlth)
Significant Impact Guidelines 1.1: Matters of Environmental Significant 2013 (Cwlth)
Significant Impact Guidelines 1.2: Actions on, or impacting upon, Commonwealth Land and actions by
Commonwealth Agencies 2013 (Cwlth)
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NEPC (2013) National Environment Protection Council (NEPC) (1999) National Environment Protection (Assessment of
Site Contamination) Measure, as amended (registered on 15 May 2013)
PFAS National Environmental Management Plan, The Heads of Environmental Protection Authorities, Australia and
New Zealand
Environment Protection Act 2017 (Vic)
Environment Protection Regulations (Vic)
Environment Reference Standard (Vic)
Waste classification assessment protocol (EPA Publication 1827) (Vic)
Waste disposal categories – characteristics and thresholds (EPA Publication 1828) (Vic)
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Aspect (cont.)

Relevant legislation and policies (cont.)

Hazardous materials

Asbestos Safety and Eradication Agency Act 2013

Appendix D

Environmental Legislation

Asbestos Transport and Disposal 2009 (EPA Victoria)
Australian Dangerous Goods Code 2010 (7th edition) (Cwlth)
Australian Explosives Code (3rd edition) 2009 (Cwlth)
Australian Standard 1940 The Storage and Handling of Flammable and Combustible Liquids 2004
(Standards Australia) (Cwlth)
Australian Standard 4977, Australian Standard 4897 and Australian Standard 4976 (Cwlth)
Environment Protection (Industrial Waste Resource) Regulations 2009 (Vic)
Environment Protection Act 2017 (Vic)
Environment Protection Regulations (Vic)
Environment Reference Standard (Vic)
EPC (2013) National Environment Protection Council (NEPC) (1999) National Environment Protection (Assessment of
Site Contamination) Measure, as amended (registered on 15 May 2013)
Civil Aviation Act 1988 (Cwlth)
Dangerous Goods Act 1985 (Vic)
Dangerous Goods (Storage and Handling) Interim Regulations 2011 (Vic) Dangerous Goods (HCDG) Regulations 2005 (Vic)
National Strategic Plan for Asbestos Management and Awareness 2014–18 (Cwlth)
Occupational Health and Safety Act 2004 (Vic)
Occupational Health and Safety Regulations 2007 (Vic) Public Health and Wellbeing Act 2008 (Vic)
Public Health and Wellbeing Regulations 2009 (Vic)
Work, Health and Safety Act 2011 (Cwlth)
Work Health and Safety (How to Manage and Control Asbestos in the Workplace) Code of Practice 2016 (Cwlth)
Work Health and Safety (How to Safely Remove Asbestos) Code of Practice 2016 (Cwlth)
Work, Health and Safety Regulations 2011 (Cwlth)
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Issued:
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Scale @ A1
Coordinate Reference System:
GDA94 / MGA zone 55

Melbourne Airport
Long Range (2052) ANEF

ANEF 35

ANEF 30

ANEF 25

Legend

ANEF 20

Notes:
Component items in tables may not add to totals due to rounding.
Day is deﬁned as 7 am to 7 pm (local) and night as 7 pm to 7 am (local).
ANEF contours modelled �ith AEDT 3b incorpora�ng terrain data

BUILDING SITE ACCEPTABILITY BASED ON ANEF ZONES (FROM AUSTRALIAN STANDARD 2021-2015:
ACOUSTICS – AIRCRAFT NOISE INTRUSION – BUILDING SITING AND CONSTRUCTION)

THIS AREA EXPERIENCES AIRCRAFT NOISE FROM BOTH
MELBOURNE AND ESSENDON FIELDS AIRPORT OPERATIONS.
PLEASE REFER TO THE ENDORSED ESSENDON FIELDS
AIRPORT ANEF FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR CONTACT
ESSENDON FIELDS AIRPORT (03 9948 9400)

PARK
ER_JZ

Digitally
signed by
PARKER_JZ
Date:
2022.01.10
16:11:07
+10'00'

The aircraft noise contours on this chart have been calculated using
an appropriate modelling process. Airservices Australia has, in
accordance with the approved manner of endorsement, considered
the physical ultimate capacity of the existing or proposed runway/s in
its endorsement process.
The data input and assumptions made in that process are derived in
part from external sources. Airservices Australia makes no warranty
in respect of that information and excludes all liability for any loss
arising from reliance on that information.

Justin Craig Parker
………………………………………

10 01 /………………
2022
Date: ………/………

Safety and Environment Assessments Head

ENDORSEMENT FOR TECHNICAL ACCURACY
LONG RANGE ANEF

MELBOURNE AIRPORT LONG RANGE (2052) ANEF

Endorsed Australian Noise Exposure Forecast

Table 2.1
Building Site Acceptability Based on ANEF Zones (to be used in conjunction with Table 3.3)

Building type

ANEF zone of site
Acceptable

Conditionally acceptable

Unacceptable

House, home unit, flat, caravan park

Less than 20 ANEF (Note 1)

20 to 25 ANEF (Note 2)

Greater than 25 ANEF

Hotel, motel, hostel

Less than 25 ANEF

25 to 30 ANEF

Greater than 30 ANEF

School, university

Less than 20 ANEF (Note 1)

20 to 25 ANEF (Note 2)

Greater than 25 ANEF

Hospital, nursing home

Less than 20 ANEF (Note 1)

20 to 25 ANEF

Greater than 25 ANEF

Public building

Less than 20 ANEF (Note 1)

20 to 30 ANEF

Greater than 30 ANEF

Commercial building

Less than 25 ANEF

25 to 35 ANEF

Greater than 35 ANEF

Light industrial

Less than 30 ANEF

30 to 40 ANEF

Greater than 40 ANEF

Other industrial

Acceptable in all ANEF zones

NOTES:
1.	The actual location of the 20 ANEF contour is difficult to define accurately,
mainly because of variation in aircraft flight paths. Because of this, the
procedure of Clause 2.3.2 may be followed for building sites outside but
near to the 20 ANEF contour.
2.	Within 20 ANEF to 25 ANEF, some people may find that the land is not
compatible with residential or educational uses. Land use authorities
may consider that the ‘incorporation of noise control features in the
construction of residences or schools is appropriate
(see also Figure A1 of Appendix A).

4.	This Standard does not recommend development in unacceptable
areas. However, where the relevant planning authority determines
that any development may be necessary within existing built-up areas
designated as unacceptable, it is recommended that such development
should achieve the required ANR determined according to Clause 3.2.
For residences, schools, etc., the effect of aircraft noise on outdoor areas
associated with the buildings should be considered.
5.	In no case should new development take place in greenfield sites deemed
unacceptable because such development may impact airport operations.

3.	There will be cases where a building of a particular type will contain
spaces used for activities which would generally be found in a different
type of building (e.g. an office in an industrial building). In these cases
Table 2.1 should be used to determine site acceptability, but internal
design noise levels within the specific spaces should be determined
by Table 3.3.
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Endorsed Australian Noise Exposure Forecast

ANEF FORECAST AIRCRAFT MOVEMENTS

Melbourne Airport ANEC1 2046 Forecast movements
Runway 27

Melbourne Airport ANEC1 2046 Forecast movements
Arrivals

Runway 09
Arrivals

Departures

Aircraft

Day

Night

Total

Day

Night

Total

All

7478

0.080381

0.000000

0.080381

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.080381

737300

0.197547

0.000000

0.197547

0.000272

0.000545

0.000817

0.198364

737400

0.000000

0.064033

0.064033

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.064033

737800

0.021799

0.125070

0.146868

0.000000

0.000817

0.000817

0.147685

747400

0.069200

0.000000

0.069200

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.069200

777300

0.032962

0.000000

0.032962

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.032962

737MAX8

20.385345

4.613513

24.998857

0.025051

0.007896

0.032947

25.031804

7773ER

0.144686

0.000000

0.144686

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.144686

7878R

2.177951

0.574745

2.752696

0.001915

0.001094

0.003010

2.755706

A223

0.285558

0.000000

0.285558

0.000272

0.000817

0.001090

0.286648

A320-271N

8.031045

2.331875

10.362920

0.007357

0.004087

0.011444

10.374364

A321-232

0.040270

0.027406

0.067676

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.067676

A330-301

0.128610

0.000000

0.128610

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.128610

A338

0.087423

0.158366

0.245789

0.000266

0.000000

0.000266

0.246055

A350-941

2.734633

0.664280

3.398913

0.000548

0.001644

0.002192

3.401105

ATR72-212A

0.062125

0.025068

0.087193

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.087193

B779

0.957491

0.129700

1.087191

0.001090

0.001090

0.002180

1.089371

B781

0.686250

0.105515

0.791764

0.000550

0.000550

0.001101

0.792865

B797

1.526825

0.310906

1.837730

0.002655

0.001327

0.003982

1.841712

BD-700-1A11

0.008992

0.000000

0.008992

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.008992

DHC8

1.280964

0.107386

1.388350

0.000813

0.000000

0.000813

1.389163

EMB170

0.026430

0.025886

0.052316

0.000000

0.000272

0.000272

0.052588

Total

38.966487

9.263749

48.230232

0.040789

0.020139

0.060931

48.291163

Day

Night

Total

Day

Night

Total

All

7478

0.107902

0.000000

0.107902

0.196185

0.000000

0.196185

0.304087

737300

0.363214

0.232697

0.595912

0.480108

0.466756

0.946864

1.542776

737400

0.000000

0.656402

0.656402

0.000000

0.790462

0.790462

1.446864

737800

0.107086

2.731098

2.838184

0.000000

4.135895

4.135895

6.974079

747400

0.109522

0.184715

0.294237

0.149884

0.358086

0.507970

0.802207

777300

0.034869

0.147103

0.181972

0.078220

0.195687

0.273907

0.455879

737MAX8

47.025926

20.032787

67.058713

89.147852

21.805142

110.952995

178.011708

7773ER

0.277384

0.000000

0.277384

0.499454

0.000000

0.499454

0.776838

7878R

8.682497

4.487512

13.170009

13.176281

5.013543

18.189824

31.359833

A223

0.877927

0.328065

1.205992

1.734874

0.450408

2.185281

3.391273

A320-271N

17.908408

12.399701

30.308109

32.307287

17.145195

49.452482

79.760591

A321-232

0.303702

0.713673

1.017375

0.382291

0.987740

1.370031

2.387406

A330-301

0.125885

0.000000

0.125885

0.311716

0.000000

0.311716

0.437601

A338

0.616149

0.525654

1.141803

0.726917

0.833042

1.559960

2.701763

A350-941

8.841889

7.451535

16.293424

13.130952

7.764554

20.895506

37.188930

ATR72-212A

0.136784

0.091280

0.228065

0.265667

0.093733

0.359400

0.587465

B779

2.407079

1.808170

4.215250

2.812256

3.847676

6.659931

10.875181

B781

2.558527

0.365658

2.924185

2.924856

0.973760

3.898615

6.822800

B797

3.611936

1.944071

5.556007

6.277302

2.335271

8.612573

14.168580

BD-700-1A11

0.118801

0.000000

0.118801

0.158855

0.000000

0.158855

0.277656

DHC8

3.980686

0.327638

4.308324

6.958944

0.537180

7.496124

11.804448

EMB170

0.096458

0.088556

0.185013

0.148774

0.181199

0.329972

0.514985

Total

98.292631

54.516315

152.808948

171.868675

67.915329

239.784002

392.59295

Runway 34
Arrivals

Runway 16
Arrivals

Departures

Aircraft

Departures

Aircraft

Day

Night

Total

Day

Night

Total

All

7478

0.145504

0.000000

0.145504

0.111171

0.000000

0.111171

0.256675

737300

0.534059

0.263760

0.797818

0.152588

0.102997

0.255585

1.053403

737400

0.000000

0.786647

0.786647

0.000000

0.118256

0.118256

0.904903

737800

0.108721

3.596505

3.705225

0.000000

0.617155

0.617155

4.322380

747400

0.158289

0.314943

0.473231

0.054503

0.055593

0.110097

0.583328

777300

0.037593

0.228828

0.266421

0.025347

0.026982

0.052328

0.318749

737MAX8

56.688399

23.900558

80.588956

27.065279

3.780502

30.845781

111.434737

7773ER

0.417710

0.000000

0.417710

0.260490

0.000000

0.260490

0.678200

7878R

7.839647

3.742081

11.581728

4.177952

0.764453

4.942405

16.524133

A223

1.183104

0.545230

1.728334

0.371116

0.085558

0.456675

2.185009

A320-271N

21.100772

15.227488

36.328260

10.305155

2.559940

12.865095

49.193355

A321-232

0.269026

0.724859

0.993885

0.059774

0.136551

0.196326

1.190211

A330-301

0.162670

0.000000

0.162670

0.107902

0.000000

0.107902

0.270572

A338

0.513644

0.616149

1.129793

0.187780

0.109317

0.297097

1.426890

A350-941

7.892492

5.969305

13.861796

3.798037

1.062924

4.860962

18.722758

ATR72-212A

0.145231

0.141144

0.286375

0.111171

0.017166

0.128338

0.414713

B779

2.673019

0.986374

3.659393

1.144139

0.536239

1.680378

5.339771

B781

2.104895

0.388596

2.493491

0.930836

0.171144

1.101980

3.595471

B797

4.449227

1.439234

5.888461

1.964378

0.376999

2.341377

8.229838

BD-700-1A11

0.079836

0.000000

0.079836

0.018801

0.000000

0.018801

0.098637

DHC8

4.980583

0.462418

5.443001

1.696913

0.102449

1.799363

7.242364

EMB170

0.104087

0.147139

0.251226

0.038964

0.039237

0.078201

0.329427

Total

111.588508

59.481258

171.069761

52.582296

10.663462

63.245763

234.315524

Departures

Aircraft

Day

Night

Total

Day

Night

Total

All

7478

0.092915

0.000000

0.092915

0.119346

0.000000

0.119346

0.212261

737300

0.184741

0.072207

0.256948

0.220163

0.424795

0.644958

0.901906

737400

0.000000

0.198910

0.198910

0.000000

0.797273

0.797273

0.996183

737800

0.046867

2.219103

2.265970

0.000000

4.202379

4.202379

6.468349

747400

0.089633

0.069200

0.158834

0.080120

0.297315

0.377435

0.536269

777300

0.036776

0.050669

0.087445

0.038701

0.203863

0.242564

0.330009

737MAX8

26.017538

8.653881

34.671419

53.282368

12.203855

65.486223

100.157642

7773ER

0.155585

0.000000

0.155585

0.235422

0.000000

0.235422

0.391007

7878R

3.957814

3.090813

7.048627

8.059316

3.358504

11.417820

18.466447

A223

0.497002

0.122071

0.619072

1.021796

0.174114

1.195910

1.814982

A320-271N

10.690713

5.020970

15.711683

18.808134

11.573817

30.381951

46.093634

A321-232

0.116615

0.576923

0.693538

0.251053

0.955063

1.206116

1.899654

A330-301

0.151498

0.000000

0.151498

0.149046

0.000000

0.149046

0.300544

A338

0.240482

0.157249

0.397732

0.473174

0.584619

1.057794

1.455526

A350-941

4.433683

1.755423

6.189105

8.517641

5.466938

13.984579

20.173684

ATR72-212A

0.082561

0.026975

0.109537

0.192098

0.031335

0.223433

0.332970

B779

1.214439

2.337052

3.551491

1.588280

2.582556

4.170836

7.722327

B781

0.987681

0.126024

1.113705

1.743907

0.577542

2.321449

3.435154

B797

2.094347

0.833093

2.927440

3.947606

1.304099

5.251705

8.179145

BD-700-1A11

0.076567

0.000000

0.076567

0.106539

0.000000

0.106539

0.183106

DHC8

2.051570

0.103277

2.154847

3.789259

0.208963

3.998222

6.153069

EMB170

0.057221

0.022888

0.080109

0.096458

0.063760

0.160218

0.240327

Total

53.276248

25.436728

78.712977

102.720427

45.01079

147.731218

226.444195

EC130

13.698630

0.000000

13.698630

0.000000

13.698630

27.397260

Helicopters
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Endorsed Australian Noise Exposure Forecast

Melbourne Airport ANEC3A 2046 Forecast movements

Melbourne Airport ANEC3A 2046 Forecast movements

Runway 16L
Arrivals

Runway 34R
Departures

Arrivals

Departures

Aircraft

Day

Night

Total

Day

Night

Total

All

Aircraft

Day

Night

Total

Day

Night

Total

All

7478

0.097185

0.000000

0.097185

0.171345

0.000000

0.171345

0.268530

7478

0.187944

0.000000

0.187944

0.247914

0.000000

0.247914

0.435858

737300

0.411495

0.000000

0.411495

0.326626

0.176431

0.503057

0.914552

737300

0.576950

0.000000

0.576950

0.511624

0.801304

1.312928

1.889878

737400

0.000000

0.001339

0.001339

0.000000

0.160903

0.160903

0.162242

737400

0.000000

0.002410

0.002410

0.000000

1.515329

1.515329

1.517739

737800

0.000000

0.002410

0.002410

0.000000

0.821906

0.821906

0.824316

737800

0.000000

0.004284

0.004284

0.000000

7.975436

7.975436

7.979720

747400

0.103060

0.000000

0.103060

0.059711

0.048733

0.108444

0.211504

747400

0.173730

0.000000

0.173730

0.080329

0.510623

0.590952

0.764682

777300

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.059985

0.034545

0.094530

0.094530

777300

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.079801

0.384547

0.464348

0.464348

737MAX8

35.504150

7.966814

43.470964

53.958645

10.550050

64.508695

107.979659

737MAX8

76.587052

16.271027

92.858079

118.327458

34.118560

152.446017

245.304096

7773ER

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.013119

0.013119

0.013119

7773ER

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.126634

0.126634

0.126634

7878R

2.813469

0.188242

3.001711

7.499350

1.533056

9.032406

12.034117

7878R

10.443686

1.361011

11.804697

17.531901

9.244712

26.776614

38.581311

A223

1.180136

0.000000

1.180136

1.201554

0.299585

1.501140

2.681276

A223

3.175230

0.000000

3.175230

2.851817

0.539736

3.391553

6.566783

A320-271N

13.790822

3.108564

16.899386

26.561119

8.965884

35.527003

52.426389

A320-271N

30.932501

6.043909

36.976410

48.981852

37.508712

86.490564

123.466974

A321-232

0.000000

0.001099

0.001099

0.000522

1.839219

1.839741

1.840840

A321-232

0.000000

0.000275

0.000275

0.002871

0.203865

0.206736

0.207011

A330-301

0.063719

0.000000

0.063719

0.239882

0.000000

0.239882

0.303601

A330-301

0.094240

0.000000

0.094240

0.161974

0.000000

0.161974

0.256214

A338

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.687520

0.161974

0.849495

0.849495

A338

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

1.273305

0.813887

2.087192

2.087192

A350-941

0.794075

0.252198

1.046273

6.151273

2.620770

8.772042

9.818315

A350-941

3.844813

0.580698

4.425511

10.543318

17.068604

27.611921

32.037432

ATR72-212A

0.124760

0.054081

0.178841

0.215519

0.121548

0.337067

0.515908

ATR72-212A

0.428897

0.086208

0.515105

0.483245

0.297711

0.780957

1.296062

B779

0.618447

0.035608

0.654055

1.012540

0.805320

1.817860

2.471915

B779

2.020528

0.347508

2.368036

3.159702

5.763605

8.923308

11.291344

B781

0.369462

0.000000

0.369462

1.007185

0.343225

1.350410

1.719872

B781

2.425865

0.000000

2.425865

2.936954

2.733750

5.670704

8.096569

B797

1.869517

0.422201

2.291718

2.630159

0.715637

3.345795

5.637513

B797

4.074493

0.835835

4.910328

6.144890

2.923321

9.068211

13.978539

BD-700-1A11

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.001339

0.000000

0.001339

0.001339

BD-700-1A11

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

DHC8

1.991020

0.000000

1.991020

2.145591

0.291866

2.437457

4.428477

DHC8

5.367436

0.000000

5.367436

5.361181

0.541923

5.903105

11.270541

EMB170

0.000000

0.051939

0.051939

0.066128

0.088885

0.155013

0.206952

EMB170

0.000000

0.087279

0.087279

0.107090

0.190621

0.297711

0.384990

Total

59.731317

12.083671

71.814988

103.998342

10.663462

131.955644

203.770632

Total

140.333365

25.621268

165.954633

218.784877

124.898234

343.683113

509.637746

Runway 16R
Arrivals

Runway 34L
Departures

Arrivals

Departures

Aircraft

Day

Night

Total

Day

Night

Total

All

Aircraft

Day

Night

Total

Day

Night

Total

All

7478

0.051671

0.000000

0.051671

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.051671

7478

0.082460

0.000000

0.082460

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.082460

737300

0.099862

0.192227

0.292089

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.292089

737300

0.168935

0.366517

0.535452

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.535452

737400

0.000000

0.518585

0.518585

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.518585

737400

0.000000

1.153899

1.153899

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

1.153899

737800

0.041498

2.829639

2.871137

0.000000

0.001071

0.001071

2.872208

737800

0.238012

5.684177

5.922189

0.000000

0.001606

0.001606

5.923795

747400

0.050861

0.226465

0.277326

0.059711

0.047662

0.107373

0.384699

747400

0.091550

0.332470

0.424020

0.079793

0.091575

0.171368

0.595388

777300

0.051123

0.169430

0.220553

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.220553

777300

0.088596

0.249729

0.338325

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.338325

737MAX8

30.082976

14.237517

44.320493

12.813851

1.254666

14.068517

58.389010

737MAX8

60.890329

42.079022

102.969351

49.249169

3.346488

52.595657

155.565008

7773ER

0.060506

0.000000

0.060506

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.060506

7773ER

0.079247

0.000000

0.079247

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.079247

7878R

5.505008

3.102516

8.607525

4.591931

0.650323

5.242254

13.849779

7878R

20.169165

11.673676

31.842841

12.203868

2.001632

14.205499

46.048340

A223

0.508412

0.000000

0.508412

0.256749

0.102271

0.359021

0.867433

A223

1.003437

0.000000

1.003437

0.439606

0.175896

0.615502

1.618939

A320-271N

18.768916

12.060511

30.829426

7.055122

0.577753

7.632875

38.462301

A320-271N

41.711676

32.995863

74.707539

25.680300

4.082022

29.762321

104.469860

A321-232

0.088477

0.613021

0.701499

0.138085

0.000000

0.138085

0.839584

A321-232

0.628409

1.392831

2.021239

0.539550

0.000000

0.539550

2.560789

A330-301

0.248717

0.000000

0.248717

0.156887

0.000000

0.156887

0.405604

A330-301

0.152068

0.000000

0.152068

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.152068

A338

0.680559

0.297979

0.978539

0.158762

0.000803

0.159565

1.138104

A338

2.253450

0.680024

2.933474

0.814422

0.001339

0.815761

3.749235

A350-941

9.840001

4.992019

14.832020

6.441488

0.773728

7.215216

22.047236

A350-941

25.898475

18.625162

44.523637

18.638281

2.589981

21.228262

65.751899

ATR72-212A

0.004819

0.120209

0.125028

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.125028

ATR72-212A

0.000535

0.298514

0.299050

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.299050

B779

1.438224

1.380663

2.818887

0.768641

0.306546

1.075188

3.894075

B779

3.048596

4.523499

7.572095

1.067424

0.529294

1.596718

9.168813

B781

1.034226

0.776941

1.811166

1.041722

0.240150

1.281872

3.093038

B781

4.553216

2.157068

6.710285

2.558657

0.455134

3.013792

9.724077

B797

1.934574

1.732710

3.667285

0.900101

0.691541

1.591642

5.258927

B797

3.437578

4.693471

8.131049

3.038176

1.956555

4.994731

13.125780

BD-700-1A11

0.020615

0.000000

0.020615

0.038820

0.000000

0.038820

0.059435

BD-700-1A11

0.258623

0.000000

0.258623

0.239079

0.000000

0.239079

0.497702

DHC8

1.321066

0.293391

1.614457

1.387697

0.000000

1.387697

3.002154

DHC8

3.399834

0.689872

4.089706

3.334361

0.000000

3.334361

7.424067

EMB170

0.059703

0.048191

0.107894

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.107894

EMB170

0.219535

0.092098

0.311633

0.106019

0.000000

0.106019

0.417652

Total

53.276248

43.592014

115.387181

35.65268

4.646514

40.299196

155.686377

Total

168.470375

127.687892

296.158268

118.145592

15.231522

133.377113

429.535381

EC130

13.698630

0.000000

13.698630

0.000000

13.698630

27.397260

Helicopters

370

13.698630

371

Preliminary Draft Master Plan 2022

Appendix E

Endorsed Australian Noise Exposure Forecast

Melbourne Airport ANEC3B 2046 Forecast movements

Melbourne Airport ANEC3B 2046 Forecast movements

Runway 16L
Arrivals

Runway 34R
Departures

Arrivals

Departures

Aircraft

Day

Night

Total

Day

Night

Total

All

Aircraft

Day

Night

Total

Day

Night

Total

All

7478

0.124493

0.000000

0.124493

0.145643

0.000000

0.145643

0.270136

7478

0.229441

0.000000

0.229441

0.204275

0.000000

0.204275

0.433716

737300

0.459953

0.022489

0.482442

0.326358

0.155817

0.482175

0.964617

737300

0.658874

0.179376

0.838250

0.511089

0.609344

1.120433

1.958683

737400

0.000000

0.106019

0.106019

0.000000

0.076837

0.076837

0.182856

737400

0.000000

0.579895

0.579895

0.000000

0.970507

0.970507

1.550402

737800

0.000000

0.433455

0.433455

0.000000

0.439599

0.439599

0.873054

737800

0.000268

2.843561

2.843829

0.000000

5.078685

5.078685

7.922514

747400

0.127956

0.032123

0.160078

0.059176

0.029989

0.089165

0.249243

747400

0.218970

0.164361

0.383331

0.079258

0.378884

0.458142

0.841473

777300

0.024357

0.022484

0.046841

0.059985

0.016603

0.076588

0.123429

777300

0.042023

0.125801

0.167824

0.079534

0.250652

0.330185

0.498009

737MAX8

40.424719

11.866071

52.290790

47.997980

8.810208

56.808188

109.098978

737MAX8

84.478561

32.883741

117.362302

108.699083

27.313249

136.012332

253.374634

7773ER

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.006425

0.006425

0.006425

7773ER

0.000268

0.000000

0.000268

0.000000

0.084869

0.084869

0.085137

7878R

3.485150

1.138008

4.623159

6.467841

1.106299

7.574140

12.197299

7878R

11.492119

6.352632

17.844751

15.859184

6.848491

22.707675

40.552426

A223

1.305432

0.000000

1.305432

1.092322

0.299318

1.391640

2.697072

A223

3.401459

0.000000

3.401459

2.668961

0.538932

3.207893

6.609352

A320-271N

17.600828

6.144842

23.745670

23.016691

6.942944

29.959636

53.705306

A320-271N

37.131959

19.860434

56.992392

43.182099

27.306469

70.488567

127.480959

A321-232

0.000275

0.688035

0.688310

0.000261

1.155842

1.156103

1.844413

A321-232

0.001099

0.096446

0.097545

0.001044

0.118247

0.119291

0.216836

A330-301

0.138682

0.000000

0.138682

0.239347

0.000000

0.239347

0.378029

A330-301

0.218464

0.000000

0.218464

0.160903

0.000000

0.160903

0.379367

A338

0.003213

0.021150

0.024363

0.685646

0.081121

0.766767

0.791130

A338

0.002410

0.048191

0.050600

1.273037

0.409085

1.682122

1.732722

A350-941

1.858018

1.540763

3.398782

5.193081

1.556024

6.749105

10.147887

A350-941

5.611269

7.418420

13.029689

8.953293

11.239673

20.192966

33.222655

ATR72-212A

0.127973

0.065593

0.193566

0.169738

0.121280

0.291018

0.484584

ATR72-212A

0.429433

0.140824

0.570256

0.396770

0.297176

0.693946

1.264202

B779

0.725270

0.287805

1.013075

0.898756

0.458347

1.357103

2.370178

B779

2.192408

2.119319

4.311727

3.001476

3.685516

6.686992

10.998719

B781

0.449780

0.265049

0.714828

0.971042

0.174022

1.145064

1.859892

B781

2.558925

1.069565

3.628490

2.888228

1.785732

4.673961

8.302451

B797

2.086642

0.881616

2.968257

2.184927

0.423278

2.608205

5.576462

B797

4.428425

2.958619

7.387044

5.382401

1.803147

7.185549

14.572593

BD-700-1A11

0.000268

0.000000

0.000268

0.000535

0.000000

0.000535

0.000803

BD-700-1A11

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

DHC8

2.266377

0.011843

2.278220

1.973294

0.291334

2.264628

4.542848

DHC8

5.837669

0.055986

5.893656

5.058663

0.541391

5.600053

11.493709

EMB170

0.000803

0.052207

0.053010

0.065057

0.088350

0.153407

0.206417

EMB170

0.000000

0.087546

0.087546

0.106555

0.190353

0.296908

0.384454

Total

71.211013

22.987963

94.198975

91.548463

21.196042

112.744506

206.943481

Total

158.933220

77.576306

236.509524

198.50507

90.487997

288.993066

525.50259

Runway 16R
Arrivals

Runway 34L
Departures

Arrivals

Departures

Aircraft

Day

Night

Total

Day

Night

Total

All

Aircraft

Day

Night

Total

Day

Night

Total

All

7478

0.024363

0.000000

0.024363

0.025702

0.000000

0.025702

0.050065

7478

0.040962

0.000000

0.040962

0.043639

0.000000

0.043639

0.084601

737300

0.051403

0.169738

0.221142

0.000268

0.020615

0.020883

0.242025

737300

0.087011

0.187140

0.274151

0.000535

0.191960

0.192495

0.466646

737400

0.000000

0.413904

0.413904

0.000000

0.084066

0.084066

0.497970

737400

0.000000

0.576414

0.576414

0.000000

0.544822

0.544822

1.121236

737800

0.041498

2.398594

2.440092

0.000000

0.383378

0.383378

2.823470

737800

0.237744

2.844900

3.082644

0.000000

2.898358

2.898358

5.981002

747400

0.025966

0.194342

0.220308

0.060247

0.066405

0.126652

0.346960

747400

0.046310

0.168109

0.214419

0.080864

0.223314

0.304178

0.518597

777300

0.026766

0.146946

0.173713

0.000000

0.017942

0.017942

0.191655

777300

0.046573

0.123927

0.170501

0.000268

0.133895

0.134163

0.304664

737MAX8

25.162407

10.338259

35.500666

18.774516

2.994508

21.769023

57.269689

737MAX8

52.998820

25.466308

78.465128

58.877544

10.151799

69.029343

147.494471

7773ER

0.060506

0.000000

0.060506

0.000000

0.006693

0.006693

0.067199

7773ER

0.078979

0.000000

0.078979

0.000000

0.041765

0.041765

0.120744

7878R

4.833327

2.152750

6.986077

5.623440

1.077080

6.700520

13.686597

7878R

19.120732

6.682055

25.802787

13.876585

4.397853

18.274438

44.077225

A223

0.383116

0.000000

0.383116

0.365981

0.102539

0.468521

0.851637

A223

0.777209

0.000000

0.777209

0.622463

0.176699

0.799162

1.576371

A320-271N

14.958910

9.024233

23.983143

10.599549

2.600693

13.200242

37.183385

A320-271N

35.512218

19.179339

54.691557

31.480053

14.284265

45.764318

100.455875

A321-232

0.087378

0.516850

0.604229

0.139912

0.085618

0.225530

0.829759

A321-232

0.628134

0.705895

1.334029

0.539811

0.683377

1.223188

2.557217

A330-301

0.124493

0.000000

0.124493

0.157958

0.000000

0.157958

0.282451

A330-301

0.077105

0.000000

0.077105

0.000535

0.000000

0.000535

0.077640

A338

0.677347

0.276829

0.954175

0.160636

0.081656

0.242292

1.196467

A338

2.251040

0.631833

2.882874

0.814690

0.406140

1.220831

4.103705

A350-941

8.776058

3.703454

12.479512

7.399679

1.838474

9.238153

21.717665

A350-941

24.132019

11.787440

35.919459

20.228306

8.418912

28.647218

64.566677

ATR72-212A

0.001606

0.108697

0.110303

0.045781

0.000268

0.046049

0.156352

ATR72-212A

0.000000

0.243898

0.243898

0.086475

0.000535

0.087011

0.330909

B779

1.331401

1.128465

2.459867

0.882425

0.653519

1.535944

3.995811

B779

2.876716

2.751688

5.628404

1.225650

2.607384

3.833033

9.461437

B781

0.953908

0.511892

1.465800

1.077865

0.409353

1.487218

2.953018

B781

4.420156

1.087503

5.507659

2.607384

1.403152

4.010536

9.518195

B797

1.717450

1.273296

2.990746

1.345333

0.983900

2.329233

5.319979

B797

3.083646

2.570687

5.654333

3.800665

3.076729

6.877394

12.531727

BD-700-1A11

0.020347

0.000000

0.020347

0.039623

0.000000

0.039623

0.059970

BD-700-1A11

0.258623

0.000000

0.258623

0.239079

0.000000

0.239079

0.497702

DHC8

1.045709

0.281547

1.327257

1.559994

0.000533

1.560527

2.887784

DHC8

2.929601

0.633886

3.563487

3.636879

0.000533

3.637412

7.200899

EMB170

0.058900

0.047923

0.106823

0.001071

0.000535

0.001606

0.108429

EMB170

0.219535

0.091830

0.311365

0.106555

0.000268

0.106823

0.418188

Total

60.315471

32.687719

93.003194

48.102557

11.407775

59.510332

152.513526

Total

149.870521

75.732852

225.603375

138.425403

49.64176

188.067164

413.670539

EC130

13.698630

0.000000

13.698630

0.000000

13.698630

27.397260

Helicopters

372

13.698630

373
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Appendix E

Endorsed Australian Noise Exposure Forecast

Melbourne Airport ANEC3C 2046 Forecast movements

Melbourne Airport ANEC3C 2046 Forecast movements

Runway 16L
Arrivals

Runway 34R
Departures

Arrivals

Departures

Aircraft

Day

Night

Total

Day

Night

Total

All

Aircraft

Day

Night

Total

Day

Night

Total

All

7478

0.148588

0.000000

0.148588

0.171077

0.000000

0.171077

0.319665

7478

0.270671

0.000000

0.270671

0.248182

0.000000

0.248182

0.518853

737300

0.510018

0.000000

0.510018

0.327429

0.176431

0.503860

1.013878

737300

0.746152

0.000000

0.746152

0.510821

0.801304

1.312125

2.058277

737400

0.000000

0.119674

0.119674

0.000000

0.166258

0.166258

0.285932

737400

0.000000

0.438267

0.438267

0.000000

1.509975

1.509975

1.948242

737800

0.000000

0.174292

0.174292

0.000000

0.827796

0.827796

1.002088

737800

0.000000

0.663167

0.663167

0.000000

7.968208

7.968208

8.631375

747400

0.104667

0.000000

0.104667

0.059176

0.048465

0.107641

0.212308

747400

0.174533

0.000000

0.174533

0.080864

0.510623

0.591488

0.766021

777300

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.059985

0.034545

0.094530

0.094530

777300

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.079801

0.384547

0.464348

0.464348

737MAX8

42.777405

13.663482

56.440887

51.717044

9.653516

61.370560

117.811447

737MAX8

88.775516

38.664291

127.439807

115.484868

31.409702

146.894570

274.334377

7773ER

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.013119

0.013119

0.013119

7773ER

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.126634

0.126634

0.126634

7878R

3.290491

0.939338

4.229829

5.957984

1.295016

7.252999

11.482828

7878R

11.315375

4.621822

15.937196

15.068664

8.365196

23.433860

39.371056

A223

1.393514

0.000000

1.393514

1.191113

0.299318

1.490431

2.883945

A223

3.631168

0.000000

3.631168

2.861188

0.538932

3.400120

7.031288

A320-271N

18.460495

6.916963

25.377459

24.047705

7.893105

31.940810

57.318269

A320-271N

38.640326

21.788327

60.428653

45.402620

31.827294

77.229914

137.658567

A321-232

0.000000

0.360504

0.360504

0.000261

1.835565

1.835826

2.196330

A321-232

0.000000

0.069518

0.069518

0.000261

0.207258

0.207519

0.277037

A330-301

0.208023

0.000000

0.208023

0.240686

0.000000

0.240686

0.448709

A330-301

0.349918

0.000000

0.349918

0.161707

0.000000

0.161707

0.511625

A338

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.680024

0.000803

0.680827

0.680827

A338

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

1.276785

0.004016

1.280801

1.280801

A350-941

1.085629

0.295837

1.381466

4.718135

1.665791

6.383927

7.765393

A350-941

4.358579

0.679756

5.038336

7.851333

12.357697

20.209030

25.247366

ATR72-212A

0.128776

0.078979

0.207755

0.214984

0.121548

0.336532

0.544287

ATR72-212A

0.429700

0.199456

0.629156

0.483781

0.297711

0.781492

1.410648

B779

0.617376

0.082192

0.699568

0.786044

0.752578

1.538621

2.238189

B779

2.034718

0.891795

2.926513

2.850479

5.676059

8.526538

11.453051

B781

0.409889

0.000000

0.409889

0.981216

0.298247

1.279463

1.689352

B781

2.522247

0.000000

2.522247

2.934009

2.637369

5.571378

8.093625

B797

2.141257

0.818165

2.959422

2.184124

0.406946

2.591070

5.550492

B797

4.617706

2.244867

6.862572

5.408371

1.715868

7.124239

13.986811

BD-700-1A11

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000268

0.000000

0.000268

0.000268

BD-700-1A11

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

DHC8

2.325593

0.000000

2.325593

2.039070

0.291866

2.330937

4.656530

DHC8

5.953411

0.000000

5.953411

5.192879

0.541923

5.734802

11.688213

EMB170

0.000000

0.051939

0.051939

0.066128

0.088885

0.155013

0.206952

EMB170

0.000000

0.087814

0.087814

0.106555

0.190621

0.297176

0.384990

Total

73.601721

23.210379

96.812101

95.442453

24.241491

119.683944

216.496045

Total

163.820020

70.640066

234.460085

206.003168

108.699244

314.702413

549.162498

Runway 16R
Arrivals

Runway 34L
Departures

Arrivals

Departures

Aircraft

Day

Night

Total

Day

Night

Total

All

Aircraft

Day

Night

Total

Day

Night

Total

All

7478

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

7478

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

737300

0.001071

0.192227

0.193298

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.193298

737300

0.000000

0.366517

0.366517

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.366517

737400

0.000000

0.400250

0.400250

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.400250

737400

0.000000

0.718041

0.718041

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.718041

737800

0.041498

2.656686

2.698184

0.000000

0.002142

0.002142

2.700326

737800

0.238012

5.026364

5.264376

0.000000

0.001874

0.001874

5.266250

747400

0.048987

0.225930

0.274917

0.059979

0.047662

0.107641

0.382558

747400

0.091014

0.333006

0.424020

0.079526

0.091843

0.171368

0.595388

777300

0.051123

0.169162

0.220286

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.220286

777300

0.088596

0.249996

0.338592

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.338592

737MAX8

22.411219

8.504402

30.915621

14.745731

2.111080

16.856811

47.772432

737MAX8

49.100366

19.722205

68.822571

52.401480

6.095466

58.496945

127.319516

7773ER

0.060506

0.000000

0.060506

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.060506

7773ER

0.079247

0.000000

0.079247

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.079247

7878R

4.969962

2.359442

7.329404

6.053414

0.896405

6.949819

14.279223

7878R

19.355499

8.404844

27.760343

14.746988

2.873107

17.620094

45.380437

A223

0.273348

0.000000

0.273348

0.258088

0.102539

0.360627

0.633975

A223

0.569185

0.000000

0.569185

0.439338

0.176699

0.616038

1.185223

A320-271N

13.828572

8.247828

22.076400

9.231468

1.648658

10.880126

32.956526

A320-271N

34.274522

17.255729

51.530251

29.596599

9.765314

39.361913

90.892164

A321-232

0.088477

0.543778

0.632256

0.140434

0.000261

0.140695

0.772951

A321-232

0.628409

1.033426

1.661835

0.540072

0.000000

0.540072

2.201907

A330-301

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.156352

0.000000

0.156352

0.156352

A330-301

0.000803

0.000000

0.000803

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000803

A338

0.681363

0.297711

0.979074

0.161974

0.161707

0.323681

1.302755

A338

2.252647

0.680292

2.932938

0.815226

0.811478

1.626703

4.559641

A350-941

9.496777

4.943828

14.440605

7.784669

1.742629

9.527297

23.967902

A350-941

25.436380

18.530655

43.967035

21.420222

7.286966

28.707188

72.674223

ATR72-212A

0.000535

0.095310

0.095846

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.095846

ATR72-212A

0.000000

0.185266

0.185266

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.185266

B779

1.425641

1.352552

2.778193

0.982287

0.359288

1.341575

4.119768

B779

3.048061

3.960738

7.008799

1.389498

0.616841

2.006339

9.015138

B781

0.981751

0.787650

1.769401

1.060463

0.290215

1.350678

3.120079

B781

4.468882

2.146359

6.615242

2.568831

0.546429

3.115260

9.730502

B797

1.636062

1.334069

2.970131

1.316686

1.007728

2.324414

5.294545

B797

2.921138

3.287117

6.208255

3.804146

3.156512

6.960657

13.168912

BD-700-1A11

0.020615

0.000000

0.020615

0.039891

0.000000

0.039891

0.060506

BD-700-1A11

0.258623

0.000000

0.258623

0.239079

0.000000

0.239079

0.497702

DHC8

0.960115

0.293391

1.253505

1.486228

0.000000

1.486228

2.739733

DHC8

2.840238

0.689872

3.530110

3.510652

0.000000

3.510652

7.040762

EMB170

0.059703

0.048191

0.107894

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.107894

EMB170

0.219535

0.091562

0.311098

0.106555

0.000000

0.106555

0.417653

Total

57.038128

32.452407

89.490537

43.321312

8.370314

51.691625

141.182162

Total

145.870354

82.681989

228.552344

131.814564

31.422529

163.237089

391.789433

EC130

13.698630

0.000000

13.698630

0.000000

13.698630

27.397260

Helicopters

374

13.698630

375
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Endorsed Australian Noise Exposure Forecast

Melbourne Airport ANEC4 2052 Forecast movements

Melbourne Airport ANEC4 2052 Forecast movements

Runway 09L
Arrivals

Runway 16L
Departures

Arrivals

Departures

Aircraft

Day

Night

Total

Day

Night

Total

All

Aircraft

Day

Night

Total

Day

Night

Total

All

7478

0.006132

0.030661

0.036793

0.007736

0.000000

0.007736

0.044529

7478

0.169835

0.000000

0.169835

0.181120

0.006135

0.187255

0.357090

737300

0.006134

0.202411

0.208544

0.008000

0.000000

0.008000

0.216544

737300

0.590431

0.221878

0.812309

0.337351

0.214145

0.551496

1.363805

737400

0.000000

0.378687

0.378687

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.378687

737400

0.000000

0.591498

0.591498

0.000000

0.095205

0.095205

0.686703

737800

0.000000

1.167546

1.167546

0.000000

0.014401

0.014401

1.181947

737800

0.000000

2.159881

2.159881

0.000000

0.451483

0.451483

2.611364

747400

0.001867

0.103739

0.105606

0.002933

0.000000

0.002933

0.108539

747400

0.111739

0.058136

0.169876

0.059736

0.007467

0.067204

0.237080

777300

0.002933

0.128273

0.131207

0.000000

0.000267

0.000267

0.131474

777300

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.062403

0.000000

0.062403

0.062403

737MAX8

2.157544

1.899962

4.057506

2.173603

0.393263

2.566865

6.624371

737MAX8

60.073833

18.776209

78.850042

61.843230

11.053987

72.897216

151.747258

7773ER

0.001867

0.000000

0.001867

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.001867

7773ER

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.029068

0.029068

0.029068

7878R

0.382422

0.773644

1.156066

0.402953

0.056803

0.459755

1.615821

7878R

4.741604

1.989980

6.731585

9.538857

1.783819

11.322676

18.054261

A223

0.019468

0.000000

0.019468

0.021334

0.003734

0.025068

0.044536

A223

1.748092

0.000000

1.748092

1.416341

0.358419

1.774760

3.522852

A320-271N

0.864768

3.289262

4.154030

0.919615

0.307872

1.227487

5.381517

A320-271N

26.833384

15.107041

41.940425

29.870539

8.781561

38.652099

80.592524

A321-232

0.000000

0.620330

0.620330

0.000000

0.165492

0.165492

0.785822

A321-232

0.000000

0.443132

0.443132

0.000000

0.005734

0.005734

0.448866

A330-301

0.015734

0.000000

0.015734

0.010134

0.000000

0.010134

0.025868

A330-301

0.284548

0.000000

0.284548

0.311216

0.000000

0.311216

0.595764

A338

0.046936

0.017601

0.064537

0.050936

0.021868

0.072804

0.137341

A338

0.000000

0.074671

0.074671

0.871512

0.337084

1.208597

1.283268

A350-941

0.530161

1.709690

2.239851

0.520561

0.086405

0.606965

2.846816

A350-941

1.199530

0.952050

2.151580

7.959618

1.996638

9.956256

12.107836

ATR72-212A

0.009333

0.008266

0.017599

0.011202

0.007468

0.018670

0.036269

ATR72-212A

0.162389

0.182921

0.345310

0.241375

0.125622

0.366997

0.712307

B779

0.052536

0.921915

0.974451

0.042936

0.014667

0.057603

1.032054

B779

0.698437

0.100005

0.798442

1.490745

0.770707

2.261452

3.059894

B781

0.058936

0.137074

0.196010

0.084004

0.015734

0.099739

0.295749

B781

0.502426

0.000000

0.502426

1.542481

0.118940

1.661421

2.163847

B797

0.141340

0.476822

0.618162

0.126407

0.037069

0.163476

0.781638

B797

2.480381

1.459268

3.939649

2.915638

0.561100

3.476738

7.416387

BD-700-1A11

0.001867

0.000000

0.001867

0.003467

0.000000

0.003467

0.005334

BD-700-1A11

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

DHC8

0.065688

0.014746

0.080434

0.073212

0.012998

0.086210

0.166644

DHC8

2.529128

0.000000

2.529128

2.193449

0.303459

2.496908

5.026036

EMB170

0.005600

0.002667

0.008267

0.006134

0.004000

0.010134

0.018401

EMB170

0.069870

0.105339

0.175209

0.080271

0.093072

0.173342

0.348551

Total

4.371266

11.706098

16.077364

4.465167

0.982283

5.447448

21.524812

Total

102.195627

42.399207

144.594836

120.915882

27.253403

148.169284

292.764120

Runway 09R
Arrivals
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Runway 16R
Departures

Arrivals

Departures

Aircraft

Day

Night

Total

Day

Night

Total

All

Aircraft

Day

Night

Total

Day

Night

Total

All

7478

0.002400

0.003999

0.006399

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.006399

7478

0.000000

0.061588

0.061588

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.061588

737300

0.016001

0.000000

0.016001

0.004267

0.008800

0.013067

0.029068

737300

0.000533

0.002667

0.003200

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.003200

737400

0.000000

0.008800

0.008800

0.000000

0.001333

0.001333

0.010133

737400

0.000000

0.005867

0.005867

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.005867

737800

0.002133

1.119810

1.121943

0.000000

0.005600

0.005600

1.127543

737800

0.050670

0.991001

1.041671

0.000000

0.121604

0.121604

1.163275

747400

0.005867

0.006934

0.012801

0.002667

0.002933

0.005600

0.018401

747400

0.054670

0.117606

0.172276

0.062670

0.060270

0.122940

0.295216

777300

0.000000

0.013334

0.013334

0.001867

0.000000

0.001867

0.015201

777300

0.056270

0.247746

0.304016

0.000000

0.024801

0.024801

0.328817

737MAX8

1.207296

2.094016

3.301311

1.324198

0.227272

1.551469

4.852780

737MAX8

16.583431

6.504395

23.087826

16.922554

2.287105

19.209659

42.297485

7773ER

0.000267

0.000000

0.000267

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000267

7773ER

0.062670

0.000000

0.062670

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.062670

7878R

0.109606

0.550165

0.659771

0.064003

0.016534

0.080537

0.740308

7878R

5.094425

2.057984

7.152409

6.558981

1.021916

7.580897

14.733306

A223

0.072804

0.000000

0.072804

0.052269

0.014401

0.066670

0.139474

A223

0.281881

0.000000

0.281881

0.260014

0.109339

0.369353

0.651234

A320-271N

0.967132

1.848694

2.815826

0.896671

0.250513

1.147184

3.963010

A320-271N

11.970792

3.649138

15.619930

10.076545

2.630520

12.707064

28.326994

A321-232

0.005461

0.158359

0.163820

0.011728

0.001042

0.012770

0.176590

A321-232

0.104298

0.185389

0.289688

0.167317

0.017722

0.185039

0.474727

A330-301

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

A330-301

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

A338

0.000267

0.002667

0.002933

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.002933

A338

1.179262

0.312016

1.491278

0.197077

0.185343

0.382420

1.873698

A350-941

0.104539

0.164809

0.269347

0.029335

0.004800

0.034135

0.303482

A350-941

11.974229

5.893910

17.868139

9.738912

2.454796

12.193707

30.061846

ATR72-212A

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

ATR72-212A

0.000000

0.000267

0.000267

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000267

B779

0.049336

0.337084

0.386420

0.040002

0.000000

0.040002

0.426422

B779

1.658754

1.896633

3.555387

1.118725

0.402955

1.521680

5.077067

B781

0.033068

0.093872

0.126940

0.037602

0.000000

0.037602

0.164542

B781

1.206730

0.900047

2.106777

1.206730

0.346152

1.552882

3.659659

B797

0.071470

0.215743

0.287213

0.082672

0.037869

0.120540

0.407753

B797

2.044361

1.169921

3.214282

1.634229

1.065929

2.700159

5.914441

BD-700-1A11

0.000267

0.000000

0.000267

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000267

BD-700-1A11

0.041869

0.000000

0.041869

0.074937

0.000000

0.074937

0.116806

DHC8

0.100007

0.000000

0.100007

0.087536

0.000000

0.087536

0.187543

DHC8

1.049938

0.310209

1.360147

1.584408

0.000000

1.584408

2.944555

EMB170

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

EMB170

0.000000

0.000267

0.000267

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000267

Total

2.747921

6.618286

9.366204

2.634817

0.571097

3.205912

12.572116

Total

53.414783

24.306651

77.721435

49.603099

10.728452

60.33155

138.052985
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Endorsed Australian Noise Exposure Forecast

Melbourne Airport ANEC4 2052 Forecast movements

Melbourne Airport ANEC4 2052 Forecast movements

Runway 27R
Arrivals

Runway 34R
Departures

Arrivals

Departures

Aircraft

Day

Night

Total

Day

Night

Total

All

Aircraft

Day

Night

Total

Day

Night

Total

All

7478

0.081585

0.023996

0.105580

0.066953

0.000000

0.066953

0.172533

7478

0.138907

0.000000

0.138907

0.130171

0.077623

0.207794

0.346701

737300

0.065070

0.000000

0.065070

0.189077

0.095738

0.284815

0.349885

737300

0.396821

0.055736

0.452557

0.230412

0.486159

0.716571

1.169128

737400

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.215211

0.215211

0.215211

737400

0.000000

0.256547

0.256547

0.000000

0.949383

0.949383

1.205930

737800

0.000000

0.512302

0.512302

0.000000

1.565391

1.565391

2.077693

737800

0.000000

0.724583

0.724583

0.000000

3.003844

3.003844

3.728427

747400

0.037602

0.075204

0.112806

0.000000

0.125340

0.125340

0.238146

747400

0.086671

0.016534

0.103205

0.039202

0.076804

0.116006

0.219211

777300

0.031202

0.091471

0.122673

0.000000

0.196277

0.196277

0.318950

777300

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.042669

0.002400

0.045069

0.045069

737MAX8

40.610562

20.037957

60.648519

56.839521

13.974416

70.813936

131.462455

737MAX8

56.419915

15.854463

72.274378

65.507554

13.733822

79.241376

151.515754

7773ER

0.020801

0.000000

0.020801

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.020801

7773ER

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.110139

0.110139

0.110139

7878R

12.917272

5.958741

18.876013

2.515587

1.522740

4.038327

22.914340

7878R

6.201155

2.331600

8.532755

9.798336

4.710092

14.508429

23.041184

A223

0.405888

0.000000

0.405888

0.371220

0.095205

0.466425

0.872313

A223

1.766226

0.000000

1.766226

1.409941

0.260547

1.670488

3.436714

A320-271N

15.486909

11.909480

27.396390

18.635071

13.735261

32.370333

59.766723

A320-271N

25.955555

10.447053

36.402607

28.705213

13.968967

42.674180

79.076787

A321-232

0.000000

0.286957

0.286957

0.000000

0.913204

0.913204

1.200161

A321-232

0.000000

0.187573

0.187573

0.000000

0.586650

0.586650

0.774223

A330-301

0.178409

0.000000

0.178409

0.167209

0.000000

0.167209

0.345618

A330-301

0.217078

0.000000

0.217078

0.207211

0.000000

0.207211

0.424289

A338

1.341137

0.532295

1.873432

0.312283

0.004800

0.317083

2.190515

A338

0.000000

0.282682

0.282682

0.869646

0.254680

1.124326

1.407008

A350-941

13.303366

9.662908

22.966273

0.262147

2.668407

2.930554

25.896827

A350-941

1.773960

0.873113

2.647072

5.301079

4.078348

9.379426

12.026498

ATR72-212A

0.182388

0.224785

0.407173

0.206436

0.179764

0.386200

0.793373

ATR72-212A

0.202653

0.140524

0.343177

0.237108

0.104551

0.341659

0.684836

B779

1.386740

1.793961

3.180700

0.001067

0.302949

0.304016

3.484716

B779

0.895247

0.395487

1.290734

1.889966

2.135846

4.025812

5.316546

B781

2.767345

1.076857

3.844202

0.001333

0.701637

0.702970

4.547172

B781

1.089391

0.000000

1.089391

1.926501

1.056856

2.983357

4.072748

B797

2.603587

1.794750

4.398337

2.154793

0.881652

3.036445

7.434782

B797

2.385444

1.088584

3.474027

2.967908

0.973657

3.941565

7.415592

BD-700-1A11

0.191477

0.000000

0.191477

0.000267

0.000000

0.000267

0.191744

BD-700-1A11

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

DHC8

1.999065

0.401368

2.400433

2.159761

0.296828

2.456589

4.857022

DHC8

2.670693

0.000000

2.670693

2.357646

0.217249

2.574895

5.245588

EMB170

0.100539

0.098672

0.199210

0.089605

0.110672

0.200277

0.399487

EMB170

0.102139

0.071470

0.173609

0.102139

0.070670

0.172809

0.346418

Total

93.710944

54.38232

148.093261

83.97233

37.258938

121.231268

269.324529

Total

100.301855

32.825333

133.127185

121.722702

47.184841

168.907543

302.034728

Runway 27L
Arrivals
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Runway 34L
Departures

Arrivals

Departures

Aircraft

Day

Night

Total

Day

Night

Total

All

Aircraft

Day

Night

Total

Day

Night

Total

All

7478

0.018663

0.003199

0.021863

0.031743

0.055216

0.086959

0.108822

7478

0.000000

0.015730

0.015730

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.015730

737300

0.316550

0.073871

0.390421

0.065870

0.308283

0.374153

0.764574

737300

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

737400

0.000000

0.428289

0.428289

0.000000

0.408555

0.408555

0.836844

737400

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

737800

0.121875

1.176614

1.298489

0.000000

1.650994

1.650994

2.949483

737800

0.103740

0.357091

0.460831

0.000000

1.673928

1.673928

2.134759

747400

0.076537

0.005600

0.082138

0.072270

0.088005

0.160275

0.242413

747400

0.042669

0.033868

0.076537

0.038935

0.196010

0.234946

0.311483

777300

0.002933

0.011734

0.014667

0.032268

0.013867

0.046136

0.060803

777300

0.045869

0.064003

0.109872

0.000000

0.318950

0.318950

0.428822

737MAX8

29.706198

14.507299

44.213497

31.052569

8.074675

39.127244

83.340741

737MAX8

14.581237

5.016830

19.598067

18.366915

2.256465

20.623380

40.221447

7773ER

0.014134

0.000000

0.014134

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.014134

7773ER

0.039469

0.000000

0.039469

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.039469

7878R

2.790293

1.656628

4.446921

7.991850

3.705511

11.697360

16.144281

7878R

7.565766

2.494543

10.060309

6.271767

1.656079

7.927847

17.988156

A223

1.713957

0.000000

1.713957

1.263800

0.340818

1.604618

3.318575

A223

0.253080

0.000000

0.253080

0.214145

0.069870

0.284015

0.537095

A320-271N

20.969813

10.997796

31.967608

19.948730

11.572419

31.521150

63.488758

A320-271N

11.579994

3.126385

14.706379

10.262228

4.441470

14.703698

29.410077

A321-232

0.338287

0.356854

0.695141

0.253060

0.374508

0.627567

1.322708

A321-232

0.264295

0.040955

0.305250

0.247847

0.247587

0.495434

0.800684

A330-301

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

A330-301

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

A338

0.050936

0.199477

0.250413

0.964584

0.884046

1.848630

2.099043

A338

1.278200

0.248813

1.527014

0.352552

0.260547

0.613099

2.140113

A350-941

2.272119

2.268386

4.540505

11.924360

7.655336

19.579695

24.120200

A350-941

13.236962

7.004901

20.241864

10.328809

7.915083

18.243892

38.485756

ATR72-212A

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

ATR72-212A

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

B779

1.607551

0.461891

2.069442

2.296121

3.196968

5.493089

7.562531

B779

1.723557

1.329937

3.053494

1.053655

0.551762

1.605418

4.658912

B781

1.284601

0.164809

1.449409

2.473730

0.772041

3.245771

4.695180

B781

2.242518

0.689103

2.931621

1.216864

0.746173

1.963036

4.894657

B797

1.266992

1.473135

2.740127

2.632688

2.235598

4.868286

7.608413

B797

1.670211

0.950177

2.620388

1.819574

1.165402

2.984976

5.605364

BD-700-1A11

0.020001

0.000000

0.020001

0.186410

0.000000

0.186410

0.206411

BD-700-1A11

0.161875

0.000000

0.161875

0.152275

0.000000

0.152275

0.314150

DHC8

2.361556

0.000000

2.361556

2.126338

0.000000

2.126338

4.487894

DHC8

1.256118

0.253100

1.509219

1.598732

0.000000

1.598732

3.107951

EMB170

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

EMB170

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

Total

64.932996

33.785582

98.718578

83.316391

41.33684

124.65323

223.371808

Total

56.045560

21.625436

77.670999

51.924298

21.499326

73.423626

151.094625
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ABBREVIATIONS
Airport Building Controller

M3R

Melbourne Airport’s Third Runway

AEDT

Aviation Environmental Design Tool

MAEO

Melbourne Airport Environs Overlay

AEO

Airport Environment Officer

MAESP

Melbourne Airport Environs Strategy Plan

AFFF

Aqueous film forming foams

MAESSAC

ANEC

Australian Noise Exposure Concept

Melbourne Airport Environs Safeguarding
Standing Advisory Committee

ANEF

Australian Noise Exposure Forecast

MAL

Melbourne Airport Link

MAR

Melbourne Airport Rail

MDP

Major Development Plan

MNES

Matters of National Environmental
Significance

MW

Megawatt

NASF

National Airports Safeguarding Framework

NEMP

National Environment Management Plan

NO2

Nitrogen dioxide

OLS

Obstacle Limitation Surfaces

OEMP

Operational Environmental Management
Plan

Australian Noise Exposure Index

APAC

Australia Pacific Airports Corporation
Limited

APAM

Australia Pacific Airports (Melbourne) Pty Ltd

AS2021

Australian Standard 2021:2015 Acoustics Aircraft Noise Intrusion – Building Siting and
Construction

CACG

Community Aviation Consultation Group

CALD

Culturally and linguistically diverse

CASA

Civil Aviation Safety Authority

CBD

Central Business District

CEMP

Construction Environmental Management
Plan

PANS-OPS

Procedures for Air Navigation Services –
Aircraft Operations

CHMP

Cultural Heritage Management Plan

PCF

Planning Coordination Forum

DAWE

Department of Agriculture, Water and the
Environment (Commonwealth)

PFAS

Per- and poly- fluorinated alkyl substances

PRM

People with reduced mobility

PTV

Public Transport Victoria

Department of Infrastructure, Transport,
Regional Development and Communications
(Commonwealth)

RDP

Runway Development Program

RESA

Runway End Safety Area

EMS

Environmental Management System

RET

Rapid Exit Taxiway

EPA

Environment Protection Authority (Victoria)

SDG

Sustainable Development Goals

EPBC Act

Environment Protection and Biodiversity
Conservation Act 1999 (Commonwealth)

SO2

Sulphur dioxide

SODPROPS

ESD

Ecologically sustainable development

Simultaneous opposite direction parallel
runway operations

FTE

Full-time equivalent

SRL

Suburban Rail Loop

FY

Financial year

SRO

Single runway modes of operation

GIS

Geographic Information System

T1

Terminal 1

GPS

Global Positioning System

T2

Terminal 2

GSE

Ground support equipment

T3

Terminal 3

GSP

Gross State Product

T4

Terminal 4

HEPA

Heads of EPAs Australia and New Zealand

T123

Terminals 1, 2 and 3

HMP

Heritage Management Plan

The airport

Melbourne Airport

IATA

International Air Transport Association

The Airports Act

Airports Act 1996 (Commonwealth)

ILS

Instrument Landing System

ISO

International Standards Organisation

The Environment Melbourne Airport Environment Strategy
Strategy

JUHI

Joint User Hydrant Installation

LAHSO

Land and Hold Short Operations

LED

Light-emitting diode

DELWP
DITRDC

LEED
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ABC

ANEI

Department of Environment, Land, Water
and Planning (Victoria)

Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design

Abbreviations and Glossary

The Master Plan

Melbourne Airport Master Plan

UGB

Urban Growth Boundary

UMV

Urban Mobility Vehicle

VPP

Victoria Planning Provisions

VTOL

Vertical Take-off and Landing

Aerobridge

An enclosed, movable connector that
extends from an airport terminal gate to
an aircraft.

Code D aircraft

An aircraft that has a wingspan of between
36 metres and up to but not including
52 metres. An example is the B767-300.

Airport Master
Plan

The principal planning document required
under the Airports Act 1996 that sets out a
20-year plan for each leased federal airport.

Code E aircraft

Aircraft noise
contours

Contours that display the existing or forecast
aircraft noise exposure patterns around
an airport. These contours help land-use
planning authorities decide on acceptable
development in areas affected by
aircraft noise.

An aircraft that has a wingspan of between
52 metres and up to but not including
65 metres. Examples are the Airbus A330
or A340 and Boeing 777/787.

Code F aircraft

An aircraft that has a wingspan of between
65 metres and up to but not including 80
metres. An example is the Airbus A380.

Contact bay,
contact gate,
contact stand

An aircraft stand with direct access to and
from the terminal building, typically via an
aerobridge.

Curfew

A restriction on certain flights taking off
or landing from specified airports
at designated times.

Green Wedge
Zone

A land use zone to control use of the land
and to recognise, protect and conserve
green wedge land for its agricultural,
environmental, historic, landscape,
recreational and tourism opportunities,
and mineral and stone resources.

Ground-Based
Augmentation
System

A satellite-based precision landing system
recognised by the International Civil Aviation
Organization as a replacement for current
instrument landing systems.

Airservices
Australia

The Australian Government agency
providing air traffic control management and
related airside services to the
aviation industry.

Airservices
Noise
Complaints and
Information
Service

A toll-free enquiry line operated by
Airservices to provide the public with a
means of making a complaint or enquiry
concerning noise levels at major airports.

Airside

The aircraft movement area of an airport
and adjacent land and buildings that are
access-controlled.

Aircraft apron

Australian
Noise Exposure
Concept (ANEC)

Australian
Noise Exposure
Forecast (ANEF)

The part of an airport where aircraft are
parked and serviced, enabling passengers
to board and disembark and freight to be
loaded and unloaded.
A set of contours based on hypothetical
(forecast) aircraft operations at an airport
in the future. As ANEC maps are based on
hypothetical assumptions and may not have
been subject to review or endorsement, they
have no official status and cannot be used
for land-use planning. However, an ANEC
can be turned into an ANEF.
A system developed as a land-use planning
tool aimed at controlling encroachment
on airports by noise-sensitive buildings.
The system underpins Australian Standard
AS2021 ‘Acoustics – Aircraft noise intrusion –
Building siting and construction’.
The standard contains advice on the
acceptability of building sites based on
ANEF zones. ANEFs are the official forecasts
of future noise exposure patterns around
an airport. They constitute the contours on
which land-use planning authorities base
their controls.

Australian Noise
Exposure Index
(ANEI)

Contours developed under the ANEF
framework showing historic noise exposure
patterns used in environmental reporting
and benchmarking.

Busy day

The representative ‘busy day’ at the airport
is based on International Air Transport
Association methodology and is defined
as the second busiest day of the average
week in the peak month. The methodology
considers both domestic and international
activity separately and in combination to
ensure that both are properly represented.

Civil Aviation
Safety Authority
(CASA)

An independent statutory body responsible
for regulating aviation safety in Australia and
the safety of Australian aircraft overseas.

Code C aircraft

An aircraft that has a wingspan of between
24 metres and up to but not including 36
metres. Examples are the Airbus A320 series
and Boeing 737-700/800 series.

Ground support Airport support equipment – for example,
equipment (GSE) aircraft pushback tractors, baggage tugs,
ground power units and engine air
start units.
Instrument
landing system
(ILS)

Instruments capable of providing both
directional and glide slope guidance.

International
Air Transport
Association
(IATA)

An international organisation representing
and serving the airline industry worldwide.

International
Civil Aviation
Organization
(ICAO)

A specialised United Nations agency that
brings together key national industry
organisations to determine areas of strategic
priority; develops policies and standards;
coordinates global monitoring, analysis and
reporting initiatives; and delivers targeted
assistance and capacity building.

Joint user
hydrant
installation
(JUHI)

Provides critical aviation support
infrastructure in the form of a jet fuel storage
facility and the Jet Fuel Hydrant Pipeline
Network Facility.

Landside

The area of an airport and buildings to which
the public normally has free access.

Leased federal
airports

The 21 airports privatised under the
Airports Act, where the airport operators
lease the airport land from the Australian
Government.

Major
Development
Plan

A requirement under the Airports Act
for airport-lessee companies to provide
information to the Australian Government
and the public about significant planned
development on leased federal airport sites.

Multiple-Aircraft
Ramp System

This system allows two smaller aircraft to be
parked on a single large aircraft stand.

Non-aviation
development

Non-aviation commercial developments,
such as retail outlets and office buildings,
on airport sites.
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Appendix G

Abbreviations and Glossary

GLOSSARY (cont.)
Obstacle
Limitation
Surfaces (OLS)

A series of surfaces that define the volume
of airspace at and around an aerodrome
to be kept free of obstacles in order to
permit the intended aircraft operations to
be conducted safely and to prevent the
aerodrome from becoming unusable due
to obstacles.
The OLS is generally lower than the PANSOPS surface and is designed to provide
protection for aircraft flying into or out of
the airport when the pilot is flying by sight.
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Precision
Approach Path
Indicator (PAPI)

A visual aid that provides guidance
information to help a pilot acquire and
maintain the correct approach (in the
vertical plane) to an airport.

Prescribed
Airspace

Airspace of defined dimensions within which
air traffic control services are provided in
accordance with airspace classifications.

Procedures for
Air Navigation
Services
– Aircraft
Operations
(PAN-OPS)

A set of International Civil Aviation
Organization rules for designing instrument
approach and departure procedures at
aerodromes.

Rapid Exit
Taxiway (RET)

Taxiways linked to runways at an angle
that permit aircraft to exit the runway at
high speeds.

Specialised
Activity Centre

Important economic precincts that provide a
mix of economic activities and generate high
numbers of work and visitor trips.

Taxiway

A path on an airport connecting
runways with ramps, hangars, terminals
and other facilities.

Trunk
infrastructure

Key infrastructure such as water, electricity
and sewerage.

Urban Growth
Boundary (UGB)

A regional boundary set to control urban
sprawl by mandating that the area inside the
boundary be used for higher density urban
development, and the area outside be used
for lower density development.

Walk-out pier

Aircraft stand without direct access to and
from the terminal building, typically via a
short apron walk or bus trip.

The PANS-OPS surface is generally above
the OLS and is designed to safeguard an
aircraft from collision with obstacles when
the aircraft’s flight may be guided solely by
instruments, in conditions of poor visibility.
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